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1. Introduc�on
One of the main stakes of major crises is to know
if the countries concerned can con�nue their rapprochement while facing diﬃcul�es in a co-opera�ve way and coordina�ng their policies. Clearly,
this was not the case during the 1929 crisis which
had grown deeper, star�ng from the implementa�on of the Hamley Smooth Tarif Act and the retaliatory measures that had been put in place as
a response. Fortunately, the current period does
not call to mind such events and one can hope
that history will not repeat itself.

A decline in domes�c demand is added to the mix
almost everywhere, however much more in developed countries, which automa�cally produces
tensions on the external accounts of developing
countries.
These are the reasons that explain the �tle of this
report, the euro-Mediterranean partnership, launched in Barcelona and ac�ve through the Union
for the Mediterranean, must tackle the issue of
post-crisis engines that could be implemented to
consolidate the progress observed since 2005. The
partnership, which remains the main engine used
since the Barcelona agreements, and more preci-

Nevertheless, there are certain signs indica�ng
that the issue could rise if recovery is deemed
insuﬃcient and if poli�cal �es in favour of a better convergence of situa�ons, on a world and regional level, were to be distended. Indeed, one
observes, that the foreign exchange rates of the
major world operators are obviously not at equilibrium, that considerable current account deﬁcits are growing and that public transfers, supposed to act as a necessary compensa�on net,
pile-up to immeasurable amounts with the mass
of private capital (o�en ﬂoa�ng) seeking to be
invested.

sely the introduc�on of a free-trade area between
the 27 countries concerned, accompanied by
progress in the movement of factors and public
transfers to facilitate adjustments and ins�tu�onal
transforma�ons, will be the one to be ques�oned
in this report.

Obviously, this raises diﬃcul�es to less developed
countries, which have anchored their foreign exchange rate to currencies, or baskets of currencies made up of the most used currencies in interna�onal exchange (dollar, euro, sterling pound).

Indeed, the crisis might have had a rela�vely mi�gated ﬁnancial ou�all with respect to Mediterranean partners of the EU, but on the other hand,
it had one of the signiﬁcant ou�alls on exports,
foreign direct investments, workers remi�ances
and prices of raw materials and agro-food products, which brought a decline in growth rates
and had sever consequences on the balance of
public accounts and employment (cf Ahmed Galal and Jean-Louis Reiﬀers “Crise et voies de sor�e

Such countries would hesitate between having
access to such resources - with a slight increase
of vola�lity - by integra�ng interna�onal capital
markets or, instead, maintaining control over the
domes�c process of accumula�on. One also observes, that even within greater regions that are

de crise dans les pays méditerranéens partenaires
de la Femip” EIB November 2010 and the country
proﬁles of the second part of this report). In addi�on, one clearly observes a decelera�on in the
general pace of trade liberaliza�on, especially in
developed countries. The la�er have set up an ar-

rela�vely integrated, the coordina�on of economic policies is not always easily carried out. The
compe��ve group of countries that proceeded

senal of standards (a movement now imitated by
developing countries), explicitly raise the issue of
delocalizing, and have launched ac�ve structural

with courage to real adjustments through the last
ten years are re�cent towards countries lagging
and which require more nominal ﬂexibility.

policies which aim at fostering compara�ve advantages in new ac�vi�es, especially in those of
the environment and the knowledge economy.
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The point of view of FEMISE is that MPs cannot neglect the possibility of launching their own kind of
structural policies, or else they will remain specialized on tradi�onal produc�ons and those of non-tradable goods. However, they must at the same �me,
con�nue to be integrated into the world economy
by consolida�ng the intermediate stage, that of regional integra�on. As this report will show, while the
con�nua�on of interna�onal opening and related
ins�tu�onal reforms cannot be the quasi-exclusive
engine of convergence in the region any more, nevertheless, there is s�ll poten�al and, in any case,
greater interna�onal opening is a pre-requisite for
structural policies to have the expected results.
In this report, the ﬁrst part will provide a progress
report on the movement of goods and factors by indica�ng the mobilizable poten�al and the nature of
the future stakes. One of the most important stakes
is to examine whether interna�onal opening of MPs,
which allows for the convergence of per capita incomes between countries as all know, also creates
pressures within countries because of the necessary
adjustments and thus contributes in dila�ng the na�onal social space by increasing inequali�es. This
ﬁrst part will consequently treat the movement of
goods, capital and migra�on and will be concluded
by a chapter devoted to poverty, the most characteris�c social indicator of the ﬁnal eﬀects of the policies followed.
In the second part, a detailed examina�on of the
reac�ons to the crisis in the various MPs will be
presented.

-2-

Chapter 1. Impact of the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership 15 Years a�er Barcelona: What Do we
Know ? What Can be done?

policy measures directly linked to regional integration, but also indirect measures which are necessary to optimize the effects of the Barcelona
agreement, such as education and research, innovation and technology, governance, macroeconomic and financial policies, etc...

This chapter aims to provide a general assessment of the impact of the Euromed partnership
almost 15 years a�er the implementa�on of the
Barcelona agreement. It is organized in four sec�ons. The ﬁrst provides an analysis of trade patterns between the EU and Mediterranean countries since 1995. It focuses on the main changes
in these trade pa�erns and ques�ons the eﬀects
of the Barcelona agreement. The second sec�on
presents a survey of the quan�ta�ve assessments
of the Euromed partnership, especially the Barcelona Agreement. In par�cular, eﬀects on trade

I. Main characteris�cs of the EU-MPs trade pa�erns
since 1995
I.1. A slow down of the EU rela�ve share in trade
with MPs
As a whole, the 1995-2009 period was characterized by a decline in foreign trade between the 27
EU countries (EU27) and the Mediterranean Par-

and GDP are inves�gated as well as eﬀects on real
convergence. This sec�on concludes that despite
signiﬁcant poten�al gains expected from these
agreements, actual gains seem to be posi�ve but
small. A similar conclusion applies to the SouthSouth integra�on. As a ma�er of fact, most quan�ta�ve studies on GAFTA conclude that there are
small eﬀects on trade and GDP.

tner Countries (MPs). In 1995, exports from MPs to
the EU were 1.6 �mes higher than exports to the
rest of the world (RoW), and imports were 1.2 �mes higher. In 2009, as shown by ﬁgure 1, the share of the RoW exceeds that of the EU (blue square
on the graph) except in the case of manufactured
goods imports. The accession to the EU of the 12
new member states in the 2000s did not reverse

Figure 1. Share of EU27 (in %) in trade with MPs versus trade with the

Section three investigates the Rest of the World (RoW)
reasons for such small effects.
For that purpose, an analysis of
the various obstacles to gains
from trade is carried out. These
include all the criticisms previously mentioned, i.e. delays in
the implementation of the tariff
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schedule, the lack of EU market
access for agricultural products, Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
the presence of NTBs (especially
Technical Barriers to Trade and the lack of har- this trend whereas such countries contributed to 8
monization), the lack of regional integration in to 9% to the rela�ve share of the EU as compared
terms of services and FDI, the role of rules of ori- to the RoW in 2009.
gins, the impact of inappropriate specialization,
the role of scale economies and product diffe- The posi�oning of the categories of sectors on ﬁrentiation, etc...
gure 1 also shows that the EU has always been and
s�ll remains the principal supplier of manufactured
Section four concludes with several policy re- goods to the MPs, although since the 2000s it is no
commendations. The latter not only include longer the main outlet for this category of goods.
-3-

Table 1. Share of the EU (in %) in MPs trade
Exports

Imports

1995

2005

2009

1995

2005

2009

West Med

69%

62%

58%

64%

57%

55%

East Med

47%

34%

29%

46%

26%

29%

Israel

34%

29%

26%

53%

39%

37%

Turkey

57%

57%

47%

51%

45%

40%

MP10

53%

51%

44%

53%

43%

41%

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE

These observa�ons should however be nuanced
depending on the countries under considera�on. Table 1 above shows that west Mediterranean countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia) remain very close to the EU, even though there is a
downward trend for both exports and imports. East

MPs exports in 2009. Instead, it indicates that the
MPs tried to diversify their export markets. In parallel, it is worth no�ng that the share of the US market
(excluding oil) experienced a 20% drop (23% for the
manufactured products) in 2000 down to 11% (13%
for the manufactured products) in 2009.

Mediterranean countries (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,
Syria, West Bank and Gaza) are more oriented towards the RoW partners, with the EU amoun�ng to
a third of the trade.

However, it is diﬃcult to explain how the growth
rate of the EU-originated imports to MPs (globally
2% over the 1995-2008 period) remains lower than
that of imports coming from the RoW (+ 4%) whereas during the same period, the dismantling of
the MPs-EU tariﬀ barriers was almost completed
in most MPs.

I.2 Weak growth of the Euro-Med trade
The drop of the rela�ve par�cipa�on of the EU to
the MPs foreign trade is conﬁrmed by the analysis
of the growth rate. The op�mum growth period
took place around 2000-2005, for both imports and
exports (ﬁgure 2). All the partners took part in this
MPs trade opening partly driven by the Barcelona
agreement.

Several reasons could explain this decline of the EU
as supplier of the MPs:
The MPs have diversiﬁed their sources of
supply, and in that respect the constant rise of the
Chinese suppliers must be noted (+ 19% over the
1995-2008 period and + 39% over the 2001-2005
period), strongly driven by the manufactured products. In 2009 China accounted for 14% of the ma-

It must be noted that trade growth with the EU did
not reach the scope expected. Be it over the 19952008 period (+6%) or during each sub-period, the
growth of the exports to the EU is lower than that of
the exports to the other partners regardless of the
type of sector. This observa�on has been veriﬁed
in all MPs. This phenomenon can be explained by
the dynamics ini�ated by the EuroMed free trade
agreement (FTA) running out of steam, considering
that by the beginning of 2000 the tariﬀ dismantling
between the EU and the MPs had been completed.
The strong growth of exports to China (+20% over
the 1995-2008 period) cannot explain this phenomenon since these markets only amount to 2% of

nufactured good imports to the MPs and for 1°% of
all imports excluding oil.
The sectorial specializa�ons the range
increase of which is insuﬃcient as we shall see
subsequently.
I.3. Increased global trade deﬁcit with the RoW
and improvement of the posi�on vis-a-vis the EU
The search for supply sources outside of the
UE27 inevitably increases the trade deficit of the
-4-

than with the EU (-22%) and
that the losses of exports markets are more significant on the
European markets (-32% versus
-29%)

Figure 2. Growth rate (*) of MPs trade by partner country
Exports

30%
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China MP RoW Total USA EU

China MP RoW Total USA EU

China MP RoW Total USA EU
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-10%
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Imports

40%
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China MP RoW Total EU USA

2006-2009

China MP RoW Total EU USA

China MP RoW Total EU USA

(*) Annual average rates of growth
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE

MPs vis-a-vis the RoW (US$-61.5 billions in 2009)
which exceeds that of the EU (US$-32 billions,
annex 3).

Turkey weighs heavily on the
trade deficit of MPs (42% of the
global balance and 28% of the
trade deficit with the EU). Only
Algeria and Syria, because of
their oil exports, have positive
balances with the EU, although
Syria suffers from a deficit with
the RoW. The trade position of
Israel is different since its ma-

nufactured goods come from
Europe (deficit of US$ -4 billions in 2009), a budget line for which this country enjoys major outlets on the markets of the RoW with an excess of
US$14 billions in 2009.

Figure 3 illustrates the gap that took place
around the year 2004 regardless of the type of
sector. The normalization of the trade balance
on the basis of the year 2000 makes it possible
to observe that the trade deficits with the RoW
have relatively increased relative to the partners
of the RoW.

I.4. The issue of agriculture
In 2009, agricultural products roughly amounted
to 9% of the total exports of MPs, with intercountry variations. Syria – with 36% of agricultural exports – is the most representative country
followed by Morocco (19%), Jordan (15%) and
Egypt (12%) (Annex 4).

The 2009 crisis has deeply affected the MPs (see
annex 2) with a drop of almost a third in trade
which played a strong role on the trade deficit
drop vis-a-vis the RoW partners as shown by figure 3. This drop concerns all the MPs groups.
It should be noted however that restrictions on
imports are higher with the RoW partners (-32%)

The conserva�on of tariﬀ barriers and of quotas
on agricultural product inputs in the European

markets was such that the EU rela�ve part for this
category of products is signiﬁcantly lower than
Figure 3. Comparative evolution of the MPC trade balances with the 2 its total trade share. In 2009, the
groups of partner countries (2000=100)
UE15 amounted to only one third
of the MPs agricultural markets.
Agricultural exports were directed more to the other MPs (16%
of the export markets) and to
the RoW markets. The exports of
agricultural products to the EU
amounted to no more than 7%
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
of total MPs exports.
500%

RoW manufacturing

RoW Total

RoW Total (excl. Oil)

EU 27 Manufacturing
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2 008

2 009

The exports of agricultural products are specialized to certain categories of products: fruits
and vegetables amount to more than half of

During the 1995-2009 period the MPs increased
their relative part of manufactured goods in
their exports (table 3). Yet, the level of this global indicator was strongly influenced by
the two most economically powerful counTable 2. Rela�ve shares of MPs trade partners
tries of the zone - Turkey and Israel – which
Total exports
Agricultural exports
respectively represent 36% and 28% of
EU
44%
31%
MPs-to-RoW exports and 42% and 11% of
ROW
47%
53%
MPs
9%
16%
MPs-to-EU exports. A countrywise analysis
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
(annex 6) shows on the one hand (i) that
the trade proximity with the EU of west
the export markets and 70% of exports to the Mediterranean countries – such as Tunisia and
EU (annex 5). The exports to the RoW and MPs Morocco – has facilitated the reinforcement of
are more diversified with a higher share for the the industrial development and that conversely
cereals (respectively 14% and 21% of the export (ii) east Mediterranean countries have impromarkets), and the meats and preparations for ved their level of specialization in manufactured
the MPs markets.

goods mainly under the influence of trade with
the RoW. Turkey (with Israel), is one of the countries that exports the largest share of manufactured goods especially towards their European
partners.

Since the beginning of the 2000s, MPs have developed a local agrofood industry; the export of
condi�oned agrofood products grows more rapidly than that of fresh food products and this
mainly on non European markets (ﬁgure 4).

Moreover, the growth of medium and high technology products in the MPs exports of manufactured goods (from 24 to 32% between 1995
and 2009 for all the MPs (table 3) and from 28%
to 40% for the MPs excluding Algeria and Syria)
demonstrates that this specialization into industrial goods took place in parallel with a global
range improvement.

I.5. Did the Barcelona process improve the nature
of the MPs integra�on to World Trade?
Based on the observation of the three types of
significant indicators of the nature of the integration of MPs into World Trade (part of manufactured exports, technological level, part of intra-sectorial type trade) (table 2), it can be seen
that most Med countries have noticeably impro-

Although in the last 15 years the share of medium-high tech products trade took place mainly

ved their situation on the international stage.

with non-European partners (35%), the most significant improvements took place with the EU.
Moreover, for the MPs - excluding Algeria
Figure 4. Exports (in US$ millions) of MPs agricultural products
and Syria – the share of medium-high tech
as per their conditioning level
products was the same (41% to 42%) (annex
7-2) regardless of the partner again with a
faster growth at the end of the period for
the trade with the EU.
RoW fresh food

EU15 fresh food

RoW processed food

EU15 processed food

10 000

8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
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Finally, it should be noted that the fastest
growth concerned mainly the medium tech
products (from 9.4% in 1995 to 17.5% in

Table 3. MPs Performance Indicators
Share of
Share of
technologically
manufacturing intensive (mid. and Intra-branch
exports
high) exports
trade
1995

2009

1995

2009

1995-2000

2001-2009

World

59%

62%

24%

32%

37,8

48,8

EU

58%

61,50%

19%

31%

27,9

37,5

ROW

57%

62%

30%

35%

39,1

46,7

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE

2009) and more specifically with the EU (from
8.8% to 21%) (annex 7-1). This mechanically led
to a drop in the relative share of labor-intensive
and resource-intensive products. The share of
the primary goods and energy – about a third of
the exports – remained nevertheless high.

vidually the MPs do not boast the same results.
From one hand, exports from Algeria, Jordan,
Syria are highly concentrated on a small number
of products at the beginning of the period, and
from the other hand, exports from Tunisia and
Turkey are diversified. Likewise, during the same
period, the export structures of Jordan, Morocco
and Turkey are getting closer to the average
world structures.

The intra-sectorial trade indicator is representative of the level of participation of the countries
to the international industrial activities. Globally, we can note a noticeable improvement of the
intra-sectorial trade shares between the 2 periods - 1995-2000 and 2001-2009 - with a faster
growth of this type of exchanges with the RoW.
However, due to the method of calculation, the
global results for all the MPs does not represent
the mean obtained by the countries which compose it, which calls for a country-specific analysis
(annex 9) [1].

I.6. Strong geographical sectorial specializa�ons
that are struggling to improve and go upmarket
The sectorial characteristics of the MPs external
markets are different as a function of the group
of partners. Exports to the RoW concern mainly
generic sectors such as chemistry, metallurgy or
primary products except oil (annex 10), whereas
the exports which target the European markets
concern sectors more strongly marked by specific demands linked to the characteristics of the
products or production process (such as in the
case of vertical production processes). This concerns mainly the textile and garment industry,
electronic components or computers.

Although there is a general trend towards the improvement of the intra-sectorial trade share (except for Syria and Algeria, whose levels are lower,
and Jordan), it is mainly with the RoW partners
that the intra-sectorial trade levels are most signiﬁcant. It can be observed however that the two
countries closest to the EU - Tunisia and Morocco
– have a stronger development of this type of exchanges with their European partners.

The MPs supply approximately a third of the
textile-garnment markets of the EU (annex 11)
and sensibly make progress in more technological sectors such as electronic components,
non-electrical machinery or even transportation
equipment.

Finally, in the last 15 years, the MPs have slightly
improved their performances in terms of widening of the range of exported products and of
bringing their export structures closer to that
of the world average (annex 8). However, indi-

However, globally, the growth of MPs specializa�on
towards be�er quality products (with higher unit va-7-

lue), was too weak during the 1995 – 2009 period to
ini�ate a real increase of the local produc�on systems.
Thus, a ﬁne analysis of the MPs exports that enables
diﬀeren�a�ng the quality ranges of the MPs products
exported to the EU (see box) shows that near half the
MPs exports are comprised of low quality products
(graph 5). The growth of MPs specializa�ons in high
unit value products was slow during the 1995-2009
period. It is only as of 2006 that a no�ceable improvement was observed with a drop of low value products and a slight growth of medium and high quality
products.

and the shares of the low tech and low labour
products stagnate at about 13% of the European
imports. The only posi�ve growth rests on the
par�cipa�on of the MPs to the importa�ons of
medium tech products.
Regardless of the technological intensity level,
MPs industrialists find it difficult to assert a position on top of the range markets. More specifically, between 1995 and 2009, in labour and resource industries – which represent almost half
of the MPs manufactured exports – the share of
the low quality products follows an increasing
trend (graph 8). Likewise, the small share of
technologically intense industries is mainly represented by low quality products. However, the

At the level of the different specialization sectors,
similar trends can be observed (annex 12). In the
garment industry, MPs are losing market shares

in Europe. Low quality products still amount to global up-market process in medium tech indusalmost half of the exports in this sector yet we tries is confirmed by a significant growth of the
can see the premises of an increase as of 2006- medium range products [2].
2007 of high quality products, which can be associated with the reorientation of the European II. Quan�ta�ve assessments of the Euromed
producers ordering Fast Fashion from Mediter- agreements : a survey and cri�cal analysis
ranean industrialists. The textile and garment
sector followed the same trend towards medium This sec�on presents the results of the various quanrange products. On the contrary, the electronic �ta�ve assessments related to the EU-Mediterranean
component sector shifted
Figure 5. MPs exports per quality ranges
towards low unit value
Manufacturing
products as of 2000 (Annex
12). The transportation
equipment sector, mainly
in Turkey, remained specialized in low quality products (graph 6).
Average quality

High quality

Low quality

55%
50%
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40%
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30%
25%
20%
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MPs remain specialized in Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
low quality products, with
Figure 6. Turkey exports in transportation equipment par quality classes
an improvement in medium
range and medium quality
Average quality
High quality
Low quality
80%
products.The study of the
60%
evolu�on of the MPs spe40%
cializa�ons on EU15 import
20%
0%
markets shows that during
2000
2001
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
the 1995-2009 period, the
growth of high tech product share is weak (graph 7) Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE
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Figure 7 Evolution of the share (in %) of MPs in EU extra-European imports per
technological intensity
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Source: calculs FEMISE à par�r de COMTRADE
Figure 8 MPs exports to the EU by technological intensity and range level
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partnership, especially the Barcelona agreement. The
results of ex-ante studies are presented ﬁrst. They
rely on simula�ons through Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE) models. Next follows ex-post analyses, which are generally based on gravity model. As
argued in this sec�on, there may be signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two types of studies.

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

tial between the European
Union and Mediterranean
Partner countries as an
indicator of the lack of
regional integration. It
also sheds light into the
trade-growth relationship
that exists in the Mediterranean countries. The
sign of this relationship
provides useful information about the capacity of
a regional agreement to
boost economic growth
though trade liberalization. Finally, the progress
in the process of regional
integration between the
Mediterranean
economies (GAFTA agreement)
is also appraised through
a survey of quantitative
studies.

II.1 Ex-ante studies conclude the existence of signiﬁcant poten�al gains of the Euromed agreement
Table 4 summarizes the results found in 24 CGE models which assess the eﬀects of trade liberaliza�on in
the Euromed area[3]. Although the results greatly differ depending on the assump�ons considered in the
models, almost all studies highlight the posi�ve eﬀects
on GDP and trade growth in Mediterranean countries.

In addition, the present section provides some
insights into the existence of a trade poten-

Box: Identification of segments of specialisation by quality range within the sectors.
We will use the method developed by Dulleck, Fost and Woerz, (2005) whereby each product is classified at the finest level of the list by sector and range according to its unit value. The first step in the
process consists of establishing a reference grid based on MPs exports to the EU15. Each product is
classified in a sector, listed in decreasing order of unit value. The values of these imports are then
added up according to the classification by unit value and the sector products are split into three subgroups. The first third, by cumulative import value, is the one in which unit values are the highest and
is referred to as the high-end products segment; the second third is the mid-range products segment
and the last third is the low-end products segment.
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GDP and trade are assumed to grow by more than 5%
in a signiﬁcant number of studies. As a ma�er of fact,
the Euromed agreement is expected to increase GDP
growth by up to 12.2% in Morocco (Philippidis and
Sajuan, 2006), 8.9% in Tunisia (Augier and Gasiorek,
2003), 6% in Jordan (Lucke and Lucke, 2001) and 5.6%
in Egypt (Hoeckman and Konan, 1998). Trade eﬀects
are some�mes even greater in some simula�ons, i.e.

up to 54% for Morocco and 48% for Tunisia (Bouet,
2005), 31% in Egypt (Konan and Maskus, 1997), 18%
for Tunisia (Brown, Deardorﬀ and Stern, 1997), 14%
in Morocco (McDonald et al., 2006) and 12% in Jordan (Lucke and Lucke, 2001).
The reasons for such posi�ve eﬀects have been presented previously. Relying on the new trade theory

Table 4. Impact of the Barcelona agreement on MENA countries: A survey of CGEs models (results in % change)
Country

Av. tariﬀ cut

GDP

Imports

Exports

Egypt

29,8

1,4

0,1

-0,4

Israel

6,9

0,2

0

0,1

Jordan

20,8

-0,2

0

-0,2

Morocco

23,1

5,4

0,1

-0,8

Tunisia

30

8,9

0,2

-0,9

Turkey

8,8

0

0

0

Turkey

8,9

0

Tunisia

27,5

6,5
1,3

1,1

23,6

4,3

2,7

6,3

Turkey

0,9

9,6

9,6

Morocco

1,7

50,9

54,1

Tunisia

3,6

43,6

48,1

Brown, Deardorﬀ, and Stern, 1997

Tunisia

0,9

7,6

18,1

Hamdouch and Chater, 2001

Morocco

54,7

-1,6

1,3

1,1

Chemingui and Dessus, 2004

Syria

8,3

0,4

5

4,1

Chemingui and Thabet, 2001

Tunisia

1,2

15

14

Cokburn et al., 1998

Tunisia

10,9

0,7

Dessus and Eisenmann, 1998

Egypt

23,3

0,7

3,8

4

Feraboli, 2003

Jordan

11,4

0

Feraboli, 2005

Jordan

11,4

3

Gaitan and Lucke, 2007

Syria

11,5

1,6

Harroson et al., 1993

Turkey

8,1

1,3

Harroson et al., 1996

Turkey

8

1,1

Hoeckman and Konan, 1998

Egypt

25

5,6

Hoeckman and Messerlin, 2002

Tunisia

7,7

Egypt

0,7

Egypt

0,8

23,4

31,3

Augier and Gasiorek, 2003

Bayar et al., 2001

Morocco
Egypt
Bouet, 2005

Konan and Kim, 2004

Tunisia

6,9

Konan and Maskus, 1997

Egypt

15,1

2,1

Konan and Maskus, 2000

Egypt

44,8

0,3

Lucke and Lucke, 2001

Jordan

14

6

11,5

3

Syria

9,5

2,2

9,9

4,3

McDonald et al., 2006

Morocco

26,1

1,1

13,3

14

Mercenier and Yeldan, 1997

Turkey

8

-0,8

Philippidis and Sanjuan, 2006

Morocco

Rutherford and Tarr, 2000

Morocco

12,2
19

1,3

Source: own survey mainly based on Lucke and Nathanson (2007)
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and the new theory of regional integra�on, they include the gains due to the removal of tariﬀ barriers
(factor realloca�on), terms of trade eﬀects as well
as gains due to imperfect compe��on (scale economies and product diﬀeren�a�on). Addi�onal gains
can also be men�oned although they are not always
considered in CGEs. They include the liberaliza�on of
services, FDI as well as the elimina�on of NTBs.

In addi�on, the lack of deep integra�on is one of
the major reasons put forward to explain the small
eﬀects of the Euromed partnership. This obstacle
includes several aspects, especially persistent protec�on in agriculture, the presence of signiﬁcant NTBs,
restric�ve rules of origin as well as the lack of service
liberaliza�on.
Some other obstacles are also inves�gated in this
sec�on. They include the slow integra�on process
between MPs (horizontal integra�on), the type of
trade specializa�on (which o�en rely on low value added products) as well as the innova�on gap between
the EU and Mediterranean countries, which is a major obstacle to growth and convergence.

II.2 Ex-post analyses reveal that this agreement has
only limited eﬀect but that trade poten�al of MPs
with regard to the EU is s�ll signiﬁcant
As explained in Femise/EIB (Ahmed Galal, J-L
Reiffers 2010), the ex post effects of preferential trade agreements since the beginning of the

80s (evaluated using CGE models), represent ap- III.1. Progress toward tariﬀ liberaliza�on is too
proximately 20-25% of trade creation. The trade slow in MP countries
creation effect appears to be diminishing at endperiod, which is natural when taking into ac- Table 5 sheds light into the progress made by
count the initial level of tariff protection. In ad- MP countries with regard to tariff liberalization.
dition, one should recall that tariff dismantling A first interesting insight is given by the first cowas asymmetrical, since prior to 1995 MPs had lumn which provides useful information about
free access to the European market for indus- the average tariffs applied by MP countries to all
trial products whereas this was not the case for countries. It clearly appears that Israel, Lebanon
European exporters to PM markets. A role was and Turkey have already made significant proprobably also played by the limitations imposed gress toward tariff liberalization. On the other
by the EU on the development of agricultural hand, tariffs remain at higher levels in all the
trade, dismantling of the multifibre agreement, other countries. The second column indicates
which considerably eroded preferences, and the the average tariff applied to EU imports. Israel
signature of preferential trade agreements with and Turkey have reduced to a large degree their
theCEEC economies. Thus, it is obvious that potential resides in agri- Table 5. Average tariﬀs applied by MPs in 2009 (unweighted average)
cultural goods trade and in services
trade.

Tariﬀs with all
countries

Tariﬀs with EU

Share of Duty
free EU lines

14,1

12,9

n.a

8,2

3,9

51

22,2

18

39,2

Egypt

9,4

10,1

6,2

Lebanon (2007)

5,1

5,4

n.a

Israel (2008)

2,1

0,1

95

Jordan (2007)

10,1

11

38,3

Syria

12,8

14,1

n.a

Turkey

1,2

0,1

n.a

Algeria

III. Why are the gains from the EU- Morocco
Mediterranean agreements so small? Tunisia (2006)
Amongst the major obstacles men�oned in the literature, the shallow integra�on remains unachieved because
tariﬀs applied by MPs to EU imports
remain signiﬁcant, despite the Barcelona agreement.

Source: TRAINS; De Wulf and Maliszewska (eds.) (2009; n.a. non available
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Table 6. Tariﬀ protec�on in agriculture (%)

tariffs applying to EU imports, whereas progress
has been much more limited in the other countries. As a matter of fact, Israel has removed its
tariffs to EU imports for 95% of its tariff lines.
This suggests that the liberalization process
between the EU and Israel is almost completed.
Morocco is also in progress, whereas progress in
and Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Algeria and even Tunisia is slower [4].
These results explain to a certain extent the limited effects of the Barcelona agreement identified
in the previous section. In other words, the slow
path at which tariffs are removed in MP countries leads to a limited preference margin for EU
imports in MP country markets. As a result, the
observed effects of the Barcelona process are
much lower that the potential effects identified
in CGE models, given that they were based on
more substantial tariff liberalization.

Average tariﬀ Tariﬀ peak (%)
EU

n.a.

n.a.

Algeria

19,4

n.a

Morocco

23,1

227

Tunisia

49

889

Egypt

78,4

n.a

Lebanon

11,3

n.a

Israel

3,9

n.a

Jordan

26,3

n.a

Syria

22,5

n.a

Turkey

21,2

n.a

Source: TRAINS; De Wulf and Maliszewska (eds.) (2009);
last year available; n.a. non available

tries, such as Morocco, prevents these countries
from developing their comparative advantages

III.2. Protection with regard to agriculture leads
to efficiency losses

in specific export products, especially fruit and
vegetables. This statement is also supported by
a recent empirical study based on gravity models
(Emlinger et al., 2008). In the same way, the remaining protection in MP countries limits to a
large extent market access to EU exporters (dairy products, cereals, etc...).

Since the liberaliza�on of agriculture is excluded
from the Barcelona agreement, protec�on remains
at high levels both in Mediterranean countries and
in the EU. As a ma�er of fact, Table 6 shows signiﬁcant average tariﬀs, especially in Egypt, Tunisia but
also Jordan, Morocco, Syria and Turkey.

Currently, the obstacles to further trade liberalization in agriculture are mainly of political nature. In this regard, the stalling of multilateral negotiations since the initiation of the Doha round
in 2001 has reinforced the political unwillingness
to further liberalize agriculture.

More important than tariﬀs, NTBs in agriculture
remain at par�cularly high levels. Indeed, the cal-

Table 7. Trade restric�veness Indexes (TRIs) for Tariﬀs
and NTBs

cula�on of Trade Restric�veness Indexes (TRIs) by
Kee at al. (2006) suggest that i) protec�on due to
NTBs is much greater than protec�on due to tariﬀs;
ii) TRIs in agriculture are generally greater than in
manufactured products; iii) NTBs in MP countries
are par�cularly high compared to tariﬀ protec�on,
especially for Morocco and Tunisia (Table 7).
As a result, the efficiency effects expected from
the Barcelona agreement cannot be exploited in
agriculture and food products. In particular, the
limited market access to the EU for key MP coun-

Tariﬀs and NTBs

Tariﬀ Only

EU

0,45

0,08

Algeria

0,55

0,02

Morocco

0,71

0,09

Tunisia

0,94

0,1

Egypt

0,53

0,12

Lebanon

0,46

0,09

Israel

n.a

n.a

Jordan

0,24

0,11

Syria

n.a

n.a

Turkey

0,4

0,1

Source: Kee et al. (2006)
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III.3. More generally, non tariff barriers remain
at high levels in Mediterranean countries...
As shown above, tariff removal does not translate into a removal of trade protection. Indeed,
the Barcelona agreement does not address NTB
elimination. As a matter of fact, overall protection remains at high levels in MPs.
To illustrate this statement, Kee et al. (2009)
have recently calculated ad-valorem equivalent
(AVEs) of NTBs in 91 countries in the world. The
main results are reported in Table 5. It is striking
to observe that MP countries exhibit significant
AVEs for NTBs. For example, in Algeria, Egypt and
Morocco, NTBs exhibit an average of about 40%
in tariff equivalent. If we add these AVEs to the
remaining tariff protection with regard to the
EU, overall protection amounts up to 60%.
Figure 9 also suggests that AVEs in MPs are generally much greater than in both developed and
emerging countries. In particular, Algeria, Morocco and Egypt show higher AVEs than Central
American and Asian countries. There are however two exceptions. The one is Tunisia which exhibits AVEs close to the world average, and Turkey, which is the only MP country with a low AVE
level (only 6%).

sion of NTBs from the Barcelona process reduces
to a large extent the potential gains of regional
integration in the Euromed area. This is mainly
due to the fact that the reduction in tariff accounts only for a small part of trade liberalization since NTBs are much greater than tariffs in
most countries.
III.4. The specific impact of Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBTs)...
Additional analysis makes it possible to investigate problems due to specific NTBs. In particular, Technical Barriers to Trade (TBTs) seem to be
a major obstacle to trade, as shown by Michalek (2005). This author argues that contrary to
CEECs, the share of MP countries’ exports subject to regulation is quite low. This partly reflects
the inability of MP to fulfill technical regulation
or standards in the EU. However, there are some
differences between Israel and Turkey (which
have a higher export share subject to regulation)
and the other MP countries (which have a high
share of exports subject to no regulation).

One should also notice that NTBs in the EU15 are
also significant, i.e. about 13.4% in AVEs. Based
on the results of Kee et al., they are greater than

In any case, the existence of substantial TBTs
leads to trade distortion with regard to MP-EU
trade. As a result, potential gains due to economic
integration cannot be exploited. In this respect,
Michalek (2005) shows in a partial equilibrium
approach that technical harmonization has a positive impact on trade between countries which
implement this harmonization procedure. These

in Japan (11.1%), the USA (9.5%) and Canada
(4.5%). To sum up, it is obvious that the exclu-

results have strong policy implications which will
be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 9. Ad-Valorem Equivalents of NTBs in selected countries

Source: Kee et al. (2009)
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III.5. The case of rules of origin
Rules of origin (ROOs) define the conditions that a product must fulfill to be
deemed as originating in the country
from which preferential access is being
sought. The main justification for ROOs
is to prevent trade deflection, whereby a
product from a non-participating country

can reach the EU through free trade partners of
the EU to avoid the payment of customs duties.
However, several authors argue that ROOs are
sometimes very restrictive and lead to significant costs and reduction in trade within a PTA
(Breton and Manchin, 2003a; Pomfret, 2003,
etc...). However, the restrictiveness of ROOs
also depends on the specification of cumulation,
which can be bilateral, diagonal or full.
The Barcelona process was ini�ally based on a process of bilateral cumula�on. However, the beneﬁts of this type of cumula�on are limited, mainly
because of the fact that it imposes the EU as the
supplier of inputs and because the EU is not the
cheapest supplier. Diagonal cumula�on seems of

�onal discussion will be provided later in the policy
recommenda�on.
III.6. Services have been excluded from the Barcelona
agreement despite a recent liberaliza�on process
Another aspect of the non achievement of regional integration between the EU and Mediterranean countries is related to services, which were
initially excluded from the Barcelona agreement.
This absence of liberalization for services is also
a major obstacle to gains from trade. As a matter
of fact, Togan and Michalek (2007) show a significant effect on GDP, especially for Turkey and
Tunisia. As an example, the liberalization of the
banking sector in Turkey is expected to increase

greater relevance for the Euromed region. In this
case, qualifying input from anywhere in the region
could be used in the produc�on of a ﬁnal product
which could then be exported duty free to the EU.
In this regard, Augier et al. (2005) show that diagonal cumula�on has a strong posi�ve impact on
trade within the EU area. In a more recent study,
Gasiorek et al. (2008) reinforce this conclusion as
well as Breton and Manchin (2003b). However, they
also show that the current ROOs are not always
perceived as a major obstacle to South Mediterranean countries’ exports to the EU. It depends on
the country and the industry. For instance, a large
propor�on of Egyp�an exports to the EU are in industries where establishing a proof of origin is simple. One excep�on is tex�les where the possibility
of cumula�on with Turkey would improve ﬁrms’

GDP by 2.4%.

ability to export.

the world, of which three are MP countries (Egypt,
Tunisia and Turkey). Results show that i) protec�on
of services in these countries is high, i.e. very o�en
greater than 50% depending on the country and
the service category; ii) the highest AVEs are found
for business services (AVEs up to 88% in Turkey),
construc�on (up to 81% in Egypt), communica�on
(up to 72% in Tunisia) as well as banking and insurance (up to 63% in Turkey).

In any case, the adop�on and the implementa�on
of a Pan-European diagonal cumula�on system
would be of crucial importance, as stated in the
Palermo Declara�on 2003. Beyond that, the ques�on is also raised about the adop�on of a system
of full cumula�on (Breton and Manchin, 2003b).
This would make possible more fragmenta�on of
produc�on processes among the members of the
Euromed area. As a result, economic linkages and
trade would be s�mulated within the region. Addi-

However, since the early 2000s, some progress
has been made by Mediterranean countries in
two respects. First, they have started a liberalization progress through GATS commitment.
Second, the initiation of regional negotiations
in 2006 for service liberalization with the EU is
expected to progressively improve the situation,
provided that an agreement is actually concluded and implemented.
Several a�empts have been made to quan�fy trade barriers for services. Based on data corresponding to the year 1995, i.e. before the liberaliza�on
process, Fontagné et al. (2009) calculate AVEs for 9
categories of services in more than 60 countries in

More recent studies ﬁnd evidence that protec�on
has decreased in recent years. For example, Togan
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and Michalek (2007) show that AVEs in Turkey for
the banking and telecommunica�on sectors, which
respec�vely amounted to 31.5% and 33.5% in the
late 1990s, decreased to 3.7% and 2.7% in 2005.
This spectacular decrease in service protec�on in
Turkey highlights the strong integra�on process of
this country in the world economy, especially with
regards to the EU (see also Galal and Reiﬀers, 2008).

tegration to the world economy. However, some
additional progress must still be made toward
more liberalization to the level reached by other
emerging countries. In addition, a specific agreement with the EU seems to be necessary so as
to create a genuine FTA which includes services.
This would boost the gains due to the Euromed
agreement by extending its scope. As an exam-

A similar study which focuses on Egypt, Figure 10. Trade Restrictive Indexes (TRIs) in Egypt, Morocco
Jordan, Morocco and Lebanon also reveals and Jordan (2009)
1,8
some progress for these countries, though
1,6
1,4
to a lesser extent than Turkey (Marouani
1,2
Egypt
1
and Munro (2009)). This study shows there
Jordan
0,8
have been signiﬁcant regulatory reforms
Morocco
0,6
Lebanon
0,4
over the past decade in the service sectors
0,2

inves�gated, despite the con�nued existen0
Banking Insurance
Fixed
Mobile
Maritime
Air
Telecom
Telecom
Transport Transport
ce of a broad range of restric�ons. Banking,
telecom and air services have been subject
Source: Marouani and Muncho (2009)
to the most extensive reforms, which mainly
led to the so�ening of the constraints imposed on foreign equity par�cipa�on. This concerns ple, trade in services accounts an additional 25%
in par�cular Lebanon and Jordan, for which foreign of trade of goods, leaving a significant space for
par�cipa�on has drama�cally increased, especially additional gains.
in the banking sector. As a result, these countries
have considerably reduced protec�on in Mode 2 III.7. A lack of genuine horizontal integra�on (GAFTA)
and 3, while maintaining high protec�on levels in
Mode 4 [5]. As observed by the authors, this allows As suggested by several authors, MPs would
them to a�ract more foreign capital while keeping be in a position to benefit more from vertical
some control on management and employment in integration (with the EU) provided that the hothese sectors.
rizontal integration (with other Mediterranean
countries) is also achieved (Puga and Venbables,
Morocco has also undergone signiﬁcant reforms 1997, Péridy and Bagoulla, 2010b). This is due to
in the air transport, telecom and banking sectors.
However, in these service categories, the government
con�nues to keep control of capital par�cipa�on of
strategic companies. In addi�on, foreign exchange
control plays the role of a transversal barrier for modes 1 and 2. With regard to Egypt, the insurance and
telecom sectors have been the most liberalized, but
progress toward priva�za�on of large public companies has been slower than in the other MP countries.
To sum up, the recent progress toward service liberalization in MP’s is a first step toward more in-

the fact that integration between MP countries
is expected to improve the efficiency of the production processes in this area (through market
de-segmentation, scale economies, appropriate
industrial location and other efficiency gains).
This in turn is expected to increase the gains in
the whole Euromed area, through backward and
forward linkages.
However, and despite real efforts made by MP
countries to reduce tariffs in the GAFTA area, it
is obvious that south-south regional integration
-15-

is far from being achieved. In this respect, many
obstacles still remain. These include:

III.8. Specializa�on in MPs are s�ll based on low value added products

Significant and sometimes increasing
NTBs in the GAFTA area, especially for textiles
(cumbersome administrative procedure, high
TBTs, lack of mutual recognition or common standards, trade frictions in sensitive industries).
The lack of liberalization in specific sectors, especially services
Persisting segmented markets due to
political disputes and the lack of cross-border infrastructure. This makes it impossible to exploit
scale economies in this area.
Problems related to unclear and inappropriate rules of origin.
The presence of important distortions
which lead to negative spillover effects in some
MP countries. For example, energy prices substantially differ among GAFTA members: countries
such as Saudi Arabia have the lowest price of oil
in the world compared to Lebanon which is an
importer of oil. This leads to a significant distortion which is detrimental to Lebanese firms by
reducing their competitiveness not only in the
GAFTA markets but also within their own domestic market. This situation is even reinforced by
state intervention through subsidies and taxes
in the oil industry which are not harmonized
between countries (Ghoneim and Péridy, 2009)
Problems due to slow macroeconomic
and governance reforms.
The lack of attractivity for FDI (Neaime,
2005, Abu-Al-Foul and Soliman, 2008)
The lack of financial and monetary cooperation. This concerns exchange rate misalignment, divergence in business cycles, monetary
and macroeconomic policies, etc... (Neaime,
2005; Abu-Bader and Abu-Qarn, 2008)

As shown in sec�on one, the great bulk of MP country
exports s�ll concentrate on low value added products. Although there has been recent improvement
by increasing the technical contents of the products,
progress toward upgrading is too slow.

These obstacles lead to signiﬁcant ineﬃciencies
which prevent the Euromed area to producing addi�onal welfare gains. In this respect, the implementa�on of a Pan-European FTA becomes a central issue,
which will be discussed in the next sec�on.

Progress toward research, innova�on and human
capital is too slow
An increasing number of research studies points
out the role of educa�on and research in explaining
the economic success of some countries in terms of
growth or convergence. With regard to MPs, although their average growth performance over the past
decades is slightly greater than that of EU-15 countries (about 3%), several authors argue that some
Mediterranean countries have not clearly started
their convergence process toward EU per capita levels (Guétat and Serranito, 2010; Péridy and Bagoulla,
2010), except Tunisia, Turkey as well as Egypt to a lesser extent. This raises the ques�on about the causes
of this phenomenon. In recent research, Péridy (2010)
show that the innova�on gap between the EU and
MP countries is a major factor which explains the lack
of convergence process between these two areas.
For example, Figure 1 exhibits the values of R&D
expenditures in the Euromed area. Three country
groups can be iden�ﬁed. The ﬁrst includes Northern
European countries (plus Israel as an excep�on),
with R&D expenditures which generally exceed 2%
of GDP. In this respect, Scandinavian countries show
the greatest percentages (above 3%). An intermediate group involves Southern EU countries (Spain,
Italy and Portugal) with a corresponding percentage generally above 1% (except Greece with 0.6%).
The last group includes MPs which generally exhibit
R&D shares below 1%, except Tunisia (1.1%). This
classiﬁca�on also work taking other variables, such
as the human capital index, the technological innova�on index, the number of researchers per million
inhabitants, etc...
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In a next step, Péridy (2010) tests the impact of several R&D and innova�on proxies on growth within
the Euromed area. It is shown that the innova�on
parameters are posi�ve and signiﬁcant at a 1% level
whatever the index considered and whatever the
es�mator. This result suggests that innova�on plays
a crucial role in the Euromed area for explaining differences in growth across countries. It is also shown
that the innova�on gap between the EU and MP is a
major factor which explains the lack of convergence
of these countries toward EU standard. In this regard,
the countries which show the best innova�on performance, such as Tunisia and Turkey strongly increase

gap between MP countries and the EU is detrimental
to growth and convergence of MP countries toward
EU standards. The following sec�on returns to these
issues through policy recommenda�ons.
Sec�on 4: Policy Recommenda�ons
The inves�ga�on of the eﬀects of the Barcelona
agreement (sec�on 2) and the iden�ﬁca�on of the
major obstacles which explain that these eﬀects
are small (sec�on 3), lead to the following recommenda�ons.
1.Mediterranean countries must complete
their tariﬀ removal with regard to EU products. As shown in this chapter, Israel and

Figure 11. R&D expenditures as a percentage of GDP
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their chances of convergence toward EU standards
of living. On the other hand, Algeria and Syria exhibit a much poorer performance, which signiﬁcantly
explains their divergence. As a result, regional integra�on and openness are necessary but not suﬃcient
condi�ons for growth and convergence. Innova�on
ma�ers as well as other variables such as the type of
specializa�on (low or high value added products), infrastructure, educa�on and research.
To sum up and conclude this sec�on, many obstacles
referred to above relate to the lack of deep integra�on both ver�cally (EU-MP) and horizontally (GAFTA).
Beyond that, the problem of the specializa�on process is also crucial for explaining some disappoin�ng
eﬀects of the Euromed partnership. This ques�ons
the role of industrial policies as well as public and
private investment in appropriate industries. Finally,
the problem of innova�on and research extends the
previous inves�ga�on by showing that the innova�on

Turkey are the only Mediterranean countries
which have substan�ally reduced their tariﬀs
vis-à-vis EU imports. The other countries s�ll
exhibit signiﬁcant average tariﬀs, i.e. up to
almost above 10% in most of them. This can
5
be explained both by the slow path of tariﬀ
reduc�on in some countries and by the fact
that some other countries have signed only
recently the Barcelona agreement. In any
case, the comple�on of tariﬀ removal in the coming
years should produce addi�onal trade and welfare
gains which are missing today.
2.
Priority must also be given to the removal of
NTBs. Indeed, we have shown that except for Turkey
which has signiﬁcantly reduced its NTBs, the other
Mediterranean countries exhibit signiﬁcant NTBs, especially in Algeria, Egypt and Morocco. In these three
countries, NTBs amount for about 40% as tariﬀ equivalent. Tunisia is at an intermediate posi�on, i.e. close
to the world average (13%). In addi�on, the EU must
also reduce its BNTs vis-à-vis MPs since the EU tariﬀ
equivalent is also signiﬁcant (13%).
3.
Amongst the various NTBs which can be
reduced, Technical Barriers to Trade can be reduced
through progress toward mutual recogni�on or the
adop�on of EU technical regula�on (although this solu�on appears to be costly for MPs).
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4.
The adop�on of the diagonal cumula�on
system for rules of origin should also be a priority
as a means of reducing trade costs between the EU
and Mediterranean countries. In this regard, the
Palermo Declara�on (2003) has paved the way for
the implementa�on of this system. Beyond that,
the ques�on is also raised about the adop�on of
a system of full cumula�on. This would make possible more fragmenta�on of produc�on processes
among the members of the Euromed area. As a result, economic linkages and trade would be s�mulated within the region.
5.
The ques�on of the liberaliza�on of agriculture has been debated for a long �me. This has
become an issue of poli�cal nature. Protec�on

cant progress toward liberalization in the past
decade (through GATS commitments), there is
still significant progress to be made. Turkey is
the country which has achieved the most service liberalization with protection levels below
5% in the banking and telecom sectors. Jordan
and Lebanon have significantly increased foreign
participation in most sectors, especially banking.
However, these countries still control management and employment in services (Mode 4).
Morocco can improve its efforts in liberalizing
strategic services companies which the government still controls. In addition, the question of
foreign exchange control, which plays the role of
a transversal barrier for modes 1 and 2, should
be investigated. In addition, additional libera-

(including NTBs) is currently at a very high level,
not only in Mediterranean countries (with trade
restric�veness indexes varying from 0.24 in Jordan
to 0.94 in Tunisia) but also in the EU (0.45). The
increased liberaliza�on in agriculture would make
it possible to i) produce addi�onal eﬃciency and
welfare gains; ii) s�mulate compara�ve advantages
and thus exports, especially in Morocco which has
a strong compara�ve advantage in these products;
iii) reduce the migra�on pressure of seasonal workers (since domes�c produc�on could be possible
at larger scale in Mediterranean countries before
exports to the EU). On the other hand, this liberaliza�on would lead to a loss in producer surpluses in
the EU compe�ng sectors (fruit and vegetables, especially tomatoes, citrus fruit, strawberries, etc...).
However, it must be reminded that EU producers

lization is expected in the insurance sector for
which restrictions are still significant. With regard to Egypt, the insurance and telecom sectors
have been the most liberalized, but progress toward privatization of large public companies has
been slower than in the other Mediterranean
countries. Additional progress is expected in this
area. Finally, a specific agreement with the EU
seems to be necessary so as to create a genuine
FTA which includes services. This would boost
the gains due to the Euromed agreement, by extending its scope. In this regard, the initiation of
regional negotiations in 2006 for service liberalization with the EU is expected to progressively
improve the situation, but negotiation should be
accelerated.

were also expected to experience a produc�on loss
when Spain and Portugal joined the EC in 1986.
Contrary to what was expected, EC producers have
been in a posi�on to face the Spanish compe��on
and to develop their own produc�on thanks to
the implementa�on of product diﬀeren�a�on and
quality improvement, e.g. French strawberry producers.

7.
Promo�ng
horizontal
integra�on
between Mediterranean countries should also be
encouraged. This would improve the eﬃciency
of the produc�on processes in this area (through
market de-segmenta�on, scale economies, appropriate industrial loca�on and other eﬃciency
gains). This in turn is expected to increase the
gains in the whole Euromed area through backward and forward linkages. Despite real progress
in tariﬀ liberaliza�on within the GAFTA area, this
area is s�ll not integrated. As a ma�er of fact, intra-GAFTA trade barely accounts for 10% of the

6.
Liberalization of services is necessary
to increase efficiency and welfare gains from
the Barcelona agreement. In spite of signifi-
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overall trade of these countries. Several ambi�ous ac�on plans should be implemented:
a.
A reduc�on of trade costs which remain
very high within the area (strong reduc�on in
NTBs, liberaliza�on of services, adop�on of clear
rules of origins, etc...)
b.
Reducing distor�ons through ﬁscal harmoniza�on
c.
A�rac�ng FDI through appropriate ﬁscal,
economic, and industrial incen�ves and policies.
d.
Figh�ng against market segmenta�on
which prevent Mediterranean countries from exploi�ng scale economies (development of crossborder infrastructures as well as administra�ve
and poli�cal coopera�on)
e.
Speeding up macroeconomic and governance reforms
f.
Ini�a�ng ﬁnancial and monetary coopera�on (addressing the exchange rate misalignment and harmonizing when necessary monetary
and macroeconomic policies)
Regional integration and trade liberalization are
necessary but not sufficient conditions for boosting growth in Mediterranean countries and promoting their convergence process. Several other
conditions must be fulfilled through appropriate
policy measures:
8.
Developing knowledge economics, i.e. human capital, innova�on and R&D. This chapter has
shown that innova�on is a major vector of growth
in the Euromed area. In this regard, the innova�on
gap between the EU and Mediterranean countries
prevent these countries from converging toward
EU GDP standards. The recent eﬀorts of Tunisia, for
which R&D accounts for more than 1% of its GDP, is
encouraging and we have shown that this explains
to a certain extent that this country has started its
convergence process toward the EU. However, Algeria, Syria and Egypt rank well behind. This is a
major obstacle to growth. As a result, governments
in Mediterranean countries should give priority to
educa�on, innova�on and research by i) developing

public investment in this area, including training; ii)
providing incen�ves for private investment in speciﬁc high-tech or innova�ve sectors (clean energy, IT,
etc...); a�rac�ng foreign capital through FDI in selected industries.
9.
Promo�ng “value added” specializa�on
and upgrading. It is well established that the current specializa�on process in Mediterranean countries is not par�cularly growth-crea�ng because it
relies on low value added industries and because
of the lack of upgrading. Serious eﬀorts must be
made in this ﬁeld. Although the government cannot directly change this situa�on, it can ini�ate
some new direc�ons through i) the promo�on of
training and innova�on in the appropriate industries; ii) ﬁscal incen�ves for domes�c and foreign
ﬁrms
10.
Improving the business environment by i)
extending and comple�ng macroeconomic reforms
ii) accelera�ng the reform of the State and the public sector toward more transparency and eﬃciency (governance); iii) extending the domes�c access
to foreign ﬁrms; iv) inves�ng in infrastructure (highways, high speed trains, mari�me transport).
Given that these eﬀorts also have a cost, the EUMediterranean agreements can be used as a means
to share a part of the eﬀorts thanks to i) increased
EIB loan par�cipa�on; ii) developing joint training,
educa�on and research programs; iii) developing
innova�ve projects through the Union for the Mediterranean framework; iv) the development of
technology transfers through private EU investments in the Mediterranean region, etc...
Endnotes
1. Similarly, the world indicator does not represent
the average of results for the 2 partner groups ,
that is EU and the RoW.
2. Medium range technology industries represent
more than 33% of MPs exports in 2009 excluding
energy and primary products, versus 15% in 1995.
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3. See also Annex B1 for an example of CGE models.
4. Please note that data corresponding to Tunisia
are from 2006.
5. This study takes into account the four types of
services, including Mode1 (cross-border trade),
Mode 2 (consump�on abroad), mode 3 (commercial presence) and mode 4 (presence of natural
persons).
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Chapter 2. Capital Flows In The Euro-Med Region
I. Introduc�on
Globaliza�on and ﬁnancial integra�on present both
challenges and opportuni�es to Mediterranean Partner Countries (MP). With perhaps the excep�on
of Lebanon, Egypt, and Jordan, MP are not yet well
integrated into the world economy, and if the trend
con�nues, they risk becoming even more marginalized. This is evidenced by the fact that recent growth
performance in the region was not up to interna�onal standards of emerging countries. The Mediterranean (MED) region has not beneﬁted from private
capital being channeled to emerging markets. Moreover, the current capital inﬂows are s�ll mainly in
the form of short-term capital being unevenly distributed within the region. Lebanon, however, has
done remarkably well in terms of a�rac�ng foreign
direct investment (FDI), placing its economy in the
forefront of countries in the MED region. This trend
is expected, however, to be adversely aﬀected by
the current ﬁnancial crisis in the coming years.

Weaknesses in the ﬁnancial sectors of some MPs
made the transmission of the ﬁnancial crisis in the
region a source of concern, and have undermined
the recent integra�on eﬀorts of those countries
with the EU. Moreover, insuﬃcent growth prospects in the more advanced economies, higher ﬁnancing costs, and a decrease in FDI and workers’
remi�ances are leading to soaring capital account
deﬁcits, and are a source of concern for the sustainability of the balance of payments, and could subsequently trigger a balance of payment crisis due
to the s�ll prevailing ﬁxed exchange rate regimes in
several MPs. In addi�on, some MPs s�ll suﬀer from
the absence of bond markets, well developed stock
markets, high real interest rates, and a combina�on of inadequate governance and the absence
of an adequate business environment conducive
to a�rac�ng FDI and por�olio investments. These
factors among others limit the rebound a�er the
crisis in the region..

What is even more alarming is the a�ermath of the
2008 global ﬁnancial crisis, which has aﬀected directly the MPs via the trade and capital ﬂows channels. Some MPs are facing today a sharp decline in
both domes�c and interna�onal liquidity coupled
with other a�ershocks of the ﬁnancial crisis, thus
contribu�ng to further macroeconomic imbalances. Exports revenues have declined by about $75
billion in between 2008 and 2009 in all MPs, with

Intra-regional capital ﬂows have been primarily in
the form of workers’ remi�ances and foreign direct
investments—mainly from the GCC countries like
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab
Emirates to the poorer MPs, like Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia—which are highly
correlated with the donor’s business cycle and
thus with ﬂuctua�ons in world market prices of oil.
Both of these factors have adversely been aﬀected
by the global ﬁnancial crisis. Inter-regional capital
ﬂows between the EU and the MED regional which
have amounted to about USD 20 billion since the

related declines in tourism revenues, remi�ances,
and por�olio and foreign direct investments. While
some developed countries and a number of large
emerging market economies are now showing
some signs of recovery, the eﬀect of the crisis on
MPs has not yet fully unfolded. However, a low degree of ﬁnancial integra�on with global capital markets, limited exposure of the MPs’ banking system
to deriva�ve ﬁnancial assets, and spillovers from
increased public spending in the Gulf Coopera�on
Council (GCC) countries have helped these countries avoid a substan�al fallout from the crisis.

signing of the Barcelona Agreements in 1995 are
also expected to be adversely aﬀected as a result
of the recent EU’s debt and ﬁnancial crisis with
consequences on some MPs which have relied on
those ﬂows for growth and development and for
mee�ng their debt and debt service obliga�ons.
The rest of the chapter is divided as follows. Sec�on II describes in detail the major trends of capital ﬂows in the MPs over the past ﬁve years emphasizing FDI and por�olio investments, as well as
remi�ances and bank credits to the private sector.
Sec�on III studies capital ﬂows’ vola�lity, as well
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as their contribu�on towards na�onal investment
and public debts. Finally, the last sec�on will oﬀer
policy recommenda�ons on how to increase the
capital ﬂows’ a�rac�veness, how to control/manage their vola�lity, and how to further orient the
ﬂows towards economic development.

compe��veness, large trade and budget deﬁcits,
the accumula�on of sizeable external debts and in
some instances have increased the poten�al for a
balance of payment crisis. The implica�ons have
also been felt on the balance sheets of private sector’s corpora�ons.

II. Trends in Capital Flows in the MPs: 2004-2009

Currently, capital is ﬂowing in one direc�on, namely MPs providing liquidity to por�olios managed
in the major markets to cover their moun�ng losses
and margin calls. However, the accelera�ng growth
of money supply through central banks increasing
extensively net credit to the banking sector, has
made li�le impact on the credit crunch in those
countries, and there is no picking up of bank lending because of the persistent risk aversion

Capital ﬂows to the MPs have started to drop in
2008 for the ﬁrst �me since 2001, and the declining trend is expected to con�nue in the foreseeable future. In the wake of the global ﬁnancial crisis, most MPs suﬀered from the nega�ve spillover
eﬀects emana�ng mainly from the EU as well as
Figure 1. MPCs Capital Inﬂows (USD Million))
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and the insistent tendency of ﬂight to quality in most MPs. Currently, ﬁnancial markets
that fuelled growth in MPs are drying up.
This cons�tutes an extremely serious constraint for those countries, as this is the �me
when external capital inﬂows are needed
most to s�mulate economic growth and
employment and to roll over debt. Private
ﬂows (including ﬁnancial ﬂows and remittances) to MPs have also fallen since 2008.

from GCC countries. Capitals ﬂows from GCC and
EU countries to MPs have been hit primarily through lower workers’ remi�ances, as well as, through
lower FDI, por�olio ﬂows, and exports mainly to
the EU, (Figure 1). Low EU’s real GDP growth rates
lowered the demand for the MPs’ exports, mainly

II.1. Remi�ances Inﬂows to the MPs: 2004-2009

from Egypt, Tunisia, and Morocco [1].

from being integrated for several reasons. Large intra-regional labor movements have been the main
vehicle of the region’s ﬁnancial integra�on, triggering substan�al ﬁnancial ﬂows in the form of workers’ remi�ances. To a large extent, intra-regional
labor movement has been from MPs to GCC countries. In the early 1990s, the stock of foreign labor in
the GCC countries reached 5 million and accounted
for about two thirds of the total GCC labor force; of
these, 55 percent came from MPs. This share has
decreased since the mid-1990s, while the share of
Asian labor has increased. The MPCs labor force in

Moreover, the recent record oil price decreases
have aﬀected nega�vely the growth outlook in all
MPs. Lower oil revenues since 2008, will con�nue
to generate low liquidity in GCC countries - with
nega�ve spillover eﬀects into the MPs- and are
expected to contribute in increasing further the
region’s interest rates, and in lowering worker’s remi�ances and por�olio ﬂows [2]. Higher interest
rates have led to lower GDP growth rates, nominal
exchange rate apprecia�ons, losses in interna�onal

Financial integra�on in the MPs is s�ll a far reaching
goal. While labor markets in the Mediterranean region are highly integrated rela�ve to other integrated regions worldwide, capital markets are s�ll far
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crisis, will have a detrimental eﬀect on the
MPs’ rate of growth of real GDP, debt service capabili�es, and may trigger a balance of
payment crisis due to the fact that both Jordan and Lebanon are s�ll adop�ng a ﬁxed
exchange rate regime to the US dollar.

Figure 2. Remi�ances 2009 (Inﬂows in % of GDP)
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Remi�ances revenues cons�tute an important source of foreign exchange and contriSource: World Bank, World Development Indicators, and IMF.
butor to economic growth for all the MPs.
They cons�tute also another important
the GCC countries is expected to decline further as
policies of subs�tu�ng na�onals for foreign labor source of hard currency, providing valuable foreign
exchange that is used to ﬁnance current account
are gradually implemented by the GCC countries.
The inﬂow of MPs labor into the GCC countries has deﬁcits and foreign debt service payments, not to
been beneﬁcial for both the expor�ng and impor- men�on mee�ng consump�on demands of the
�ng countries. For the GCC economies, it provides domes�c market. In Egypt, for instance, remi�ances have increased from USD 3.3 billion in 2004, to
USD 9.4 billion in 2008, cons�tu�ng a 180 percent
increase. However, these ﬂows have decreased by
one third in 2009-as a result of the ﬁnancial crisisto reach the USD 7.1 billion level. Lebanon, however, fared much be�er despite the recent ﬁnancial
crisis. Remi�ances have increased from USD 5.5
billion in 2004, to USD 7 billion in 2009, followed
by Jordan where remi�ances have also increased
from USD 2.3 billion in 2004, to USD 3.6 in 2009.
The picture is quite similar in Morocco, Tunisia, and
Israel where remi�ances have also increased from
USD 4.2, 1.4, and 0.714 in 2004, to USD 6.2, 1.9,
and 1.3 billion in 2009, respec�vely. No signiﬁcant

needed skilled and unskilled manpower in various
ﬁelds. For the MPs, it is a source of employment for
o�en unused factors of produc�on. Moreover, capital ﬂows in the form of labor remi�ances have a
direct posi�ve balance of payments impact and account for much of the private investment in certain
countries in the region, such as Jordan, Egypt, and
Lebanon. Remi�ances have recently amounted to
about 15 percent of the exports of goods and services of MPs (Figure 1). Workers’ remi�ances were
equivalent to about 22 percent of GDP in Lebanon,
17 percent of GDP in Jordan, and 9 percent in the
West Bank and Gaza in 2009 (Figure 2). Therefore,
any decrease in remi�ances, resul�ng from the

Table 1. Remi�ances Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009*

Algeria

2460

2060

1610

2120

2202

2193

Egypt

3340.7

5017.3

5329.5

7655.8

9476

7150

Jordan

2330.3

2499.7

2883.3

3434.1

3737

3604

Lebanon

5591.4

4924.3

5202.2

5769.2

6000

7000

Morocco

4220.8

4589.5

5451.3

6730.4

6730.4

6264

Syria

855

823

795

824

850

828

Tunisia

1431.6

1392.7

1510

1715.7

1870

1966

Pales�ne

454.8

597.97

597.97

597.97

597.97

560

Turkey

804

851

1111

1209

1360.9

970

Israel

714

850

944

1042

1422

1313

MPCs Total

22202.64

23605.47

25434.47

31098.33

34246.34

31936.03

Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Database. *Euromonitor from na�onal sta�s�cs.
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Figure 3. Remi�ances Inﬂows: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
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future they may then jeopardize the recent
EU-MED ﬁnancial integra�on eﬀorts through a widening of the income gap between
the EU and its MPs.

The MPs may be divided into 2 sub-groups
with regard to attracting FDI inflows. The
Algeria Egypt
Israel
Jordan Lebanon Morocco Syria
Tunisia Palestine Turkey
first group comprises those countries
Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators Database. that managed to achieve considerable
*Euromonitor from na�onal sta�s�cs.
growth in the inflow of FDI, regardless of
change in the inﬂow of remi�ances to Algeria, Sythe negative spillover effects of the gloria, and Turkey is registered over the period under bal financial crisis. Under that category comes
considera�on (see Table 1 and Figure 3).
Lebanon, where FDI inflows more than doubled
in between 2004 and 2009, increasing from USD
II.2. FDI Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009
2.48billion in 2004 to reach USD 4.8 billion in
2009. Algeria and Syria are in a similar situation;
World FDI ﬂows experienced declines in 2008 and however the magnitude of the increase has been
2009 as a result of the ensuing global ﬁnancial less significant in between 2004-2009, reaching
crisis. The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) respectively USD 2.85 and 1.43 billion in 2009.
region’s share in global FDI inﬂows has remained
low rela�ve to other emerging regions worldwide. The second group includes those MPs that have
Figure 4 indicates that the MENA region’s share in achieved significant growth in FDI prior to the
total FDI inﬂows has remained below the 4 percent 2008 financial crisis, but have been adversely aflevel in 2007. While South, East, and South East fected by the crisis, and they are Egypt, Israel,
Asia ranked ﬁrst in terms of FDI inﬂows with a 13.5 Turkey, Morocco, Jordan and Tunisia. In Egypt,
percent share, followed by La�n America and the FDI inflows peaked in 2007 at USD 11.6 billion,
Caribbean region with a 6.8 percent share, Africa but then experienced a significant decline to USD
with a 2.8 percent share, and the MENA region 6.7 billion in 2009, which is a decrease of about
with a 3.2 percent share.
72 percent. This serious decline in the inflow of
2009

2000
1000

0

FDI to Egypt could have had detrimental conseInﬂows of FDI to the MPs witnessed a sharp decline quences on Egypt’s economy, and could have
in 2009 rela�ve to 2007, when they dropped from triggered a balance of payment crisis, had Egypt
USD 55.7 to USD 32.7 billion, cons�tu�ng a decline continued pursuing a rigid fixed exchange rate
of about 70 percent (Table 2). The economies of peg to the USD. The earlier move to a flexible exthe MPs are currently faced with �ghter
Figure 4. FDI Inﬂows to Various Emerging Regions: 2007 (%)
interna�onal capital markets and a drying
3,3%
Developping Countries
4,7%
up of external ﬁnancing, as global delevera27,3%
Africa
ging and increasing risk aversion curtailed
Latin America and Caribbean
interna�onal investors’ interest in these
South, East and South East Asia
economies. As a result, MPs’ economies
South East Europe and CIS
13,5%
were deprived from their main growth en6,9%
MENA
2,9%
gine, which translated into more pressure
on the balance of payments, with similar
Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report, 2008.
pressures on exchange rates. If these de- Notes: MENA: Middle East and North Africa, and CIS: Comclining trends con�nue in the foreseeable monwealth of Independent States.
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Table 2. FDI Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Algeria

882

1081

1795

1662

2646

2847

Egypt

2157

5376

10043

11578

9495

6712

Israel

2947

4818

15296

8798

10877

3892

Jordan

937

1984

3544

2622

2829

2385

Lebanon

2484

3321

3132

3376

4333

4804

Morocco

895

1653

2450

2803

2487

1331

Pales�ne

49

47

19

28

52

33

Syria

320

583

659

1242

1467

1434

Tunisia

639

782

3312

1616

2758

1688

Turkey

2779

10010

20223

22023

18148

7611

MPCs Total

14089

29658

60469

55749

55092

32735

Source: UNCTADstat..

change rate system in 2002 has helped Egypt stimulate exports, service its accumulated foreign

Figure 5 indicates that Turkey accounts for about 35
percent of total FDI inﬂows to the MPs on average

debt, and use monetary policy more effectively
to deal with internal and external macroeconomic imbalances. In Jordan and Tunisia, FDI inflows rose to USD 3.5 and 3.3 billion respectively
in 2006, but declined subsequently to USD 2.38
and 1.68 billion in 2009 respectively. Jordan is
in a much tighter position than Egypt due to the
still prevailing rigid exchange rate peg to the US
dollar. If this declining trend in FDI inflows continues then Jordan may well experience a balance
of payment crisis, forcing its central to move to
a free float. Similarly, Morocco and Turkey’s FDI
inflows reached the USD 2.8 and 22 billion levels
in 2007, to decline to USD 1.33 and 7.6 billion in
2009. In Israel, and after peaking in 2006 at USD
15.29 billion, FDI declined to 3.89 billion in the
year 2009.

and over the period under considera�on, followed
by Israel, Egypt, and Lebanon with an average share
of 18, 13, and 9.6 percent respec�vely. From the low
end, and with a lower than 10 percent share of total
FDI to the MPCs, is Syria, Algeria and Tunisia who are
s�ll not able to a�ract enough FDI to s�mulate domes�c growth.
Table 3 sheds more light on the contribu�on of FDI
to real GDP growth rates in MPCs. The data indicates that the ra�o of FDI stocks to GDP in eight
MPCs did not exceed the 10 percent level over the
2004-2009 period. This clearly indicates that FDI
inﬂows-considered as the main engine of economic growth- to the MPs are not yet able to contribute signiﬁcantly to the growth rates of real GDP.
In 2009, this ra�o varied from a high of 14.3% in
Lebanon and 10.4% in Jordan, to a low
of 0.46% in Pales�ne, 1.46% in Morocco,
3.57% in Egypt, but stood at 2, 2.7, 2.28,
2004
4.2, and 1.76% in each of Algeria, Syria, Tu2005
nisia, Turkey and Israel respec�vely.

Figure 5. FDI Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
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Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report, Various Issues.
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Even though some MPs have undertaken recently some ﬁnancial reforms and pursued
sound macroeconomic policies, the current
ﬁnancial crisis-which is not of their making-is
dispropor�onately penalizing them and pu-

Table 3. FDI Inﬂows as Ra�o to GDP in MPs: 2004-2009 (%)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Algeria

1.04

1.06

1.53

1.24

1.55

2.02

Egypt

2.74

5.99

9.35

8.89

5.85

3.57

Israel

2.63

5.67

6.11

7.18

3.76

1.76

Jordan

5.71

13.97

22.08

15.42

13.34

10.41

Lebanon

9.31

13.04

11.94

13.50

14.69

14.30

Morocco

2.14

7.65

3.73

3.73

2.80

1.47

Pales�ne

1.36

1.17

..

..

0.78

0.46

Syria

1.11

1.82

1.97

3.06

2.69

2.73

Tunisia

2.27

2.70

10.65

4.54

6.76

4.2

Turkey

0.71

2.08

3.80

3.41

2.49

2.28

Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report, Various Issues.

�ng an addi�onal hurdle that will have to be overcome in the near future, as ﬁnancial capital is leaving
their markets and ﬂowing back to the epicenter of the
crisis which has opened a ﬂoodgate of bond issuing to
ﬁnance gigan�c s�mulus packages. MPs need therefore to exert intensive eﬀorts to raise their share in
global FDI inﬂows which has remained rela�vely low.
The measures that could be taken include-in addi�on
to adequate macroeconomic policies to respond to
the current ﬁnancial crisis- the accelera�on of southsouth economic, ﬁnancial, and trade integra�on efforts, coupled with enhanced reform programs, and
stressing the ins�tu�onal and governance aspects in
par�cular. Moreover, these countries need to accele-

priva�za�on of the services sector. MPs would also
have to ﬁght ﬁnancial and administra�on corrup�on
and eliminate bureaucracy, which represent strong
impediments to the inﬂow of FDI. The poli�cal instability the region has been facing as a result of the
failure to achieve comprehensive peace con�nues to
exert a nega�ve inﬂuence on the ability of the MPs
to a�ract FDI. Even so, in some MPs, the evolu�on
of FDI inﬂows in the ﬁrst part of 2010 allows for
some op�mism.

rate the implementa�on of the priva�za�on process,
which represents an important factor in promo�ng
the inﬂow of FDI at the global level, par�cularly the

The scenario of por�olio ﬂows to the MPCs is quite
similar to the FDI scenario. Private capital and portfolio ﬂows to the region have been also rela�vely li-

II.3 Por�olio Flows to MPs: 2004-2009
II.3.1 MPs Stock Markets

Table 4. Por�olio Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Egypt

91.7

132.2

152.3

678.9

1118.3

691.4

Israel

443.3

888.1

1516.1

1849.6

1229.2

1236.5

Jordan

125.2

312.7

540

840.3

572.78

350.12

Lebanon

135

63.5

69.67

74.920

59.86

63.84

Morocco

0.204

0.011

0.012

0.224

11.8

5.12

Tunisia

12.84

3.85

2.4

4.21

5.19

3.26

Turkey

1710

2402

2801

4118

4495

3261

Pales�ne

1.03

2.27

0.98

1.05

12.3

10.11

MPs Total

2519.27

3804.63

5082.46

7567.20

7504.44

5621.35

Note: Algeria and Syria are excluded due to lack of data.
Source: IMF-IFS.
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Figure 6. Por�olio Inﬂows to MPs: 2004-2009 (USD Million)

�vely. Total por�olio ﬂows to the MPCs have
declined also from USD 7.5 billion in 2008,
to USD 5.6 billion in 2009, cons�tu�ng a 33
percent decline.
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mited. While cross border capital ﬂows between the
ﬁnancial markets of the GCC countries increased signiﬁcantly in recent years, they remained negligible
with the other MPs. Intra-regional por�olio investments have been made mainly in those MPs that

Similar to the FDI ﬂows scenario, Figure 6
indicates that Turkey seems to enjoy the hi2009
ghest inﬂow of por�olio ﬂows, followed by
Israel and Egypt. Turkey accounts for about
60 percent of total por�olio inﬂows to the
MPs on average and over the period under
considera�on, followed by Israel, Egypt, and
Lebanon with an average share of about 20, 15, and
3 percent respec�vely. From the low end, and with a
lower than 5 percent share of total por�olio ﬂows to
the MPs are Tunisia and Morocco.

implemented policies conducive to strengthening
the opera�onal framework of the domes�c ﬁnancial market, such as Egypt and Jordan. It should also
be noted that capital markets in the MPCs have tradi�onally been less important in channeling capital
ﬂows. A fairly developed commercial banking system has taken the lead in a�rac�ng and distribu�ng
capital, and in s�mula�ng por�olio investments in
the MPs. Table 4 indicates that with the excep�on of
Israel and Turkey, por�olio ﬂows have remained rela�vely very low and below the USD 1 billion level in
all the MPs. In between 2008-2009, and as a result
of the ﬁnancial crisis, por�olio ﬂows have declined in
Egypt, Jordan, and Turkey, from USD 1.1, 0.572 and
4.4, billion to USD 0.691, 0.35 and 3.2 billion respec-

With the possible excep�on of Egypt, Israel, Turkey,
and Morocco, MPs’ equity markets have only come
to the fore in the 1990s. Despite their small market
capitaliza�on, during the past ten years, the MPs
equity markets have exhibited performance characteris�cs parallel to other emerging markets in
similar stages of development (Papaioannou and
Tsesekos 1997, Akdogan and Edgar 1995). Record
market capitaliza�on growth rates can be noted in
Egypt and Morocco and to a lesser extent in Jordan
over the 2005-2010 period (Table 5) prior to the
ﬁnancial crisis. This is due to massive priva�za�on
plans introduced in Egypt and Jordan, to the extensive sale of government assets to private ﬁrms,
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Source: IMF-IFS.

Table 5. Stock Market Capitaliza�on in MPs: 2005-2010 (USD Million)
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010 (July)

Algeria

..

..

..

..

..

..

Egypt

79,508

93,6

134,903

83,185

86,267

76,325

Jordan

37,639

29,78

41,298

35,984

31,985

28,065

Lebanon

4,917

8,303

16,093

14,789

18,297

17,909

Morocco

5,569

11,894

18,535

63,42

60,694

61,764

Pales�ne

3,157

2,712

2,403

2,104

3,199

3,408

Syria

2,835

4,22

499

638

9,399

12,028

Tunisia

2,835

4,22

4,992

6,381

9,399

12,028

Turkey

161,537

163,774

289,985

119,698

235,996

232,112

Source: Arab Monetary Fund, Joint Arab Economic Report, various issues, and Federa�on of Euro/Asian Stock
Exchange (h�p://www.feas.org)
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Figure 7. MPs Stock Market Performance: 2008-2010
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and a decrease in exports. Other MPs such
as Tunisia and Israel have become more resilient with respect to past crises, owing to
the built up of adequate foreign exchange
reserves, and robust ﬁscal stance.
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II.3.2 MPs Bond Markets
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Notes: MSCI is the Morgan Stanley Capital Interna�onal Index for
Emerging Markets.

and to the considerable eﬀorts devoted recently
to enhancing the eﬃciency, depth, and liquidity of
the two stock markets. However both Egypt and
Jordan’s stock market capitaliza�ons have declined
signiﬁcantly in between 2007-2009 as a result of
the global ﬁnancial crisis, from USD 134.9 and 41.3
billion in 2007, to USD 76.32 and 28.06 billion respec�vely in 2010. In addi�on, it should be noted
that the open access to foreign investors to almost
all MPs stock markets has contributed signiﬁcantly
to the growth performances of MPs’ stock market
capitaliza�on.
The spillover eﬀects of the global ﬁnancial crisis
on the MPs and its eﬀects on their stock markets
varied according to their degree of ﬁnancial integra�on with the EU/US stock markets. MPs such
as Egypt, Jordan, and Morocco (See Figure 7) with
large exposure to EU/US banks, bonds and equity
markets, were the ﬁrst to suﬀer. These countries
are facing a four-edged sword, i.e. plunging asset
prices, higher cost of borrowing, capital ou�lows

While some MPs countries have been hit
by the worst exogenous ﬁnancial shock in
decades, other countries were ill equipped to ﬁght the ﬁnancial consequences of
the crisis given their poor ﬁnancial markets, especially their bond markets. Allevia�ng the low liquidity ﬂows of those countries,
and providing them with the ﬁscal space needed
to combat the ﬁnancial crisis would also help stabilize European demand, and should thus be regarded as an integral component of EU countries’
s�mulus package. However, the limited reliance
on interna�onal ﬁnancial ﬂows in the majority
of MPs- with the excep�on of perhaps Egypt
and Jordan- has contained the full disrup�on of
local ﬁnancial markets. MPs’ bond markets are
s�ll primi�ve and their bond issuance cons�tute
a rela�vely very small por�on of other emeging
markets’ bond issuance with the excep�on of Lebanon (see Figure 8).
Figure 9 indicates that with the excep�on of
Egypt and Tunisia, cross border liquidity in the
form of loans has remained low and in some instances totally insigniﬁcant in all MPs. This contained to some extent the ﬁnancial fallout in all
these countries.

Figure 8. MPs Bond Issuance, 2004-2009 (USD Billion)

Figure 9. MPs Cross Borders Loans: 2004-2009 (USD Billion)
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Tunisia

MPs (excl. Egypt & Tunisia)

II.4. Intra MPs Capital Flows
During the mid 1990s, intra MPs capital ﬂows averaged between 1 and 3 percent of the average GDP.
However, these low ra�os improved signiﬁcantly
a�er the hikes in oil prices reaching the 10 percent
level in 2006, to decline back to 2 percent of average GDP in between 2007-2009. Private capital
ﬂows within the region have been rela�vely limited. While cross border transac�ons between the
ﬁnancial markets of the GCC countries increased
signiﬁcantly in recent years, from about 5 percent
of their total transac�ons with the world in 1992,
to 50 percent in 2006, they remained negligible
with the other MPs, at 5 percent of total transac�ons. Intra-regional investments have been made
mainly in those MPs that implemented policies
conducive to strengthening the opera�onal framework of the domes�c ﬁnancial market, such as
Egypt and Jordan. Intra-MED investments in 2007
were concentrated in the services sector, which
received around 50 percent of the total, followed
by industry and agriculture in that order. Notwithstanding the many nega�ve eﬀects of the global ﬁnancial crisis which had some posi�ve implica�ons
for intra-MED investments as was evident in the
case of Lebanon, where the large inﬂow of capital
in 2008 and 2009, led to a no�ceable increase in
investments in real estate and improvement in the
balance of payments in 2009.
II.5. Eﬀorts to Promote Intra-MED Investment
At the country level, investment promo�on policies focused on three main elements, namely, (1)
enac�ng and upda�ng investment promo�on laws,
(2) establishing na�onal commi�ees to oversee
investment projects and facilitate administra�ve
procedures rela�ng to these projects; And (3) establishing free trade areas.
At the regional level, the Investment Development
Commi�ee in the MED countries was established
under the Economic Unity Council in September
2003. The Commi�ee aims to provide informa�on

pertaining to the development of intra-MED investment and the promo�on of MED investment projects through research and analysis of the investment situa�on in the MED world, and the periodic
issuance of a MED investment map that iden�ﬁes
investment opportuni�es in the region, both geographically and by sector. The investment map that
was issued lately included four thousand investment projects spread over 15 MED countries, as
well as a list of the main obstacles to intra-MED investment. The Commi�ee is also working towards
the establishment of a MED investment area in an
eﬀort to a�ract migrant MED capital.
In this connec�on, it is worth no�ng the establishment of the Islamic Development Bank Fund for
Infrastructure in 2002, with the aim of a�rac�ng
MED migrant capital to invest in infrastructure projects in the Islamic MED world. Recently, the Fund
has approved three projects worth around USD
200 million, which were selected from 200 investment projects submi�ed by 55 countries members
of the Islamic Development Bank.
II.6. Domes�c Credit in MPs: 2004-2008
The private sector s�ll plays a major role in contribu�ng to na�onal investment and growth in nearly
all MPCs, with the excep�on of Syria. The private
sector is and will remain the main engine of growth
and development in almost all MPs. A fairly developed commercial banking system has taken the lead
in extending credit to the private sector, in contrast
with a much less developed stock and bond markets,
which have not yet been able to signiﬁcantly contribute to growth by helping local ﬁrms to raise funds
domes�cally to ﬁnance new investment projects in
the MPs economies.
Despite the current nega�ve repercussions of the
global ﬁnancial crisis, domes�c credit to the private
sector has been on an increasing trend over the last
ﬁve years (Table 6 and Figure 10). In Turkey domes�c credit more than tripled over the 2004-2008 period, increasing from USD 70 billion in 2004 to USD
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Table 6. Domes�c Credits to the Private Sector: 2004-2008 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Algeria

9484

12395

14471

18057

22497

Egypt

47623

51454

59415

66075

69682

Jordan

107735

120361

125798

147727

182063

Lebanon

8524

11089

13817

15678

17788

Morocco

16531

14977

15814

18398

22210

Pales�ne

28363

32084

37967

52511

68826

Syria

2860

4207

4961

6104

8625

Tunisia

18382

18818

19708

22515

26864

Turkey

70059

110226

137472

191089

239628

Source: IMF/IFS.

239.6 billion in 2008. Similarly in Lebanon and Algeria where domes�c credit more than doubled from
USD 8.5 and 9.4 billion in 2004, to 17.7 and 22.4

to the private sector. However, if private demand and
consump�on fail to pick up, coupled with a limited
scope for con�nued policy s�mulus would imply a
worsening of the growth and unemployment
Figure 10. Domes�c Credit to the Private Sector: 2004-2005 (USD Million)
problems. In the long run, focus will need to
250000
shi� toward raising MPs’ produc�ve capacity.
200000
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with the EU’s economies means losing out
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50000
on the upside poten�al. As the recovery ta0
kes place, MPs government policy focus will
Algeria
Egypt
Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria
Tunisia Turkey
need to shi� towards enhancing private secSource: IMF-IFS.
tor’s produc�vity.
billion respec�vely in 2008. Syria also experienced signiﬁcant increases in domes�c credit to the
private sector from USD 2.8 billion in 2004 to USD
8.6 billion in 2008. Other less signiﬁcant increases
over the period under considera�on have occurred
in each of Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, West Bank and
Gaza, and Tunisia.

II.7. Capital Flows, Monetary Policy, and Exchange Rates

With the drying up of capital ﬂows to the MPs and
�ght budget and current account deﬁcits, and exports under pressure, future growth will hinge on
the private sector. Private consump�on which is the
highest contributor to the growth rate of real GDP is
expected to be the MPs’ main engine of growth in
the foreseeable future (see Figure 11). As the recove-

The exchange rate in Algeria, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria,
Tunisia and Morocco has eﬀec�vely been ﬁxed to the
US dollar. However, for Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco,
and Tunisia where the capital account is not fully liberalized and cross-border capital transfers are not only
restricted to the repatria�on of workers’ remi�ances,
monetary policy is s�ll ineﬀec�ve in dealing with internal macroeconomic imbalances, as well as with
the a�ermath of the global ﬁnancial crisis. It is well
known that any monetary policy can, at best, accommodate only two elements of the impossible trinity
of (a) full capital account liberaliza�on; (b) a ﬁxed exchange rate; and (c) an independent monetary policy

ry takes place, policy focus will need to shi� towards
further private sector developments. One way to
achieve this goal is through extending further credit

geared towards the achievement of domes�c objec�ves. A country following a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate
regime can enjoy a fully eﬀec�ve monetary policy
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Figure 11. MPs Contribu�on to Real GDP Growth Rates (%)

is unfortunately expected to be the
lowest contributor to the growth rate
of real GDP in 2010, followed by net
exports which are expected to contribute nega�vely to the growth rate of
GDP. MPs will have to rely upon private
2008
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consump�on to s�mulate GDP growth
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followed by government consump�on
Source: IMF-IFS.
in 2010 and 2011. The trade balance
has been experiencing recurrent deﬁand free interna�onal capital movement across its
borders, while a country that has adopted a ﬁxed ex- cits since the early 2000s-with the excep�on of pechange rate regime can depart from foreign interest rhaps Egypt and Turkey- and has not been able to be
rates and apply an independent monetary policy, pro- conducive to growth and development, and during
vided interna�onal capital movement across its bor- the 2008 crisis has contributed nega�vely to the real
ders is prohibited. A case in point is Syria, however Sy- GDP growth rate.
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ria has never adopted an eﬀec�ve monetary policy to
deal with internal macroeconomic imbalances. If the
exchange rate is ﬁxed and cross-border capital movements are free, then monetary policy is powerless to
achieve domes�c goals, since any a�empt by the monetary authori�es to �ghten the money supply will
also prompt them to sterilize capital inﬂows in order
to prevent the exchange rate from apprecia�ng.

Given the size of its economy, Turkey has led the
MPs in terms of investment levels in 2008, at about
USD 160 billion, followed by Algeria, Israel, and Morocco with USD 57, 37, and 32 billion respec�vely
(Table 7). Total investment in Lebanon, Jordan, and
Syria has remained below the USD 10 billion level, at
USD 8.9, 5.4, and 7.5 billion respec�vely in 2008.

III. Capital Flows Impact, Vola�lity, and Contribu�on to Investment and Debt
III.1. Contribu�on of Capital Flows to Na�onal
Investment

Figure 12 indicates that despite the 2008 ﬁnancial
crisis, na�onal investment in all MPCs is s�ll on an
increasing trend since 2004, despite the drying up
of capital ﬂows since late 2008 and the resul�ng
upward pressure on real interest rates. The public
sector in almost all MPs has been the main player in
terms of s�mula�ng investment projects whether

A�er having contributed to about 4 percent of the
growth rate of real GDP in 2008, investment in MPs

Table 7. MPs Na�onal Investment*: 2004-2008 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Algeria

28283

32248

34567

46476

57057

Egypt

13355

16122

20133

27206

36455

Israel

22776

25751

27409

32640

37305

Jordan

3124

4299

4635

4645

5437

Lebanon

4833

4789

5129

6939

8996

Morocco

16589

17141

19316

24437

32288

Syria

4261

4950

5853

7484

7524

Tunisia

6796

6308

7393

8687

10872

Turkey

76210

96748

116876

139188

160367

Source: Data Bank-World Bank.
Notes: *Na�onal Investment is proxied by Gross Capital Forma�on. Gaza and West is excluded due to lack of data.
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Figure 12. MPs Na�onal Investment: 2004-2008 (USD Million)
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Table 8 indicates that the contribu�on of
FDI to na�onal investment has been signiﬁcant for Egypt and Jordan over the 20042008 period, peaking in 2006 at about 50
and 70 percent, to revert back to 26 and 52
percent respec�vely in 2008. Tunisia and Lebanon
have a li�le less signiﬁcant contribu�ons of FDI to
na�onal investments at about 48 and 25 percent
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on infrastructure or other types of public projects. The increase in public investments whether
through expenditures on infrastructure projects or
through various s�mulus packages introduced sinTable 8. FDI as Ra�o to Total Investment: 2004-2008 (%)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Algeria

3.12

3.35

5.19

3.58

4.64

Egypt

16.15

33.35

49.88

42.56

26.05

Israel

11.10

16.59

53.86

27.63

25.84

Jordan

20.84

41.27

70.51

56.45

52.04

Lebanon

41.24

58.28

52.15

48.65

48.17

Morocco

6.45

9.64

12.68

11.47

7.70

Pales�ne

--

--

--

--

--

Syria

6.45

10.10

11.26

16.59

19.50

Tunisia

9.40

12.40

44.80

18.60

25.37

Turkey

3.65

10.35

17.17

15.81

11.32

Source: UNCTAD, World Investment Report, Various Issues and Data Bank-World Bank.

ce the crisis erupted is behind the increase in na�onal investments. It is expected to see, however,
a trend reversal star�ng 2009, as a result of higher
real interest rates and the subsequent crowding

in 2008 respec�vely. Much less signiﬁcant are the
contribu�ons in each of Algeria, Morocco, and Syria, with averages around 10 percent of total investment over the period under considera�on.

Table 9. Por�olio Investment as Ra�o to Total Investment: 2004-2008 (%)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Algeria

--

--

--

--

--

Egypt

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.03

Israel

0.02

0.03

0.06

0.06

0.03

Jordan

--

--

--

--

--

Lebanon

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Morocco

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Syria

--

--

--

--

--

Tunisia

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Turkey

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

Source: IMF-IFS.
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Table 9 indicates that the contribu�on of por�olio ﬂows to na�onal investment has not been signiﬁcant for all the MPs over the 2004-2008 period, with the excep�on of perhaps Israel with a
contribu�on of about 0.06 percent in between
2006-2007. In Egypt the contribu�on of por�olio
ﬂows to total investment has remained below 0.03
percent over the period under considera�on, with
similar ﬁgures for Turkey. Figures for Lebanon are
much lower at about 0.01 percent of total investment. The contribu�on of por�olio ﬂows to na�onal investment has remained insigniﬁcant in each
of Morocco and Tunisia.
It is clear from Figure 13 that both FDI and por�olio investments do not contribute much to na�onal

ﬂows cons�tute only a small por�on of gross capital forma�on. In addi�on, the growth literature
is rich in studies showing the posi�ve contribu�on
of government expenditures to economic growth,
speciﬁcally in Less Developed Countries (LDCs). In
those studies, public spending was analyzed based
on its contribu�on to the produc�ve sector –from
the supply side -; and to its contribu�on to the demand side – in the Keynesian and post-Keynesian
framework. Despite many cri�cs of the early 1990’s
when the more liberal economic system was set
against government interven�on in the economy,
many empirical studies, showed that public spending leads to growth. Endogenous growth models
and many neoclassical studies (Barro, 1991, and
Barro and Sala-i-Mar�n 1995), clearly state that

investments in most MPCs. This explains their low

government interven�on in infrastructure has a
posi�ve eﬀect on growth through its poFigure 13. Contribu�on of FDI and Por�olio Flows to Total Invest- si�ve impact on households and ﬁrms’ inment: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
come. In addi�on, government spending
400000
350000
on infrastructure favors and enhances
300000
250000
private investment. It is clear that the go200000
vernment should not intervene whenever
150000
100000
the market, i.e. the private sector, is able
50000
0
to enhance growth (investment, technical
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
innova�ons, research, etc....). This is howeMPCs Total
Total PI
Gross Capital Formation
ver clearly not the case in most MPs where
Source UNCTAD, World Investment Report, Various Issues and Data
the public sector assumes a major role in
Bank-World Bank and IMF-IFS.
the economy.
contribu�on to growth and development in those
respec�ve economies. For reasons already dis- III.2. Capital Flows, Exchange Rates and Debt
cussed above FDI ﬂows are s�ll limited to the MED
region, whereas por�olio ﬂows are even more li- The current ﬁnancial crisis has reversed the gains
mited due to the s�ll undeveloped stock markets
and the mere absence of well developed bond
markets.
With the very disappoin�ng contribu�ons of FDI
and por�olio investments to na�onal investments
and growth in most MPCs, it should be noted that
one stylized fact in the MED region is that the size
of the public sector in each MP is signiﬁcant, and
the majority of capital expenditures is undertaken by the public sector. This explains the observa�ons made in Figure 13 where FDI and por�olio

made during the past decade in reducing the debt
burdens of some MPs, and might also carry the risk
of new debt/exchange rate crises because of a dangerous combina�on of ﬁxed exchange rates, nega�ve external ﬁnancial shocks, the higher cost of
debt servicing, and the pressing need for increasing
new external and domes�c borrowing. Moreover,
the structure of MPs’ public debt highlights the extent of vulnerability of their debt burden to abrupt
movements in capital ﬂows and in exchange rates,
as was the case during the current ﬁnancial crisis.
The sustainability of debt that is denominated in
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Table 10. MPs Public Debt: 2004-2009 (USD Million)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Egypt

83791.9

90844.6

98041.8

110268.1

121159.4

140123.3

Israel

120705.5

123225.7

120741.3

127553.5

152451.8

151665.4

Jordan

10129.8

10569.8

10366.7

11565.6

11880.2

13394.2

Lebanon

34800

38500

40600

42060

47000

50900

Morocco

33182.3

36948

37646.5

40254.5

42037.7

42614.5

Tunisia

16788.8

16917.3

16711.2

17947.3

19656.9

18067.5

Turkey

232327.2

252237.5

243258.2

254317.9

282784.9

287656.3

Source: Euromonitor Interna�onal from Na�onal Sta�s�cal Oﬃces/Eurostat/Interna�onal Monetary Fund/OECD.
Notes: Algeria and West Bank and Gaza have been excluded due to lack of data.

foreign currency goes beyond the domes�c conduct of ﬁscal and monetary policy mix per se to
become dependent as well on the outcomes of exchange rate policies, and the extent of capital ﬂows
(exports, remi�ances, FDI, and Por�olio ﬂows) to
the individual MP. MPs need to closely coordinate
the op�mality of the ﬁscal and monetary policy
mix, which will have important implica�ons on the
existent exchange rate arrangements, and on how
those countries can in the future be more resilient
to poten�al external ﬁnancial crises similar to the
2008 ﬁnancial crisis.

to reach USD 140 billion in 2009, cons�tu�ng a
near 15 percent increase in just 2 years. Similar
scenarios are observed in each of Jordan, Lebanon,
Israel and Turkey where debt has increased from
USD 11.5, 47, 127.5 and 254.3 billion in 2007, to
USD 13.3, 50.9, 151.6, and 287.6 billion in 2009,
respec�vely. Both Tunisia and Morocco’s public
debt burden appear to have been contained over
the period under considera�on, and despite the
current ﬁnancial crisis.
However, increases in the rates of growth of real
GDP have dampened the eﬀects of increased public
debt on the respec�ve MPs’ economies as follows. In
Egypt and even though debt has increased in absolute terms, it is on a declining trend in rela�ve terms to
GDP (see Table 11). In between 2007-2009, the debt
to GDP ra�o has declined from 83.5 percent to 74.9
percent. Similarly in Lebanon and Jordan where the
debt to GDP ra�os have also declined from 168 and
68 percent in 2007 to 158.5 and 58.5 percent, res-

Table 10 indicates that with the excep�on of Tunisia, MPs’ public debt has con�nued to increase
over the last ﬁve years. Moreover, it is clear that
the debt burden in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and
Turkey has been adversely aﬀected as a result of
the ﬁnancial crisis and the subsequent drying up
of capital ﬂows to the MPs. In Egypt, total public
debt has increased from USD 121 billion in 2007
Table 11. MPs Public Debt to GDP Ra�os: 2004-2009 (%)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Egypt

107

97.5

91

83.5

73.6

74.9

Israel

95.2

91.8

82.8

76.4

75.4

77.9

Jordan

88.9

84

70.8

68

56

58.5

Lebanon

162.1

176.1

180.9

167.9

160.9

158.5

Morocco

58.3

62.1

57.4

53.5

47.3

46.9

Tunisia

59.4

58.1

53.7

50.4

48

45.7

Turkey

59.2

52.3

46.1

39.4

38.8

46.9

Source: Euromonitor Interna�onal from Na�onal Sta�s�cal Oﬃces/Eurostat/Interna�onal Monetary Fund/OECD.
Notes: Algeria and West Bank and Gaza have been excluded due to lack of data.
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pec�vely in 2009. These noted improvements in the
debt to GDP ra�os of several MPs are however expected to be adversely aﬀected during the next two
years when real GDP growth rates starts to decrease
again as a result of the ﬁnancial crisis impact on the
MPs’ real sector. Turkey stands alone with increasing
debt to GDP ra�os with an increase from 38.8 percent in 2008 to 46.9 percent in 2009 (Table 11).

On the other hand, the Euro-MED Trade agreements are likely to increase trade ﬂows with EU
countries, and this is likely to increase the balance
sheet eﬀect of exchange rate misalignment. Speciﬁcally, consider the case of a ﬁrm that is located in
a MPC that pegs to the dollar, given the structure
of the current ﬁnancial system, the USD cons�tutes the major por�on of the ﬁrm, as well as the
MP’s debt denomina�on, while revenues will be
increasingly linked to the euro. If the euro depreciates vis-à-vis the dollar-as it did during the past
6 months- the ﬁrm will experience deteriora�on in
its balance sheet that may reduce its investment,
and in the aggregate nega�vely aﬀect the MP’s
economic growth, and possibly generate a chain of
defaults. The same is true for a MP that has a debt

Figure 14 highlights the contribu�on of capital ﬂows
(mainly remi�ances, FDI and por�olio ﬂows) to the
MPs’ total public debt and its service. For the eight
MPs under considera�on total capital inﬂows have
remained way below the USD 100 billion level over
the 2004-2009 period, when total public debt has
been hovering between the USD 500-700 billion
level. While it is clear that these capital ﬂows have
been rather insigniﬁcant when considered in rela�ve terms to total public debt, they are in some
cases (e.g., Lebanon, Egypt, and Jordan) crucial in
covering the service of the respec�ve debt. With
further expected declines in capital inﬂows to the
MPs coupled with further expected declines in GDP
growth rates, MPs will have a tough road ahead not
only in paying back their debt but also in mee�ng
their debt service obliga�ons. This may threaten
their respec�ve economies and may perhaps trigger a debt and balance of payment crisis in those
MPs that are s�ll pursuing a ﬁxed exchange rate regime, such as Lebanon, Jordan.

denominated in USD and exports in euros. It is
therefore expected that further exchange rate vola�lity and the Euro-MED agreements will amplify
the risk of balance sheet eﬀects linked to exchange
rate movements.

The theore�cal literature (see Aghion, et al., 2001)
on how currency mismatches aﬀect ﬁrms’ and individual countries’ balance sheets, and the overall level of economic ac�vity makes the point that a real
devalua�on increases the domes�c currency value
of foreign debt, and weakens therefore a country’s
debt posi�on. By weakening countries and ﬁrms’
balance sheets, any real devalua�on prevents domes�c ﬁrms from increasing producFigure 14. Contribu�on of Capital Flows to MPs’ Public Debt: 2004-2009 �on or investment. If this is the case,
(USD Million)
the expansionary eﬀect of a deva800000
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Source: Euromonitor Interna�onal from Na�onal Sta�s�cal Oﬃces/Eurostat/Interna�onal Monetary Fund/OECD, World Bank, World Development
Indicators, and UNCTAD, World Investment Report, Various Issues.
Notes: Total capital ﬂows are the sum of FDI, por�olio, and remi�ances
inﬂows. Algeria and West Bank and Gaza have been excluded due to lack
of data.
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lua�on that is generated within the
standard Mundell-Fleming models
is either a�enuated or completely
eliminated, yielding to a situa�on in
which a devalua�on is contrac�onary. While some authors show that
the standard Mundell-Fleming result
holds even in the presence of currency mismatches, others (Aghion et
al., 2001) point out that if the balance–sheet eﬀect is large enough, devalua�on can be contrac�onary. This

is a serious issue in the Euro-MED agreement in
which ﬁrms may end up borrowing in one currency
(the US dollar) and expor�ng to the Euro area in
another (the euro), the proceeds of which being in
euros.
In fact, in 1994, the government of Mexico undertook a devalua�on that had been recommended
to it by the IMF, in part to correct a real exchange rate overvalua�on that appeared to be s�ﬂing
growth in the country. A similar correc�on of the
exchange rate had, in fact resulted in an accelera�on of economic growth a few years before in the
United Kingdom and Italy, when these countries
opted out of the ERM (exchange rate mechanism
of the European Monetary System) and allowed
their exchange rate to depreciate. Surprisingly, in

Also, the composi�on of Lebanon’s public debt has
been in 2009 half in local currency and the other
half in USD. The ﬁgures are quite similar in Jordan
and Egypt. In addi�on, and a�er the establishment
of the Euro-MED Free Trade Area (FTA), the share
of tradables in the produc�on structures of MPs’
ﬁrms is expected to increase considerably. This will
amplify even further the balance sheet eﬀect of
exchange rate vola�lity. Subsequently, the nega�ve
impact will be on the ﬁrm in terms of investment,
produc�on and employment.

Mexico, the devalua�on was followed not by an
accelera�on of growth, but by a debt crisis (a refusal of creditors to roll over exis�ng debt or extend
new loans) that resulted in a sharp contrac�on of
economic ac�vity.

matches due to foreign borrowings. Those corpora�ons will be able to raise funds locally and reduce their exposure to external ﬁnancial shocks. They
will also reduce any currency mismatch (exchange
rate risk) in their balance sheets, and dampen the
implica�ons of any sudden ou�lows of capital
emana�ng from the current crisis or from other
ﬁnancial shocks.

As a result of the exchange rate peg to the US dollar and the fact that a major por�on of MPs’ external debt is denominated in USD, a typical balance
sheet of a MP or a ﬁrm opera�ng in the MED region
is characterized in general by similar features i.e., a
dollar debt on the liability side, while revenues are
being increasingly denominated in euros. The major por�on of debt at the ﬁrm and country levels
is in US dollar. For the past decades, interest rates
and exchange rates vola�li�es have had nega�ve
impacts on ﬁrms opera�ng in MPs, on one hand,
and on the ﬁscal posi�on of nearly all MPs on the
other. MPs with dollar liabili�es have suﬀered considerably due to exchange rates and interest rates
vola�li�es. For instance, the average composi�on
of a typical balance sheet of a Moroccan, Egyp�an
or Israeli ﬁrm is 80-90 per cent dollar dominated,
and most of its liabili�es originate from creditors
in the US. The story is quite similar for Jordanian
ﬁrms where one sees that the liability structure is
highly dollarized. Similar liability and average leverage ra�os are observed in Lebanon, Algeria, Tunisia and Syria.

The enhancement of local capital markets, especially stock markets is also another way to dampen
the eﬀects of the crisis, and will help reduce the
exposure of private corpora�ons to currency mis-

III.3. Vola�lity of Capital Flows
There are a number of factors which may inﬂuence
the vola�lity of capital ﬂows in general, and FDI
inﬂows in par�cular to the MPs [3]. First it is well
known that FDI cons�tutes the single largest source of capital inﬂows for developing countries in general, accoun�ng for about two-thirds of capital
ﬂows to LDCs in 2007 and 2008, and about 85 percent of capital ﬂows to La�n America. The impact
of exchange rate vola�lity on investment decisions
by interna�onal ﬁrms is one important factor. Devereux and Engel (2000) consider the welfare impact of ﬁxed and ﬂoa�ng exchange rate regimes in
the presence of a stylized form of FDI. They argue
that exchange rate uncertainty emana�ng from a
ﬂoa�ng regime represents two poten�al risks for
a foreign ﬁrm inves�ng in the home country plant.
First, it faces the direct risk that a deprecia�on of
the home currency will cause a net loss if the ﬁxed
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cost is paid before the exchange rate shock occurs.
Second, an apprecia�on of the exchange rate might cause a nega�ve shock to sales in the home
market, also causing a net loss.
Another important factor is the overall unstable
poli�cal environment in the MED region-whether
the on-going Arab–Israeli conﬂict, or the internal poli�cal conﬂicts in some MPs- which has not
been conducive to the a�rac�on of FDI and other
forms of capital investments to the MED region.
In addi�on, the MED region s�ll lags behind other
emerging regions in terms of economic and ﬁnancial integra�on, despite some eﬀorts pushing in
that direc�on, such as the establishment of the
GCC, and the Greater Arab Free trade Agreements

Euro-Mediterranean FTA. These economic forces
include economies of scale, location of input
supplying industries, labor pooling, and information pooling. Unfortunately, many MPs have limited resources for negotiating and implementing
multiple trade agreements. This has resulted in
MPs’ governments concentrating resources on
implementing the new generation of association
agreements with the EU, while devoting fewer of
their limited resources towards intra-regional integration. It is imperative that MPs’ governments
rapidly implement trade and financial liberalization and standardization between their regional
neighbors, to prevent the artificial diversion of
FDI from MPs to the EU industrial clusters. Only
a full Euro-Mediterranean FTA will insure maxi-

(GAFTA). Moreover, the bilateral associa�on agreements might lead to a hub-and-spoke trading system (Wonaco� 1996). Under a hub-and-spoke trading system, the hub country (the EU) liberalizes
trade with each of the spoke countries (the MPs),
however, the spokes only liberalize trade with one
country, the EU hub. Producers in the EU hub can
obtain least cost inputs from any of the MPs spokes, while compe�ng producers in the spoke countries only experience falling costs on imports from
the hub. Therefore, producers in the EU hub will
gain a compe��ve advantage over producers in
each of the MPs spokes upon implementa�on of
the bilateral associa�on agreements. Producers in
the EU hub face lower barriers for selling their products in each of the Mediterranean markets than
MPs’ producers, who gain improved access to the

mum economic gains and equal access to markets and FDI for all partners. It is imperative for
MPs to move swiftly to liberalize intra-regional
trade and FDI flows, and enhance south-south
financial and monetary integration.

EU market but not rela�ve to one another.

existence of imperfec�ons in capital markets. These
capital market imperfec�ons con�nue to prevail in
all MPs. In par�cular, informa�onal asymmetries
regarding the value of an investment will limit the
leverage of ﬁrms, making it costly or impossible to
fully ﬁnance the investment through borrowing.
Changes in real exchange rate aﬀect wealth, and
thus borrowing constraints. If foreigners tend to
hold rela�vely more non-dollar assets, a deprecia�on of the dollar increases their rela�ve wealth, and
relaxes their borrowing constraints. This, in turn, will
allow them to acquire more investments abroad.

The result of the hub-and-spoke trading system
of the EU-Mediterranean Association Agreements is that international investors will divert
some foreign direct investment into the EU hub,
to take advantage of its exclusive access to all
MPs’ markets, in preference to investment in
MPs. Once new industrial clusters are established in the EU, economic forces will hinder
their relocation to the spokes when the bilateral agreements are expanded into the proposed

Another factor that may inﬂuence the vola�lity of
MPs’ capital ﬂows is the existence of real exchange
rate misalignments. There exists ample empirical
evidence sugges�ng that exchange rate movements
do aﬀect the vola�lity of capital ﬂows, mainly FDI
ﬂows (see Froot and Stein (1991), Blonigen, (1997),
and Klein and Rosengreen, (1994)). This has been
par�cularly damaging for the inﬂow of FDI during
the 1990s when several MPs experienced several episodes of exchange rate vola�lity. Moreover,
Froot and Stein (1991) relate the ﬂows of FDI to the
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Blonigen (1997) proposes an alterna�ve channel
for exchange rates to ma�er. He notes that the
acquisi�on of a ﬁrm allows knowledge transfers
from the parent company to the subsidiary, and
also from the subsidiary to the parent company.
This knowledge may take the form of a product
or process development. If this technology can be
applied by the parent company in its own market,
this would lead to a stream of proﬁts in the home
market, in domes�c currency. If this is so, a deprecia�on in the target host country will decrease the
cost of this stream of revenues.
This last channel seems like a plausible scenario for
FDI between EU countries. However, it does not relate well to EU-MED FDI. EU Firms have rarely acquired
a MED ﬁrm hoping to obtain a new technology to apply in the home country. They have usually engaged
in MED produc�on ac�vity for one of two reasons:
either to take advantage of the diﬀerence in rela�ve
factor endowments and compara�ve advantage,
in order to reduce overall costs of produc�on (as in
the ver�cal models of FDI), or to serve a protected
market that would be too expensive to serve through
trade (as in the horizontal models of FDI). In the case
of ver�cal FDI, ﬁrms that produce for the world market locate diﬀerent stages of produc�on in diﬀerent
countries in order to reduce costs. A deprecia�on of
the exchange rate will a�ract FDI in projects which
are labor and land intensive, since the cost of land
and labor is now rela�vely lower.

movements in the bilateral exchange rate between
two countries will aﬀect the rela�ve amounts of FDI
these two countries receive. In the case of ver�cal
FDI, in which a ﬁrm produces for the world market,
a deprecia�on may favor loca�on in the deprecia�ng
country at the expense of all other poten�al hosts. A
deprecia�on in Tunisia or Israel, will make Morocco
rela�vely less a�rac�ve as a loca�on of FDI. In the purest case of horizontal FDI, in which each produc�on
plant produces for the domes�c market, in principle
a deprecia�on should increase FDI inﬂows, but this
would not necessarily come at the expense of other
poten�al hosts. To the extent that produc�on plants
produce only for the domes�c market, Israel or Tunisia would receive more FDI if their currency depreciates, but Morocco should in principle not be aﬀected.

In the case of horizontal tariﬀ-jumping FDI, ﬁrms have

The problem with this last argument is that it does
not take into account the existence of the Euro-MED
regional integra�on agreement, which will create an
enlarged market protected from the outside world.
Provided there are economies of scale, the elimina�on of trade barriers implicit in the regional integra�on agreement will induce ﬁrms to produce in just
one loca�on within the bloc, and serve the extended
market from this loca�on. The Euro-MED regional
trade arrangements may thus create a space of intense compe��on for the loca�on of investment.
Under these condi�ons, swings in the bilateral real
exchange rates among countries in the Euro-MED
bloc, which aﬀect rela�ve costs of produc�on, may
have important consequences for the loca�on of
new FDI, and in many cases may shi� the loca�on of

mul�ple produc�on facili�es producing the same
good, with each facility supplying the domes�c market.
Whether a ﬁrm engages in FDI in a par�cular country
will depend on the rela�ve cost of serving this market
via trade, or via domes�c produc�on. An exchange
rate deprecia�on in the host country will reduce the
cost of producing the good through local produc�on,
rela�ve to serving this market through trade.

exis�ng investments as well. This argument suggests
that swings in the real bilateral exchange rate of Morocco vis-a-vis Tunisia should have a larger eﬀect on
investment in Morocco than similar swings in the exchange rate vis-à-vis a country outside the Euro-MED
RIA. In other words, we expect the elas�city of rela�ve FDI to rela�ve exchange rates to be higher in the
case of countries belonging to the Euro-MED RIA.

So far, we have discussed a number of channels
through which exchange rate deprecia�on might
increase incoming FDI. These channels suggest that

Consider the case of horizontal FDI, in which each
produc�on plant produces for the domes�c market. If the key reason for producing in local markets
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is tariﬀ-jumping, a trade agreement that creates an
enlarged market protected from the outside world
will induce ﬁrms to produce in just one loca�on
within the bloc and serve the extended market
from this loca�on. This may create a space of intense compe��on for the loca�on of investment
in which real exchange misalignments may have
important consequences for the loca�on of foreign
direct investment. This is also true for ver�cal FDI
where a deprecia�on of the exchange rate of the
host country may a�ract FDI at the expense of all
the remaining EU-MED countries.
With the above in mind, if MPs con�nue with their
dollar peg, and the US dollar appreciates against
the euro as it did in between 1999-2002, and

since the early 2000s. Capital accumula�on and all
sorts of investment whether FDI or por�olio investments are not yet bringing any signiﬁcant growth
beneﬁts to the region. The unstable poli�cal environment that has plagued MPs has not been conducive in enhancing investment and capital accumula�on in the region. Governance, corrup�on
and other bureaucra�c impediments to the inﬂow
of capital have also been a hindering factor for the
region’s a�rac�veness to all sorts of capital ﬂows.
In addi�on, the lack of economic integra�on in the
MED region is s�ll a main factor behind the low level of FDI. Intra-regional capital ﬂows are primarily
in the form of workers’ remi�ances and foreign
assistance—which are highly correlated with the
donor’s economic circumstances, and thus with

which meant a real apprecia�on of MPs’ currencies
of about 30 percent against the euro, then FDI will
certainly relocate to the EU countries. Upon the establishment of the euro-MED FTA and to prevent
this scenario from repea�ng itself in the future,
a peg to the euro should replace MPs’ peg to the
dollar. Such peg would eliminate any ar�ﬁcial apprecia�on of MPs’ currencies against their major
trading partner: The EU, due to the apprecia�on of
the US dollar. Once a large market is created within
the Euro-MED region, exchange rate polices should
be altered to take into account any future nega�ve
impacts of real exchange rate apprecia�ons. One
way to get around this problem is greater ﬁxity to
the euro, or even be�er a Euro-Mediterranean currency union with the euro as its sole currency.

ﬂuctua�ons in world market prices of oil and other
macroeconomic factors.

IV. Policy Recommenda�ons

diversify their por�olios by tapping the MPs’ ﬁnancial markets which will beneﬁt from por�olio
capital inﬂows, if the convergence of asset returns
in the world markets leads interna�onal investors
to increase their MED markets holdings in order to
diversify across countries with a wide range of risk
and returns.

MPs have exhibited in general insuﬃcent growth
performances since the early 1990s. FDI and other
forms of capital ﬂows are s�ll rela�vely very limited into the region. The unstable poli�cal environment, the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership agreements, and the a�ermath of the global ﬁnancial
crisis are not helping at all in a�rac�ng capital, and
in enhancing and improving growth performances
of MPs. In addi�on, condi�ons in the labor market
are s�ll deteriora�ng with alarming performances

The development of the MPs’ ﬁnancial sector
should be a top priority on the reform agenda.
The role of the banking sector has been crucial to
economic growth, because it has cons�tuted the
main source of ﬁnancing the private sector’s ac�vity. Stock and bond market are some�me virtually
absent and ﬁrms cannot raise funds domes�cally.
Increased ﬁnancial integra�on within the MED region is expected to bring considerable beneﬁts to
MED investors by rendering capital more mobile
across borders. As a result, a more liquid capital
market would oﬀer lower borrowing costs for MED
ﬁrms wishing to raise funds locally. Moreover, interna�onal ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons will be willing to

Increased ﬁnancial liberaliza�on within the MED
region is expected to enhance regional intermedia�on of ﬁnancial resources through close integra�on of ﬁnancial markets and increased access
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of MPs residents to the world ﬁnancial markets
to ﬁnance investment. In addi�on, MED investors
will have access to a variety of risks adjusted rates of return to enhance the eﬃciency of por�olio
alloca�on and diversiﬁca�on, which will foster the
eﬃciency of MENA’s ﬁnancial markets. Increased
liberaliza�on within the MENA region is expected
to a�ract important por�olio investments to the
region for diversiﬁca�on purposes.
The enhancement of local capital markets, especially stock markets is also another way to dampen the
eﬀects of the crisis, and will help reduce the exposure of private corpora�ons to currency mismatches
due to foreign borrowings. Those corpora�ons will
be able to raise funds locally and reduce their expo-

Flexible exchange rate regimes in MPs may not be
a viable alterna�ve for the majority of the MPs, given the virtual absence of independent monetary
policies and well-developed capital markets. Another considera�on is that underdeveloped monetary, poli�cal and policy-making ins�tu�ons tend
to undermine the eﬀec�veness of discre�onary
monetary policy. For now, some type of ﬁxed arrangement may be the safest op�on for most of
these countries. For MPs engaged in a signiﬁcant
amount of trade with the EU, a euro peg may be
more appropriate than a dollar peg. In all cases,
those countries maintaining ﬁxed exchange rate
arrangements must implement crisis-preven�on
measures, namely by exercising ﬁscal discipline,
managing their debts and foreign reserves, and

sure to external ﬁnancial shocks. They will also reduce any currency mismatch (exchange rate risk) in
their balance sheets, and dampen the implica�ons
of any sudden ou�lows of capital emana�ng from
the current crisis or from other ﬁnancial shocks.

avoiding real exchange rate apprecia�on. As countries in the MED region improve their monetary
and ﬁscal infrastructures and become more integrated with global capital markets, they should opt
for a currency union.

On the other hand, an important part of financial
integration is the increase in cross border trade
through the lifting of trade and capital barriers
as provided for in the Euro-MED trade agreements, the GCC and the GAFTA agreements, and
other MED trade agreements. However, given
the unstable financial environment in certain
parts of the MED region, the pursued financial
policies may not provide the required stability
for increasing financial integration on a regional
scale. It is well known that financial instability

MED central banks should improve ﬁnancial and
monetary policy coordina�on to allow them to deal
more eﬀec�vely with ﬁnancial and monetary imbalances. One way this may be achieved is through
enhanced regional ﬁnancial integra�on. The forma�on of an integrated MED capital market, for
instance, would lower the region’s interest rates,
beneﬁ�ng those MPs burdened with high levels of
debt. Speciﬁcally, a larger and more integrated regional capital market would reduce the huge costs
associated with servicing the accumulated public

has in fact been so far a detriment to further
integration in the MED region. As regional and
global liberalization proceeds, policies formed
under former macroeconomic conditions will
become increasingly under pressure for not providing the stability needed for sound economic
development in the new context of regional integration. Macroeconomic policy coordination, as
an integral part of multilateral free trade agreements in the MED region, may therefore prove
indispensable for successful economic integration in the region.

debt, and would lower the cost of raising capital,
allowing companies in the region to rely increasingly on the local market rather than the world market for economic development resources; lower
capital-raising costs translate into higher investment and GDP growth rates.
In the wake of the global ﬁnancial crisis, MCs will
need to strengthen the orderly workout of ﬁnancial/corporate balance sheet eﬀects of asset price
falls on one hand, and promote ﬁnancial market
developments on the other. It is clear however
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that low ﬁnancial integra�on with the advanced
stock markets has contained the fallout, coupled
with eﬀec�ve monetary and ﬁscal policy responses. In the long run, focus will need to shi� towards raising MPs produc�ve capacity. Addressing
unemployment calls for greater private sector-led
growth. Low integra�on with the EU’s economies
means losing out on the upside poten�al. As the
recovery takes place, MPs government policy focus
will need to shi� towards enhancing private sector’s produc�vity.
Poten�al risks for MPs in 2011 are as follows: Weaker exports, tourism, and remi�ances revenues,
and sudden stops or reversal in capital ﬂows, mainly FDI and por�olio ﬂows. Moreover, slowdown in
EU countries will con�nue to impact the MPC of
Egypt, Morocco, and Tunisia, while slowdown in
GCC countries will con�nue to impact the whole
region. In 2010, All MPs are likely to suﬀer the impact of slower growth (which will hamper «growing
out of debt»), lower receipts from oil-producing
countries, and further increases in government
debt due to spending in the context of ﬁscal s�muli
packages.

low. The measures that could be taken include-in
addi�on to adequate macroeconomic policies to
respond the current ﬁnancial crisis- the accelera�on of south-south economic, ﬁnancial, and trade
integra�on eﬀorts, coupled with enhanced reform
programs, and stressing the ins�tu�onal and governance aspects in par�cular. Moreover, these
countries need to accelerate the implementa�on
of the priva�za�on process, which represents an
important factor in promo�ng the inﬂows of FDI
at the global level, par�cularly the priva�za�on of
the services sector. MPs would also have to ﬁght
ﬁnancial and administra�on corrup�on and eliminate bureaucracy, which represent strong impediments to the inﬂow of FDI. The poli�cal instability
the region has been facing as a result of failure to
achieve comprehensive peace con�nues to exert
a nega�ve inﬂuence on the ability of the MPs to
a�ract FDI. Even so, in some MPs, the evolu�on
of FDI inﬂows in the ﬁrst part of 2010 allows for
some op�mism.

Even though some MPs have undertaken recently
some ﬁnancial reforms and pursued sound macroeconomic policies, the current ﬁnancial crisis-which
is not of their making-is dispropor�onately penalizing them and pu�ng an addi�onal hurdle that
will have to be overcome in the near future, as ﬁnancial capital is leaving their markets and ﬂowing

With the further integra�on of the MED region
with the EU’s economy, the increased regional and
inter-regional monetary and ﬁnancial economic integra�on, and the fast liberaliza�on of the respec�ve capital account, Jordan and Lebanon’s central
banks should consider shi�ing to more ﬂexible exchange rates regimes, if they wish to render their
monetary policy more independent, and deal at
the same �me more eﬀec�vely and swi�ly with
any future poten�al ﬁnancial or monetary shock.
By and large, the EU has long been involved in coo-

back to the epicentre of the crisis which has opened a ﬂoodgate of bond issuing to ﬁnance gigan�c
s�mulus packages. Nonetheless, it should be noted that a minority of MPs was sparred by the FDI
transmission channel, countries such as Algeria and
Lebanon registered an increase in FDI inﬂows for
2009 while Syria only registered a small decrease.
Even so, the amount of inward investment in the
la�er economies, especially Lebanon and Syria, is
not that important to begin with. MPs need therefore to exert intensive eﬀorts to raise their share
in global FDI inﬂows which has remained rela�vely

pera�on ini�a�ves in favor of the MPs’ economies
within the framework of the Euro Mediterranean
Partnership Agreements launched in 1995, and
diﬀerent instruments have been put in place to
support moderniza�on and ﬁnancial market reforms (recent examples are: MEDA, Neighborhood
Policy Instrument, FEMIP, and the 2008 transi�on
conference held in Brussels). However, the limited
results obtained so far in bridging the gap between
the shores of the Mediterranean have s�mulated a
reﬂec�on on the interven�ons necessary to make
the EU’s ac�on more eﬀec�ve, especially in light
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of the current ﬁnancial crisis, and the consequent
drying out of capital inﬂows into MPs.
Between 1995 and 2006, the European Commission allocated euros 9 billion to support moderniza�on and economic reforms in MPCs. New capital
of about euros 3.2 billion has been allocated to the
region for 2007-2010, before the crisis. The sizeable
credit interven�ons of the European Investment
Bank (EIB), channeled, since 2002, through FEMIP
have recently registered a further increase, with
euros 10.7 billion allocated for the period 20072013, against euros 6 billion invested between
2002 and 2006 in the nine MPs. Moreover, it is believed that weaknesses in the MPs’ ﬁnancial sector
are also behind the poor results achieved so far,

built up prior to the crisis during the oil boom period 2003-2008.
3. Although this has not been the case for most of
the MPs.

and the current ﬁnancial crisis has worsened the
current problems even more. Among future priori�es, the need is par�cularly felt to be�er coordinate the use of funds allocated by diﬀerent EU
sources, and strengthen the rela�onship among
various interna�onal ins�tu�ons opera�ng in the
region (e.g., European Commission, EIB, EBRD).
In addi�on, the various s�mulus packages introduced during the crisis in EU countries will need
to account for the current ﬁnancial imbalances
in some MPs to prevent a further fallout in those
economies, and revert all the gains that have been
achieved so far through the various above funding
programs.
Endnotes
1. The sharp decline in oil prices has had a ripple
eﬀect on foreign reserves, coupled with declining
capital inﬂows and shrinking export markets in all
GCC countries. This is mainly due to having a low
export base, concentrated in a few commodi�es,
and great reliance on oil export revenues for debt
servicing and government expenditures.
2. GCC countries have been directly hit by the ﬁnancial crisis through a sharp decline in oil prices
and revenues. But the impact has been mi�gated
to a great extent by countercyclical monetary and
ﬁscal policies coupled with substan�al reserves
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Chapter 3. Mobility of Labour in the EU-Med: Poten�als vs Constraints?
Introduc�on
Migra�on is one of the most complicated and sensi�ve aspects of today’s integrated and globalised
world. It is an inevitable and irreversible phenomenon that is expected to con�nue to increase for at
least the coming 50 years. There are 214 million
interna�onal migrants in the world represen�ng
3.1% of the world popula�on; half of those migrants are women. There is a 40% increase in the
number of migrants compared to last decade.
World Remi�ances reached $414 billion in 2009
with more than 75% sent to developing countries
and top migra�ons des�na�ons remain to be the
more developed and richer countries (OECD, American con�nents, Gulf, ..etc)[1].
The complexity of the migra�on issue is the reason
behind its sensi�vi�es and vulnerabili�es to external shocks. According to a recent OECD report
on migra�on, a decline of migra�on ﬂows into the
OECD countries was no�ced in 2008 (a decrease by
about 6%) reversing a steady increase of 11% per
year for the previous 5 years, following the economic crisis that hit the OECD countries, and caused
disrup�ons in their economies which had nega�ve
eﬀects on their labour markets.
Migra�on within the EU-Med region is considered
an even more complicated phenomenon that has
been ongoing for more than 4 decades but that has
received a lot of controversial a�en�on recently.
A�er more than a decade of a complete focus on
trade and capital liberaliza�on followed by a rather
controversial services liberaliza�on, it is inevitable
to now focus on the fourth factor of produc�on:
the human capital.
From an economic point of view, as in the case of
capital, goods and services, eﬃcient movement of
humans, as a factor of produc�on, means be�er alloca�on of resources where there is a rela�ve com-

para�ve advantage and rela�ve strengths. It comes
as a natural development of the liberaliza�on and
integra�on process in the EU-Med region. A great
share of the expected posi�ve impact from migra�on either on the receiving or the sending countries depends on the form of this migra�on, the types of skills and educa�on and the types of policies
that are put in place to beneﬁt from this migra�on
and address any possible nega�ve impacts.
Some of these posi�ve gains for sending countries
could be quite clear: workers’ remi�ances and
easing unemployment pressures, some other gains
could be expected from posi�ve externali�es in the
long term (such as be�er educa�on and training
and transfer of knowledge); however, problems of
loss of human capital (brain drain) could represent
threats to those countries. Poten�al gains or losses in the receiving countries are more ambiguous
and depend on many variables related to those
domes�c markets of thr countries in ques�on. Migrants could ﬁll employment gaps in the receiving
countries, but how does this translate into gains for
those economies is not clear. Also, poten�al adverse impacts could be argued, such as imbalances in
receiving labour markets and disintegrated socie�es. The net result for the receiving countries depends very much on the approach and policies that
are involved. In a study done by the HDR about the
economic eﬀect of migra�on on receiving countries, it was suggested that des�na�on countries
would capture about one-ﬁ�h of the gains from a
5% increase in the number of migrants, amoun�ng
to $190 billion[2].
It is clear that so far countries of the EU-Med have
not reached the op�mal beneﬁts of the migra�on
phenomenon and the migra�on net ‘outcomes’
are balancing in a case-by case basis between limited gains for some countries and large losses for
others. It is believed that beneﬁts from migra�on
can surpass by far those expected from trade and
capital liberaliza�on, through its long-term eﬀects
on human capital. According to Rodrik (2002) free
labour mobility can increase the world beneﬁts by
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almost 25 �mes larger that those from free capital and goods.
The 1995 Barcelona process is cri�cized for not
adop�ng the right approaches in its fourth chapter
on migra�on; the Neighbourhood Policies favoured
the neighbouring European countries over the neighbouring Mediterranean partners countries; and
ﬁnally the Union for the Mediterranean, which was
originally designed to address the issues that have
fallen oﬀ the cracks of the Partnership and push
the focus away from the sensi�ve poli�cal issues,
has so far not paid much a�en�on to Migra�on issues. Therefore, it is quite understandable why the
Mediterranean Partners (MPs) consider migra�on
as the missing factor that limits the eﬀects of this
partnership.

trends and destinations with a focus on migration to the EU. It will also address the reverse
flow of remittances sent by those migrants from
the EU to their MPs home countries. Also, some
facts about the MPs as migrant receiving countries will be addressed. Finally, this part looks
into the reasons behind (or determinants of) this
migration from the EU-Med point of view. This
part investigates the idea of the demographic
tension on both shores of the Mediterranean
that has created and will still create more flows
of migration over the decades. Also the idea of
the income differential and development gap as
push factors of migration is considered.
The second part of the chapter looks into the im-

The reasons behind migra�on ﬂows from the MPs,
either to the EU or to other regions of the world,
seem to persist for at least the coming 5 decades,
implying that these ﬂows will not decrease or
cease for years to come. However, there are a host
of factors that have limited the full maximiza�on of
its poten�als beneﬁts. Therefore, whether the region manages to take the most beneﬁts out of it or
bear its poten�ally nega�ve consequences en�rely
depends on how successful these countries are
in managing this process in a way that maximizes
those beneﬁts. There is no straigh�orward way to
bring about the beneﬁts of migra�on and it would
take an exhaus�ve mul�dimensional approach
from all par�es involved to reach this objec�ve.

pediments that prevent the EU-Med region from
ge�ng the most beneﬁts out of migra�on and is
divided into three parts reﬂec�ng three types of
obstacles. The ﬁrst sec�on addresses two obstacles that have been subjects to many debates and
discussions about their real eﬀects on migra�on:
the poten�al imbalances in the EU labour markets
due to migra�on and the issues related to the EU
enlargement. The second and third parts address
obstacles that are believed to cons�tute the real
challenges for achieving the beneﬁts of migra�on.
These obstacles are related to both the MPs and
the EU. From the MPs’ side these obstacles include the quality of the migrants from the MPs and
whether they match the needs of the EU labour
markets. It addresses the problem of matching the
skills of migrants in asymmetric informa�on condi-

This chapter addresses diﬀerent aspects of human
capital mobility from the MPs towards the EU, in
the context of the EU-Med integra�on with the aim
of highligh�ng the beneﬁts, looking into the real
obstacles and giving recommenda�ons on how to
overcome those obstacles to reach the poten�al
beneﬁts of this mobility.

�ons and looks into the status of the second-genera�on migrants. Finally the issue of Brain Drain is
addressed and the possible net eﬀects on the MPs
economies. From the EU side these obstacles include the EU migra�on policies, integra�on policies
and the role of the informal sector in absorbing
migrants who are not able to ﬁnd the right jobs in
the formal sector.

The chapter is composed of three main parts.
The first part will address the magnitude of
migration from the MPs, this will address the

The third and ﬁnal part looks into how can the EUMed region achieve those poten�al beneﬁts of migra�on. It includes recommenda�ons on how to
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overcome these obstacles from both shores. The
ﬁrst sec�on focuses on the role of the MPs and what
they need to do to make migra�on a beneﬁciary
process for their development, including investment
in human capital, matching the skills and the role
of the MPs policies towards migra�on. The second
sec�on highlights recommenda�ons on what the EU
countries need to do to make this migra�on work
for their beneﬁts this includes revisi�ng EU policies
of migra�on and integra�on. The third sec�on gives
general recommenda�ons at the regional level that
should be taken into account from both shores. The
ﬁnal part acts as a conclusion.
I. Mobility across the Mediterranean: Labour
and Remi�ances

Mashrek. In 2001, 75% of Egyp�an migrants were
living in the Gulf with temporary contracts.
Migrants from the Maghreb countries are concentrated in the EU countries, with a share of 82% of
total migrants from the Maghreb countries. Turkish migrants represent 40% of migrants from the
MPs to the EU, followed by Morocco with 33%.
The highest number of Turkish migrant resides in
Germany (90% of Turkish migrants to the EU). This
massive migra�on towards Germany followed the
bilateral agreement signed in 1991, which allowed
ﬁrms (with Turkish partners) to employ Turkish

Figure 1. Flows of migrants from MPs to the EU27
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those migrants in three particular regions: Asia, more specifically in the Gulf coun- workers. Other migra�on concentra�on goes back
tries, Europe, more precisely in the EU countries to previous colonial �es, such as the Maghreb miand North America [3].
grants in France.
Des�na�ons of migrants from the MPs depend on
their country of origin. Migrants from the Mashrek
countries (Egypt, Jordan, Pales�ne and Syria) have
long term historical ﬂows towards other Arab States

It is to note that, the European countries, especially those on the west, have been destinations
countries of migrants for more than 4 decades.
In the 50s and 60s, European countries, such as

country, namely the Gulf (ﬁg 1) The ﬂows increased France, West Germany and Belgium were falling
with the oil boom of 1970s, as migrants found
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red the top des�na�on of countries from the sending countries and for most recent years).
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Figure 3.Share of interna�onal Migrants (% of popula�on)

place to limit migration, the flows
continued for reasons such as family reunification or asylum-seeking. But as those countries from
southern Europe started their own
structural transformation and convergence in the 80s their migratory outflows declined, giving room
to other migrants from both East
Europe and the MPs. (Morocco,
Tunisia, Algeria and Turkey). Between this era
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out of meeting their labour demands, especially during this era of reconstruction. Migrants
from both southern European countries, such as
Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece and to some extent from North African countries (Algeria, Mo-

Figure 4. Distribution of International Migration to the EU-27 (MPs, EU and RoW)
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rocco and Tunisia) and from Turkey, migrated to
the Northern Europe to fill in those needs. At the
same time, Mediterranean countries were seeking to ease the pressure of unemployment and
benefit from already progressing flows of remittances. The increase of oil prices in the 70s marked a reversed attitude towards migration with a
progressive economic recession and unemployment in Europe. Despite policies that were put in
Figure 5. Share of Migrants from MPs in the EU countries
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Migrants from MPs represent an average
share of 9% of interna�onal migra�on to
the EU-27 countries, amoun�ng to about
272 thousand persons in 2006 (Fig 4) [4].
France, Spain and Belgium are hos�ng
the highest concentra�on of Maghreb migrants whereas Italy, Greece and Cyprus
host most of the migrants from the Mashrek countries. (Fig 5)

I.2. Remi�ances Trends from the EU to the MPs
Remi�ances ﬂows are considered an essen�al aspect of migra�on. For many MPs, these ﬂows are
the main source of foreign exchange revenues that
ﬁnances deﬁcits in the balance of payments: Remi�ances towards the MPs region amount from
$30 million to $35 millions for 2006-2009, this
amount is enough to cover more than half of the
trade deﬁcit and almost equivalent those of FDI and Aid [5].
Remi�ances are amoun�ng to
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Figure 6. Remi�ances ou�lows by Origin from the EU-27: 2004- are rela�vely high. The MPs receive the sha2009 (USD Million)
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if they are channelled to contribute towards investments in either agriculture or SMEs; or contribute to the education of other family members and not only spent on consumption or real
estate investments. It is also believed that even
in the most common case of spending remittances on consumption, this contributes to alleviating poverty, satisfying some basic needs and
consequently help moving domestic markets.
The origin of remi�ances inﬂows to MPs is a diversiﬁed one, with the bulk origina�ng from the Gulf
countries, followed by inﬂows from Europe then
from Canada and the US. Egypt is the highest receiver of remi�ances among the MPs, reﬂec�ng
the high concentra�on of its migra�on in the Gulf
countries. Lebanon comes second with remi�ances ﬂowing from diﬀerent sources: America, Gulf
and La�n America. Morocco comes in the third
place in terms of remi�ances ﬂows, but exceeds by
far its neighbour countries in the Maghreb area.
As we have seen in the second chapter, despite
its beneﬁts on the individual and na�onal levels,
remi�ances are vulnerable to any changes in the
global ﬁnancial status. The 2008-09 ﬁnancial crisis
has nega�vely aﬀected the remi�ances inﬂows to
the MPs (except for Lebanon), which is one of the
indirect but serious eﬀects of the crisis on the region. Being the high receiver, Egypt was the most
severely hit with remi�ances falling by more than
$2 billion between 2008 and 2009.
In the EU-Med region, remi�ances ﬂowing out of
Europe across the Mediterranean towards the MPs

The distribu�on of those remi�ances in the
Mediterranean region is very diﬀerent. The
Maghreb countries receive the majority of
remi�ances from Europe (about 95% of remi�ances inﬂows to the MPs) [6].

Remi�ances inﬂows from France represent 84%
of the total remi�ances inﬂows towards Algeria
and 68% of those entering Tunisia. Morocco remittances inﬂows are almost equally origina�ng from
France (31%) and Spain (29%). 64% of remi�ances
inﬂows of Turkey are from Germany.
The Mashrek countries receive a small share of
remittances flows from Europe (about 5%). The
bulk of remittances originates from the Gulf
States. In Egypt, 50% of remittances inflows are
from Saudi Arabia, while for Jordan, Saudi remittances represent 28% of its total remittances inflows. This evidently reflects migration patterns
of MPs workers.
Measuring the impact of remittances is not a
straightforward exercise. Remittances have a
direct financial impact, as mentioned on the
balance of payments and foreign currency revenues of the receiving countries. It has a direct
impact on individuals, as an extra source of funding that would alleviate poverty. However, it
creates a certain dependency on the source of
finance, and in case these flows are exaggerated
they can lead to pressures on sources of foreign
exchange and affect domestic policies through
effects of inflation.
A study (Glytos, 2002) was conducted on selected EU-Med countries to estimate the structural
impact of remittances on growth and poverty
reduction in these countries in addition to the
time distribution of these effects [7]. The study
highlighted the fact that remittances from oil-47-

rich economies might be large in magnitude but
suffer from a high degree of volatility to external
shocks, special oil prices. A dynamic macroeconomic Keynesian model was constructed based
on three behavioural equations for consumption, investment and imports, in addition to an
income equations based on GDP and the volume
of remittances. The model found more good cases where remittances boosted growth or moderated recession than bad cases: positive and
very often high rates of induced investment
during the period investigated for Jordan and
Morocco and Portugal (in the 70s’). In terms of
timing of impact, it was found that in Egypt and
Jordan, the short-run effects of an increase in remittances on consumption is more delayed than

geria, and Libya) yearly, of which 70 to 80 percent are believed to migrate through Libya and
20 to 30 percent through Algeria and Morocco.
The majority of those migrants are either refuges or illegal migrants. Given the nature of their
stay, it is difficult to keep track of the number
of those migrants in the North African countries,
however various sources estimates that at least
100,000 sub-Saharan migrants are now residing
in both Mauritania and Algeria, 1 to 1.5 million
in Libya, and a number ranging from 2.2 to 4 million mainly Sudanese in Egypt [8]. Tunisia and
Morocco host smaller but a growing number of
sub-Saharan immigrants’ communities amounting to several tens of thousands. Hundreds of
thousands of sub-Saharan Africans try to cross

in other countries like Greece and Morocco because of higher uncertainties.

the Mediterranean each year. Often looked upon
as poorly educated or desperate, those migrants
are often relatively well educated and originating from moderate socio-economic families.
Many of those migrants arrived in the Mediter-

Despite the possibly negative or delayed effects
of the impact of remittances on the development of countries of the Mediterranean region,
remittances remain an important source of income at the individual and household level. Moreover, there are indirect benefits to remittances inflows that go beyond those direct financial
benefits. Remittances could be used to contribute to the cost of education of other members of
the families of the migrants in the home country.
It could be argued that remittances could serve
as a sort of compensation to migrants’ departure
from their home labour markets, but given the
instability and volatility of these flows (eviden-

Figure 7. Immigra�on towards the MPs
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ced by the negative effect due to the economic
crisis of 2008/09), it could be a source of structural vulnerability facing external factors.

ranean territory in a transit migration reaching
out to Europe, but a lot of those, could not get
through and just stayed in those countries.

I.3. The MPs as des�na�ons for Migrants

Other than the illegal migrants, the MPs host
more than 2 million legal migrants in their territories. Despite the fact that Israel and Turkey are
statistically considered as hosting the highest
number of migrants, it is believed that those
migrants are rather returnees to their countries
of origin (i.e. children born abroad from Israeli
or Turkish emigrants who are now returning to

It is important to note, that as Mediterranean migrants are looking towards the North for better
opportunities, so do other migrants towards the
MPs. According to different estimates, between
65,000 and 120,000 sub-Saharan Africans enter
the Maghreb (Mauritania, Morocco, Tunisia, Al-
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individual factors. These general factors can be
applicable to most of the migratory ﬂows across
regions. In our analysis however, we only focus on
those factors that are very speciﬁc to the EU-Med
and that relate very much to the characteris�cs of
this region.

Figure 8. Employment rate in the EU-27 (2000-09)
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The decision to migrate, is not an easy one, but
there are several factors that push people to leave their home countries search for opportuni�es
elsewhere and pull factors that a�ract those persons to a certain direc�on. Push and pull factors
known in the migra�on literature can are diﬃcult
to enumerate as they vary from poli�cal, security,
economical environmental factors to more social,
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I.4. Labour mobility across the Mediterranean towards the EU: Why?

ping the pace and dynamics of their growth. At
the same �me, the MPs need to feed their development process by increasing the par�cipa�on
rates and crea�ng new jobs, which seems to be
diﬃcult to reach given the high popula�on growth
and the increasing number of entrants into their
labour markets. These opposite trends cause a
demographic tension in the region. A quick look
on the labour markets of the two shores will help
explain the situa�on in more details.
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their original countries). Jordan is hosting a large
number of migrants relatively to its population
of national residents, mostly originating from
Egypt and Lebanon.
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More precisely, this sec�on will focus on the
reasons behind migra�on ﬂows from the MPs
towards the EU by addressing the region speciﬁc push and pull factors. The push factors will be
those drivers that push individuals to migrate from
the MPs to search for opportuni�es outside their
home country, whereas the pull factors are those
elements that make the EU markets poten�ally attrac�ve to those migrants. Here we focus on two
par�cular factors: the demographic tension in the

In the EU, the challenges on the labour markets
are as follows:
1.
There are great disparities in the status
of the labour markets of the EU-27 countries,
especially for some indicators such as unemployment rates that are raging from 3.4% in the
Netherlands to 18% in Spain in 2009. There is a
widespread concern about the EU labour markets imbalances constituting a major challenge
for their societies.

region, including the status of the labour markets
of both shores; and the development gaps and income diﬀeren�als between the two including the
expected social beneﬁts from migra�on.

2.
Employment rate in the EU fell in 2009
for the first time in a decade to 64.6%, with the
rate of women employment also falling to 58.6%
after steady increases in the past decade. This is
the result of decreasing employment rate of the
population age 15-55 years, coupled with the
effect of the financial crisis that has affected all
labour markets in the EU (Fig 8).
3.
The situation in Europe gets more complicated when looking at the dependency ratio
that is rising at a faster rate (due to increasing
number of people over 65 and the decreasing

1. EU-Med Demographic Tension and Impact on
the Region’s labour markets
The popula�on in the EU-27 countries is aging
and the number of new comers joining the labour markets is decreasing, and hence will not be
mee�ng the needs of the EU economies in kee-
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Figure 10. EU-27 popula�on by working age
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number of people in working population)[9]. In
Italy for example, the number of workers aged
15-59 is expected to fall from 35mn to 21.6mn
in 2050. This will lead to a higher dependency
ratio. For the EU-27 countries an old-age dependency ratio is expected to be 53.5% in 2060. This

1. So far there is a gap between the number of
persons that could request jobs and the number
of formal jobs offered: 187 millions of persons of
more than 15 years of age including 173 millions
of potentially active between 15 and 65 years
of age, compared to only 74 millions of jobs actually offered.
2. This is due to the low participation rates for
those 15 years old and more estimated at less
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constitutes a major pressure on retirement and
social protection systems in these countries, especially that any attempts from the governments
to increase the retirement age to overcome, at
least temporary, this problem is faced with refusal and strikes from civil societies and labour
syndicates.

than 50%. Less than 5 MPs persons in 10 persons
are actively participating in the labour markets.
Therefore, 96 millions of persons in the working
age population are not in the labour markets. A
large number of those persons joined the informal sector as a strategy of survival, and hence
are marginalized from any possible support or

The opposite trend is taking place in the MPs,
with more than 30% of the population under 15
years of age (81. 5 million for a total population
of 269 million): for every 4 persons from the Mediterranean at least one has less than 15 years
of age. Moreover, more than 35% of the population are between the age of 15 and 30 years.
This means that the proportion of working age
population will increase steadily until 2035-2045
to reach 65%. This could be a gift for the development of those countries if governments are

protections that the societies might be able to
offer them (see Fig 11)
3. At the same time, labour markets are suffering from a long-lasting high unemployment rates estimated at around 11.6%, this rate does
not include disguised unemployment and under-employment. In absolute terms, there are
8.5 million persons in the MPs that are currently
unemployed.
4. It is important to note that a general characteristic of the labour markets of the Mediterranean economies is that the dynamics of employ-50-

Table 1. Share of ac�ve popula�on in total popula�on, par�cipate rate, employment s unemployment rate in selected MPs
Share of ac�ve
popula�on to total
popula�on (%)

Par�cipa�on rate Employment rate
(%)
(%)

Unemployment
rate (%)

Algeria (2007)

29.45

41.07

86

13.79

Egypt (2007)

29.80

44.31

91

8.95

Israel (2008)

40.30

55.82

93

7.32

Jordan (2007)

24.32

38.80

87

13.10

Lebanon (2007)

29.99

40.61

91

8.98

Morocco (2008)

36.12

50.99

90

9.80

Pales�ne (2008)

23.51

42.90

76

23.65

Syria (2007)

26.34

41.03

92

8.42

Tunisia (2008)

35.07

46.33

86

14.20

Turkey (2008)

31.66

43.64

90

10.28

Total PM

29.45

44.47

90

11.57

(Source: Blanc F. 2010)

ment does not translate into growth this is due
to the low total factor productivity (TFP) and the
expanded informal sector.
Bringing those two actual situa�ons together in the
Euromed context reveals the following facts about
the future trends (in 2030)[10]:
Between 2007 and 2030, the Euromed working
age population (more than 15 years old) will
reach more than 700 millions persons and 102
millions of those will add-up to the potentially
active population in the euromed labour market,
keeping in mind that 84% of those will be from
the MPs. (see Table 2)

80 years, which puts on strong pressures on the
legal age of retirement in almost all European
Countries. (Fig 12).
Figure 12. Working age popula�on of the Euromed Region by age brackets
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Europe will be possibly losing more than 20 mil-

With a growth path similar to the 2004-2007, the

lions of its potentially active population in 2030
(where 13 million are in the age bracket of 2565). The only way where the EU will not suffer
from an absolute decline of the active population is to push the age bracket to be from 15 to

EU would be able to create 78 million jobs (increasing the number of jobs to 297 million). But to
ﬁll in these jobs, the par�cipa�on rate will have to
reach a record level of 72,7% (non of the EU countries, except Luxembourg, have surpassed 65%)

Table 2 : Popula�on of 15+ years old 2000-2030 in the Euromed
2000

2007

2020

2030

Addi�onal Poten�al Ac�ves
in labour markets in 2030

MPs

157,652,462

187,675,086

236,451,924

274,362,500

86,687,414

UE27

398,814,493

416,512,633

428,570,690

432,427,178

15,914,545

Total

556,466,955

604,187,719

665,022,614

706,789,678

102,601,959

Source : Blanc, F. 2010
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and the unemployment level to be as low as 5.5%.
Even with these unprecedented ﬁgures, 17 of the
27 EU countries will s�ll have shortages in workers
that would ﬁll these necessary jobs.

categorical supply with the demand is an important issue that will be further discussed.
2. Development and Income Diﬀeren�al Gaps

On the other side of the Mediterranean, MPs will Development and income differentials gaps
have to create at least 34 million jobs in the co- between neighbouring nations are considered
ming 20 years (1.5 million jobs per year), just to major push factors for migrants to mobilize wheabsorb the new entrants to the markets in 2030. re better opportunities and quality of life are
However this scenario, which is achievable to most offered. The two shores of the Mediterranean
of the MPs, will not improve the situa�on espe- are very close geographically, historically and
cially the par�cipa�on rate (150 million persons culturally but yet so far in terms of level of dewill s�ll be inac�ve). It may be possible for MPs Figure 13. GDP per capita (PPP US$ current prices) for the
to create 62 millions jobs (2.7 million per year), EU-27 vs MPs
35000
if the 2005/2007 growth path is maintained for a
30000
25000
long period, but even in this case, this will only
20000

15000
reduce the number of inac�ve by 30 millions. In
10000
International $ )
order to absorb the new entrants and keep the
5000
GDP per capita
PPP (Current
0
number of people without jobs at the 2005 level,
1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008
the MPs have to create 95 million jobs in 2030,
EU-27
MPs (exl. Palestine)
i.e. about 1.4 millions of more new jobs than what
Source : WDI, 2010
they achieved between 2005 and 2007[11].

Though the objective of the two shores of the
Mediterranean is the same, that is to increase
the participation rates in the coming 20 years,
the way to achieve this objective could be complimentary: the EU can fill their gaps with the
active population that won’t be able to find jobs
in the MPs.
From this section we could conclude that, demographic tensions represent a major challenges for

velopment and standards of living. It is enough
to say that the straits of Gibraltar dividing Spain
from Morocco are enough to reduce or increase
life expectancy by over 10 years, bridge a 45% of
literacy rates for adults and more than $20,000
(PPP US$) of GDP per capita per year[12]. As
long as countries of the MPs are achieving slow
progress on these aspects, than crossing the Mediterranean would be present a better quality of
life who ever is offered the chance.

both shores, however overcoming this challenge
could be achieved with complementary actions
from the those shores: labour force that are
unemployed from the MPs can fill the shortages
in the EU markets. This very particular push/ pull
factor plays a major role in the decision to migrate from the MPs (push) and the need to receive
from the EU (pull). However, it is not that simple, when looking into the details of the types of
jobs that the EU will create to keep the pace of
its dynamic growth and the type of migrant that
the MPs will provide. Matching the skills and the

From this point of view of closing the development gap, emerges the idea of convergence of
the MPs to the EU: the core of the EU-Med partnership and the FTA that has been established.
The expected consequence of this convergence,
theoretically at least, is a decrease of migration
flows from the MPs to the EU. Trade liberalization
has been seen as an instrument to enhance the
development of the Mediterranean countries:
creating jobs that would ease unemployment
tensions, increasing exports from the South to
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the North and leading incomes and standards of
living to converge towards Europe.
Despite the good will and eﬀorts that has been put in
this process of liberaliza�on, results have falling out
on expecta�on. Development of the MPs is progressing slowly, job crea�ons is far from closing the gap of
unemployment, as previously men�ons, and income
convergence remains to be wished for. Average real
wages of the MPs are less than 1/6 of those of EU (in
PPP)[13]. In fact average yearly wages of some MPs
such as Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Syria and Jordan
have slightly diverted from the EU levels. Figure 15illustrates the trend at which GDP per capita of both
shores are heading and the convergence is far from
being close to achieving.
It is important to add here that despite the importance of closing the gap of development and converging of incomes as objec�ves on their own rights,
it does not necessarily translate into a decrease in
migra�on ﬂows. A study tested the signiﬁcance of
the impact of wage diﬀeren�als in explaining migra�on pa�erns[14]. The study considered the data of
the Central and East European Countries (CEE) a�er
the enlargement in 2004, where borders were open
freely to migrants from these new members’ states,
towards two par�cular EU15 countries: UK and Ireland[15][16]. Cross-country data showed that there
was no signiﬁcant rela�on between wage diﬀeren�als
and migra�on ﬂows from those countries to Ireland
and the UK, even when the model was corrected for
speciﬁc country eﬀects. However, the model found

countries and unclear and uncertain future. They
look for be�er opportuni�es elsewhere, either to
overcome unemployment, or following the trend of
globaliza�on and liberaliza�on of trade and services,
specially in ICT, or to ﬁnd new channels of training or
educa�on that would create be�er job opportuni�es,
or to ﬁnd a more open socie�es with more freedom
and be�er governance[17].
3. Social remi�ances and Circular Migra�on
In addi�on to those direct beneﬁts migrants acquire
indirect social beneﬁts such as training, educa�on,
improving competences and acquiring knowledge
and technological experiences. These beneﬁts can be
transferred to the migrants’ home countries in what
can be called “social remi�ances”. Such as the case
of ﬁnancial remi�ances ﬂows, social remi�ances can
have enormous long-term eﬀects on the development of the home country. This wide range of nonquan�ﬁable externali�es would translate into tangible revenues on the social and economic fronts in the
medium or long run. These externali�es include but
not limited to:
First, it ensures a transfer of knowledge and technology through social �es between migrants and their
families at home which could be a poten�al long term
gain to the receiving countries.
Second, it could provide incen�ves to a be�er educa�on in the home country with the hope of migra�on
in the future. In fact a study undertaken revolving

that unemployment diﬀeren�als had a signiﬁcant effect in migra�on ﬂows. These diﬀeren�als reﬂect the
labour market diﬃcul�es in home countries. These
ﬁndings ques�on the hypothesis of the neoclassical
approach about the linear rela�on between wage
diﬀeren�als and migra�on ﬂows and that migra�on
would decrease with increasing living standards.

around this issue found that higher returns to skills on
the receiving country induced even higher skill forma�on in the home country. The study had also shown
that the propor�on of workers acquiring educa�on in
their home country in the presence of an opportunity
of migra�on is higher than that in the absence of this
opportunity[18].

Hence, the decision to migrate is a mix of several factors including low incomes or high unemployment in
home countries. Many migrants, specially the young,
feel social and economic pressures in their home

Third, returnees from migrations could be another important source of benefits to the sending
countries. Depending on the reasons of their return and their potentials in their home countries,
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those returnees could bring not only financial
benefits to their home economies but also transfer of knowledge, skills, job creation and social
openness, as long as they are properly employed
in a way to benefit their home economies (such
as the case of Taiwan and India). Returnees are
normally better educated and they acquire higher skills. In a study done on Egyptian migrants
returnees[19], it was found that by increasing
the time the literate migrant spent abroad, it
increases his/her probability of becoming an entrepreneur (employer or self-employed) on his
return, it also increases his education and skills.
Fourth, circular migration is however a more controversial issue, from one hand it is beneficiary
to the individual migrant as it exposes him/her
to new markets where opportunities of better
income, acquiring knowledge and new skills are
available, without disrupting the social ties with
families at home; it could be also beneficiary for
the sending country in a way as it avoids problems of brain drain and at the same time ease
pressures on the labour markets though temporary. However, from the other hand, circular
migration is characterised by the instability of
the status of migrants in the receiving countries
and could have disruptive effects on flows of remittances towards the MPs. From the European
side, benefits are more pronounced, as temporary migrant will fill in the gap in the labour
markets while not adding burden on the welfare,
or compete with existent workers markets. In
its recent communication on migration and development, the Commission highlighted the importance of encouraging circular migration, and
discussed the possibility of allowing returning
migrant sot retain this status for longer than the
one year status provided[20].
The real beneﬁts for circular migra�on for the individual depends very much on the income that
will be received abroad as opposed to the consump�on of local domes�c goods at home. This is
based on the principal that in general, people pre-

fers to stay home rather than migrate. An empirical study showed that richer countries are close
to the turning point where the individual demand
for higher income that could be obtained abroad
is set-oﬀ by the disu�lity of consump�on aboard.
This encourages migrants to take some temporary jobs abroad to boost their incomes but not
permanently[21]. Example of this is the Egyp�an
migrants in the Gulf that work with temporary
contracts that are renewed annually.
It is clear that migra�on has brought some beneﬁts
to the region, bringing remi�ances to home countries; crea�ng jobs for unemployed abroad (according to a World Bank report jobs created in OECD
and Gulf countries from MENA migrants are equivalent to 6% of total employment at home)[22];
transferring other social beneﬁts to the home
countries such as technology transfers, innova�on,
educa�on externali�es, ..etc, but poten�als of
what migra�on can really achieve have not been
yet ‘revealed’. Many obstacles stand in the way of
these beneﬁts.
II. Impediments to a beneﬁciary migra�on process in the EU-Med region
Looking into all the beneﬁts that can be drawn
from migra�on it is clear that for the EU-Med region, within the context of integra�on and geographical, historical and cultural rapprochements, the
outcomes are s�ll falling away from the poten�al
beneﬁts.
The following sec�on will look into some of the
reasons that could be behind this non-op�mal situa�on. Two types of factors are considered. The
ﬁrst type relates to factors that have been considered as threats either to the receiving or sending economies while their eﬀect is believed to
be controversial. These relate to the ques�onable
nega�ve impacts of MPs migra�on on the EU labour market and the impact of the EU enlargement to the Centre and Eastern Europe on migra�on from the MPs. These two factors are argued
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to be non-threatening the beneﬁts of migra�on.
The set of factors are those that are believed to
present real threats or obstacles in achieving the
beneﬁts of migra�on. These factors relate to both
the MPs and EU markets. From the MPs side the
following obstacles are considered the quality of
migrants from the MPs to the EU, the problem of
matching the skills in an asymmetric informa�on
environment, the problems of integra�on in the
EU socie�es and ﬁnally the very debatable issue
of the brain drain. From the MPs side, the obstacles include issues related to the EU migra�on
and integra�on policies and the impact of the informal sector.
II.1. The Controversial Obstacles to Migra�on in
the EU-Med
1. Migrants vs Na�onals in the EU Labour Markets: the controversy
For the migrants’ receiving countries in the EU, there
are li�le doubts about the beneﬁts that those migrants can bring in ﬁlling the gaps of the labour markets and in the be�er usage of the capital available.
However, doubts about the eﬀect of migra�on on
labour markets imbalances and specially on lowering
wages among skilled workers or increase unemployment rates are much more pronounced. This is fed by
the voices from local syndicates and civil socie�es and
highlighted nega�vely by the Media. This stereotype
nega�ve impact is strongly argued in this sec�on.
The most direct beneﬁt of migra�on for the receiving countries are, as men�oned earlier, ﬁlling the
gaps of available jobs in the EU labour markets,
either jobs that the na�onals do not want to fulﬁl
or seasonable jobs, such as in the agriculture sector,
or jobs that requires skills that are scarce, such as
doctors and nurses for example. Migra�on beneﬁts
for the receiving countries, in our case the EU, can
surpass this basic one.
In a study made for the HDR, a database of migra�on ﬂows and stocks, including data on nature of

employment, hours worked capital accumula�on
and changes in immigra�on laws for 14 OECD des�na�on countries and 74 origin countries for the
period of 1980-2005 has been constructed. The results of this study showed the following interes�ng
outputs: (1) immigra�on increased employment in
the receiving countries; (2) no evidence of crowding
out na�onal employment; (3) a ‘vigorous’ increase
in investment was reported; more precisely and
according to this report “ ..a 1% popula�on growth
due to migra�on increases GDP by 1%”[23].
In fact it was shown in the same study that migra�on has only ‘li�le impact’ or ‘no impact at all’ on
the level of wages of the na�onals in the receiving
countries{24]. This widely depends on the type of
skill that the migrant brings, whether it is complimentary to the na�onal existent skills, this is a
clear win-win situa�on, or it is an exact match and
in this case it is a subs�tute or compe�ng skill that
could create some local tensions. But those two
extreme cases are not commonly found; o�en the
results are a mix of the two cases. One could see
the compe��on as beneﬁciary for the overall markets, as it gives incen�ves to be�er educa�on and
be�er training.
Moreover, migra�on can bring other larger posi�ve
impacts on the receiving countries, namely: higher
rates of innova�ons boosted by the number of
skilled migrants that move to the EU countries. In
Ireland and the UK, where entries are more ﬂexible
and be�er long-term opportuni�es are oﬀered 30%
of migrants are highly skilled with ter�ary educa�on,
whereas in Austria, Italy and Poland this percent is
below 15%[25]. Having this addi�onal amount of
skilled labour is evidently contribu�ng to the innova�on and developments of these countries.
It is clear that the poten�al threat that migra�on
towards EU labour market can distort those markets balances is not evidently true. In fact, migra�on can bring beneﬁts to those EU labour markets,
not only by ﬁlling gaps and jobs that the na�onals
are either reluctant to take or do not have enough
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number of workers to ﬁll, such as bringing innova�on, increasing compe��on and hence quality,
s�mula�ng domes�c EU markets and businesses,
and ﬁnally migrants can open new trade channels
between their host and home countries through
connec�ons and networks.

Figure 14. GDP per capita - EU-15 & NMS-10
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At the early stage of the EU enlargement process
there were great concerns amongst the MPs economies about the impact of this enlargement and
the eﬀects of preferen�al treatments that these
countries will have on the MPs rela�on with the
EU. One of the major concerns was related to migra�on. Though migra�on ﬂows from Central and

cular reasons related to the structure of NMS-10
labour markets: the high concentra�on of employment in agriculture (reaching about 40% of
the labour force in Romania and more than 25%
in Bulgaria for ex.) and in newly priva�zed heavy
industry. These sectors have caused an increase in
the unemployment rate in the process of moder-

Eastern Europe (CEE) increased with these countries joining the EU, it is argued that this does not
cons�tute a real threat or obstacle to migra�on
ﬂows from the MPs. First because this migra�on
is believed to be a temporary one that followed
automa�cally the opening of barriers between EU
states; second, that by joining the EU be�er opportuni�es in those economies will be oﬀered given
their convergence and third because the CEE demographic characteris�cs are very similar to that
of the EU-15, which implies that in the medium
and long term, these economies will be themselves
immigrants countries rather than emigrants.

niza�on and restructuring [27]. The highest EEC
sender is Poland, whereas the highest receiver of
intra-regional EU migrants in the West Europe is
Germany followed by the UK.

As the 10 New Members States (NMS-10) from
Central and East European (CEE) countries joined
the EU in 2004, migra�on ﬂows towards the West
EU countries substan�ally increased despite the
restric�ng transi�onal policies put in place by the
EU-15, except for Denmark, Sweden, Ireland and
the UK who opened their fron�ers to the migrants
from the NMS-10[26]. The instant migra�on following enlargement was pushed by factors such
as: (i) rela�vely lower per capita GDP (in some
NMS-10 it was almost half the EU-15 average)
(ﬁg 16); and (ii) rela�vely higher unemployment
rates (surpassing those of the EU-15 reaching in
some NMS-10 18 and 17%) (ﬁg 17). These high
unemployment rates were caused by two par�-

In terms of migra�on ﬂows from the NMs to the
EU-15 (or EU), it is hard to generalise due to the
non-availability of data on some of those countries
for a �me series. However, it is expected that this
increasing trend would slow down for the following
reasons: 1. The NMs economies are expected to
pick-up in the medium term this would translate into
be�er income level and be�er job opportuni�es (i.e.
convergence); and 2. The NMs popula�on are, such
as that of the EU-15, aging and hence the demographic pressures will soon challenge their markets.
Though convergence of the NMs is still considered slow, but it will eventually take place, this is
Figure 15. Unemployment rates EU-15 & NMS10
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NMS-10

Figure 16 (a). Romania: Migra�on ﬂows to the EU-27,
unemployment and GDP per capita
12000

Figure 16 (b). Estonia: Migra�on ﬂows to the EU-27,
unemployment and GDP per capita
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evidenced by the progress achieved by countries
like Spain, Greece and Portugal when they joined the Union (their economies are clearly still
vulnerable to external shocks). Though the GDP
per capita is picking up slowing, unemployment
rates have achieved enormous progress, despite

place so is the convergence of per capital income. Given this, migration flows from the NMs
to the EU do not constitute a real threat to migration from the MPs to the EU-27, in fact, according to recent Eurostat statistics, migration from
the MPs is at least three times that of the NMs

the recent effect of the crisis on job availability
in the whole region. The more opportunities are
offered to those countries’ labour force the less
migration in search for employment elsewhere.
(Fig 16 A & B). In the case of Romania, migration flows are decreasing together with unemployment rates and increasing GDP per capita
income. The contrasting picture is seen in Estonia, where migration flows are increasing, while
unemployment rates has taken an increasing
trend after dramatic increase; the GDP per capita has slowed down after a period of steady
increase.

10 and the trend is increasingly higher. In 2008
there were about 89.7 thousand migrants from
the NMs towards the EU-27 and there was more
than 250 thousands migrants from the MPs to
the EU-27[29].

It is argued that the real driver that would take
down migration flows is the progress achieved
in the labour markets of the home countries and
more precisely when unemployment rates of the
NMS-10 start converging towards the average
EU level. This convergence is eventually taking

II.2. The Real Obstacles to Migra�on from the
MPs Side
1. Quality of Migrants from the MPs to EU
The MPs demography is characterized by the large number of its working age population (more
than 15 years old) accounting for about 190 million persons in 2008 and which is expected to
reach more than 270 millions by 2030[30]. This
could be a blessing for those countries and their
development if this population received the proper amount of education and training that would
enhance their participation in the labour mar-

Figure 17. Migra�on Towards Eu-27 from NMs and MPs

Figure 18. Adult illiteracy rates in MPs (1997-2005)
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Figure 19. Educational Attainment of migrants by country of origin

kets, either in their home countries or elsewhere. Unfortunately, this is not the case in those
countries where illiteracy rates are one of the highest among the regions of the world, reaching
almost half of the populations in some countries
(fig 20). In fact these high rates of illiteracy is the
main impediment to any development plans and

tries have the lowest average unemployment
rate of 6.4% against their migrants who received
highest education. Those with medium education (secondary or post-secondary) represent
about 34% of total migrants and they have 9.4%
of unemployment rate. And finally those with
the lowest level of education represent only 25%
of migrants and they have about 13% of unemployment rate. Egypt has the highest proportion
of skilled workers in total emigration, followed
by Jordan, Israel and Palestine. Moreover, the
majority of the highly skilled migrants from the
Mashrek live in the North American Continent
(USA and Canada) and dominated by Egyptians
and Lebanese migrants. It has been shown in a
study that the Arab community in North Ameri-

is obviously a major barrier to any success of the
migration process.

can are both richer and better educated than the
average national population[31].

Looking into the quality of the migrants from the
MPs, we find a great heterogeneity in the quality of those migrants’ education. While 40% of
migrants from the Mashrek countries (Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine) tends to highly educated individuals (who received tertiary
education) ; most of migrants from the Maghreb
countries (57% of total migrants from Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia) have received low education (less than upper secondary) (fig 21). Also,
Turkey has the highest percentage of low educated migrants (close to 70%) among the MPs.

In the case of the Maghreb migrants whose majority are residing in Europe, figures show that
the highest average unemployment rate (25% of
unemployed) in migrants is among those with
lowest education level (fig 20). It could be argued of course, that some migrants of this category seek employment in the informal sector,
but again, these types of survival jobs have very
negative effects on their social stability. It is
clear however, that the profile of the migrants
from the MPs to the EU (particularly those form
the Maghreb) is much less impressive that those
that live in the North American continents. In
fact, their educational attainment, unemploy-
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As the same time, it is clear that for all MPs,
unemployment rates are highest among migrants with low education. The Mashrek counFigure 20. Unemployment rate of MPs’ migrants by country
of origin and educa�on a�ainment (% of labour force)

ment rates and income levels are much lower
that the national standards in the EU countries.
Figure 21.Public Expenditures on human capital investment in selected EU-Med countries
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Hence, if most of migrants from the Maghreb
countries to Europe are those who received the
lowest education and consequently have the highest rates of unemployment, this gives an indication of the type of social conditions they might be living in. It is true that a large number of
those migrants could be working in the informal
sector, but these jobs are highly unstable, risky
and they don’t provide any kind of protection for
their workers
One puzzling case when looking into the case of
Egypt, which has one of the highest illiteracy rates among the MPs (after Morocco), the country
has the highest proportion of skilled migrants
among its migrants. Looking into the status of

Benefits of human capital investment are enormous for any country in phase of development;
but for the migration process in particular these
benefits could include but not limited to:
1.
It creates a large pool of educated highly
skilled persons that would have better chances
and opportunities in their home labour markets
and could compensate any potential losses of
brain drain caused by migrants;
2.
It creates better opportunities in labour
markets’ abroad, better matches for their skills,
encourages legal migration, better incomes, and
better social life and hence better rewards in the
home countries.
3.
Investment in human capital will
strengthen the cooperation between the MPs

employment, Egypt has one of the highest unemployment rates in the region, but its migrants
have one of the lowest unemployment rates on
the different educational level. This reflects two
important facts: 1. Education and skills matter in
finding jobs either in home country or aboard; 2.
Being offered the right opportunity to fill in the
appropriate job is also crucial.

and the EU in managing in the best way legal migration flows and fighting illegal migration.
4.
It will put the MPs, in a better position
that would allow them to create new mechanisms to promote opportunities for legal migration and benefit the most out of it and hence
give incentives to the development of those
countries.

It is clear that the MPs need to do more in terms of
investment in their human capital to increase the
opportuni�es for those workers either home or
aboard. Data from Docquier and Marfouk (2006)
shows that emigra�on poten�als are ﬁve to ten
�mes higher for workers with more than twelve
year of educa�on than for workers with less[32].
It is not an increase in the public spending on

One argument could be made that migration
could cause loss of benefits of the investment
that the country has put in the education and
training of the individual, especially in countries
like the MPs, where the resources are rather limited (brain drain). There are numerous studies
that addressed this issue and tried to measure
the social losses/benefits and the returns on

educa�on or health that the MPs really need. Currently the share of public expenditures on those
two sectors is considered rela�vely high compared
to other EU countries. In Morocco for example,
more than 25% of the public spending is on educa�on but the illiteracy rate in Morocco is one of
the highest in the region (following that of Egypt),
reaching about 45% of the adults’ popula�on (Fig
23). What this region really needs is revisi�ng the
educa�on and health schemes, targe�ng illiteracy
and pu�ng plans for complete reforms of those
essen�al sectors in the socie�es.

education in case of migration. Many of them
has found that despite migration, there is a positive social return on investment in human capital
even if those skilled educated people choose to
migrate[33].
From this sec�on, we can conclude that one serious
impediment to the beneﬁts of migra�on is the low
educa�on a�ainment of the migrants that aﬀect their
opportuni�es to ﬁnd jobs in the receiving countries.
This leads to the non-matching between the supply
and demand of labour between the two shores of the
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Mediterranean. In terms of quan�ty, migrants from
the MPs could ﬁll the gaps in the EU markets, but in
terms of quality of labour and required educa�on,
skills and competences, it is clearly not sa�sﬁed.

peak demand for labour from the EU markets).
According to the study, the gaps that will need to
be filled will be in the mid-level skills and if the
current education and participation rates continue at the same level, the potential migrants at
that time (15-39 years old) will be a poor match
to those needs. Panel A Figure 24 shows the net
changes in the Labour force of both the EU and
MENA in this case. However, if governments of
the MPs take serious steps to reform the education level and increase participation rates (inclu-

2. Matching the skills and Asymmetric information issue
It is clear from the above analysis that the skills
needed to fill in jobs in the EU (or other receiving
countries) markets are poorly matched by MPs
migrants. A study by the World Bank showed

Figure 22. Skill Mismatch With and Without Policy Reform in MENA Countries

Source : World Bank, 2009

that without any policy reforms from the MENA
Countries in either improving education attainment, training and investment in human capital
or increasing the participation rates, migrants
from MENA would not be able to match the
needs of the EU markets in 2020 (the period of

ding women participant rates), better opportunities will be offered to MPs potential migrants
(Panel B Fig 22).

In order to match the needs of the EU labour markets, it is important to be aware of types of jobs
are needed, which is unfortunately not always the case in the
Table 3:Comparison between numbers of migrants counted by origin and
sending counries
EU-Med region, as the supply and
Origin country
Migrants counted at
Diﬀerence (origin-des�na�on) demand interna�onal labour markets suﬀer from an asymmetry of
Des�na�on
Origin
Absolute
Rela�ve
Algeria 1995

807051

1058202

251151

31%

Egypt 2000

429428

Morocco 2004

1721892

1050850

621422

145%

2887319

1165427

68%

Tunisia 2003

362988

691771

328783

91%

Turkey 2002

2835665

3378000

542335

19%

Total

6157024

9066142

2909118

47%

Note: Only 5 Med-MENA countries publish sta�s�cs of their expatriates by
single country of residence, and only few countries of des�na�on publish sta�s�cs of migrants origina�ng from Med-MENA by single country of origin.
Figures in Table 3 thus refer only to part of migrant popula�ons, i.e. those
covered at the same �me by sta�s�cs of origin and of des�na�on countries.
Source: Table 3-ALG-EGY-MORTUN- TUR below.
Source: Fargues, 2005
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informa�on. This, coupled with
poor intermediary organiza�on
have contributed to this poor
match between the migrants’
skills and the jobs they are doing.
The migrant (here the employee)
doesn’t have the needed informa�on about job opportuni�es
oﬀered to him outside his home
country to choose the best ﬁ�ng
with his qualiﬁca�ons, nor is he
fully aware of the corresponding

regula�ons, responsibili�es or rights. Similarly,
the employer in the receiving country who is imperfectly informed about the skills levels and the
poten�al qualiﬁca�ons of the migrants that are
seeking employment in his country to select the
most convenient candidates. This leads to imperfect contracts and a quality mismatch.
Just to give an illustra�ve example about the asymmetry of informa�on between the two shores, the
following table 3 shows the numbers of migrants
as counted from the sending countries as opposed
to those counted from the receiving countries. The
discrepancy is enormous in some cases (reaching
more than 145%). In the case of Egypt for example,
a gap of about 621 thousands Egyp�an migrants
between the recorded ﬁgures in home country and
those recorded in the receiving country. This could
partly reﬂect illegal migra�on but in any case it
evidences that those migrants will not receive the
right jobs for their skills, the right social integra�on
and protec�on in the receiving countries since simply for these countries they do not exist.
To summarize this sec�on, the second real obstacles to a beneﬁciary migra�on process is about
matching the skills needed from the EU markets
with the skills oﬀered by the MPs. It is about ﬁnding the ‘right’ worker to ﬁll-in the ‘right’ job. Here
the issue of the asymmetry of informa�on and exchange of knowledge between the demand and
supply markets is crucial and if countries of the
EU and the MPs are not ‘agreeing’ to the number
of migrants either received or sent, how can they
be able to match their skills, to educate them, to
integrate them and to protect their rights? Unless
measures are taken from both sides about issues
of informa�on and matching skills, migra�on can’t
be beneﬁciary to any of the involved par�es.

considered the real third factor that aﬀects the beneﬁts of migra�on. It has been proven evidently that the
more the migrant is be�er integrated in the receiving
country the more produc�ve he/she will be.
How well integrated are the migrants of the MPs
in the EU socie�es is a diﬃcult ques�on to answer.
Studies to assess the status of the migrants in the
EU countries and the degree of their integra�on are
scarce. Also, a review of integra�on policies in the EU
countries either is non-existent or does not explicit
the plans and strategies of integra�on. Some sporadic programs however are made, but not based on
fundamental na�onal policies.
The Migrant Integra�on Policy Index (MIPEX) created by a group of researchers with funding from the
European Commission, measures how well the host
countries’ policies are integra�ng the migrants in 25
EU members states, using 140 indicators and covering
six main areas: labour markets access, family reunion,
long-term residence, poli�cal par�cipa�on, access to
na�onality and an�-discrimina�on[34]. Only Sweden
scored high enough to be considerable ‘Favourable’
for promo�ng integra�on. Nine countries had policies
that put them as ‘par�ally’ favourable for integra�on.
From the EU-15 countries, Portugal, Belgium and the
UK scored the highest while France and Germany,
which have high propor�on of migrants, scored rela�vely low.
It is not hence surprising to see migrants that are suffering poor working and living condi�ons, low wages,
unsafe working environment, absence of social protec�on and denial of basic workers’ rights associated
with labour trade unions and other rights[35].
Integra�on is a two-sided coin issue where both the
migrant and the receiving society play a major role.
The migrants have to take steps from their side to ensure this integra�on.

3. Status of second genera�on/Social Integra�on
Another important factor that in a way is linked to the
previous issue of matching the skills is the status of
the migrants in the receiving country. This factor is

This brings the issue of the ‘iden�ty’ of the migrants
and how close they are �ed to their home countries’
cultures, values and believes and willingness to accept those of the host countries and the eﬀect of this
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on their integra�on and hence produc�vity. A study
that addressed this issue had looked at the associa�on between home and host country iden��es and
their rela�on to four labour market outcomes: wages, labour par�cipa�on, employment and unemployment for both migrants and their children[36].
Involving the second genera�on here assessed the
impact of the transmission of the parents’ iden�ty to
the second genera�on of migrants[37]. The country
under study was Germany and was based on a sample of migrants that lived in the country and their
children. The ﬁndings of the model can be summarized as follows: (i) there is some evidence of a modest associa�on between the iden�ty and economic
outcomes for migrants of females but not for males;
(ii) for the second genera�on of females, there was

countries: the Brain drain of its highly skilled
workers.

no signiﬁcant associa�on between either home or
German iden�ty and the outcome of the labour markets; (iii) for second genera�on of males, there was
some evidence of posi�ve rela�on between home
iden�ty and par�cipa�on rates and employment and
a nega�ve rela�on with unemployment. This rather
surprising result could be jus�ﬁed by the fact that
connec�ons with home country’s iden�ty can bring
ethnicity-based networks that play a major role in
bring labour market opportuni�es. In other words,
being more German than Turkish (for instance) will
not aﬀect the migrant’s willingness or the ability to
work in Germany.

an evident consequence of migra�ons, but it depends very much on a mix of factors including:
the amount of remi�ances ﬂows, the status of the
labour markets in the home countries especially
that of the highly skilled.

To conclude, the status of the migrants in the host
countries of the EU, is a crucial element of success
of the migra�on process. Given the status of many
migrants from the MPs in those countries, there is
an urgent need to revisit the policies of integra�on
in those countries and more serious interference of
those governments to protect the migrants that le�
their home countries to live and work in their economies.
Taken those obstacles into consideration and reforming the policies and strategies to overcome
them, specially achieving progress on education
and enhancing the skills of the MPs’ workers, a
serious challenge imposes on the sending the

4. Brain Drain or Brain Gain: the case of the EU-Med
The issue of Brain Drain, or migra�on of the highly
skilled is the most controversial issue related to
the migra�on. There is no doubt that migra�on of
those highly skilled workers would lead to human
capital deple�on in the home country and it could
be argued that those migrants could have contributed to the development of their home country
and increase the per capita output, if they didn’t
migrate. Moreover, the investment on educa�on
of those workers might be considered a loss. In
this sec�on it is argued that the Brain drain is not

Many studies and models have tried to assess the
net eﬀect of brain drain on the sending countries[38].
Some has highlighted its nega�ve impact on Total
Factors Produc�vity and hence on output growth.
Others found some net gains from the brain drain
in terms of incen�ves to be�er educa�on, if investments at home county are channelled towards this
direc�on. It is clear that no consensus has been made
to that eﬀect given the many variables and aspects
involved. If one looks at ﬁnding this eﬀect by considering the beneﬁts and losses in terms of revenues
and expenses only, the eﬀect would be deﬁnitely a
net nega�ve. Mathema�cally, if we look into the net
beneﬁts of migra�on by comparing the outcomes or
Figure 23. Migra�on & Brain Drain in the world, 2000

Source :Doquier and Sekkat. 2006
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revenues from migra�on (i.e. remi�ances) to the expenses encountered from this process, this includes
the value of the foregone output (if any) and the expenses on human capital investment (educa�on and
health) received in the home country, the deﬁcit will
be large[39]. However, it is strongly argued that beneﬁts from migra�on are not all quan�ﬁable and that
brain drain could be a gain or a drain depending on
how the sending and receiving countries are handling
the migra�on process and on the status of their labour markets. This sec�on will try to shed some light
on these issues from an EU-Med perspec�ve.
The Middle East and North Africa region has a rela�vely high propor�on of brain drain, it comes
third a�er La�n America and Sub-Saharan African
country (ﬁg 23). Looking into previous sec�on, it is
clear that the Mashrek countries migrants have rela�vely higher educa�on/skills. Most migrants from
the Mashrek (excluding Lebanon) mainly travel to
GCC countries for temporary migra�on and hence,
the problem of brain drain could be considered minimal, especially if we consider that most of those
migrants either with low and middle level educa�on. On the other hand, those migra�ng to Europe
and OECD countries are normally with higher level
of educa�on. But given the high unemployment
levels in those countries among the highly skilled,
chances that they become unemployed in their
home country surpass that in the receiving country
(unemployment rates among the highly educated
in these countries is high reaching 21% in Morocco
and Turkey and around 16% in Egypt).
For the Maghreb countries, the situa�on is diﬀerent,
as most migrants travel to the EU countries permanently. But despite the rela�vely low percentage of
highly skilled migrants in total migrants, the troubling
fact is that the ra�o of those migrants to those with
the same level of educa�on at the home country is
high, which makes them vulnerable to brain drain[40].
Lebanon also has the same alarming fact of high propor�on of its highly skilled migrants compared to those in home country. One could argue for instance that
the ﬂows of remi�ances from Lebanese migrants to

their home country could contribute more to its development in a way that would compensate the loss
of human capital.
On a posi�ve note, the migra�on of such a rela�vely high number of highly skilled educated individuals could be reversed with contribu�ons of these
migrants to the technological development of their
economies. According to a study by Noland and Pack,
economies of the Middle east today share common
characteris�cs with that of south Korea and Taiwan
in the 60s and 70s. In these two countries, the returnees from migra�on played a major role on the industrial development of their home economies. This
followed a na�onal government policy to encourage
those migrants to return to their countries, oﬀering
them highly compe��ve packages, such as tax and
ﬁnancial inducements for returnees to Taiwan for instance. In this na�onal plan the governments of those
countries were targe�ng emigrants engineers and
scien�sts [41].
Returns on educa�on could be much higher abroad
than in the home country and hence migra�on prospects can raise the expected return to human capital
and give incen�ves to people to invest in educa�on
at home. This is supported by the strong assump�on
that skilled workers have much higher probability to
emigrate than unskilled[42].
In summary, looking at the global picture of MPs,
there are no speciﬁc trend or rule for all the countries when it comes to brain drain, each countries
should be considered individually according to the
above men�oned factors. It is to men�on however, that migra�on of highly skilled could bring
some posi�ve externali�es that we called ‘social
remi�ances’ and these include: knowledge and
technology transfers, and incen�ves for be�er
educa�on with the increasing hope of migra�on.
“Brains circula�on” or circular migra�on could
bring beneﬁts to both sides, as long as the migrants’ social and protec�on rights are ensured.
This could be a poten�al step to consider when it
comes to the migrants from the MPs.
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Figure 24. Unemployment rates in EU-27 na�onals vs foreigners (2000-09)
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II.3. The Real Obstacles to migra�on from the EU Side
1. The Issue of EU Migra�on and Integra�on Policies
Due to increasing migra�on ﬂows, many EU countries have adopted policies that reinforce the state
control over entries and added restric�ons on the
behaviours of the new entrants. A�er a decade of
nego�a�ons and an oscilla�ng posi�on of the migra�on issues on the priori�es agenda and realizing
that migra�on is becoming a ‘need’ to ﬁll gaps in the
labour markets of the European members states,
governments started to take some steps towards
the founda�on of a common legal framework on
immigra�on and asylum, based on the basics of the
Tampere conclusions of 1999, conﬁrmed by The Hague Progamme of 2004.
According to the European commission the immigra�on policy should be based on: 1) the development
of partnerships with countries of origin and of transit
(Global approach); 2) a common European asylum
system, in full respect of the terms of the Geneva Conven�on and Member States’ obliga�ons under inter-

However, despite restric�ve policies that have been
placed since 1970s, large numbers of legal and illegal
migrants have crossed the borders and entered the
EU States. According to the European Commission’s
communica�on “Policy Plan on Legal Migra�on”, EU
members’ states need to ﬁll their employment gaps
by call for other EU members’ ci�zens and legally resident migrants to ﬁll-in thos gaps. In fact it is set in the
list of priori�es of this communica�on and we quote:
“For reasons of labour market policies, Member States may give priority to EU ci�zens and na�onals of
States par�es to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area”. This of course places a new migrant
from an MPs country arriving in an EU member state
in a fourth –best level in ge�ng a job in the hos�ng
country. The result of this policy is translated in the
ﬁg 26, where the unemployment rate among ci�zens
of non-EU origin is the highest in the EU labour markets. These kinds of restric�ons gave some opposite
reac�ons from migrants in the EU. In this regard and
concerning the working condi�ons of third-countries
na�onals, the charter of the fundamental rights of
the EU is clear. “Na�onals of third countries who are
authorised to work in the territories of the Member
States are en�tled to working condi�ons equivalent
to those of ci�zens of the Union”[44] . This includes,
working in a safely condi�ons, with dignity and be
equally treated to na�onals from the EU is also men�oned.

na�onal trea�es; 3) fair treatment for third country
na�onals, aiming to give them comparable rights and
obliga�ons to those of na�onals of the Member State

In a worldwide study undertaken by the UN popula�on division in 2007 , where a large survey of diﬀerent government policies towards popula�on in ge-

Figure 25. Worldwide General Policies on Migra�on

Figure 26. EU Governments Policies on Migra�on
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neral was made, the results related to interna�onal
migra�on policies were interes�ng:
1. On a posi�ve note, and despite the general feeling
about migra�on being �ghter worldwide, the UN
survey found that the percentage of countries with
policies that restricts migra�on have fell from 60% in
1996 to only 8% in 2007 (Fig 25). It is interes�ng to
see that among those 8%, there are 4 EU countries,
namely: Denmark, Estonia, France and the Netherlands.
2. It was found that European government policies
towards migra�on are becoming more and more
selec�ve of the types of migrants that enter their
borders. Policies raising migra�on of highly skilled migrants were reported in about 37% of the countries in
Europe (in this ques�on a total of 38 European countries responded). Temporary migra�on has proved to
be another type of migra�on that European Governments are promo�ng (7% of European countries in
this ques�on), followed by family reuniﬁca�on (only
4% of European countries). It is however interes�ng
to see that only one country in the European region
has policies to raise the permanent se�lement of migrants (Fig 26).
One of the proposed ideas that would facilitate the
entry of the legal highly skilled migrants to the EU
countries is the European Blue Card[45]. This aimed
at iden�fying the migrants that are permanently resident and working in the country . This is proposed
as an instrument to a�ract highly skilled migrants to
the EU. To apply for this card, the migrant has to have
a university degree and work contract in the member
sate. As much of the beneﬁts of this card in ensuring
the migrant’s rights, it is somewhat limi�ng, especially if a pre-available contract needs to be put in place
before applying for this card.
Therefore, it can be deduced that the EU migra�on
policies have taken a new turn in the past 2-3 years.
Or at least, that the EU governments are star�ng to
feel a pressure either from their socie�es, from their
neighbouring countries, or from their own labour

markets needs that more eﬀorts need to be done
on the ques�on of migra�on. It becomes more and
more clear to the EU that the best way to deal with
migra�on is by posi�vely managing the ﬂow of migrants, rather than controlling it.
2. The Role of the Informal Sector
The informal sector provides an opportunity of work
for migrants, either temporarily or permanently. This
sector is not necessarily related to illegal migrants, as
advocated by public opinions and media. Migrants
with certain skills, but are unable to match these skills
in the receiving country, might seek the informal sector as a survival method. The informal sector, such as
migra�on, is a transi�onal way to cushion a diﬃcult
and non-produc�ve life for a be�er and produc�ve
one. Seeking the informal sector could be a transi�onal step that would help many migrants in their
se�ling process. It is to note that migrants working in
the informal sector might be providing a speciﬁc kind
of labour services that is not necessarily a�rac�ve for
na�onals but that they needed.
One has to admit that the existence of such a sector
in the EU countries, even if somewhat limited, opens
the door to a type of migrant that might not have the
required skills and capaci�es to work in the formal
market. It is considered by the European Commission as a ‘pull’ factor for migrants towards Europe,
especially illegal migrants. Therefore the EU is calling
for “...intensifying its eﬀorts to reduce the informal
economy, a clear ‘pull factor’ for Illegal immigra�on, ...”[46] . Informal markets in the Southern EU
countries have social and historical roots and some
migrants ﬁnd them as a survival method. In Greece
for instance, there are thousands of family businesses that contribute up to third of the country’s GDP.
The informal sector is also quite large in Spain where
thousands of seasonal workers are hired in the agriculture sector. In Italy, many Italians work informally
in several sectors and is becoming part of the Italian
culture and social aspects. The eﬀorts of the government to formalise these business are somewhat far
from being reached [47].
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Clearly, elimina�ng this sector will be diﬃcult. A better way to approach the informal sector is to incorporate this sector as part of the wealth of the economy;
this could done by ﬁrst formalizing the experience acquired by workers in this sector, and providing them
with some support and moderniza�on.
III. Achieving the Poten�al beneﬁts of Migra�on in
the EU-Med: How?
As explained throughout this chapter, migra�on
could be beneﬁciary phenomenon for both the MPs
and the EU, but there are a host of controversial and
inter-related factors that are preven�ng the region
from reaching those beneﬁts. The solu�on lies on
how the EU-Med countries handle the issue of migra�on as part of the overall Partnership and as the
missing factor of liberaliza�on that naturally follows
that of trade in goods, services and capital. In fact, in
a large survey commissioned by the European Commission about the successes and failures of the EUMed Partnership, 83% of surveyed experts and actors
revealed that coopera�on in migra�on among the
two shores and facilita�ng mobility of persons is considered one of the failures of the partnership[48]. It is
clear that a well-deﬁned and managed migra�on process is considered by, at least, the MPs as the missing
factor that limits the eﬀects of this partnership.
There is a preliminary general recogni�on of the posi�ve impacts that this migra�on could bring to those
economies and hence some basic posi�ve steps have
started to take place, either from the MPs or the EU
side. However there are a s�ll much more steps that
are s�ll under nego�a�ons, plans on papers or simply
not at all addressed.
In this last part of the chapter, it seems crucial to
highlight some useful recommenda�ons on how to
overcome these obstacles based on the previous analysis. This part is not inclusive by all means to what
needs to be done, it should be taken as an a�empt
to contribute to the enormous amount of sugges�ons and ideas in this important subject for the region. This part is divided into three sec�ons, the ﬁrst

address some issues related to MPs that could help
them achieve beneﬁts from migra�on, this includes
inves�ng more in human capital, doing more eﬀorts
in recognizing and matching the skills of this human
capital and frame the migra�on with a set of policies
that are comprehensive and clear. The second sec�on
looks at the recommenda�ons from the EU side and
the essen�al role played by their migra�on and integra�on policies to make migra�on work for both shores. The last sec�on will include some general recommenda�ons for the whole region and the importance
of dialogue and coopera�on. This will be followed by
the conclusion.
III.1. MPs: How to Make Migra�on Work for their
Economies and Socie�es?
The main obstacles to a more eﬃcient and beneﬁciary
migra�on process from the MPs’ side lie to a large extend within the quality of migrants themselves from
one hand and the controversial issue of the Brain
drain from another. Adding to this the inability of
migrants to match their skills because of asymmetric
informa�on. This of course is topped by the unclear
migra�on policies from the MPs’ governments. The
recommenda�ons made to the MPs are presented in
three groups: 1. Investment in human capital; 2. Recognizing and matching the skills; and 3. Reforming
MPs migra�on policies.
1. Investment in Human Capital: What the MPs
really need?
Basically, MPs governments will have to make tangible eﬀorts to ﬁght illiteracy and increasing skills of
their popula�ons. They have to invest further in strategising and planning to increase the quality of their
human capital. If migrants from the MPs are be�er
employed abroad that in their home economies (less
unemployment rates), this is because that those who
mange to migrate are those with a minimum requirement of educa�on. With this amount of youth in those countries, unlimited poten�als for development
can be achieved, crea�ng an abundant pool of highly
educated and highly skilled human capital. In the EU-66-

Med migra�on context, these types of human capital
can bring enormous beneﬁts for their countries. In
order to achieve this, MPs governments need to:

educa�on and can oﬀer be�er opportuni�es in the
labour markets.
At the same �me, those that are highly skilled highly
educated become poten�al migrants if their home
countries fail to match their skills and knowledge with
the right job, this is an avoidable feature of the MPs
economies where the number of workers is surpassing the jobs that their economies can create. Even if
those highly skilled decide to migrate, there are several ways and suggested policies that can help economies beneﬁt from this migra�on.

1.
Basically, governments have to reform the
educa�on system to target the high illiteracy rates by
focusing on rural poor areas where illiteracy rates are
excep�onally high and by target females.
2.
Focus on increasing the outcome of educa�on, including fostering the enrolment of ter�ary
educa�on in scien�ﬁc branches. At this stage of development, countries of the MPs need to produce
scien�sts and engineers that would be injected in
the industrial structural sector and generate jobs that
would have high returns on the economies, such as
done in the case of India and Korea.

2. Reforming the MPs’ Migra�on Policies
There is a great disparity with regards to mi-

3.
Also technical and voca�onal training needs
to be encouraged, educa�on methods to be modernised and the knowledge-based educa�on methods
to be included in the system.
4.
Special a�en�on should be made to developing skills with the aim of improving quality and relevance of post basic educa�on to oﬀer opportuni�es
for the youth to have access to jobs, through development of a EU-Med regional qualiﬁca�ons system
5.
Investment in acquiring skills is also essen�al in improving the quality and relevance of basic

gra�on policies of the MPs and despite the increasing ﬂows of migrants to and from those
countries, it is diﬃcult, and in some cases almost
impossible, to have a clear vision on the posi�on
of some countries towards migra�on. Fundamentally, MPs’ migra�on policies should include ways
to beneﬁt the most out of this process, this include policies to get the most out of migrants,
in terms of facilita�ng remi�ances, encouraging
returnees, transfer of knowledge and circular migra�on. Also there must be more rigours policies

Table 4: Nature of migra�on policies in the Mediterranean Partners countries
Immigra�on policy

Emigra�on policy

MPs

Overall level

Highly skilled
workers

Integra�on of nonci�zens
Overall level

Encouraging return

Algeria

Maintain

..

..

No interven�on

Yes

Egypt

Lower

Maintain

Yes

Maintain

Yes

Morocco

Lower

Maintain

Yes

Maintain

Yes

Tunisia

No interven�on

No interven�on

No

Raise

No

Israel

Raise

Maintain

Yes

Lower

Yes

Jordan

Lower

Lower

No

Raise

No

Lebanon

Lower

No interven�on

No

Lower

Yes

Pales�ne

-

-

-

-

-

Syria

Maintain

..

..

Lower

..

Turkey

Lower

Raise

No

Maintain

No

Notes: Governments policy on immigra�on: Overall level: Governments policies regarding the current overall level of
immigra�on into the country. It is coded into four categories: to raise the level of immigra�on; to maintain the level
of immigra�on; to lower the level of immigra�on; and no interven�on
Source: UN, department of Economic and Social Aﬀairs, popula�on division, 2006
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that protect the na�onals aboard, encouraging
�es and promo�ng networks.
Two countries of the 10 MPs, Tunisia and Jordan,
have policies that encourage migra�on of their na�onals to work abroad. It is to note that Jordan’s popula�on hardly exceeds the 6 millions in 2010, with more
than 1.9 millions of refugees from Pales�ne. Most of
the migrants from Jordan are those with high skilled
professionals whereas most of those that emigrate to
Jordan are low-skilled that work in agriculture (75%
of those are Egyp�ans) or other low-skilled jobs. Only
recently, the Jordanian government started to implement selec�ve policies for those who enter their
borders. In Morocco and Turkey, the highest contributors to migra�on from the MPs, migra�on policies

other incen�ves and facili�es such security of property rights and social stability[49].
3.
It is crucially important to ensure a be�er
transmission of informa�on about the poten�al migrants and their skills in the home countries and at
the same �me the availability of poten�al demands
from markets abroad.
4.
The MPs have to establish policies that
would beneﬁt the most out of remi�ances of migra�on, which is clearly one clear beneﬁt of migra�on to
the sending countries. Theses policies could include
ﬁscal incen�ves (such as tax exemp�on) if the remittances are used in a produc�ve investment.
5.
In order to get the maximum out of migra�on, government of the MPs have to be aware of
those beneﬁts, that go beyond the ﬂow of remi�an-

call for maintaining the existent levels of migra�on.
In Lebanon, and despite the rela�vely high number
of Lebanese migrants rela�ve to their popula�on,
the government policies is clearly to lower the level
of migra�on, which is understandable at this stage
when the country need to conserve its labour force
to serve its most needed development process. In
Egypt, where unemployment rate is the highest in the
region and specially among the young and educated,
maintaining the current migra�on level can only be
beneﬁciary if the economy will be able to generate
the needed jobs that would absorb not only those
currently unemployment but also the forthcoming
ones for the three or four decades to come.

ces from migrants, but extends, as explained, to a wider social and economic beneﬁts that would have an
enormous impact on their long-term development.
6.
Policies that are implemented on immigra�on towards MPs are even more ambiguous than
those for emigrants. It is true that these ﬂows could
be an extra burden on the already pressured markets
of MPs, but it is important to have a clear vision and
planning on how these ﬂows will be managed.

In general, the MPs need to adopt a more pronounced
approach towards the migra�on of its labour market,

III.2. Essen�al Role of the EU policies towards Migra�on and Integra�on

In general, it is important to set-up migra�on policies
that would complement the policies that will be implemented in the EU countries, so as to complete the
picture of the EU-med migra�on.

more precisely the need to:
1.
The MPs need to help se�le their legal migrants abroad including protec�ng their rights and
well-being, this would have enormous eﬀect on maintaining their �es with their home countries which
would bring enormous beneﬁts to the country.
2.
the MPs have to have policies that would
encourage highly skilled and educated migrants to return to their home countries and contribute to their
developments. These policies could include a�rac�ve
packages of job oﬀers with compe��ve salaries and

Finding the right balance between controlling its
borders against unwanted migratory ﬂows, their
needs of foreign workers and those workers’ need
to be integrated in their labour markets and their
socie�es is one of the most complicated and sensi�ve challenges of the EU countries today. It is clear
that migra�on ﬂows to the EU, especially from MPs
will con�nue for at least the coming 50 years due
to several unavoidable reasons such as the demographic pressures, income diﬀeren�als and labour
markets pressures.
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Opening the Migra�on ﬁle has become a pressuring
issue that can no longer be avoided or simply ignored.
It is clear that migra�on is becoming the ‘new’ topic
of nego�a�ons between the EU and the MPs. This is
considered an important step in the right direc�on
that should be taken further. Revisi�ng the EU migra�on and integra�on policies is essen�al in beneﬁ�ng
the most out of migra�on.
In that report we shall insist on what it has to be done
at the regional level.
III.3. Recommenda�ons at the Regional Level
At the EU-Med level, strategies oriented towards mobility of human capital have not be successful so far.
One fundamental issue that needs to be implemented by both shores is to integrate the migra�on policies within the development strategies. Migra�on is
an asset either to the EU: bringing the scarce human
capital factor or to MPs, bringing the scarce capital
ﬂows in an interdependent maximizing way.
The following represent a set of recommenda�ons
that are far from being exclusive but that would cons�tute some basic steps towards reach this maximisa�on at the regional level:
1.
If bilateral trade agreements are made
among countries of the EU-Med, it is more of a reason
that the countries of the two shores of the Mediterranean could nego�ate and se�le a common bilateral
agreement regarding this sensi�ve issue that involves
human beings and their lives. A successful bilateral
project between Egypt and Italy (the Integrated Migra�on Informa�on System Project (IMIS)), aims to
match poten�al Egyp�an migrants according to their
skills with job opportuni�es in Italy.
2.
Recogni�on of qualiﬁca�ons and skills is a
crucial element of making migra�on a success. Both
shores have to work together for a common deﬁni�on and agree on a the qualiﬁca�ons and skills required for diﬀerent professions that are highly demanded and have highest poten�als to migra�on.
3.
Addressing the issue of irregular migra�on
has to be from both sides of the Mediterranean with
the common vision to protect the migrant himself as

a human being and to regulate the ﬂows of migrants
across the borders. This could be done by looking
into the causes of illegal migra�on and to work together to eliminate those causes, including expanding opportuni�es to the low-skilled workers either
in home countries or abroad, invest in more rigorous
programs of educa�on and training and ensure that
those migrants are aware of the threats and instability that come along with illegal migra�on, either in
the process itself or in the diﬃculty of se�ling in the
host countries.
4.
Be�er sta�s�cal tools are needed and better coopera�on between countries of the two shores
that allow a clear and quan�ﬁed assessment of the
labour market needs in the receiving countries and
an eﬃcient iden�ﬁca�on of poten�al labour supply
in sending countries.
5.
The issue of informa�on asymmetry has to
be addressed from both sides, given its importance
in matching the skills of the MPs migrants to the EU
labour markets needs. This also related to the ques�on of recogni�on of diplomas and other qualiﬁca�ons to insure that immigrants are working at their
competence level, to avoid loss in terms of income
and skills.
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Chapter 4: Review of poverty in the MPCs
Openness to the trade of goods, services and capital and the mobility of persons deﬁnitely contribute to convergence among countries. This convergence pertains to average product per capita and
the components thereof, mainly income driven by
produc�on factors, labour in par�cular. It is also
generally acknowledged, and conﬁrmed by simula�on models, that openness produces net income
gains for all partners.

the en�re process: the evolu�on of poverty. Some
countries, such as Brazil, have now crossed an important threshold. Growth has enabled the development of a middle class and of the lower deciles
of income distribu�on, whereas the upper deciles
now represent fewer individuals. Growth in this
case is said to be «pro poor» in that it is accompanied by a reduc�on of inequali�es. The ques�on
here is to determine the status of the MPs in this
respect and to a�empt to link the issue to the effects of interna�onal openness.

Within countries, however, one may ﬁnd both
an increase in average per capita income and an
increase in the dispersion of incomes and living
condi�ons according to whether the persons con-

Given that, for cultural reasons, the MPs belong to
the region the least subjected to the development
of extreme poverty in the world (the percentage
of persons below the extreme poverty line is the

cerned are in sectors with a compara�ve advantage (where factor prices and hence income from
factors used increase), in sectors with a compara�ve disadvantage (where factor prices and hence
income from factors concerned decrease) or in
sectors not directly concerned by openness, which
produce non-tradable goods whose prices, as well
as income revenues are directly linked to the compe��veness of the economy as a whole (the real
exchange rate, in, par�cular). In addi�on, openness entails major adjustments that social policies
take a long �me to absorb, even with signiﬁcant
net gains, and that even, when applied incorrectly,
may not oﬀset the adjustments.

lowest among developing socie�es), this is a key
issue in order for these countries, without facing
a major crisis, to be able to con�nue their integra�on in the world economy.

Contrary to the major tradi�on in economic thought, the subject of dual social policies, aimed at
op�mising a country’s interna�onal posi�on, is
seldom covered in the current literature. The winners are not explicitly named, nor are the losers,
and even less so the policies that are supposed to
enable a por�on of the winners’ gains to be redistributed to the losers in order to avoid further distension of the social territory.
Iden�ﬁca�on of these policies is a major task
that extends beyond the framework of this report. However, there is one indisputable indicator
which, to a certain extent, measures the results of

In more opera�onal terms, the ques�on consists
of examining whether it is more eﬀec�ve to turn to
development policies aimed at promo�ng growth,
in line with the trickle-down analysis, postula�ng
that openness to trade and ﬁnancial ﬂows reduces inequali�es and poverty (with oﬀset policies
presumed to compensate the possible losers); or
whether it would be be�er to give preference, at
least in some countries, to growth that is directly
favourable to the poor with policies that promote
equity.
Since the majority of the poor in the Mediterranean do not live in «poor» countries per se, it is legi�mate to ques�on whether the implementa�on
of measures aimed at reducing the dispersion of
incomes can actually have a signiﬁcant impact on
reducing poverty. A more precise examina�on of
the rela�onship among growth, income distribu�on and poverty will provide a be�er understanding of the issues rela�ng to arbitra�on or complementarity between growth and redistribu�on. This
chapter therefore aims to ascertain the inequality
factors in the region and to propose ideas on how
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to combat poverty factors speciﬁc to the Mediterranean countries. More speciﬁcally, the roles of the
diﬀerent sources of household income and of commercial openness in the process will be studied.
I. Survey of poverty and human development in
the Mediterranean region
I.1 Poverty in the Mediterranean countries: the
issue of chronic vulnerability to poverty
Whereas data coverage is improving throughout
the world, the Middle East and North Africa are
s�ll lagging behind this overall progress. This makes the task of researchers all the more diﬃcult,
especially since among the available data, there
are sources that are not comparable among the
countries (incomes vs consumer expenditures, harmonisa�on regarding household size and income
sharing among members, etc.).
It may nevertheless be noted that in the MPs, the
Millennium Development Goal (MDG1), which is to
cut extreme poverty by a half by 2015, will likely
be achieved and there is also an unques�onable
emergence of a middle class. However, when the
poverty line is raised, the number of vulnerable
people is especially high.
Poverty in emerging regions: the par�cular case
of the Mediterranean countries
Using the extreme poverty assessment level at
2005 PPP, one observes, ﬁrst of all, the low percen-

below the poverty line to 596 million in South Asia,
and from 211 million to 388 million in sub-Saharan
Africa. On the other hand, due to the demographical transi�on that has begun in the Mediterranean
region, the reduc�on of the numerical poverty index conveys a real decrease in the number of poor
persons. In 1981, there were 14 million, and in
2005, only 11 million.
In the Mediterranean countries, at the $1.25 per
day per capita level according to 2005 PPP, the
numerical poverty index was 3.6% in 2005, which
represents an excellent performance compared to
that of the other developing regions (La�n America: 8.2%; South Asia: 16.8%; sub-Saharan Africa:
50.9%).
Kharas (2010) deﬁnes the global middle class as
comprising households whose daily expenditures
per person are between $10 and $100 purchasing
power parity. In the Mediterranean countries, he
es�mates that the middle class includes about 108
million persons, which represents 6% of the global
middle class (as opposed to 10% for the La�n America and Caribbean region (LAC) and 28% in Asia).
According to the propor�on of the popula�on per
income category (table 1), 86% of the popula�on
of the Mediterranean countries was in the $2-$20
PPP expenditure category in 2008, an encouraging
result compared to other regions of the world.
The progress made between 1990 and 2008 is less
spectacular than that of La�n America for which

tage of persons living below the absolute monetary the third category comprised 13% of the populapoverty line ($1.25 per day per person) in
comparison to the other emerging regions Figure 1. Share of the popula�on living with less than 1,25$ a day (%)
(Figure 1).
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Whereas the poverty index has decreased
in Southern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa,
popula�on growth in those countries is
such that, in the end, the number of poor
1981
1984
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East Asia & Pacific
people at the $1.25 per day level actually
Latin America & Caribbean
South Asia
increased between 1981 and 2005. The
number raised from 548 million persons Source: Povcalnet
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1993

1996

1999

China
MENA
Sub-Saharan Africa

2002

2005

Table 1. Share of the popula�on by income categories (%)
2008

1990
Region

Pop (millions)

Cat. 1

2,692.2

79

21

0

3,383.7

43

56

1

La�n America & Caribbean

352.5

20

71

9

454.2

10

77

13

Mediterranean countries

162.3

18

80

2

212.8

12

86

3

SubSaharan Africa

274.8

75

24

1

393.5

66

33

1

OECD

639.0

0

24

76

685.4

0

16

84

Asia

Cat. 2 Cat. 3 Pop (millions) Cat. 1 Cat. 2 Cat. 3

Source : Povcalnet. Cat. 1 : <2$ PPA 2005 per capita and per day. Cat. 2 : 2$-20$ PPA 2005 per capita and per day
Cat. 3 : <20$ PPA 2005 per capita and per day

�on, whereas it only included 3% of the
popula�on in the Mediterranean countries
in 2008.

Figure 2. Share of the popula�on at the edge of poverty (%)
30
25
20
15

However, looking more closely at the evolu�on of poverty at the $2 per day per per-

10
5
0

1981
1984
1987
1990
1993
1996
1999
2002
2005
son level (i.e. the vulnerability level), unlike in the other emerging regions, there
was no marked decrease in the numerical
poverty index during the 90s. The propor- Source: Povcalnet
come levels of no more than 30% above the po�on of the popula�on with less than $1.25
per day decreased from 4.3% to 3.6% between verty level (World Bank, 2005).
1990 and 2005, whereas, over the same period,
Apart from the 19% of the Moroccan pothe propor�on of the popula�on with less than √
$2 per day went down from 19.7% to 16.9%. For pula�on considered poor, the World Bank (2007)
comparison purposes, at the $1.25 per day level, found that at least 25% of the popula�on was «ecothe La�n America and Caribbean region had hi- nomically vulnerable», i.e. their level of consumer
gher poverty levels, but at the $2 per day level, expenditures less than 50% above the poverty level.
those countries had levels and evolu�ons rela�- Accordingly, rela�ve poverty is much greater than
vely similar to those of the Mediterranean coun- absolute poverty in this country. Between 2001 and
tries (MPs), decreasing from 21.9% to 17.1% over 2008, absolute poverty decreased from 6.7% to
3.6%, and rela�ve poverty (viewed as star�ng from
the same period (Figure 2).
the poverty line) dropped from 15.3% to 8.8%. Al-

Poverty in the Mediterranean countries: case study
Figure 3 shows the progress made in reducing
poverty by three Mediterranean countries. These
countries all made it under the mark of 3% of the
popula�on with less than $1.25 PPP per day.

LAC at edge of 1.25$ PPP

MPs at edge of 1.25$ PPP

LAC at edge of 2.00$ PPP

MPs at edge of 1.00$ PPP

though, during this period, 1.7 million persons went
out of poverty, there are s�ll 1.2 million persons considered vulnerable and 2.8 million persons s�ll living
below the rela�ve poverty line. As for the situa�on
of the middle class, it shows signs of decline.
I.2 The human development paradox in the region:

However,
√
In Egypt, apart from the 23% of the poor
at the $2 per day level, another 37% live with in-

Informa�on rela�ve to human development indicators provides an understanding of the evolu�ons of
poverty from a mul�dimensional viewpoint. In par-
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Figure 3. Numerical index of poverty at the edge of $1.25
per day (PPA) (% of the popula�on)
1995
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1995
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8
7

Figure 4. Capacity of MPs to transform GDP in human
development
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Source: WDI (2010)

Source: WDI (2010), Human Development Reports (1998, 2010).

�cular, the trends show how changes in income have
a tangible impact on ma�ers such as infant mortality
and schooling. The diﬀerent reports on human development in the region (Arab human development
reports) show the existence of major insuﬃciencies
in the diﬀerent aspects of human development.

the increase has been more limited in the Mediterranean region, and Tunisia and Jordan have even
reversed the trend.

These insuﬃciencies are mainly linked to access to
healthcare (Ayodeji Akala and El-Saharty, 2006) and
knowledge (Iqbal, 2006).

if we consider that the evolu�on of inequali�es is
rela�vely slow, the Gini index shows to what extent
the inequality levels in the Mediterranean countries
diﬀer. Table 3 shows that Turkey had the highest
inequality index in the region (41.2 in 2006) whereas Egypt was the least unequal country (32.1 in
2004). In each of the MPs, the richest 10% of the popula�on owns more than a quarter of the na�onal
wealth (even up to nearly a third in Morocco).

Despite a similarity in performance regarding the
reduc�on of poverty, clear diﬀerences are observed
among the MPs in the transforma�on of GDP growth
results into human development (Figure 4). This
transforma�on has worked be�er in Morocco, Syria
and Egypt than it has in Algeria, Tunisia and Jordan.
There is obviously a diﬀerence in the eﬀec�veness of
poverty oﬀse�ng ac�ons and amounts mobilized.

Since the reference years are not the same, it is difﬁcult to compare countries on this basis. However,

II. Link between growth, inequali�es and poverty
in the region

I.3 Inequality in the MPs

If we are to postulate that redistribu�on policies
hinder growth, then a form of arbitra�on is neeAlthough there has been a constant increase in ded between long term poverty mi�ga�on and
equality in most emerging countries since the 80s, immediate reduc�on of inequali�es. If the poli�cal decision makers deTable 2. Inequality in Mediterranean countries
cide to “sacriﬁce” part of
Share of income
Share of income
Country (year of
detained by ﬁrst decile detained by last decile the growth through the
survey)
Gini Index
of the distribu�on
of the distribu�on
implementa�on of poliAlgeria (1995)
35.3
2.8
26.9
cies that tend to achieve
Egypt (2004)
32.1
3.9
27.6
a fairer distribu�on of
Israel (2001)
39.2
2.1
28.8
revenues, growth could
Jordan (2006)
37.7
3.0
30.7
be slowed down and, for
Morocco (2007)
40.9
2.7
33.2
a period of �me, the abTunisia (2000)
40.81
2.4
31.6
solute standard of living
Turkey (2006)
41.2
2.0
31.3
of the poor could be deSource : WDI 2010.
graded.
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The real stake, that is to conceive an eﬃcient development policy, therefore consists in understanding the interac�ons between growth and revenues distribu�on. In this process, two alterna�ve
approaches are compe�ng: the trickle-down development theory and the pro-poor growth theory.
The ques�on is certainly an interes�ng one in the
region since some of the countries are oil-rich and
many an analyst considers that the issue of poverty
will resolve itself.

All the countries studied are identified on the
curves by their initials (Tn for Tunisia and Tq for
Turkey), and PR represents the tip-over point. A
rapid analysis of this graph makes it possible to
conclude that in 2009, the countries of the Mediterranean region – except Israel (I), are in the
rising part of the curve that is where inequalities
are aggravated by the increase of the GDP per
capita.

of this rela�onship leads to qualifying the principle
according to which «growth – whatever form it takes – is good for the poor» (Dollar & Kray, 2002).

best endowed with produc�on factors. If they conform to this process, the countries of the region will
reach even higher inequality levels during their de-

According to the trickle-down hypothesis, arbitra�on
must be made between the promo�on of growth
and the reduc�on of inequali�es. Indeed, if we are to
consider that growth is fuelled by savings and investment, and that high income individuals tend to save
more than the rest of the popula�on, inequality then
becomes a prerequisite necessary to accumulate capital and s�mulate economic growth. Indeed, due to
the high saving propensity of the deciles with the highest capital, the ini�al inequality is then the key for
economic take oﬀ (Kaldor, 1957). Within this analysis
framework, any redistribu�on of revenues leads to
growth losses due to the lesser por�on of na�onal

Graph 1 : Kuznets’s regional curve

income available for saving and accumula�on, which
is detrimental to poverty mi�ga�on.

segments of the popula�on owing to a trickle down
eﬀect.

This hypothesis has been developed by Kuznets according to whom the level of inequality results naturally from the growth process itself and public policies
have li�le inﬂuence on this process.

This theory raises the question of the acceptance of a high inequality level that could cause significant political and social imbalances, in turn
leading to lower growth induced by less investment and inappropriate resource allocation. The
time necessary to significantly reduce absolute
poverty can be extremely long, and this transition period is neither humanly acceptable (since
it sacrifices the mitigation of immediate poverty)

II. 1 The trickle- down hypothesis

When Kuznets’s hypothesis is tested in MED countries
(Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, Syria), the �p over point corresponds to
a GDP level of $14,792 per capita.

Inequality

The ques�on that arises in the present sec�on is to
know if the economic growth process is compa�ble
with the reduc�on of inequali�es. The complexity

This graph shows that the countries studied are s�ll
too far from the �p-over point to expect inequali�es to be signiﬁcantly reduced by the growth eﬀect
alone. Even in an economy characterized by a rapid
growth which results from the market mechanisms
only, growth is more favourable to the individuals

GDP/Capita

Source: EHII

14,792 US $

velopment process, thus enabling capital owners to
clear proﬁts which eventually will help the poorest
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nor politically responsible in view of the regional
socio-political stakes.

gence of a large middle class in the last two
countries.

Besides, unlike what theory predicts, in recent years
inequali�es have increased in countries such as Israel.
Therefore the explanatory poten�al of this model is
rather limited which tends to demonstrate that the
rela�onship between inequali�es and development
in these countries is somewhat more complex. Research works on the growth-inequality rela�onship
resemble a «Holy Grail quest». The valida�on of the
existence of a reversed U curve would be the key
of a universal law on development, the devia�ons
rela�ve to the curve being explained by public interven�ons. Yet, within a historical perspec�ve the
only countries where this «natural dynamics of ine-

√
On the contrary, in Morocco and Egypt,
growth was «an�-poor» in monetary terms i.e. the
growth in income of the ﬁrst deciles was lower than
the na�onal income mean growth rate. The reason
why growth in these two countries cannot be considered as «pro-poor», is that the redistribu�on eﬀect
has not allowed to propor�onally compensate for
growth in the incomes of the most favoured deciles.

quali�es» takes place are the Western countries in
which the importance of the intersectorial migra�on
is minimal in the explana�on of the drop of inequali�es. If fact, the gaps in labour salaries have been
narrowed owing to a strong trade union ac�on and
the implementa�on of the welfare state – especially
progressive taxes.

inequali�es.

Hence this is not a «natural» process and the issue
is to know if this model can really be transposed to
Mediterranean countries. It would then interes�ng to
see to what extent growth can beneﬁt more directly
to the poor popula�ons by studying the posi�on of
these countries vis-à-vis an alterna�ve theory: that of
pro-poor growth. As per this approach, poverty mi�ga�on is no longer indirect but instead places the
poor in the core of the growth process.
II.2 Pro-poor growth
The 2008-2009 FEMISE report takes stock of the situa�on in the Euromed region from a pro-poor growth
viewpoint, and the FEMISE working paper from Béranger et al. (2007) provides an in-depth non-monetary analysis of this issue. The following main results
are as follows:
√
Growth has helped the poor only in Algeria, Tunisia and Turkey namely with the emer-

The aim of the next sec�on is to determine the
factors of such a failure in order to provide leads
for analysis that would enable elabora�ng recommenda�ons in terms of poli�cal ac�ons against

III. The determining factors of inequali�es in MPs:
study of the role of sources of income, employment
and commercial opening.
The concept of social exclusion refers to groups,
which cannot gain access to material and immaterial
assets (Zupi et al., 2009). Social vulnerability is con�ngent on structural socioeconomic transforma�ons
(massive layoﬀs, loss of social status, disease) which
can lead to social exclusion. Below the authors try to
brieﬂy put forward the determining factors of inequali�es in the region:
Below the authors try to brieﬂy put forward the determining factors of inequali�es in the region:
- by studying the ways by which households receive their incomes;
- by analyzing the importance of educa�on in the
access to employment;
- then by studying the inﬂuence of the opening of
this process. The pressures induced by the market
globaliza�on seem to be able to change the rules
of the game, which leads to wondering if the current aspect of globaliza�on creates a real structural
transforma�on process capable of genera�ng a fairer distribu�on of wealth.
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III.1. Income sources as a factor of inequali�es
In Egypt and Morocco, where growth has been referred to as an�-poor, the poverty proﬁle is fairly
iden�cal: most of the poor live is rural areas, they
form large households with a higher number of
young children and a rela�vely low educa�on level.
Very much in keeping with the intui�ons the main
determining factors of the inequali�es of incomes
in both countries are the demographic structure of
the households, the educa�on and employment
characteris�cs, as well as the geographical factor.
It is nevertheless diﬃcult to generalise the policies
to be implemented in as much as the hierarchy
of these determining factors is diﬀerent for each
country, but also within the countries as a func�on of the region and income category. In order to
be�er grasp the stakes in these two countries, the
study of the household income sources makes it
possible to report on the household remunera�on
condi�ons. The study of the way these diﬀerent income sources are distributed sheds addi�onal light
on the way the ques�on of poverty mi�ga�on in
MPs should be addressed.
In that respect a diﬀerence is made between the
func�onal and personal inequali�es. Indeed, the
incomes of households are structured as follows:
- on the one hand they are a�ributable to the produc�ve endowments which generate work-related
incomes. This concerns salaries, business incomes,
farming incomes. They represent the largest income
source in these two countries (64.9% of the incomes of Egyp�an households and 69.9% of incomes
in Morocco).
- the other part of income is linked to individual features and the social environment of the households.
This income is from the transfer of income from private assets and miscellaneous income (Annex 1).
Func�onal inequali�es
A breakdown of household income (Table 4) indicates that in the two countries the income from

employment is the main contributor to household
income (65% and 70% of mean annual income per
capita in Egypt and Morocco).
The salaries
On a na�onal level, salaries represent the primary source of income in the two countries (44% in
Egypt against 39.2% in Morocco). The best mean
for tackling poverty would therefore seem to be
access to paid employment. This is especially interes�ng since this source of income presents the
least unequal distribu�on (Gini coeﬃcient of 0.463
in Egypt, 0.557 in Morocco) (Table 4).
However, the breakdown of the Gini coefficient
associated with the distribution of total income
indicates that salaried income represents the
first source of inequality among Egyptian and
Moroccan households, thus contributing respectively by 35.6% and 37.5% of the inequality
nationally.
On a regional level, salaries represent the most
important source of income in urban areas
(46.6% in Egypt and 47.3% in Morocco), but they
also make a bigger contribution to inequality
(34.2% in Egypt against 28.5% among rural households. The same phenomenon can be found in
Morocco cf. Table A).
This large contribu�on to inequality may be explained by the much greater weight of salaries in the
determina�on of total income.
The factor explaining the inequality in the distribu�on of salaries in these two countries depends
on the sector in which the head of the household
works and hence the sectoral distribu�on of the
income sources which play a predominant role on
the salary of the households and its distribu�on. In
fact, in Egypt if the sector of ac�vity of the head of
the household is considered, it can bee seen that
poor households are essen�ally concentrated in
the private sector on jobs with low remunera�on.
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Table 3. Sources of income per quintile of distribution in Egypt and in Morocco (as a % of the mean annual per capita income).
Share of diﬀerent sources of income in Egypt (%)
Total
average
per capita
Independent Agriculture
Quin�les income (a) Salaries income
income Transfers

Rents

Share of diﬀerent sources of income in Morocco (%)
Total
average
Various
per capita
Independent Agriculture
incomes No. obs income (a) Salaries income
income Transfers

Various
Rents incomes No. obs

Na�onal
Q1

293,7

47,7

6,1

9,8

14,8

20,5

1,1

537

1042,89

29,4

4,2

24,8

9,4

29,1

3,1

885

Q2

601,26

53,5

6,1

9,8

16,1

13,4

1

506

2508,94

37,2

5,9

22,1

13,3

19,7

1,7

938

Q3

939,87

55,4

8,1

6,8

14,9

13,2

1,5

474

4205,03

44,7

7,7

16

13,4

16,5

1,7

951

Q4

1405,72

51,8

8,9

6,8

18,6

12,4

1,6

454

6862,26

45,3

8,8

15,1

13,6

15,8

1,4

1022

Q5

3606,05

36

14,7

10,9

21,3

13,1

4

443

22360,76

37

18

16,6

9,1

14,4

5

1290

Total

1368,25

44

11,5

9,3

19,1

13,3

2,8

2414

7392,97

39,2

13,9

16,8

10,7

15,6

3,7

5086

423,77

57,9

8

2,2

17,3

13,6

1,2

225

1688,71

42,6

10

2

14,6

29,3

1,4

511

Q2

868,74

62,9

5,7

1,3

17,1

12

0,9

221

3697,01

50,6

9,7

1,4

14,4

22,8

1,1

507

Q3

1202,34

56,9

10

2,1

19

11,4

0,7

210

5686,97

53,6

8,9

1,9

16,3

18,2

0,9

535

Q4

1783,76

55,4

10,1

1,8

19,2

11,4

2,2

219

8868,29

53,6

8,6

1,7

13,8

21

1,2

621

Q5

4510,09

36,2

17

4,4

24,3

13,5

4,5

217

27595,55

43,7

20,9

3,7

9,5

16,5

5,7

762

Total

1756,05

46,6

13,1

3,2

21,5

12,6

3

1092

9499,06

47,3

15,9

2,9

11,7

18,5

3,8

2936

233,05

42,5

3,2

13,5

15,8

24,5

0,5

268

746,4

21,4

2,6

34,4

6,6

31,7

3,4

392

Q2

451

50,2

6,5

14

12,2

15,8

1,3

266

1698,33

29,4

2,9

34,9

10,1

19,7

3

408

Q3

654,26

49

4,6

13,9

15,5

15,5

1,4

264

2826,63

31,9

3,1

36,8

11,3

14,4

2,4

441

Q4

987,81

45,6

7,6

15,9

13,3

15,3

2,2

262

4605,05

33,6

6,5

35,6

11

10,7

2,6

445

Q5

2292,65

29,1

9,7

31,2

13,9

13,3

2,8

262

14858,39

14,3

12,7

56,2

7,4

5,5

4

464

Total

922,439

38,2

7,9

22,9

13,9

14,9

2,2

1322

4943,28

21,1

9,4

48,1

8,7

9,2

3,5

2150

Urban
Q1

Rural
Q1

Source : adapted from Niquin (2009).
(a) In 1997, 1 Egyp�an Pound (LE) = 0,295 $ US (Sources IFS, FMI).
(b) In 1998, 1 Moroccan Dirham (DH) = 0,108 $ US (Sources IFS, FMI).

Explaining as they do 69.10% and 70.42% of salary inequali�es in Egypt and Morocco, the status
of the head of the household on the employment
market, his sector of ac�vity when he is working,
as well as the sectoral distribu�on of the workforce, represent the main factors of the variances
of salaried income between households within the
two popula�ons (Niquin, 2009).

come of of the average households in Egypt and
13.9% in Morocco) (Table 4). While this contribution is low for households from the first quintiles
(6.1% and 4.2% for the first Egyptian and Moroccan quintile), the phenomenon is accentuated
for poor households in rural areas (3.2% in Egypt
and 2.6% in Morocco).
Agricultural incomes

Independent incomes
As far as these incomes are concerned, discrimination takes place more in access to the income
sources: having the capital to be able to undertake an independent activity or farming, etc. In
both countries, income from a business (independent income) represents the fourth source
of income at the national level (11.5% of the in-

Regarding the last component of labour income,
the importance of agricultural income within household income diﬀers widely from one country to
another, which illustrates the speciﬁc features of
the sectoral distribu�on of these economies.
Hence, the weight of agricultural income in household income is representative of the dependen-78-

Table 4. Gini coefficient associated with the different sources of income
Egypt
Sources of income

Morocco

Na�onal

Urban

Rural

Na�onal

Urban

Rural

Salaries

0,463

0,413

0,439

0,557

0,523

0,489

Independent income

0,595

0,569

0,566

0,749

0,745

0,74

Agricultural income

0,745

0,838

0,714

0,748

0,833

0,733

Transfers

0,651

0,619

0,622

0,716

0,689

0,717

Rents

0,582

0,553

0,524

0,633

0,569

0,448

Various incomes

0,663

0,681

0,593

0,83

0,832

0,764

Source : adapted from Niquin (2009).

ce of the Moroccan economy on the agricultural
sector. In fact, in Morocco, where more than 45%
of the population is employed in the agricultural
sector, agricultural income represents 16.8% of
average annual income (second most important
source of income) whereas it represents the fifth
source of income in Egypt (9.3%). Even among
the rural Egyptian households, this income only
represents 22.9% of resources, with the salary
remaining there as well the primary source of income (38.2%). One exception remains. These are
the most favoured households for which farming
and breeding represent the primary source of income (31.2%) (Table 3).
The organisation of the agricultural sector therefore differs considerably between these two
countries and the question of agricultural policy
may not be dealt with in the same way.
Yet, this sector presents a major stake in Egypt,
and despite the signing in 1990 of the International Convention on the Rights of the Child, the
number of children working in Egypt increases
constantly. Thus, while the legal working age rose
to 15 in 2008, a study published by the Egyptian
National Centre for Social and Criminological
Research (CNRSC) estimates that three million
children are working in the agricultural sector in
Egypt, and more than one quarter of them are
less than 7 years of age. The question is even
more worrying in that in Egypt, whatever the
region, the distribution of agricultural income is
the most unequal distribution per source of in-

come (Gini of 0.838 in urban areas and 0.714 in
rural areas according to Table 4).
The large dispari�es in agricultural income among
rural households may be explained to a large extent by the marked heterogeneity of the farms,
both in quan�ta�ve (surface cul�vated, number
of livestock) and qualita�ve terms (the quality of
the land) which leads to large variances in terms of
yield and produc�vity. Indeed, this category of variables, comprising the number of head of livestock
of all sizes as well as the landed property contributes 37.94% and 57.56% of the inequality of agricultural income in Egypt and Morocco. Therefore
the fact that a household has capital has a large
inﬂuence on its agricultural income.
For the wealthier households, the essential
point of income inequality seen in the agricultural sector is linked to livestock breeding. Even
if a considerable proportion of the rural population possesses cattle (more than 80% of rural
households), the size of the livestock population
(all categories included) is found to be twice as
large among the wealthier households. On the
contrary, it is those activities linked to the cultivation of the land which generate the largest
contribution to the inequality of agricultural incomes for the least well-off (Niquin, 2009). This
may be explained by a certain specialisation of
the poor households which are concentrated
in this type of activity due to the fact that the
operating costs are relatively lower than those
linked to cattle breeding.
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Personal inequali�es

Private income

Transfers

Private income in both countries represents the
third source of income, with greater weight in
Morocco (15.6% at the national level) than in
Egypt (13.3% at the national level), and this is
true whatever the geographical area. This private income occupies a relatively larger share of
household income of the more deprived (20.5%
in Egypt and 29.1% in Morocco for the first quintile). Nevertheless, some vigilance is required in
the analysis of these figures for the estimation
of this source of income may be truncated insofar as the bulk of this income does not derive
from rental income but from the estimation of
fictitious rents. This presents a problem for the

The size of the transfers differs between these
two countries as a result of the structural differences in their economies: in Morocco, with
10.7% of average annual income per inhabitant,
transfers represent the fifth most important
source of income and their role is that much
more negligible for rural households which on
average only receive an average of 429.03DH
compared with 1106.70DH for urban households
(Table 4).
In Egypt, however, the social protection system
and the social transfer programmes are more
developed and the country is heavily dependent
on the transfers of private funds from abroad.
It is for that reason that the income from transfers represents the second source of household
income (19% of the average annual per capita
income). However, these transfers profit essentially the wealthiest households (21.3%), and it is
therefore no surprise that these transfers explain
nearly 22% of the total inequality (Table A).

measurement method for these rents consist
in asking the property owners to estimate the
amount of the rent which they might hope to
receive if they were to rent out their accommodation. Hence, in Morocco, 17.7% of private income comes from rental income and dividends
received against 82.2% from fictitious rents
(Niquin, 2009).

Even if the wealthier quintiles receive a larger
share of the private transfers, it is nevertheless
necessary to improve on targeting the populations who take advantage of public transfers. In
fact, the inequality in incomes resulting from
public transfers is not solely due to the effec-

In absolute terms, private income is larger for
the households from the upper quintile. However, the share concerning the fictitious rents allocated to households which own their accommodation has greater weight in the income of
the households from the lower quintile than in
that of the upper quintile (Table 5). Yet, that fact
that these rents which are not effectively recei-

tiveness of social protection programmes, for
their evaluation often shows that in Egypt the
non-poor population profits just as much from
the social transfers as the most deprived households. Targeting populations who benefit from
the different transfer programmes is nevertheless relatively more effective in rural areas. The
difficulties in targeting populations in urban
areas are more particularly the results of a greater proximity between the different categories
of population (poor and non-poor).

ved puts a strain on the real income of the poorest households. A poor estimation of this item
therefore leads to an over-estimation of the living standards of the poorest households which
is a curb on inequality. Yet, since the main part of
income inequality comes from private income is
the result of these fictitious rents: while private
income accounts for 12.4% of inequality in Egypt
and 13.4% in Morocco, this is essentially linked
to that of the fictitious rents (8.8% in Egypt, and
9.9% in Morocco) (Table A).
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III.2 Impact of trade liberalisa�on on inequality in MPs
The gains from liberalisa�on are in fact distributed
to those who possess the factors of produc�on
which have contributed to growth. Therefore, the
primary distribu�on of the product of growth may
prove to be extremely unequal.
The impact of trade liberalisa�on diﬀers, however,
depending on the region:
- in La�n America, it accentuated both income inequality (Milanovic, 2005; Sanchez-Paramo eandt
Schady, 2003) and salary inequality (Daymon,
2009);
- the case of the countries of the Mediterranean Region is atypical when compared with the La�n-American case, simply because while the development
of trade ﬂows (Graphic 5) accentuates the inequality
aspect of the spread of salary costs, it also reduces
income inequality (see Daymon, 2010).
In explaining this phenomenon, it has to be remembered that the total labour supply is not ﬁxed.
Indeed, the elas�city of labour supply of the poor
in the informal sector is high in emerging countries.
In a majority of Mediterranean countries, the informal sector represents a mine of workers which
enable the labour supply to adjust in rela�on to the
evolu�on of the market situa�on for formal work.
From that moment on, any gains linked to trade
liberalisa�on lead to an increase in employment
and hence the remunera�on of the households rather than by an increase in salaries. The increase
in salary inequality corroborates this hypothesis
and can be explained by the fact that a large part
of non-qualiﬁed employment is to be found in sectors compe�ng with Asian economies, whereas
demand for qualiﬁed labour has increased as a result of the increase in both capital and technology
intensive imports (see Goldberg and Pavcnik, 2004;
Milanovic, 2005).
Similarly, this phenomenon explains that liberalisa�on has such a great impact on the income of

the poor that it has produced an increase in the
level of employment in the formal sector. Indeed,
while trade liberalisa�on is unequal from the point
of view of resul�ng growth, the fact remains that
in Mediterranean countries labour represents the
main source of income of the poor. In the end,
the low level of their income is more than compensated by the fact that liberalisa�on generates
a real «reservoir» of jobs in these countries which
have been seriously aﬀected by unemployment
and this quan�ta�ve phenomenon enables poor
households to improve their income. Finally, while the liberalisa�on phenomenon generates an
increase in salary inequality, it nevertheless helps
to reduce inequality in the distribu�on of income
at the na�onal level by providing means of subsistence to the poorest.
It is interes�ng to note that in the MPs the tariﬀ
restric�ons and other barriers to imports systema�cally have an unequal impact (Gourdon et al.,
2008; Daymon, 2010). Trade restric�ons contribute to the monopolisa�on of the economic rent
(rent) from interna�onal trade by a «nomenklatura». The beneﬁciaries of these rents are generally the largest producers of the na�onal market,
who proﬁt from the advantages of the protec�on
and the failings of the small producers who are
threatened by imports. These rents may also derive from an increase in the diﬀeren�als of produc�vity in the context of an enlargement of the
markets. This phenomenon thus contributes to
the inequality of commercial trade.
The quantitative restrictions on imports also
lead to the appearance of rents for importers
and local producers as a result of the increase
of selling prices. Indeed, only those who possess
an import licence are in a position to corner a
share of this rent and the system for the allocation of these licences is problematic and may be
unequal, even illegal, if it involves the corruption
of government agents, especially in those countries made fragile by the lack of institutional governance.
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Contrary to what could be expected, while the rent
phenomenon explains the unequal impact of trade
barriers, on the other hand, the growth of trade ﬂows
would seem to contribute to a more egalitarian distribu�on of incomes. The direct eﬀect of liberalisa�on
on the income of the poor nevertheless needs qualiﬁca�on for when the speciﬁc eﬀect of liberalisa�on
is examined, it appears that in the MPs, the improvement in the income of the poor is mainly a�ributed to
ac�ve social policies (Nathanson et al.).
IV. Conclusion
The test of the Kuznets hypothesis provided insight
into the fact that MPs are too far from the point of
return to be able to hope that the trickle-over process
will rapidly reduce inequality. These results are much
more decisive than the fact that growth dynamism
provides no way of forecas�ng a signiﬁcant improvement in average income. Furthermore, experience
has shown that the change of direc�on of Kuznets’
curve can only be caused by an external factor, such
as educa�on policy, which has an impact as much on
inequali�es as on growth.
When placed in the perspec�ve of growth which concerns the poor, there is no incompa�bility between
pro-poor and pro-growth policies. By placing the poor
at the heart of the growth process, a more equitable
distribu�on of income would guarantee a be�er alloca�on of resources, which would facilitate the deployment of entrepreneurial energies. The reduc�on
of poverty is therefore con�ngent on the process of
growth, which provides much easier access to an improvement of the living condi�ons of the poorest.
The policies of growth in favour of the poor aim at
reinforcing the ap�tude of the poor to contribute
to economic ac�vity and take advantage of it. To do
that, it is a ques�on of ins�lling conﬁdence which is
likely to enable two things:
- to directly increase the income of the poor, by favouring the sectors and regions where the poor are
to be found;

- to u�lise the factors of produc�on they possess
(poorly qualiﬁed work) or can acquire (the land).
The crea�on of jobs that the poor are likely to occupy and the improvement in their access to produc�ve resources will have an even larger impact
on the reduc�on of poverty given that growth depends on two sectors which employ poor and li�le
qualiﬁed labour.
In the context of the implementa�on of policies
tackling poverty, the development of the par�cipa�on of the beneﬁciaries of programmes to the
surveillance of public services (parents of children
in school involved in the surveillance of the quality of the educa�on system, ...) is a token of the
improvement in their eﬀec�veness, but the lack of
informa�on limits the coverage of this type of programme. Yet, the introduc�on of informa�on programmes cannot but have an incidence, as was the
case of the par�cipa�on of the community in state
schools, and no impact of the eﬀort of the teachers
or on the results of learning in these schools (Banerjee et al., 2010). In the same way, a reduc�on
in the ra�o of pupils per teacher, in the absence
of any other reform, leads to a reduc�on in the efforts of the teachers, which in the end limits the
improvement of the results of the tests (Duﬂo et
al., 2007).
The constraints do not, however, encroach on the
determina�on of the ci�zens to par�cipate in the
improvement in public services. From this moment
on, it would appear that the measures aimed at
improving the quality of educa�on, as well health
(Banerjee et al., 2007), and agricultural produc�vity (Duﬂo et al., 2008), cannot be eﬀec�ve without
an analysis adapted to the na�onal context where
they are applied. These diﬀerent remarks plead for
a direct and well organised strategy of transparent
social ac�on aimed at the sectors under the greatest threat from foreign compe��on. They also
plead for Europe to be opened up to the agricultural produc�on of the MPs for it is in this sector
that poverty is most present. Finally, the improve-82-

ment in the eﬀec�veness of training and educa�on
is without doubt the most obvious solu�on to the
constraints of compe��veness, and a reduc�on in
inequali�es and poverty.
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Algeria : Crisis mi�ga�on and reinforcement of
structural policies

A major issue that will be key to the Algerian
growth sustainability will be the one of its economic relations with developed partners, mostly
the European Union (EU), that have been severely impacted by the falldown. Thus, the domestic economy must bring an efficient response
to combat the international crisis effects while
simultaneously honoring its economic agreements, sustaining growth and ensuring social

The Algerian economy was hit by the international crisis but the effects of the latter on growth
seem to have been mitigated. The country recorded a slight decline in its growth rate (2,2% in
2009 versus 2,8% in 2008), despite initial assesments pointing towards a larger decline, partly
Real GDP growth (annual varia�on in %)
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due to fluctuations in oil prices and the international crisis. Nonetheless, Algerian growth remains well below the 2000-2007 annual average
of 5,5% as well as under the regional growth
average.
It seems Algeria undergoes the effects of the
lack of diversification in its productive structure which could have ensured a higher productivity and would thus have attenuated the
repercussions of the international crisis on the
real economy. The marked reduction in oil prices contributed to a 44.4% exports decrease in
2009. Moreover, the crisis has had limited direct
effects, nonetheless, the country could be affected by a delayed impact originating from oil-revenues in 2010. Moreover, oil-led growth contributes to maintaining frail structural foundations.
Algeria is a remarkably import oriented economy, knowledge development is hampered, and
thus both agriculture and industrial production
remain below potential. It appears that Algeria is
becoming aware that the wealth of its hydrocarbon economy will not be able to support growth
eternally.

equilibrium by fighting unemployment (which
reached 10,2% of the active population in the
year 2009). The adopted solution can potetially
rely on foreign exchange obtained by marketing
activities of the hydrocarbons sector which also
allow the financing of great projects, a major
agricultural reform, public consumption as well
as regular imports.
Currently, Algeria has chosen to pursue economic
recovery by maintaining several large projects registered in the government’s ﬁve-year program
and by considering an investment spending increase of 7%. However, certain projects which
were to be launched in 2009-early 2010 were
cancelled or postponed. Such fact was foreseeable since foreign debts have been piling up following the crisis.
As FEMISE has already pointed-out, the focal point
should reside on structural policies to support
employment, infrastructures and perhaps most
importantly ensure the link between employment
forma�on and the job market. Currently, growth
forecasts for 2010 point towards the 4.5% mark.
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As for the country’s macroeconomic posi�on the
following elements should be noted :
√
Trade perspec�ves for 2009 were all but
op�mal, a�er a record surplus of 40,6 billion US$ in
2008, the trade balance fell by 88.7% due to marked
reduc�on in oil prices and a high imports invoice. The
over-dependency on oil is, once more, apparent.
√
In a similar fashion, the service balance
kept declining (deﬁcit increase of 12.4% in 2009)
with an important contribu�on of imported nonfactor services (transport, construc�on and technical services to ﬁrms). This highlights more than ever
the need to progressively lessen imports of service
products and gradually focus on upscale produc�on
intensive in domes�c service factors.

be�er embody « growth poten�al » and deﬁne a coherent industrial strategy.
√
Algeria intensively pursues its strategy of
structural voluntarist policies. Sectors that were exclusively dependent on public ini�a�ve are given a
make-over, spa�al restructuring appears to evolve,
and pilot urban development projects have the poten�al to make use of local materials and alterna�ve energy sources. But, perhaps for the ﬁrst �me
in decades, Algeria will have to closely monitor the
proﬁtability of its structural policies, focus on sectors that have the biggest poten�al to carry growth,
since the budget does not allow for any irra�onal
spending as it might used to. Again, Algeria should
not be afraid to “drop” sectors and adopt a ﬂexible
stance towards resource realloca�on towards indus-

√
The tourism volume increased by 9,5% in
2009 while receipts remained stable. This is impressive since Algeria is lacking compe��veness in the
sector compared to its neighbours. Tourists were
mostly Algerians, thus, a�rac�ng more non-Algerians through reform could contribute to diversiﬁca�on of sources of growth.
√
Algeria is among the least vulnerable with
regards to workers’ remi�ances, remi�ances from
Algerian migrants were only mildly aﬀected and
provisional ﬁgures for 2009 point towards a -0,4%
decrease.
√
In order to sustain an almost full-poten�al
GDP growth level public consump�on s�ll has an
important role to play, it marked a real increase of
expenditure on GDP by 10.4% in 2009, well above
prior growth rates and expected to grow even fur-

tries with greater produc�vity poten�al.
√
Whether or not 2010 translates into a year
of economic recovery for Algerian trading partners
could contribute to Algerian welfare. The purchasing
power of the EU could stagnate, while European investors could prove reluctant. Poten�al trading and
investment partnerships with Asian economies that
bode well in the current context ought to be considered. Also, poten�al exists for Algeria to deepen
economic �es with neighbouring African countries
where logis�cs are simpler and trade agreements
can be implemented.
√
Algeria needs to take advantage of foreign
know-how and FDI if it wishes to develop high-value
added products. But to do so it should perhaps be
less restric�ve regarding foreign investors. Possibili�es for ﬁnancing by local banks and ﬁscal incen�ves

ther in 2010.
√
Budget policy needs reorien�ng to protect
internal demand from the fall in oil prices. If the latter are lower than the 40$ mark then the budget
deﬁcit will increase and the government will be obliged to use its Regula�on fund, thus, limi�ng possibili�es for recovery strategies.
√
Algeria has recorded nega�ve produc�vity
rates throughout the 70s and 80s, nonetheless, total
factor produc�vity could be on the verge of becoming a s�mulus to growth. In that case, authori�es
would need to target speciﬁc sectors that appear to

are welcome measures.
√
Algerian banks shall review current credit
processes, expand their func�ons but also bring
their Informa�on Technology systems up-to-date.
As for the proper func�oning of the ﬁnancial system, domes�c authori�es could solicit exper�se,
for instance from the EU, to further develop their ﬁnancial system. Since Algeria has a protected capital
account, and a non-rigid exchange rate, authori�es
can proceed to ﬁnancial reform without the risk of
the ﬁnancial crisis looming. Financial reforms could
in the medium-run allow, among others, for be�er
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alloca�on of funds to produc�ve projects that would
foster the new growth model and more access to ﬁnance which is essen�al for SMEs development.
I. A shock on the real economy with li�le repercussions on the ﬁnancial sector
I.1. The context
1.1
Increased openess for trade in goods,
lack of dynamism in trade in services
Economic reform ini�ated in the mid 1980s was
successful in sustaining economic growth. However, it did not solve all structural problems of the
economy namely agricultural dependence from
foreign sources and a lack of diversiﬁca�on in the
produc�on structure.

In recent years, privatization and investment
have led to the opening of certain sectors and
gradual tariff reform. The average MFN tariff
equivalent has dropped below the 20% mark,
though it remains higher than the regional average. Algeria mainly imports consumer goods,
agricultural and industrial equipments and semi
finished goods. Overall, it still is relatively closed
on the import side for certain products and it
remains to be seen if recent efforts to simplify
trade procedures will be materialized.
Integration efforts through enhanced trade
agreements have paid off on the export side;
EU tariffs on Algerian exports have dropped and
remain well below the average world tariff on
Algerian trade, most specifically on non-agricultural produce. In that respect, Algerian endeavors towards more bilateral trade are reflected
in an increasing openness-trend of goods trade
to GDP as shown in the following graph. Goods
trade, primarily through petroleum exports, has
steadily increased since the Barcelona process
and still outshines the regional trend.
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On the flipside, the lack of diversification in the
production structure and limited openness in
services has clearly impacted the evolution of
services trade that remains well below the regional average. Moreover, service openness
has almost scaled back to the levels recorded in
1995. As noticed in the report, Mediterranean
countries that have pursued trade liberalization
in services have generally been among the most
resilient in times of crisis; a luxury that Algeria
has unfortunately partly disregarded.
Despite relative shortcomings, Algeria’s reliance
to oil-revenues makes it the sole country in the
Mediterranean region with an export surplus towards all major trading partners (with the exception of China). In terms of value, major export
destinations are the EU and the US while regional trade is of marginal importance. In the current conjuncture, Algeria should perhaps consider a strategy for a more diversified and open
economy, especially since high oil prices might
not last while a share of international reserves
could be deviated to cover the budget deficit instead of softening the cost of restructuring.
1.2 A closed capital account and a relatively
flexible exchange rate regime
Capital ﬂows to the Mediterranean countries have
been low rela�ve to other developing countries
and Algeria is no excep�on. Limi�ng capital ﬂows,
makes it more diﬃcult to correct for accumulated

and thus be less dependent on external funding
from international markets. Its current exchange
rate regime, with a domestic floating currency
peg allows Algeria to be even less exposed than
neighbouring MP’s.
I.2. Crisis transmission channels
In Algeria, as in the majority of MP’s, the crisis
transmission channels are mostly to be found in
the real-sector. Exports are the main source of
loss, while the tourism sector and remittances
have been hit less harshly compared to the region as a whole.
2.1 A real shock that originates from a fall in exports
The crisis impact on Algeria in 2009 can be felt at
varying degrees through main aggregates summarized below:
√
A massive reduc�on in goods exports by
44.4% (43,69 bn US$ in 2009 VS 78,6bn US$ in
2008),
√
A 2.9% increase in the value of imports
(39,1 bn US$ in 2009 VS 38 bn US$ in 2008),
√
A trade balance in surplus for 2009 that
dropped annually by 35 billion US$ (88.7%),
√
A further deteriora�on in the service balance (deﬁcit increase of 12.4% in 2009) with a deﬁcit of 5.3% of GDP (from 4.4% in 2008),
√
Resilient tourism receipts that remain at
2008 levels but despite a rise in tourism volume
by 9,5%,

imbalances accumulated and cons- Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect
20%
�tute a barrier in the much needed
10%
eﬀort to s�mulate diversiﬁca�on to0%
wards non-oil sectors. Nonetheless,
-10%
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ted from its limited ﬁnancial integra-30%
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Trade balance, ﬁrst 11 months, provisional data (million US$)
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√
A slight decrease in workers remi�ances
by 0,4%,
√
A deﬁcitary current account, for the ﬁrst
�me in decades, at -4.26 billion US$,
√
An increase in FDI from 2,6 bn US$ in 2008
to 2,8 bn US$ in 2009.
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in 2009.
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At the same time, the value of imports registered a 2.9% increase, which did not help attenuate the deficit. A more vigorous domestic demand and higher food prices in the year to come
are expected to put additional pressures on the
import side. The trade balance remained in surplus through 2009 at 4,59 billion dollars. However, this represents an 88.7% decrease compared
to the 40,6 billion surplus of 2008. The marked
reduction in oil prices contributed to that trend
and Algeria is starting to realize that the wealth
of its hydrocarbon economy is not a panacea.
Moreover, Algeria is a net importer of industrial
equipments which in the first 11 months of 2009
represent a trade deficit equivalent to 1/3 of the
energy sector revenues. Semi-products, food
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products and the non-food consumer goods sector constitute a source of considerable import
demand, hence, additional pressure on the trade balance.
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2009

2010

The service balance also pursued a downward
trend through 2009 (deficit increase of 12.4%)
with a deficit of 5.3% of GDP, though this phenomenon has been existant prior to the crisis
as well. Imported services went from 4.78 bn $
in 2006 to 6.93 bn $ in 2007 and 10.97 bn $ in
2008. The majority of imported non-factor services is composed of transport services (3.126 bn
$ in 2008 versus 2.15 bn in 2007), construction
services (2.656 bn $ for 2008 versus 1.54 bn $ in
2007) and technical services to firms (3.387 bn
$ in 2008 versus 1.69 bn $ in 2007. The Algerian
economy has uptil now missed the opportunity
of becoming increasingly specialized in activities other than energy exports and low skilled
production. This is in great part due to issues

rism space could provide a useful response tool
to the crisis through diversification of sources of
growth.

of market regulation and structure, the country
tends to directly import service products instead
of focusing on upscale production through the
creation and use of an efficient network of domestic service factors.

surpluses achieved yearly by Algeria’s current
account balance have given place to a dramatic
fall and -4.26 billion US$ deficit in 2009.

In 2008, tourism receipts increased despite the
crisis context by 37% compared to the prior year
at 300m$. Furthermore, the tourism volume
increased by 1,6% in 2008 while in 2009 it reached a remarkable 9,5% increase. Such figures
seem encouraging since Algeria did not always
have the tourism competitiveness levels of its
neighbours. Nonetheless, we should note that
two-thirds of incoming tourists are Algerians
living abroad (65,9% of total tourists in 2009).
From January to November 2009 the number of
foreign tourists increased by almost 20% compared to 2008 (618,215 in 2009 versus 516,621 in
2008) with the largest share coming from France
(170,583 in 2008), distantly followed by China
(20,488) and Spain (20,000). Meanwhile, flows
of tourists from major developed countries such
as Germany, Italy and Belgium showed a marked
decline (respectively by 7.7%, 6.5% and 20,9%).
Additionally, neighbouring countries such as
Tunisia and Morocco only represented marginal contribution to Algerian tourism. Attracting
more non-Algerians through reform of the tou-

Workers’ Remittances represent a feeble share
of GDP compared to neighbouring economies
(2,2% of GDP in 2007 and 1,3% in 2008). Algeria
is thus one of the least vulnerable with regards
to this transmission channel. Despite a rise in
unemployment in the EU, remittances from Algerian migrants were mildly affected and provisional figures for 2009 point towards a -0,4%
decrease of remittances towards Algeria.
As a result of the globally negative performance
of the country’s external sector, the prior record

Finally, the economy mitigated the crisis consequences on FDI which surprisingly increased in
2009. Algeria received 2,8bn US$ worth of FDI
which marks a 7.6% increase compared to the
prior year. This occured despite the adoption of
restricive measures relative to FDI in 2008, more
precisely the obligation for foreigners to associate with domestic residents that keep 51% of
capital and new bureaucratic constraints.
The energy sector remained one of the less aﬀected sectors primarily due to the GDF Suez oil-ﬁeld
project in Touat; the sector represents by itself 9
of the 10 largest projects of the en�re year. On the
opposite side, the real estate and infrastructure
sectors endured a massive investment contrac�on.
Several projects have been either postponed or
canceled, examples include the investment halt of
the Emaar group in Algeria, which postpones the
crea�on of a tourist complex at Colonel Abbès in
the west of Algiers, as well as project associa�ons
by Mubadala and Dubal which were expected to
associate with Sonatrach and Sonelgaz in the Aïn
Témouchent aluminium project. Let it also be noted that foreign investors es�mate the country
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s�ll imposes considerable taxa�on on excep�onal
proﬁts of private hydrocarbon companies, in both
current and future agreements, which cons�tutes
an implicit barrier to overseas foreign investment.
Other sectors a�racted FDI, except perhaps banking due to the new 2008 ruling through which the
minimum capital of banks would be mul�plied by
quadrupled.

1) Small outfall on an undersized Algerian Stockexchange
The degree of the crisis fallout on Algeria’s ﬁnancial
system has been very limited. Public banks hold
more than 85% of assets and receipts from the
petroleum industry which translates into valuable
protec�on. The feeble degree of ﬁnancial integra�on has been o�en a source of cri�cism for Algeria, however it should be noted that this re�cence
has allowed to cushion the eﬀects of the crisis and
further transmission to the real economy.

2.2 A ﬁnancial shock that remains very limited
The interna�onal crisis had a limited impact on the
ﬁnancial sector of Algeria. This comes as no surprise
since Algeria remains a rather closed market, with
low capital account liberaliza�on and a medium ﬁnancial liberaliza�on. The domes�c authori�es avoi-

The Algiers Stock Exchange market remains small
in size and seven companies are currently listed.
Trading volume reached 223,000 euros in 2008 and

ded external borrowing, limi�ng contagion, focusing
on domes�c liquidity to ﬁnance investment.

will only increase if an eﬃcient system is put in place. The volume traded in millions of shares was of
0.04 in 1999, and was of 0.18 million in 2008 which
is very small compared to the regional average.
Market capitalisa�on has been steadily decreasing
from $ 0.26 billion in 1999 to $ 0.09 billion in 2008,
even if it grew by 0.62% to 68million euros over
2008. Therefore, Algiers is the least performant
stock-exchange in the Maghreb world.

Due to Algeria’s limited ﬁnancial integra�on we
shall only consider :
√
√
√

The evolu�on of the stock-exchange,
Foreign reserves,
External public debt.

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

3

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export
Oriented
Table 1. Indicators of Stock-Market Development
1999

2008

MP 6* (2008)

Capitaliza�on (bn US$)

0,26

0,09

34,34

Traded volume (million shares)

0,04

0,18

5415,64

Turn-over ra�o (%)

12

10

n.d

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons, FEM33-20 research report, * MP6 (Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia)
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Furthermore, equity trading remains minimal. State-owned corpora�ons and private
companies have raised funds by issuing
bonds, however, such instruments have
been globally underused. A possible reverse in trend could occur since three new
corporate bond issues were held in 2008 for
a total of 375million euros. Furthermore, an
ac�on plan to upgrade the stockmarket has
been ongoing, focusing on priva�sa�ons
and the ﬁnancing of SMEs in a 2011 horizon. Algeria will have to provide great eﬀorts in accountability, transparency and gain investors’ conﬁdence if
it wishes for its ac�on plan to succeed.
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2) Foreign currency reserves maintained at
prosperous levels
On the a�ermath of the crisis Algeria s�ll exhibits
considerable foreign exchange reserves due to oil;
they reached 149.3 billion US$ in 2009 and should
provide for approximately 3 years of imports (IFS,
EIU). Thus, Algeria is certain to avoid borrowing on
interna�onal markets and can con�nue using its oilstabiliza�on fund reserves to cover public deﬁcits.
The possibility for a lack of liquidi�es appears improbable, in the medium term at least, even if Algeria’s over-dependency to oil could bring a decline in
reserves in the case of a fall in oil-prices.
Nonetheless, we shall note that Algeria lost
between 15% and 20% of its purchasing power
in international markets between 2007 and 2009
due to foreign reserves mismanagement and a
weeakening US dollar. The majority of Alge-
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2007

Algeria

2008

2009

2010

Rest of MPs (av.)

rian reserves were invested on US bonds, more
specifically on financial products with a 2-year
maturity span. The decline in the US treasury
bond yields (from 5% in 2007 to less than 0,88
in January 2010) means the 146 billion US$ of
Algerian reserves would bring 1.2 bn US$ per
year. However, inflation and the relative low of
the US dollar make this a no-profit investment.
Such loss of purchasing power can have dramatic
effects since the domestic currency has already
lost about 30% of its value relative to the euro,
which presently is the main source of currency
for Algerian imports. Such facts translate into
soaring prices for imported foodstuffs and materialize into an untenable situation for a large
share of Algerian residents.
Unfortunately, in the current international context Algeria cannot redistribute its reserves with
the same ease to lessen the cost of restructuring.
Nonetheless, the current level of reserves allows
for investment efforts in activities where Algeria
could thrive competitively. Moreover, the fall in
exports is a reminder that high-oil prices, hence
reserves, could gradually dissapear, making it
even more difficult to finance the import bill.
3) External public debt

Debt (% of GDP)
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As for Algeria’s external debt, it remained
close to pre-crisis levels and below its peaks
in the early 2000s. Thus, government bonds
have not been solicited, as in the case of most
Mediterranean economies and the trend
should con�nue through 2010 as well. As
with recent years, the value of foreign debt is

covered by the amount of interna�onal reserves making the cost of servicing more sustainable.

GDP growth decomposed
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates
1.GDP growth and decomposi�on

2005

Growth in Algeria is greatly interrelated with the development of the industry and service sectors. The
industrial sector alone accounts for approximately
61.2% of value added in 2009 followed by 30.4% for
services and 8.4% for agriculture. Stale gas developments and produc�on cuts in oil produc�on in 2009
translated into real GDP growth standing at 2,1%
marking a slow down from previous year’s 2,8%. It is
expected that this slow down will give place to more

2006

Agriculture

2007
Industry

2008
Services

2009
Real GDP

2010
Per capita GDP

Source: EIU
Evolu�on in agricultural produc�on composi�on (% of GDP)
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%

dynamic growth in 2010 es�mated at 4.5%.

2%
0%

The past year has provided an excellent harvest and
thus unparalleled growth in agriculture in recent
years. Given the fact that the country has been following a par�cular model of growth which makes it
strongly vulnerable to oil-prices vola�lity, the agricultural sector was the one represen�ng the highest
rate of growth in 2009 at 4.8% followed by services at
3.9% and the industry sector at 1.1%.
Let it be noted that agricultural produc�on has come
a long way since the Barcelona process. In 1995 about
2/3 of the agricultural product was the result of 20
commodi�es, 12 years later Algeria has diversiﬁed its
agricultural produc�on and the 20 most important
commodi�es only represent 2% of GDP, that is about
1⁄4 of the total agricultural share in GDP. A similar approach within the industry and service sectors could
perhaps yield the much needed produc�on diversiﬁca�on and prepare the country for the post-oil era.
In the medium-run, if Algeria seeks to maintain its oilproducing status and use it as a mechanism of economic s�mulus it should be accumula�ng a larger share
of oil-revenues in order to increase investment in
non-oil sectors that have a high poten�al of growth.
Moreover, expansion in construc�on and u�li�es within the public programme to upgrade infrastructure

20 most important products

rest of products

Source: Agrostat

and housing is seen as an example of non-hydrocarbon growth which could eﬃciently allow for diversifying Algeria sources of GDP.
The public plan for expenditure announced in 2008,
while welcome, is mainly des�ned for infrastructure
projects, which might not be always well managed.
Furthermore, economists s�ll point to the shortcomings of the country in terms of support for business
crea�on, monitoring SMEs and the establishment of
a real industrial base. Despite credit constraints, there
are several infrastructural investment programmes in
various sectors that have been maintained, a fact for
which Algerian authori�es should take credit.
2. Employment
The unemployment rate in Algeria appears to have
con�nued its downward trend falling from 11.3 in
2008 to 10.2% in 2009. Nonetheless, the labour force
is expected to grow at a faster pace in the coming
years and the current rate of employment crea�on
could turn to be both insuﬃcient and diﬃcult to sustain following the crisis. Let it be noted that 73.4% of
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Growth in employment crea�on (annual varia�on in %)

the unemployed are 30 years old or younger, while
86.7% are 35 years old or younger. The country remains plagued by youth unemployment over the 25%
mark while female unemployment has surpassed its
2005 level of 17.5% to reach 18.1% in 2009, despite
ini�al decline in mid-period. As for male unemployment, it reached 8.6% in 2009, a ﬁgure in marked decline compared to its level of 14.9% in 2005. Knowing
that on average women represent the largest share
of students in universi�es, and keeping in mind that
educa�on and the job market are not well interwined
domes�cally, the corresponding unemployment ﬁgures could mark further gaps in the coming years.

3
2
1
0
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2008
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Employment creation

2010

2011

Unemployment

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons, various sources

(DAIP) which inserted 280 000 young individuals in
the job market in 2009. The « Chambre de l’ar�sanat et des mé�ers » of Tipaza (CAM) also promoted
employment crea�on through the emergence of 980
new posi�ons in 2009, most notably in services which
represent 60.61 %. Women, more speciﬁcally hou-

The issue is even more serious than it ﬁrst seems
from a societal point of view if we consider that
40% of Algerians are under 15 while 70% are under 30. The government has tried crea�ng jobs
for young Algerians, for instance through the EastWest Highway contracts. However, several foreign
aﬃliates tend to bring their own qualiﬁed staﬀ.
Moreover, public employment programs o�en
create temporary jobs and the reten�on rate at the
end of the qualiﬁca�on-period is weak. Currently,
33.1% of workers are permanent ones, while the
non-permanent share represents 32.5% followed
by independent workers and employers at 29.2%.

sewives and from rural regions, have gone from the
8-10% mark to 27%. Meanwhile, the « Direc�on de
l’ac�on sociale » (DAS) in Tipaza created 9 000 posi�ons in 2009. We should note however that employment ini�a�ves cost more than originally planned (25
% to over 100% more according to the IMF).
3. Inﬂa�on

The government has undertaken the challenge of
crea�ng 3 million jobs in the 2010-2014 span. The
ANSEJ and CNAC ini�a�ves allowed crea�ng approximately 76 000 employment posi�ons in 2009. At the
ﬁrm level, the ANEM plan contributed to 170000
young people ﬁnding a posi�on as was the case with
the « Disposi�f d’aide à l’inser�on professionnelle »
35

2007

Labour force

Unemployment
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In spite of the objec�ve of ﬁgh�ng against inﬂa�on
by limi�ng monetary crea�on, the rise in domes�c
prices persisted in 2008 through the joint eﬀect of
increasing wages, higher raw materials and cereals
prices and an inﬂow of liquidi�es in the ﬁnancial
system. In 2009, inﬂa�on averaged 5.7% up from
4.4% the prior year and due primarily to rising food
prices up by 8.23% (more importantly a 20.54 %
rise in prices of agricultural goods). Prices of manufactured goods increased by 3.54%, and services
met a price increase of 4.14%. As in prior years,
the government will be forced to subsidise many
food products and even introduce price controls
on certain products, thus maintaining ar�ﬁcially
low inﬂa�on. It is worth no�ng that the vast majority of foodstuﬀs recorded major price increases,
as in the case of mu�on (26.96%), fresh vegetables
(20.14%), fresh ﬁsh (19.81%), beef (19 %), eggs (
18.36 %), potatoes ( 16.61 %), chicken ( 15.99 %)
and fruits ( 12.13 %).
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Thus, inﬂa�onnary pressures will most probably remain high throughout 2010 due to :
√
strong domes�c demand and high prices,
√
high public spending,
√
possible increases in energy prices,
√
government restric�ons on imports.

Decomposing demand, billion US$
Algeria

Net exports

200
180

Stocks

160
140
120

Private
consumption

100
80

GFCF

60
40

Source: IMF, EIU, Note: es�mates for 2010

1) Slower economic ac�vity that remains solid
due to private consump�on and the GFCF

ther in 2010. As for investment, it kept growing,
though slower, as the GFCF 5% real increase on
GDP for 2009 suggests.

While solid, private consump�on through 2009 grew
at a slower pace (real increase of expenditure on GDP

Moreover, es�mates for 2010 indicate investment
growth resilience which would be remarkable and

by 3,6% in 2009 versus 7,3% in 2008). Meanwhile, es�mates for 2010 point towards a recovery to its precrisis levels of growth.

cons�tute an excep�on within the South Mediterranean.

Government spending has supported the economy
while increases in public-sector wages are expected
to con�nue. Strengthening oil prices could support
further large-scale investment projects, demand and
government consump�on, and will help to counteract slower expansion in exports—mainly hydrocarbons—resul�ng from sluggish European growth.
Thus, GDP growth could reach 4.5% in 2010.
In order to sustain an almost full-poten�al GDP
growth level public consump�on also has an important role to play. Algeria marks no-excep�on,
public consump�on marked a real increase of expenditure on GDP by 10.4% in 2009, well above
prior growth rates and expected to grow even furDecomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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II.1 A necessary macroeconomic reac�on that has
nonetheless brought the public budget in deﬁcit
for the ﬁrst �me in years
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2) Massive deteriora�on of the public deﬁcit in
the short-run
Algeria managed to keep a remarkable surplus of its
ﬁscal balance in 2008 despite the crisis (+3.4 % of
GDP) by beneﬁ�ng from a high oil-price. As expected,
the trend did not repeat itself in 2009 and oil-price assump�ons when dra�ing the budget did not suﬃce,
ﬁgures for 2009 show a massive deﬁcit of about 7.9%
of GDP. This evolu�on comes in stark contract with
the annual average surplus of 7.4% registered in the
2000-2007 pre-crisis period.
Nonetheless, government revenue is expected to
enter a recovery track in 2010, though the balance
could s�ll remain deﬁcitary (es�mated at -4.8% in
2010). The dra� budget considers a 13% increase in
spending in 2010 while es�mated revenue is based
on a very conserva�ve oil price of 37 US$ per barrel.
A reason for which the balance could remain in deﬁcit
is found in the government’s tendency of pursuing a
rather expansionary ﬁscal policy, most notably driven
by the 150bn ﬁve-year infrastructure programme for
economic ac�vity, as well as due to the need for considerable social assistance to combat prevailing unemployment. Drawing on the reserves of the “Fonds de
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fore, the CBA has the delicate task of ﬁnding an equilibrated exchange rate, while also taking into account
evolu�on in valua�ons between its trading partners
currencies.

Budget Balance (% of GDP)
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régula�on des rece�es” would s�ll allow for the expenditure programme to subsist in the current year.
3) A monetary/exchange-rate policy that has proven
adequate in �mes of crisis

Moreover, Algeria always faces the risk of exchange
rate apprecia�on which usually has nega�ve externali�es in the non-oil sector and has been ongoing for
several years. Between 2002 and 2006 the Algerian
dinar had appreciated by 7% in nominal terms against
the US $, a�er an important deprecia�on prior to
2002. Even so, in 2009 the currency was allowed to
depreciate as a means of reducing import demand
going from 65AD for 1US$ in 2008 to 72.6AD for 1US$
in 2009. In the last months of 2009 the Central Bank
of Algeria intervened in the money market through

As noted in the report, MPs diﬃcul�es following the
crisis will be threefold : i) slower growth that nega�vely aﬀects the ﬁscal balance and unemployment,
ii) less capital inﬂows and iii) exports deteriora�on
and rising complica�ons in debt-servicing. Algeria
appears less concerned from the triptyque above for
two reasons : ﬁrst, its budget is less threatened due
to future oil-revenues and second, its exchange rate
policy is ﬂexible enough.

a mul�lateral liquidity auc�on (reprise de liquidité),
liquidity absortp�on by the CBA (maturity of 7 days
and 3 months) mounted up to 1 100 bn dinars.

Simply put, Algeria’s s�ll ample foreign-exchange
reserves allow for the Central Bank to focus on the
management of the domes�c currency, with less
preoccupa�ons on eventual need for protec�on of
the dinar. The Algerian Central Bank follows a managed ﬂoat policy of the domes�c currency in order to
ensure exchange-rate stability with regards to the US

II.2 Banks remain solid but insuﬃciently integrated

$ and the euro. However, most imports are priced in
euros while Algerian exports are in US dollars, there-

√
Non-performing loans in Algeria are remarkably high, even if they have not increased further

Overall, contrary to other PMFs with a ﬁxed exchange
rate system Algeria will not sacriﬁce its reserves to
protect its exchange rate and counter-cyclical monetary policy could be used as a means of economic
s�mulus.

The banking sector in Algeria had li�le to worry about
in the short-term following the crisis. Banks remained
proﬁtable but limited credit to the private sector will
be source of concern in the coming years if it does not
increase. More speciﬁcally :

Real effective exchange rate (av.), PI-based

Exchange rate AD:US$ (av.)
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Indicators of Financial Soundness

Recepients of such funds are o�en found to be oﬀering li�le proﬁt or even record losses.
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since the crisis erupted. They represent 18% of total
credit, thus more than twice the average ra�o found
in Mediterranean economies.
√
Speciﬁc provisions to NPLs remain ample
and not far from the Mediterranean average.
√
The capital adequacy ra�o is at 17%, prac�cally equal to the regional average and is considered
to be suﬃcient.
√
Return on equity is at 25%, well above the
Mediterranean average which could indicate that,
contrary to the average of Medi�erannean banks,
Algerian banks have not had signiﬁcant losses in proﬁtability.
One of the major sources of concern is the lack of
credit to the private sector. Currently, private sector
loans repesent 15,6% of GDP which places Algeria
last among Mediterranean economies (IMF, IFS). This
could be interpreted as an aversion to risk from Algerian banks coupled with complex procedures that
obstruct access to capital and a lack of dynamism in
private sector projects.
At the end of December 2009, banks had deposited 1
022 bn dinars as a remunerated deposit. Meanwhile,
the supply in lendable funds on the interbank market marked a 5,398 billion DA decrease in December
2009, which corresponds to a dras�c 27.5% decrease.
Furthermore, the average weighted interest rate of
forward transac�ons in the interbank market declined
in December 2009. Along with reserves, lending by
Algerian banks remains the major source of ﬁnance
for investment projects. Six public banks account for
over 90% of total bank assets and frequently lend to
public companies with li�le credit-risk assessments.

A possible ﬁnancial sector reform could strengthen
and improve the eﬃciency of ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons,
more importantly by strengthening the role of public
banks. Priva�za�on of major public banks has been
suggested as a possibility by IMF oﬃcials, in order to
increase the eﬃciency of the banking sector. In that
respect a reduc�on in non-performing loans (NPLs)
should be of imminent necessity. `
Finally, it should be noted that the decision was made
by the Algerian government to eliminate credit for
consump�on (crédit à la consomma�on) as a means
to reduce import demand that weighs down on the
trade balance. Nonetheless, such move could aﬀect
sales, most notably in the auto sector where es�ma�ons point towards a 25%-35% decrease, and also
ini�ate further social unrest.
We shall note however, that credit to the private sector increased by almost 3% compared to 2008 while
it has decreased in most Mediterranean economies.
« Speciﬁc corridors » by public banks have been put
in place to facilitate credit access (Credoc) for SMEs.
The la�er should ﬁnd it easier to obtain the necessary
funds to pay for imports of raw materials and semiproducts that are essen�al inputs to the produc�on
process. Such measures are welcome and should be
accompanied by further facilita�on and allevia�on of
bureaucracy in all sectors of the economy.
III. Revisi�ng engines of growth : Implementa�on
of new structural policies
III.1 Firm productivity as an indicator of growthpotential
Perhaps for the ﬁrst �me in decades, Algeria will
have to build its growth strategy and focus solely on sectors that have the biggest poten�al to
carry growth, since the budget does not allow
for any irra�onal spending as it might used to in
prior years. Thus, there is a clear need to iden�fy
sectors that are possible « winners » and can be
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driving engines for the Algerian economy in the
coming decade.
The key to achieving a 4.1% rate of growth in the
2000-2007 period was based on the following :
Algeria benefited from the hydrocarbons sector

tributor whatever the assump�ons on the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on while
physical capital appears to have had a nega�ve
contribu�on. This can be explained by the fact
that Algeria is an oil-driven economy, the annual
average of gdp growth in Algeria was nega�ve in

Gross Value-Added (VA) by sector, in % of total VA
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which has provided sufficient growth momentum in the largest part of the decade. Contrary
to several MP’s, growth did not originate from
the innovative activity of new sectors nor from
increased specialization in new products.

the period in ques�on and closely related to evolu�ons in the oil market.

But there are elements that hint towards an evolu�on in the Algerian growth regime, one based
on produc�vity that could be�er serve the economy in the coming years.

As noted by Pipitone (2009) during the 70s Algeria had one of the highest average growth rates
of GDP giving place to a lenghty period of recession before falling back to posi�ve growth ﬁgures
in recent years, always in conjunc�on with the
evolu�on of interna�onal demand for oil and less
apparent in investment eﬀorts.

In the right-hand graph below Y/L shows the rate
of growth of GDP per worker throughout the
1970-2008 period. It also contains an es�mate
of the contribu�on of physical capital per worker

The le�-hand graph also suggests that Algeria has
recorded nega�ve produc�vity rates throughout
the 70s and 80s, nonetheless, depending on assump�ons on the rela�ve share of physical capi-

to produc�on, the contribu�on of human capital
per worker to produc�on and the average growth
rate of the total factor produc�vity TFP. Finally,
two scenarios are taken into account regarding
the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on (equal to 0.74 in the ﬁrst case and of 0.30 in
the second case).

tal to produc�on, TFP could have started, or be
close to, growing at a posi�ve rate in the 20002006 period.

One would expect physical capital to be the key
factor of economic growth in Algeria. But this
appears to not have been the case, instead human capital appears to have been the main con-

In the case where the relative share of physical
capital to production is equal to 0.74 the growth
rate of TFP appears to have been positive in the
recent years. In the case where the relative share of physical capital to production is assumed
equal to 0.30 the growth rate of TFP is still negative in recent years, though to a much lesser
extent than in prior decades.
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Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods

Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)
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Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)

K/L (0,74)

H/L (0,74)
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Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)

Table 2. Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP) and Capital Intensity, Median by Sector.
Sector/Country (2002)

TFP

TFP1 TFP2 TFP3 K/L

K/L1 K/L2 K/L3
7,95 3,94

Agro-industry

Algeria

2,46

2,49

2,52

2,46

5,05

Agro-industry

MENA

3,09

2,81

3,06

3,08

10,58 4,68 12,09 10,38

Chemicals, Pharmaceu�cals

Algeria

4,12

4,23

3,62

Chemicals, Pharmaceu�cals

MENA

3,66

3,55

4,04

Plas�c and non-metallic materials

Algeria

3,87

2,88

4,43

Plas�c and non-metallic materials

MENA

3,03

2,9

Metals & machinery

Algeria

3,81

Metals & machinery

MENA

3,56

Tex�les

Algeria

Tex�les

MENA

12,91

2,41

2,41 2,29

3,48

6,61

2,81 5,93

8,6

5,17

1,85

0,53 2,52

4,03

3,29

3,49

4,66

4,47 6,91

4,96

3,54

3,81

5,07

2,5

2,53 2,5

1,33

2,82

3,5

4,62

8,98

25,43 10,46 5,71

3,06

3,78

2,4

1,65

1,84

0,47 5,01

3,02

2,87

3,13

2,76

2,73

4,91

5,39 5,87

4,25

Source : FEMISE report FEM33-09.
Note : Firmes are classiﬁed by the number of workers they employ : less than 20, between 20 and 99, more than 100,
expressed by 1, 2, 3 respec�vely..

But even so, in the second case, human capital appears to contribute even more to Algerian growth. As
noted by Aiyar, S. and J. Feyrer (2002) human capital
plays a crucial role in determining the dynamic path
of TFP. Interna�onal technology spillovers from countries at the fron�er to Algeria could be facilitated by
human capital stocks while the composi�on of trade
partners and the level of technology-enhancing FDI
may also aﬀect the ability of a country to implement
new technologies. They conclude that, while produc�vity is tradi�onally the most important determinant
of per capita income, human capital accumula�on is
the key to changes in produc�vity, something that
could ini�ate thoughts among authori�es if they
were to embrace a TFP regime in the coming decade.
Inevitably, authori�es would need to target speciﬁc

A (0,30)

sectors that appear to be�er embody « growth poten�al » and deﬁne a coherent industrial strategy.
A recent FEMISE study oﬀers valuable insights into
the produc�ve performances of Mediterranean partners, among which Algeria. Firm produc�vity can be
used as an indicator of both, compe��veness, interna�onal inser�on and growth dynamic. The capacity
of producers to materialize resources in an output
can thus show which sectors are more produc�ve
and therefore are trustworthy engines of growth. A
quick look on Algerian median sector-TFP (Total Factor Produc�vity) shows that the country bodes quite
well compared to regional produc�vity, for all sectors
but the food industry. Moreover, ﬁrm-size appears to
play an interes�ng role in each sub-sector and might
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Firms and TFP (dinars in current and constant prices)
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in the food industry. In other terms, the la�er sector

Firms and apparent labour produc�vity (thousands of US$, constant 2000)

has more capital available per unit of labor. While
Algeria is known for following a regime of capital accumula�on its capital intensity in all sectors remains
lower than the MENA average.However, diﬀerent
measures of produc�vity can produce diﬀerent results. A measure of labour produc�vity (par�al produc�vity) suggests machinery and clothing (confec�on) sectors could be the most produc�ve in terms
of labour units in Algeria. Meanwhile, the chemical
industry appears less produc�ve contrary to prior
TFP results. Alterna�vely, when labour produc�vity is
measured in constant dollars, the food sector gains
in compe��veness compared to both machinery and
clothing.
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be deﬁning in the construc�on of an industrial policy
that allocates ressources op�mally. For instance, in
the chemicals sector the TFP is higher in ﬁrms with
less than 20 employees while larger ﬁrms are less
produc�ve. This comes in contrast with the regional
trend where ﬁrms of 20 to 99 employees appear to
be more produc�ve than their smaller counterparts.
Larger ﬁrms also appear to be less produc�ve in the
tex�le sector which is also the case at the regional level as well. As for the rest of the economy, larger ﬁrms
are usually synonyms of greater produc�vity.

Measuring unit-value TFP confirms the lack of
competitiveness in the chemicals sector and comes in contrast with the results highlighted by
median-TFP. As the study notes, in the chemicals
sector about 50% of value-added is imputable
to wages which explains how median-TFP might
give a biased look on economic performance.
Thus, Algeria might have more to gain by defining a strategy of picking sectors were it has a
stronger potential for comparative advantage
(ex. textiles, food-industry).

Let it also be noted that the capital intensity (intensité
capitalis�que) among Algerian sectors appears higher

In the end, public investment projects ought to be
at least related to produc�vity measures and proﬁt,
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they should focus less on strictly poli�cal criteria that
are burdensome for both economic recovery and the
country’s long-term growth.
III.2 Structural policies and measures following
the crisis

commodi�es is immense. Thus, boos�ng na�onal
produc�on in such branches has become a priority
for Algerian authori�es, the government plans on accompanying and suppor�ng ﬁrms in order to ensure
that they become more compe��ve and that their
capacity of absorbing FDI is op�mal.

To be�er adapt to the evolving interna�onal context,
Algeria ini�ated a series of measures that fall within
its strategy of structural voluntarist policies. These
measures that characterize the countrys’ response to
the crisis and are included in the 2010 Finance Law
could allow cushioning the crisis eﬀects through 2010
and beyond. Equipement budget is expected to augment by 7.4% (3 022,9 bn DZD- 28,2bn€) and will be
used for the development of Algerian infrastructures

The second scale of Algeria’s structural policy implies
densifying the industrial base and promo�ng new
sectors. Thus, the authori�es announced their will
to go forward and focus on products that are more
ICT intensive and produce higher added value. Petrochemistry, synthe�c ﬁbres and steel were among the
sectors expected to beneﬁt from natural ressources
development. Fiscal incen�ves are also part of the
ﬁnance law, for example the assemby industry is

(East-West highway, railroads, ports etc). Moreover,
the health sector, housing construc�on and electricity are among the sectors to beneﬁt the most from
the increased funds.

exonerated by 7% on customs du�es for automobile
parts that are used in the local industry as intermediates. The exonera�on also applies to the sector of
renewable energies.

The Ministry for Industry and Investment Promo�on
uses the main highlights of the “Strategy and policies
for industrial relaunching and development” document as its basis for the development of the new
industrial strategy. The la�er has a series of explicit
or implicit objec�ves that reside on i) selec�on of
sectors for promo�on (picking sectors that are iden�ﬁed as winners), ii) industrial sec�onal restructuring
(which includes dropping sectors deﬁned as « losers
»), iii) spa�al/urban restructuring of the industry, iv)
industrial development policies. The sectors to be
promoted and thus labelled as poten�al winners for

Thus, it comes as no surprise that an array of
sectors that were exclusively dependent on
public initiative (advanced mechanics, equipement manufacturing, crude steel production)
are given a make-over through an infrastructure
program worth 107 billion euros. Six entreprises
have already been created such as GICA in the
cement sector and more are expected especially
in hydraulics.

growth development are selected on the basis of
their developmental poten�al but also the level of
compe��veness of the branches iden�ﬁed.

The spatial restructuring of the Algerian industry
could evolve and become more dynamic. This
can be achieved through the creation of integrated industrial development (ZDII), ICT zones
and high-value added specialized parks. Algeria
has already been efficient in creating 5 industrial
ZDII zones, 50 to 60 million euros were put into
the mechanical sector, while the « Groupement
industriel des ciments d’Algérie » was created incorporating Algerian cement industries in a single block. Such initiatives should foster synergies
and attract much needed investment.

1) Sustaining na�onal produc�on and sec�onal
restructuring
Currently, about 75% of consumer goods in Algeria
are made of imports. Meanwhile, manufacturing
goods and semi-processed goods represent less than
1.5% of Algerian exports. This means that the poten�al for developing a domes�c market producing such

2) Spa�al restructuring and urban development
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Moreover, urban development is becoming a
reality through the pilot MED-ENEC project of
Souidania conceived to make intense use of local materials and alternative energy sources. The
project was rewarded with 100,000 Euros under
the EU-funded MED-ENEC program as an example of best practice and development potential.
Construction is already viewed by authorities as
a priority and the government plans on reaching
one million housing units in the 2010-2014 horizon. Such initiatives show that energy concerns
in construction are taking root and renewable
energy development could become a potential
source of growth for the Algerian economy. Algeria’s involvement in renewable energy is also
aparent in the private sector, the largest domestic private company has launched a plan to attract foreign investment in order to build a solar
power complex worth 8 bn US$ which would allow the country to become an exporter of electricity, mainly to the European Union.
Finally, Algeria plans on bringing its infrastrusture up-to date as recent ini�a�ves such as the
US$588.5mn upgrading of the Mediterranean port
of Béjaïa show. While the plans for upgrading will
take years (2009-2025 �meframe), the port capacity would eventually triple, overland transport
access including railways and motorways will facilitate access for goods to and oﬀ the port and the
business environment will be ameliorated.

√
Capital needs to be mobilized for
measures to be materialized, the current finance
law will need support from the oil-fund while FDI
is of the most importance most notably in the
energy sector,
√
Overall, Algeria should not be afraid to
“drop” sectors and adopt a flexible stance towards resource reallocation towards industries
with greater productivity potential.
IV. Conclusions and recommenda�ons
Algeria was exposed to the slow-down in its developed partners and high vola�lity in oil-prices which
translated into exports of goods recording an annual
fall of 45% in 2009.
Both the economic recovery in developed partners
and the level of oil-prices are uncertain in 2010,
meanwhile counter-cyclical measures will be limited
by the budget deﬁcit (-5,2% of GDP). Nonetheless,
authori�es have the luxury of suﬃcient foreign reserves and the oil-stabiliza�on fund to promote an eﬃcient crisis-exit strategy.
IV. 1 Crisis perpetuated VS recovery : trade and investment opportuni�es from Algerian partners

Overall, we shall highlight that :

Growth is expected to bounce-back to 4.6% fueled by
strong structural policy measures that take the role of
economic s�mulus. But, whether or not 2010 translates into a year of economic recovery for main Algerian
trading partners could contribute to Algerian welfare.

√
Algeria is heavily invested in its structural policy strategy to get out of the crisis, the
difference compared to other MPFs being that
the public sector appears more present,
√
The authorities seek to dynamize new
sectors of growth that could place the country
in a position of comparative advantage, a welcome approach that could prepare the post-oil
economy,
√
Private-public partnerships, currently relatively lacking in the Algerian economy,
should be fostered to sustain such programs,

The EU countries face worrying budget deﬁcits and
debts while unemployment is s�ll an issue. The purchasing power of European residents could stagnate
or diminish, while investors could prove reluctant to
foreign investment opportuni�es. Other economies
are in the opposite situa�on, such as in the case of
China were convergence has been accelerated and
produc�on has been back on track in less than a year.
Thus, poten�al trading and investment partnerships
with emerging Asian economies ought to be considered by Algeria in an eﬀort of diversyfying both its
sectors of growth and strategic partners.
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Furthermore, Algeria represents a very low volume
in regional trade. The African con�nent only stands
for 1% of total Algerian trade which is below export
poten�al. In the same manner that Algeria has fostered economic �es and dependencies with Europe it
could do the same with neighbouring countries where transport logis�cs are much simpler and preferen�al trade agreements can be implemented. Market
studies have shown that Algerian manufacturing products have an a�rac�ve price-quality ra�o and could
poten�ally enter compe��on in sub-Saharan African
markets.

tnerships with foreign par�cipants that will help go
from a regime of accumula�on of capital to a dynamic model based on human capital and knowledge.
It would then be easier for Algeria to familiarize itself
with advanced technology and progressively increase
local produc�on of high-value added products. The
current scheme of limi�ng the private sector in the
« easy-industrie » (industrie facile) might not be the
wisest approach to what the post-oil economy should
look like.

IV. 2 The need to re-evaluate some elements in the
industrial strategy

FEMISE has shown that considerable prepara�on is required by banks in both Algeria and the broader region
before they can beneﬁt from the Basel II agreement.

Algeria needs to take advantage of foreign know-how
and FDI if it wishes to develop high-value added products. But to do so it should perhaps be less restric�ve regarding foreign investors. Possibili�es for ﬁnancing by local banks and ﬁscal incen�ves are welcome
measures. The clause that 51% of capital be detained
by Algerian residents in investment projects (Supplementary Finance Act of 2009) appears nonetheless as
a constraint.
Introducing administra�ve constraints has rarely
fostered economic growth, meanwhile the private
sectors’ par�cipa�on in growth is below poten�al.
To accomplish a 10%-15% growth rate in the industry sector and an 8% in the non-oil economy,
a possible target cited by the Algerian ministry of
Industry, authori�es should perhaps re-evaluate
their economic approach through innova�ve parInvestment projects, by country of origin, %
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IV. 3 Upgrading the banking and ﬁnancial systems

Overall, Algeria faces a small increase in deposits and
credits which means that banks will have to increase
ﬁnancing to SMEs, while they also need to improve
risk management, accountability and transparency
and regula�on. We shall note that as in the rest of the
region, the banking system in Algeria needs to introduce new ﬁnancial products to be�er develop credit
markets. For instance, an important aspect of credit
expansion is the development of risk management
tools that reduce credit and default risks.
The Basel II agreement underlines that banking supervision in Algeria should be strengthened while the
opera�onal framework should be modernized. Simply put, banks shall review current credit processes,
expand their func�ons but also bring their Informa�on Technology systems up-to-date. However, this
should be done with a long-term strategy in mind,
such measures can be costly to implement and the
gains of this new capital regime might take some �me
to surface.
With regards to the ﬁnancial sector, net external liabili�es in Algeria are low which can be explained by
the existence of considerable restric�ons on capital
ﬂows. Relaxa�on of restric�ons on capital ﬂows in
East-Asian economies contributed to the inﬂow of capital and new investment opportuni�es, a possibility
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Algeria should perhaps consider in preparing its postoil economy. As for the proper func�oning of the ﬁnancial system, domes�c authori�es could solicit exper�se, for instance from the EU, to further develop
their ﬁnancial system.
FEMISE has shown that ﬁnancial depth contributes signiﬁcantly to growth in the Mediterranean and Algeria
has great poten�al for further ﬁnancial development.
Since Algeria has a protected capital account, and a
non-rigid exchange rate, authori�es can proceed to
ﬁnancial reform without the risk of the ﬁnancial crisis looming. Furthermore, barriers to capital can be
removed at a pre-deﬁned pace with the presence of
necessary ﬁnancial regula�on to avoid the nefastous
eﬀects of over-liberalizing.
Financial reforms could in the medium-run allow,
among others, for:
√
be�er alloca�on of funds to produc�ve projects that would foster the new growth model,
√
more access to ﬁnance which is essen�al for
the development of SMEs,
√
A reform in the regulatory, legal and jurisdic�onal framework which would en�ce FDI in longterm projects and contribute to the crea�on of dynamic growth.
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Egypt: Impressive growth in �mes of crisis and a development strategy to carry it in the new decade

ongoing though it appears to have decelerated during the recent decade. The country also appears to
be below the regional produc�vity level in a number
of industries, hence, enforcement of compe��on
policy might be needed in struggling sectors. The
otherwise eﬀec�ve growth strategy will need some
altera�ons for produc�vity-led growth to keep emerging in the years to come. This shall require reform
measures and adap�ng economic policymaking into
the new economicreali�es.

The country not only avoided recession in 2009, it
also managed to a�ain a real GDP growth rate of 4.7%
which is the second highest among MP’s. It managed
to do that due to a well-diversiﬁed economic structure
that is service-based, with both the public and private
sectors being implicated in the process. Structural reforms and a cohesive investment plan also limited the
crisis ou�all, despite the fall in FDI and exports, and
ac�vity in most sectors of the economy was robust.
Capital and ﬁnancial account openness could have
been extremely dangerous, by increasing contagion
through the ﬁnancial channel. But the external expo-

Moreover, Egypt will have to focus on adop�ng a
medium term budget strategy that allows for be�er
ressource alloca�on and does not bring the deﬁcit
to untenable heights. A major challenge shall also
reside in reducing unemployment, especially among

sure of Egyp�an ﬁnance is low given that net external

the qualiﬁed popula�on. The excep�onnal growth
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liabili�es are low as well. The higher level of ﬁnancial
integra�on compared to other Mediterranean economies did bring an ou�low of vola�le capital, but
Egyp�an authori�es were eﬃcient in ensuring ﬁnancial resilience. The necessary ressources were mobili-

performance has not oﬀset the rise in the labour
force and more shall be done to bring female unemployment closer to the male average.

zed through the dollar interbank market and interna�onal reserves have been rela�vely safe. Addi�onally,
the banking sector was rela�vely healthy, Egyp�an
banks were re�cent in acquiring toxic securi�es which
proved to be of valuable help in cushionning the crisis
impact. Speciﬁc provisions in percentage of non-performing loans are quite high and provide conﬁdence
for the resilience of banking in Egypt.

old and new sectors to render the economic fabric
more sophis�cated and provide more job opportuni�es. A series of investments shall also shield the economy from the remaining ou�all of the crisis, which
leaves one op�mis�c.

Overall, the economy has been steadily following a
path of produc�vity, it registered its largest produc�vity gains in the 90s and produc�vity growth is s�ll

Authori�es appear to be invested in developing both

Overall, a series of elements are worth men�oning:
√
Egypt registered a decline in goods exports in 2009 by 22.7% due to the massive contraction of fuel exports in the second quarter
of 2008/2009. Nonetheless, imports in 2009
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decreased by 19.5% as commodity prices fell,
which was of considerable aid to the domestic
trade balance which fell from 16.2% of GDP in
2008 to 12% in 2009.
√
The decline in tourism revenues was
slower than an�cipated, in 2009 they declined
by only 2 percent to $10.76bn, a�er ini�al falls of
17% and 9.5% year-on-year in Q109 and H109 respec�vely.
√
Remittances are an important source of
currency and a massive 24,5% drop for 2009 has
been estimated. Even so, private transfers from
abroad, which mainly include remittances, increased to 4.19 billion US$ in the April-June 2010
quarter from $1.78 billion in the prior year.
√
FDI declined by approximately 30%, to

country ameliorated its productive performance
during 2004-2006 in the food industry and chemicals and metals & machinery sectors while
it has done the opposite in the rest of the economy. Egypt is systematically below the regional
productivity level, since competition traditionally
affects productivity, enforcement of competition
policy might be needed in struggling sectors.
√
Meanwhile, developing new industries
such as electronics and biotechnologies could
provide for a solid base to carry growth in the
decade to come.
√
A joint project by Bank of Alexandria
and the Central Bank of Egypt should allow monitoring all SMEs projects by the end of 2011.
This considerable initiative could provide much

6.7bnUS$ in 2009 from 9.5bn US$ in 2008. Foreign investment from the US shrank by half in
the first nine months of 2009 which would be
a result of a frail US economy ; the effects on
foreign investment were partly unavoidable on
the Egyptian economy. Nevertheless, short-term
prospects point towards a recovery in FDI inflows
to Egypt in 2010.
√
Despite the initial shock, Egyptian
authorities were efficient in ensuring financial
resilience. Net portfolio investment in 2009/2010
appears to have increased to 7.88 billion US$,
including 5 billion US$ in foreign purchases of
Egyptian Treasury bills.
√
Prospects are positive for the Egyptian
economy, manufacturing was extremely affected
by the fall in external demand but has entered

needed information on all project relate aspects
to potential investors and thus attract more FDI
to existing and future projects.
√
Authorities should find those elements
that create persistence in productivity levels,
such elements define the “intangible capital”
that provides positive externalities to firms and
plants nonetheless. Furthermore, potential misallocation of capital shall be considered by
Egyptian authorities. Implementing a coherent
framework could correct a series of wrongdoings that impede the country from reaching
its full economic potential.

a period of recovery assisted by a public program of the Industrial Modernisation Centre.
Meanwhile, prospects for services are also positive and the country is expanding strong contributors to growth such as financial services and
ICT related services.
√
The main determinant of economic
growth through the last 40 years in Egypt appears to be the accumulation of physical capital.
Still, one cannot say with certainty if Egypt has
definitely moven away from such regime. A look
on Egyptian median sector-TFP shows how the

capital account

I. A shock on the real economy greatly handled
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in trade, highly open

Egyp�an trade has gradually opened-up, a�er long
periods of protec�onism and government interven�on, moving towards a market-driven economy. The associa�on agreement with the EU played
a vital part, contribu�ng to progressively phasing
out barriers to trade, most par�cularly in barriers
on manufactured imports from the EU.
Imports face very low custom du�es in a variety
of goods compared to other MP’s. The average
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MFN duty is below the 10% mark in sectors such as
electrical machinery, chemicals but also agrofood
related products. Nonetheless, in few sectors (ex.
tobacco and drinks) import barriers are s�ll considerably high. However, the volume of goods traded
remains small in terms of GDP and despite recent
increases. A more in depth look of Egyp�an trade
suggests the country has been characterized by
low trade opening in goods, especially in the early
2000s. In the recent decade trade ac�vity picked up
dras�cally, bringing the rate of openness in goods
trade to the 50% mark in 2008 (up from about 20%
in 2000) however s�ll below the MP’s average.
Meanwhile, Egypt registers increased openness in
services trade, though this �me results appear to

Finally, when looking at the value of trade, Egypt
is clearly a net importer. Furthermore, Egypt has
a trade deﬁcit with all major partners except neighbouring Mediterranean economies with which
it has a trade surplus in both non-oil and oil-trade.
In total trade, the EU27, China and the USA appear to have an equally large share of the Egyp�an deﬁcit followed by the Gulf countries. Thus,
the tariﬀ reform on most imports has contributed
to Egypt becoming a more open yet import dependent economy.
1.2 A highly open capital account along with a
managed float exchange rate
The Egyp�an capital account has reached a degree
of high openness. Meanwhile, a�er being pegged
to the US dollar, Egypt has been following a ma-
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naged ﬂoat exchange rate regime. Following the
adop�on of a crawling peg in 2001 the domes�c
currency con�nuously depreciated, even a�er a
ﬂexible exchange rate was adopted in 2003. Since
2004 and un�l the appearance of the current crisis
the exchange rate has been stabilized. Meanwhile,
in the mid 90s Egyp�an authori�es followed a strategy of capital and ﬁnancial account liberaliza�on
which naturally resulted into increasing FDI and
por�olio investment ﬂows. Therefore, the ﬁnancial
sector became market oriented and since then it
has shown levels of depth above those in neighbouring MP’s.
Considering the recent international crisis one
would argue that capital and financial account
openness could harm the domestic economy, in
the short-run at least, by increasing contagion
through the financial channel. However, the
external exposure of Egyptian finance remains
relatively low given that net external liabilities
are not too high. Thus, banking sector contagion
could very well be limited. Additionally, domestic
banks have provided valuable stimulus to economic activity by increasing lending to the private
sector. Nonetheless, needed efforts are still ongoing to ensure lack of transparency ceases to
impede on banking sector development. Overall,
Egypt is among the most market-oriented economies in the Mediterranean region and after
a small short-term shock its relatively sound financial system could grow even stronger in the
coming years.

I.2. Crisis transmission channels
As known, the crisis transmission channels are essen�ally to be found in the real-sector. Nonetheless, in the case of Egypt the ﬁnancial sector was
also expected to be exposed.
2.1 A real shock expressed through a fall in exports
and FDI
The crisis impact on Egypt in 2009 can be felt
through main aggregates summarized below:
√
A reduc�on in goods exports by 22.7%,
√
A 19.5% decrease in the value of goods
imports,
√
A trade balance deﬁcit for 2009 that largely fell to 12% of GDP,
√
A resilient service balance in surplus at
7.1% of GDP,
√
A decrease in workers remi�ances es�mated at 24.5%.
√
A decrease in FDI close to 30%, to
6.7bnUS$ in 2009 from 9.5bn US$ in 2008
Not surprisingly, Egypt registered a decline in goods
exports in 2009 by 22.7%. The largest share of exports comes from fuel and related products followed
by ﬁnished goods. It was the massive contrac�on of
fuel exports in the second quarter of 2008/2009 that
ini�ated the fall in exports that remained to similar levels ever since. Moreover, in January-March 2010 fuel
exports had marked a 17.7% year-on-year decline.

Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect

Hence, while the rest of exports have shown relative
5%
resilience in a crisis context,
0%
the strong dependency on
-5%
-10%
oil-related exports and on
-15%
variations of international
-20%
prices has been a drawback
-25%
for Egypt. Nonetheless, im-30%
Exports (goods) Imports (goods) Tourism (income) Tourism (inflows)
Remittances
ports in 2009 decreased by
MPs (average)
Egypt
19.5% as commodity prices
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on EIU, Econostrum, WB Remi�ances database,
fell, which was of conside15%
10%
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Graph. Merchandise Exports by Degree of Processing, US$ million
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rable aid to the domestic trade balance. The
latter fell from 16.2% of GDP in 2008 to 12% in
2009 (at 22.5 bn US$) and could fall below the
10% mark in 2010 since exports are expected to
grow faster than imports.
The service balance decreased from 8.7% of
GDP in the year 2009 to 7.1% of GDP. The sectors resilience is due to the better than expected
performance of tourism. The decline in tourism
income was slower than expected, in 2009 it
declined by 2% to $10.76bn, after initial falls of
17% and 9.5% year-on-year in Q109 and H109
respectively. Meanwhile, tourist arrivals declined by 2.3% year-on-year in 2009 to an estimated 12.4mn. Prospects for the year 2010 are
rather optimistic with a number of measures by
the Ministry of Tourism being taken to assist the
sector in question.
Remittances are an important source of currency but they only represent 5.3% of the GDP, thus

an expected decline would
have limited effects on the
economy. Estimations point
towards a 24,5% decrease in
2009 but only a 6.17% drop in
the first half of 2009/2010 at
4.362 bn US$ was reported.
q2
q3
2009/10
Moreover, private transfers
Undistributed exports
from abroad, which mainly include remittances, increased
to 4.19 billion US$ in the
April-June 2010 quarter from
$1.78 billion in the prior year. Private transfers
for all 2009/2010 rose to 9.51 billion US$ which
is a 24.6% increase from the 7.63 billion US$ in
the year 2008/09.
Finally, FDI growth ﬁgures in 2009 are on the nega�ve side, the la�er declined by approximately 30%,
to 6.7bnUS$ in 2009 from 9.5bn US$ in 2008. One
would ask if Egypt could do anything to avert such fall
in such a diﬃcult economic environment. The country
was the ﬁrst Arab economy to sign the OECD Declara�on on Interna�onal Investment and Mul�na�onal
Enterprises while inward FDI mul�plied by twelve in
the 2001-2006 �mespan. Decomposing FDI inﬂows
by country of origin allows seeing that, as in the case
of other MP’s, domes�c a�rac�veness to foreign capital did not suﬃce. Foreign investment from the US
shrank by half in the ﬁrst nine months of 2009 which
would be a result of a frail US economy. In the EU
case, FDI to Egypt mostly originates from the UK and
goes to the oil-economy, it fell by about 20% since

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inﬂows in Egypt, by Country, million US$
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the UK economy was regressing in the beginning of
2009. Also impressive is the massive fall in FDI from
Kuwait which saw its share in the fourth quarter of
2007/2008 prac�cally disappear due to lack of liquidi�es and turbula�ons in the oil-economy.
Hence, the effects on foreign investment were
partly unavoidable on the Egyptian economy. A
reverse in the worldwide 2009 trend of deterioration in economic conditions will be needed
for FDI to bounce back. Nevertheless, short-term
prospects already point towards a recovery in
FDI inflows to Egypt and exemplary macroeconomic and political stability shall keep attracting
foreign capital.
2.2 An initial financial shock that was handled
relatively well
As noted in the report exposure to the crisis
varies along with the degree of financial integration of selected economies. Additionally, relatively ample foreign reserves and a contained
budget deficit are essential in limiting an additional fall-out.

1) Outfall on portfolio investment and foreign
reserves
The higher level of financial integration can be
translated into a massive outflow of volatile capital in times of crisis. This is exactly what happened in the case of portfolio investments in Egypt
which massively flew away from the domestic
economy in the 2008/2009 year to mark a net
outflow of 9.21 billion US$.
This would naturally bring heavy implications for
the level of foreign exchange reserves. The Central Bank would have to mobilize the necessary
ressources through the dollar interbank market
in order to cover portfolio outflows and it did
with relative success. The depreciation in the
Egyptian Pound was also a logical consequence,
especially considering the recent strengthening
of the US Dollar. This brought the level of reserves to 33.9 bn US$, slightly above the 33.8bn
US$ in 2008, close to seven months of imports.

The case of Egypt is a special one, the country
has an open financial market, with high capital
account liberalization, a high degree of financial
liberalization and net external liabilities of the financial sector are at a medium level. Thus, contrary to most Mediterranean countries, the crisis
had an additional impact through the financial

Hence, despite the ini�al shock, Egyp�an authori�es were eﬃcient in ensuring ﬁnancial resilience.
This has brought back some conﬁdence since recent
developments point towards recovery. Net por�olio
investment in 2009/2010 appears to have increased
to 7.88 billion US$, including 5 billion US$ in foreign
purchases of Egyp�an Treasury bills, sugges�ng its
nega�ve leap the prior year might end-up being an
ephemeral one. Thus, interna�onal reserves are
partly safe in the short-run and the growth outlook

sector transmission channel.

shall provide for increased a�rac�veness.

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

3

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export Oriented
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2) A Stock-exchange on the rebound

3) Ou�all on external public debt

Contrary to most Mediterranean economies,
Egypt has a relatively modern and sophisticated
stock-exchange. As a logical consequence, traded volumes are also more important but contagion in times of crisis is also more probable.
A sharp drop in prices during the last quarter of
2008 brought the stock-market in difficulty, nevertheless, the Egyptian Exchange has been on
the rebound throughout 2009 resulting from
healthy performance in equity.

The total government debt grew by 12% in 2008/2009
at 139 billion US$ which corresponds to 73.8% of GDP.
Nonetheless, debt as a GDP share has been on the
decline since the 2005 ﬁscal year when it was at the
112.8% mark. In April 2010 1.5bn US$ of Eurobonds
were issued, one-third of which with a 30-year maturity span which suggests conﬁdence in the long-run.

The Egyptian Stock Exchange grew to be the
third best performer in the entire MENA region
in the year 2009, according to Bank Audi the EGX
30 index grew by 35.1% to 6,209 points at end2009 after achieving a year high of 7,280 points
in October. The sectors that contributed to such
a rebound are to be found in construction and
materials which surged by 71.4%, followed by
real estate (+66.9%), banking (+47.9%), basic
resources (+38.7%), financial services excluding
banks (+37.2%) and healthcare and pharmaceuticals (+31.0%).
The rise in prices through 2009 along with a decline in the number of listed companies brought
a slight increase in market capitalization from
86 billion US$ in 2008 to 91 billion US$ in 2009.
Meanwhile, trading activity declined by 15.3%
in 2009 which combined with the market capitalization increase brought down the turnover

As for external debt, the la�er fell to 29.5bn US$
in 2009, from 32,6bn in 2008, it has also been
constantly falling in terms of GDP, going from
29.5% of GDP in 2005 to 18.7% in 2008 and
14,2% in 2009. According to EIU external debt is
mostly contracted at below-market interest rates
and the eﬀec�ve interest rate on ﬁxed-rate debt
shall remain low. Moreover, the debt-service ra�o shall remain manageable, between the 5%
and 7% mark.
II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates
1. GDP growth and decomposi�on
Contrary to world trends, Egypt achieved 4.7%
growth in 2009 which is among the highest in the
region. When looking at the composition of GDP
by economic activity one is immediately hit by
the fact that Egypt is a well diversified economy
with a rate of growth dependent on an array of
sub-sectors such as manufacturing, extractions,
wholesale trade, agriculture and a variety of ser-

ratio from 100.5% in the
GDP at Factor Cost by Economic Ac�vity, million LE (Constant Prices)
year 2008 to 66.7% the folTotal
lowing year.
Private
2009/10
Public
July/March
Total

Thus, after the slump in
Private
Public
2008/2009
end 2008 the market has
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been in the rebound, thouPublic
2007/2008
gh it remains to be seen if
Agriculture, forests and fishing
Extractions (petroleum, gas etc)
Water
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performance in the coming
Communications
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year will be able to match
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the levels attained in the
Source : Central Bank of Egypt
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while it slightly diminished for men
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vices. This explains in great part why Egypt has
attained such high levels of GDP growth since
a potential drop in production in a given sector
would be compensated to great degree by the
rest of the economy. It also explains how the
country managed to diffuse in great part the
external shock and register such a high level of
growth contrary to most of its Mediterranean
neighbours.
Overall, prospects are positive for the Egyptian
economy. The oil-sector and Suez Canal services have been the ones that received the largest
crisis-induced burden, while the rest of the economy has been performing quite impressively.
While the manufacturing sector was extremely
affected by the fall in external demand, the sector has entered a period of recovery assisted by
a public program of the Industrial Modernisation
Centre to increase competitiveness. Prospects
for services are also positive, the country is expanding strong contributors to growth such as
financial services and ICT related services, while
investment initiatives in these sectors are expected to follow an upward trend. Finally, tourism
prospects are also loking bright for the coming
years.

A major challenge resides in reducing the high unemployment rate
among the qualified population. The distribution
of the unemployed shows a high concentration
in qualified technicians which represent an estimated 43.7% of total unemployment closely
followed by university graduates at 36.6%. Qualified technicians are the most hit in rural Egypt,
representing more than 50% of the jobless while
in the case of women the rate attains 65.4%.
Meanwhile, underemployment has been rapidly
growing and has become a characteris�c of the
Egyp�an market. The ever-growing youth has been
ineﬃciently trying to ﬁnd formal employment,
while jobs in the private sector are not growing at
a sa�sfactory pace to cover for the fall in producLabor Force, employed and unemployed, by thousand
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Unemployment in Egypt, percentage of the labor force, by sex

2. Employment: Unemployment up in 2009, mixed
signals for 2010
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According to the annual report of the CBE, the
number of new work opportuni�es fell by 13% percent during the 2008/2009 ﬁscal year which means
unemployment grew to 9.4% up from 8.4% at end
of the previous year. Unemployment among the
female popula�on grew to 23.2% up from 18.8%
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Table 1, Distribu�on of Unemployed (15-64 years) According To Educa�on, Geographical Regions And Sex, %
Illeterate %

General Mediate
%

Sex

Educa�onal Status/
Geographical
Regions

5,9

5,6

3,4

1,5

3,2

Males

Total Republic

34,4

8

1,6

2,6

1,8

0,3

Females

35,3

7,1

3,3

2,9

1,7

1,5

Total

34,3

39,9

7,2

7,8

3,4

2,5

5

Males
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37,4

44,1

10,1

5,1

2

1

0,3

Females
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35,8

41,9

8,6

6,5

2,8

1,8

2,8

Total

209

39,2
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5,3

5,3

1

1,4

1,9
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42
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9,5

0,9

4,1

0,6

0,3
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7,8

2,7

2,9

1

1

Total

304
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5,3
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1,3

2
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500
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25
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�ve public sector jobs. Thus, the transforma�on of
Egypt to a market economy has brought a serious
drawback that is for young people to ﬁnd an underpaid posi�on in the informal market, something
that does not appear in a country’s conven�onal
sta�s�cs.
One would logically ask if the exceptionnal
growth performance and the bright prospects
for 2010 could partly offset the rise in the labour
force and contribute to unemployment reduction in the years that come. Recent figures allow for some optimism, female unemployment

had fell to 22.2% in end March-2010 while male
unemployment was at 4.9% bringing the total
rate to an estimated 8.96%.
Nevertheless, the possibility for an extended outfall on unemployment must not be eliminated especially if the ac�vity of export-driven industries
does not manage to bounce back. If employment
promo�on on the supply side does not become
vigorous enough in the current year, the needs of
rising demand will be le� unsa�sﬁed and the propor�on of the non-working popula�on could grow
dangerously.
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Decomposing demand, billion US$

Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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3. Inflation
In the early 1990s Egypt adopted an economic
reform to address, among others, a double-digit
inflation rate. Monetary reforms were successfully applied and the inflation rate declined, in
the 2000-2007 period the rate was near the 5.7
mark. Nonetheless, the rise in the prices of oil
and foodstuffs proved to be too much to handle for the Egyptian economy. Inflation rose at
an average of 18.3% in the year 2008 something
that had not been experienced in approximately
15 years. Nevertheless, a tight monetary policy
allowed for the annual rate to fall to 11.8% in
2009.
Current estimates suggest inflation will remain
at its 2009 levels, while it attained 10.5% in May
2010 it is anticipated to increase slightly until
the end of the year.
II.1 A macro-reac�on that has not brought una�ainable pressures on the budget
1) Economic activity that is exceptionnal for
such times
Exports expenditure on GDP fell through 2009 by
12.8%, a ﬁrst in recent history. Even so, the massive fall in imports brought net exports on the
surplus side. It was essen�ally consump�on, both
private and public, that fueled growth. In the former the rate remained not too distant to its precrisis level (real increase of expenditure on GDP by
4.5% in 2009) while expenditure growth on GDP

in the la�er grew by 8.4%, at an unprecedented
pace compared to recent years. As for the FBCF,
it marked a decline through 2009 (real decline of
expenditure on GDP by 10.2% in 2009).
Estimates for 2010 suggest a higher rate of
growth at 5.2% which is close to the rates achieved in the 2005 and 2006, though below growth
in the last two years before the crisis. Exports
could start picking-up, though increasing pressures on import prices shall increase imports as
well. Investment shall be a major contributor to
growth in 2010 and provide the necessary economic stimulus.
Investment opportunities are expected to augment while the authorities allow the private sector to increase its presence throughout the economic fabric, in sectors such as construction &
buildings, tourism, transport & logistics and the
oil-economy.
2) An increased budget deﬁcit that remains not far
from the MP’S average
The high rate of growth despite the crisis allowed
for the budget deﬁcit to a�ain 6.6% of GDP in the
2008/09 ﬁscal year. However, the deﬁcit has been
on the rise in 2010. The 2.7 billion US$ package
of 2008/09 managed to boost growth without
becoming an untenable burden, however, addi�onal measures have been undertaken such as the
2009/10 ﬁscal s�mulus worth 1.25 billion US$ to
dynamize the domes�c infrastructure and promote exports.
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Hence, total budget expenditures are expected to
increase while tax receipts fall due to slower trade
performance, thus, limi�ng budget revenue. While
authori�es plan to reduce the deﬁcit posi�on, 2010

Meanwhile the Central Bank proceded to several
cuts in its interest rates throughout 2009, the la�er
were cut by a total of 3.25% and 3.75% respec�vely
for deposit rates and lending rates, in an eﬀort of
dynamizing growth in a context of lower inﬂa�on.

Budget Balance (% of GDP)
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A�er these cuts, the priority shall be on preven�ng another increase in the inﬂa�on rate. For this
reason the Central Bank might pursue an inﬂa�ontarge�ng strategy maintaining inﬂa�on within a «
confort zone » while rising interest rates in 2010.
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shall be a year where the balance a�ains a nega�ve
8.2% before declining in the coming years.
To sum up, Egypt is in a delicate posi�on, while
budgetary maneuvering is s�ll feasible, the authori�es shall be cau�ous in not le�ng it grow too
much in a context of elec�ons were increased
spending is usually the norm.
3) A loose monetary policy characterized by interest rate cuts
As noted earlier, Egypt is following a managed
ﬂoat exchange rate regime. The pound was depreciated in 2009, following the strengthening of the
US dollar and the ou�low of short term capital,
and the exchange rate reached 5.55 LP per 1US$
(versus 5.43 LP per 1US$ in 2008).

But whether inﬂa�on targe�ng is the right way to go
remains to be seen. As highlighted by Tarek Ghalwash
(2010), the inﬂa�on forecast is crucial to inﬂa�on-targe�ng and requires a developed technical infrastructure for any Central Bank to predict future inﬂa�on.
In that case, the author suggests that quality of data
remains a major issue for the reliability of modeling
and es�ma�on in Egypt concluding that the country
might not yet be ready for the implementa�on of the
framework.
II.2 A banking system free ox toxic assets
Developments in Egyp�an banking have been ongoing following the domes�c reform strategy.
According to FEMISE (FEM33-20) :
√
Financial depth increased from 88% in
1990 to 102% in 2008,
√
The FS ra�o increased from 81% in 1990 to
90% in 2008,
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III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP)
III.1 Egypt : A diversiﬁed and compe��ve structure
with further poten�al to unlock in manufacturing

Indicators of Banking Development
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Source: FEMISE, research report FEM33-20

√
The DOMCR ra�o increased from 26% in
1990 to 67% in 2007.
√
The CLGDP increased from 25% in 1990, to
43% in 2008.
The postitive economic performance in 2009 allowed Egypt to maintain a healthy banking relatively free of toxic fundamentals and supported
by authorities. On the whole, Egyptian banks
Indicators of Financial Soundness
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In the early 90s Egypt launched its stabiliza�on
program which led to remarkable growth.In the
la�er half of the decade the annualized rate of
growth was above the 5% mark (5.4% for the
1995-2000 period) a fact that would normally
inspire conﬁdence for economic ac�vity in the
years to come. Nonetheless, in the early 2000s
the Egyp�an economy showcased a downward
trend partly because of its exposure to exogenous
shocks. In the 2001-2003 period growth was barely above the 3% rate, below the MP’s average,
while inﬂa�on and unemployment were becoming a larger menace. Finally, in the la�er years
growth not only went back on track but also attained remarkable heights and the domes�c economy became an example of dynamism.
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were reticent in acquiring toxic securities which
proved to be of valuable help in cushionning the
crisis impact. Specific provisions in percentage
of non-performing loans are quite high which
means that the relatively high rate of NPLs does
not stand as a considerable threat to the system
in the short-run.
Nonetheless, banking developments shall take
place to further modernize the sector. Retail
banking is at 9% of GDP currently, which is low
to neighboring economies. Developing microfinance, through an efficient legal framework
shall also contribute to the diversification of
banking products, the lack of which might have
helped Egypt when the crisis stroke by avoiding
contagion, but shall be necessary for its future
solidity.

Thus one should ask if the structure of the Egyp�an economy has ﬁnally evolved towards a model of sustainability and if the country has the
capacity to cope with recent shocks in an eﬀec�ve manner. While macroeconomic and growth
performance depends on external shocks it also
relies on careful domes�c management. Simply
put, poor levels of compe��veness that persist
in given sectors could become impediments ty
the country’s capacity of crea�ng new growth,
meanwhile increased levels of produc�vity could
produce the opposite eﬀects.
As men�oned earlier, Egypt is a well-diversiﬁed economy with limited agricultural dependency and is
service-based. Moreover, both the public and private
sector are ac�ve ones, albeit the la�er appears to be
the one that has been the most responsible in economic diversiﬁca�on. The private economy is mostly
spread in sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing,
wholesale and retail trade while it also has a respectable contribu�on to tourism and transporta�on
services. As for the public sector it mostly focuses on
hydrocarbons which represent more than 30%.
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Share of economic ac�vi�es in factor-cost GDP, %

strategy focuses more on
chemicals and petroleum
deriva�ves. Growth results
in recent years suggest that
the plan has paid-oﬀ.
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As the le�-hand graph (see
page 122) the economy registered its largest produc�vity
gains during the 90s whatever
the assump�ons on the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on. However,
annual produc�vity growth appears to have decelerated during 2000-2006 and could even have had a
nega�ve sign.
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Furthermore, a first look at the structure of the
manufacturing value added (VAM) shows a clear
evolution towards « heavier » industries. Chemicals (24.3%) and non-metallic mineral products
(17.6%) represented more than 40% of the VAM
in 2008 and when coke & petroleum products
are added the share is close to 55%. Meanwhile,
the share of food products and textiles markedly diminished between 2000 and 2008. The
food sector saw its share decrease from 16.1%
in 2000 to 7.4% in 2008 while textiles registered
a similar trend going from 11.8% in 2000 to 6.3%
in 2008.
In terms of sub-sector growth in the 2000-2008
period one should note the astonishing evolu�on of the coke & reﬁned petroleum products
sector which grew by 23.8% followed by prin�ng
which grew by 13.9% and non-metallic mineral
products by 13.2%. Meanwhile, leather products
have contracted by 15.8% followed by motor vehicles (-4.8%) and other transport equipment sectors (4.8%). Hence, the Egyp�an manufacturing

Measures of physical and human capital shed more
light on Egyp�an growth determinants; in the rightside graph growth rates of the aggregate product are
broken into contribu�ons of factors of accumula�on
and produc�vity. The main determinant of economic
growth through the last 40 years in Egypt appears to
be the accumula�on of physical capital (0.0308 when
the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on is
assumed to be maximum, 0.0125 when the rela�ve
share of physical capital to produc�on is equal to the
conven�onnal value) while human capital appears to
have played a lesser role.
Still, one cannot say with certainty if the Egyptian economy has definitely moven away from a
capital-accumulation regime. In a related study
FEMISE decomposes the productive performances of Egypt and other MP’s to acquire a better

Structure of the MVA, 2000 and 2008
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Food and beverages
Tobacco products
Textiles
Wearing apparel, fur
Leather, leather products and footwear
Wood products (excl. furniture)
Paper and paper products
Printing and publishing
Coke,refined petroleum products,nuclear fuel
Chemicals and chemical products
Rubber and plastics products
Non-metallic mineral products
Basic metals
Fabricated metal products
Machinery and equipment n.e.c.
Office, accounting and computing machinery
Electrical machinery and apparatus
Radio,television and communication equipment
Medical, precision and optical instruments
Motor vehicles, trailers, semi-trailers
Other transport equipment
Furniture; manufacturing n.e.c.

Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods

Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)
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-0,015

0
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a=0,74

-0,005
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Y/L

Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)

view of the hidden potential in the region. A look
on Egyptian median sector-TFP shows how the
country ameliorated its productive performance
during 2004-2006 in the food industry and chemicals and metals & machinery sectors while it
has done the opposite in the rest of the economy. Firm-size is also of importance and a smaller
structure appears on the whole as detrimental to
the productive base ; Egyptian firms with more
than 100 employees appear to be more productive than smaller ones in all sectors but leather
products.

K/L (0,74)

H/L (0,74)

A (0,74)

K/L (0,30)

H/L (0,30)

A (0,30)

Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)

When productivity is compared to the average
MENA regional value results show that the Egyptian economy is systematically below the regional productivity level with the exception of
the chemicals sector. Meanwhile the capital to
labour ratio is above the regional value in the
sectors of chemicals, non-metallic products and
textiles while it is below the MENA regional average in the remaining sectors. Since competition
traditionally affects productivity, enforcement
of competition policy might be needed in struggling sectors.

Table 2. TFP and Capital Intensity, Median, by ﬁrm size
TFP

TFP1

TFP2

TFP3

K/L

K/L1

K/L2

K/L3

Agro-industry (2004)

2,17

2,16

2,18

2,22

6,57

3,54

7,31

7,93

Agro-industry (2006)

2,32

2,12

1,97

2,59

7,94

4,61

9,73

8,37

Wood & furniture (2004)

2,2

2,19

2,21

2,41

3,63

2,48

4,39

4,44

Wood & furniture (2006)

1,92

1,89

1,82

2,66

3,81

3,27

9,89

3,25

Chemicals, Pharmaceu�cals (2004)

2,08

1,84

2,81

2,35

3,99

3,52

6,49

3,71

Chemicals, Pharmaceu�cals (2006)

2,16

2,28

1,69

2,38

4,99

4,8

15,29

4,42

Leather (2004)

2,07

2,44

1,91

2,39

2,48

2,39

Leather (2006)

1,71

1,71

2,12

1,41

2,36

1,73

5,32

6,05

Clothing (2004)

2,04

1,96

2,07

2,66

1,71

1,77

1,54

1,73

Clothing (2006)

1,93

1,96

1,79

2,16

2,24

1,23

5,3

2,06
2,28

Plas�c and non-metallic materials (2004)

2,2

2,1

2,5

2,81

3,66

3,07

8,54

Plas�c and non-metallic materials (2006)

1,94

1,69

1,81

2,62

7,64

5,03

13,41

7,9

Metals & machinery (2004)

2,18

2,13

2,2

2,63

5,13

4,27

4,42

6,95

Metals & machinery (2006)

2,21

1,86

1,94

3,05

6,92

5,93

7,22

7,04

Tex�les (2004)

1,94

1,82

1,93

2,06

4,14

4,27

5,47

3,92

Tex�les (2006)

1,76

1,64

1,62

1,91

5,96

8,38

6,79

5,15

Source : FEMISE report FEM33-09.
Note : Firmes are classiﬁed by the number of workers they employ : less than 20, between 20 and 99, more than 100, expressed by 1,
2, 3 respec�vely..
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TFP and Capital Intensity, Median, comparison to the MENA average
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As for the technical eﬃciency of Egyp�an produc�on it appears being well below the MENA
average and according to the study in most sectors it represents 20 % to 25% of the technical
eﬃciency found in countries such as Brazil and
South Africa.
Overall, Egypt might need to adapt its otherwise
eﬀec�ve growth strategy for the emergence of a
produc�vity-led growth in the years to come. This
requires taking reform measures and adap�ng economic policymaking into the new reali�es with further ﬁscal reforms and public-private partnerships.
The authori�es seem to understand how this is vital and have ini�ated a series of structural policy
measures which could prove essen�al in providing
economic s�mulus in the medium-term.

s�ll impede on growth in the short-run, especially if the EU market does not take oﬀ, constraining
on Egyp�an exports. Nonetheless, medium term
prospects cannot be anything that bright, the
country appears to be following a strategy that
boosts investment and has iden�ﬁed a number
of emerging sectors that could foster new growth
and improve its export compe��veness in the
decade to come.
1) A Development Plan that could offer much
needed diversification
The Egyp�an industrial policy appears to be striking a balance between fostering new growth and
building upon exis�ng poten�al.More speciﬁcally,
one no�ces that:

III.2 An industrial policy that shall maintain medium
term economic growth

√
Focusing on sectors such as construc�on,
electricity and chemicals ensures that Egypt maintains its compara�ve advantage. An increase in re-

As no�ced earlier Egypt appears in need of adding some elements to its growth strategy to foster produc�vity-led growth. The crisis ou�all will

lated projects could foster new synergies and allow
for posi�ve externali�es which in turn could in the
medium-run enhance Egyp�an technical eﬃciency.
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Table 3. Main points of the Egyp�an Industrial Policy (2007-2012 Plan)
Strategy

Approach/Measure

Sectors

Concentrate on promising
sectors

Construc�on, electricity, food processing,
Focus on industries were Egypt chemicals, pharmaceu�cals, tex�les,
has a compara�ve advantage wood, construc�on materials

Develop new industries

Develop Industrial Zones

Motors, electronics, medical
equipment, biotechnology.

New industrial development Simpyfying licensing and
approach
opera�on procedures
Increasing informa�on
Spa�al redistribu�on of
dissemina�on on the subject of
industries towards new ci�es external markets
Increasing exportcompe��veness

Faciita�ng ﬁnancial aid and
support to SMEs

Restructuring the domes�c
industry

Expanding industrial
compounds with integrated
services

Developping voca�onal
training adapted to the needs Improve qualiﬁca�ons of the
of the market.
Egyp�an laborforce

Intermediate industries

√
Meanwhile, developing new industries
such as electronics and biotechnologies could
provide for a solid base to carry growth in the
decade to come. Let it be noted that during the
2000s Egyp�an authori�es had already started
developing the knowledge economy through the
ICT sector which gained in momentum. The sector expanded by 14.6% in the 2008-09 ﬁnancial
year despite the crisis, while FDI in the sector
went over 1bn US$. Since May 2010, Egypt became one of the ﬁrst three countries in the world
to receive an internet domain name in non-La�n script ; introducing an Arabic domain name
should pave the way for boos�ng the number of
online users and also allow for internet services
to enter new market segments with language
barriers being eliminated.
√
Authori�es also appear to be thinking ahead
in terms of sources of energy. The government seeks
to generate 20% of its energy from renewable sources by 2020 especially through wind and solar energy.
The Electricity Ministry plans to build a 700 million
US$ solar power plant in 2012-2017, with the assistance of interna�onal ins�tu�ons, in order to make
the country a leading force in solar energy.
√
As noted earlier, smaller ﬁrms in Egypt appear to have been less produc�ve than bigger ones

Objec�ves

a) Go from 28300 projects

in 2007 to 31200 in 2011
and 34400 in 2015. b)
A growth rate of the
manufacturing industry
of 8,8%. c)Supply 530 000
employments (total of
2.87 million posi�ons in
2011 and 3.17 million in
2015 versus 2.6 million
in 2007. d) Increase
industrial exports at a 20%
annual ratee un�l 2015.
e) Obtain an equilibrated
development of industrial
planning

in the past. This could very well be about to change
since Nilex, a stock-exchange for SMEs, saw the light
in mid 2010. Such measure could provide SMEs with
the necessary tools to obtain more funding, hence
expand, posi�on themselves strategically and create
more employment. Meanwhile, a joint project by
Bank of Alexandria and the Central Bank of Egypt
should allow monitoring all SMEs projects by the
end of 2011. This considerable ini�a�ve could provide much needed informa�on on all project relate
aspects to poten�al investors and thus a�ract more
FDI to exis�ng and future projects.
2) Promo�ng Investment through various projects
From what was noted earlier we conclude that,
while one could say that several ini�a�ves are in a
preparatory phase, moderniza�on appears to be a
main concern of the authori�es and op�mism for
the future of Egyp�an GDP is well founded.
A series of investments in strategic sectors are
shown in tha table below. They give a be�er look
as to how produc�vity improvement and growth
can be achieved throughout the economic base.
Again, we immediately see the authori�es’ concerns for developing both old and new sectors and
render the economic fabric more sophis�cated.
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This series of investments shall also provide the necessary s�mulus to mi�gate the remaining ou�all
of the crisis in the short run. For instance :
√
En�cing domes�c and foreign investment in
the agribusiness sector could be of great assistance
to Egyp�an produc�vity ; the country has the largest
agribusiness workforce in the region (about 6 million, more than 30% of the domes�c labor force) and
there are plans to create labor communi�es close to
cul�va�on areas. Meanwhile, teaching centers are
expected to see the light, allowing for a more sophis�cated know-how to enter the produc�on process in
a sector with immense export poten�al.
√
Investment projects in renewable energy
should contribute to the government’s eﬀorts to
become less dependent on « tradi�onal » energy
sources, create synergies and the capacity for energy
produc�on will augment.
√
Investment ini�a�ves in transport and logis�cs could yield great returns. Upda�ng railway
and port structures shall be beneﬁcial to trade in the
longer while new logis�cal areas should allow for
greater facility something that is needed to improve
the country’s export compe��veness.

Overall, we shall stress that :
√
Egypt is ac�vely pursuing an industrial strategy that allows for more private par�cipa�on and
FDI a�rac�on, a posi�ve evolu�on in light of recent
interna�onal developments,
√
The authori�es have balanced development in new “winners” sectors that could carry
growth and in more tradi�onal ones as well to maintain compara�ve advantage.
Conclusion
In times of crisis, Egypt registered a real GDP
growth rate of 4.7% which is an outstanding accomplishment. It owes that to a healthy growth
strategy, one that nonetheless necessitates some
adjustments.
We shall note that:
√
Egypt succeeded in the first phase,
which is mitigating the crisis outfall on the domestic economy. If international conjencture
keeps hinting towards global recovery in the
coming years, Egypt will have to focus on the
second phase which will be adopting a medium

Table 4. Selected projects that could dynamize the economy and a�ract FDI
Sector

Agribusiness

ICT

Healthcare

Logis�cs & Transport

Project/Ini�a�ve

Objec�ves

What is done

MegaFarm project

5 billion US$ of investment, create
some 45,000 jobs.

Once a ﬁnal loca�on is chosen, it will be suitable for the
industrialized cul�va�on of tvarious vegetables allocated to large-scale products. Authori�es will con�nue the
land reclama�on process and ensure safety and quality
standards are met.

Talent ini�a�ves.

40,000 new workers trained by 2012

Medical city Project - Alexandria

Rod El Farag - 6 of October
Highway

8bn EGP of investment

Pave a 34 km free Road to link Cairo
with km 39 Cairo- Alexandria desert
road. Project worth 3bn EGP.

Under a new program, 80% of training costs for the ﬁrst
two years are reimbursed to employers.
Establishing an integrated medical city containing
hospitals and clinics, recovery centers, ﬁve star hotels,
R&D centers and laboratories, and a center for medical
educa�on
The Project promoter has been assigned (KPMG)

Reloca�ng Matrouh Railway Reloca�ng the Matrouh Railway line In the process of obtaining Ministry of Transporta�on
Line to the South of Interna- for be�er investment u�liza�on. Ini�al approval.
�onal Road
cost for reloca�ng is 360 Million EGP
Railway (Cairo line – 10th of
The project Advisor has been assigned and ini�al studies
Various renewals and establishment of
Ramadan)
shall be submi�ed.
lines. Worth 4 billion EGP
East Port Said Flagship
Project

Create cargo terminal and various facili�es (storage etc). 3bn EGP.
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Petrochemicals

Phase two (2009-15) of the Displacing imports by providing
20-year master plan
investors with ﬁnancial and technical
5 projects underway (3 due on stream in 2010, one in
assistance to support domes�c project
2011 and one in 2014)
construc�on and opera�on. Worth 6
billion Us$.

Renewable Energy

Incen�ves Given to Re- Develop the renewable energy Concluding long-term agreements (20-25 years)
newable Energy Projects. sector especially the wind market. with private sector to cover cost of produc�on
and return on investments. Exemp�ng renewable
energy equipments from customs and tariﬀs.

Tourism

Integrated tourism pro- Establishing an integrated touris- A Commi�ee has been established to manage
ject in the City of Luxor �c model that has several hotels, the developer selec�on process
entertainment and commercial
areas.
Ras El Hekma project in The target is to establish 3000
Marsa Matruh
diﬀerent levels of hotel rooms
Integrated Touris�c
Project in the Northern
Coast (Marsa Matruh
Governorate)

A SPV for the project has been established to acquire the project land manage the development
process

Establish an investment zone to
design, build and operate an entertainment city with interna�onal standards. Worth 10 bn EGP.

Source: General Authority for Investment (2010)

term budget strategy that allows for better ressource allocation and does not bring the deficit
to untenable heights.
√
Through this budget, the country shall
combat unemployment, and perhaps most importantly the informal one, allowing for the
private sector to thrive and create the necessary positions for the qualified youth and unemployed women.
√
Economic reform through the increase
of the tax base and reduction of energy-subsidies, while needed, could elevate social tensions. In that respect authorities could adopt a
more gradual approach.
The question is the following : what can Egypt
do to gain in productivity and competitiveness
in order not to lose the accumulated gains from
the dynamism of recent years ? As noted earlier,
a large series of investments shall contribute to
the country’s modernization efforts, strengthen
the economic fabric and also improve export
competitiveness.
But the authorities should find those elements
that create persistence in productivity levels.
Learning-by-doing activities, innovation, investment in higher inputs are among them. As noted

by Syverson (2010) such elements define the “intangible capital”, one that is difficult to quantify
but that provides positive externalities to firms
and plants nonetheless.
Furthermore, the author highlights that countries
can become more productive by simply rearranging the inputs they have at their disposal. There
can always be an issue of misallocation of capital, a fact that shall be considered by authorities.
Implementing a framework with the support of
private partners could provide valuable insights
on how the economy operates and could correct
wrong-doings that impede the country from reaching its full economic potential.
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Israel: Massive ac�vity slowdown in 2009, expected
rebound in 2010
Israel’s economy was the worst hit among MP
countries, despite recovery in the la�er half of the
year, GDP only grew by 0.7 percent in 2009. While
the country showcases an examplary economic fabric, its high level of development and dependency
to interna�onal evolu�ons made it less resilient to
the crisis ou�all, pu�ng the economy in a situa�on similar to the one of developed EU countries.
Nonetheless, while the rate of growth in 2009 was
well below the MP average, it was s�ll above the
rate of contrac�on of the global economy.

knowledge based innova�on strategy throughout
the economic fabric and ﬁnd new sectors of poten�al compe��ve advantage, especially regarding
those linked to ICT. But this shall be done in a way
that allows the country to be more independent
on interna�onal happenings. For the �me being,
Israeli growth in the coming shall s�ll rely on the
degree of recovery at the interna�onal level.
The following elements merit a�en�on :
√
The dependance to developed partners
demand resulted in a 19.7% decline in goods exports for 2009 at 45.9 bn US$. However, imports

Real GDP growth (annual varia�on in %)
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Also, in its 2008/2009 report FEMISE had underlined that the Israeli regime is a self-limited one
since it over-relies on the conﬁdence and an�cipa�ons of investors. Moreover, the Israeli openness
regime translated into a source of crisis contagion
for the economy. But, while growth performance
le� much to be desired compared to the rest of the

fell as well, by 28.6% reaching a value of 46 bn US$
which restored equilibrium to the trade balance.
√
FDI marked a major 64.2% decline in
2009, falling to 3.9 bn US$ from 10 bn US$ in 2008,
especially due to a fall in technology investment.
Even so, FDI could pick-up and allow for the sector
to be back-on track in the short-run.

region one should not forget that moving towards
a knowledge-based economy allowed Israel to record the lowest unemployment rate among MP
countries, despite a rise to 7.6% in 2009. Moreover,
banks proved to be resilient, contrary to other developed economies the regulatory framework was
conserva�ve and the tendency of Israeli banks was
to avoid toxic products and specula�ve ac�ons.

√
The crisis fallout brought the unemployment ﬁgure to 7.6% in 2009, the rise resul�ng
more par�cularly from the ﬁrst two quarters of
the year. Even so, the trend appears to have been
ephemeral, since the third quarter of 2009 unemployment has been con�nuously declining being
close to 6.2% in mid 2010. However, let it be noted
that while unemployment is contained, Israel has
an issue of non-employment which is more serious
than in other developed economies.
√
The budget deﬁcit increased in 2009 near
the -5.1% mark, a�er reaching -2.1% in 2008. But

A�er a spectacular economic performance demonstrated throughout the 2000s the challenge will become to sustain growth, pursue the
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the deﬁcit is expected to be reduced to 3.9% of
GDP in 2010 which remains below the oﬃcial target of 5.5%.
√
Since the crisis erupted, the Bank of Israel
seeked to simultaneously increase liquidity and
support domes�c exports. But discre�onary interven�ons to help build-up foreign currency reserves
could end-up bringing a series of nega�ve eﬀects
to the Israeli economy. The current interna�onal
environment and concerns regarding poten�al
currency-apprecia�on pressures could thus favor a
rela�vely loose policy stance.
√
Produc�vity appears to have had a dis�nc�vely posi�ve contribu�on to growth in Israel’s
economic history. Part of the rise in TFP in the industrial countries emanates from R&D investment.
In the 1970–91 period, GDP rose by 137%, TFP contribu�ng by approximately 30% to the rise. Moreover, Israel followed a strategy based on innova�on
that can have important eﬀects on ﬁrm performance. Finally, in the case of Israel increased openness
throughout the 1980s-2000 era has been posi�vely
related to the increase in TFP ; interna�onal openess probably contributed to the reallocca�on of
produc�on factors towards more compe��ve sectors and industries and modiﬁed the products in
which the economy specialized.
√
In the end, Israel must ﬁnd ways in keeping its economy grow. This can be done by developing industries such as Water, Biotechnology
and Energy through the crea�on of clusters and
infrastructural upgrading all the while oﬀering
giving tax incen�ves to IT companies that look
promising.
Trade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)
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I. A considerable shock on the real economy led
by a fall in FDI
I.1. The context
1.1 Great openness in trade and a liberalized
capital account
The Israeli economy is considered as one of the most
open in the world. Its trade regime is a liberal one
and it has greatly contributed to the country’s economic development.Israel has made great eﬀorts in
opening the economy to imports, with the excep�on
of food-related and agricultural goods, trade barriers
across all sectors are very low. This is especially the
case for sectors that represent a high percentage in
total Israeli imports as in the case of minerals & materials, chemical products and non-electrical machinery
where the average MFN custom duty is below 5%.
Trade openness in services, by year (% of GDP)
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Trade balance 2008, by partner and product, mill. US$

appears to be running with the USA which more
than compensates for the trade deﬁcit it runs with
the EU and China. Finally, in the service sector the
country is also a net exporter and the service balance was equal to 4.26 billion US$ in 2008.
Source : COMTRADE
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As already noted by FEMISE (2005), the Israeli trade policy emphasizes free trade as a means of increasing compe��on within the local market, improving resource alloca�on and ﬁnally augmen�ng the
eﬃciency of local industries. Thus, vast reforms in
trade policy were implemented (reducing tariﬀ rates
industrial products, MFN and free trade agreements)
making Israel a modern, market-driven economy.
As a result, with regards to both goods and services
trade the country has been characterized by considerable trade openness; as the graphs below indicate in the 1995-2005 period Israel maintained a
trade openness ra�o above the MP average in both
instances. Nonetheless, both ra�os for 2008 show a
decline in the openness level, but s�ll remain above
the average Mediterranean rates of trade openness
which suggests that the Israeli trade regime could
also facilitate the transmission of the external shock
as is the case in most developed economies.

Capital controls in Israel have been removed, the
country follows a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate system
and inﬂa�on targe�ng. However, despite being put
in place for more than 15 years, inﬂa�on targe�ng
has not entered the legisla�on which s�ll cites the
exchange rate as an objec�ve of monetary policy.
Eﬀorts for the liberaliza�on of capital inﬂows and
ou�lows were crowned with success in the early
2000s, they allow for a combina�on of large inﬂow
and ou�lows reducing eventual pressures on the
exchange rate. The ﬂoa�ng exchange rate regime
is in line with the domes�c openess strategy which
by deﬁni�on requires monetary ﬂexibility.
But, capital and ﬁnancial liberaliza�on can bring
exposure to foreign markets, the ﬁnancial sector
of Israel has more depth than the one of neighbouring MP economies which means that in �mes
of crisis the economy can be hit by an addi�onal
transmission channel. Overall, the case of Israel
resembles more the one of a developed economy
and less the one of a Mediterranean country with
limited ﬁnancial intégra�on.

The con�nuous eﬀorts to liberalise its economy
have allowed for greater integra�on in the world
market. However, they also allowed for greater
dependency to foreign partners and hence greater
trade vola�lity in the case of ﬂuctua�ons in interna�onal demand.

I.2. Crisis transmission channels

When looking at the value of trade in 2008, Israel
appears to be a net importer only when oil-trade is
included. In the case of non-oil trade the country is
a net-exporter, a rare phenomenon in the region.
This is due to the massive trade surplus that Israel

The crisis impact was felt through:
√
A reduction in goods exports by 19.7%,
√
A 28.6% decrease in goods imports,
√
A trade balance in equilibrium for the year
2009 at about -0.05% of GDP,

The crisis ou�all was felt from both the real-sector
and the ﬁnancial sector.
2.1 A shock that was greatly felt through a fall in FDI
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√
√
√
√

A resilient service balance at 2.43% of GDP,
A decrease in workers remi�ances by 7.7%.
A current account at 3.9% of GDP (7.5 bn).
A massive FDI decrease by 64.2% in 2009.

a year-on-year increase of 23.9% while in the same
period total exports increased by 22.7%. However,
the import bill is also expected to follow an upward
path placing the trade balance for 2010 at an es�mated -1.37% of GDP (EIU).

The Israeli openness regime translated into a
source of crisis contagion for the domestic economy. The dependance to developed partners
demand resulted in a 19.7% decline in goods exports for 2009 at 45.9 bn US$. The largest shaCrisis transmission channels, income eﬀect
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The service balance followed an upward trend, going
from a 2.1% surplus on GDP in 2008 to 2.4% in 2009.
This corresponds to a value of 4.7 bn US$ in 2009
versus 4.3bn US$ in 2008 and despite a fall in tourism performance. Tourism
to Israel was down which is
no surprise, 2008 was a record year and hard to repeat,
meanwhile, 2009 started with
a war which could have cau-

sed damage to Israeli tourism.
In the end, about 2.7 million
tourists went to Israel in 2009
which represents an 10%-11%
Exports (goods) Imports (goods) Tourism (income) Tourism (inflows)
Remittances
annual fall, while receipts are
MPs (average)
Israel
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on EIU, Econostrum, WB Remi�ances database, es�mated to have fallen by
Senego.COM
approximately 13.7%.
re of exports traditionally originates from the
manufacturing sector distancing diamonds and
agriculture. However, imports fell as well, they
decreased by 28.6% reaching a value of 46 bn
US$ which restored equilibrium to the trade balance which reached -0.05% of GDP in 2009.
Early ﬁgures for 2010 show a rebound on the export
side, the manufacturing sector in July 2010 recorded

Regarding the remi�ances channel, Israel is among
the lowest recipients in the Mediterranean region
along with Syria. Remi�ances as a share of GDP
represented approximately 0.7% in 2008 and a
decline would have li�le impact on the economy.
Israeli migrants abroad sent less earnings throughout 2009 which translated into a remi�ances
decliine of 7.7% (1.31 bn US$ in 2009 versus 1.42
bn in 2008).
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Finally, FDI marked a major
64.2% decline in 2009, falling
to 3.9 bn US$ from 10 bn US$
in 2008. The amount from
mergers and acquisi�ons of
Israeli companies totaled 2.54
billion US$, a 7% fall compared to the 2.74bn US$ recorded in 2008 and 33% lower
than in 2007. Meanwhile, only
63 Israeli companies were ac-

quired or merged in 2009 compared to 87 companies on average in the 2006-2008 period. Thus,
the interna�onal investment �ghtening following
the crisis had a major repercussion on the Israeli
economy.

Por�olio Inﬂows to Israel: 2004-2009, USD Million
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More precisely, the high-tech sector appears to
have been responsible for a large share of the investment collapse. High-tech investments reached
5.1 bn US$ in 2007 followed by 3.2 bn US$ in 2008
but then plunced to barely 1.4 billion in 2009.
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2) Ou�all on the Stock-exchange and reserves

Even so, FDI could pick-up and allow for the sector
to be back-on track in the short-run. It is believed
ﬁrms have the tendency to postpone high-tech
investments during a crisis period which explains

The ini�al shock lead to a deteriora�on of the Israeli
stock market index. Nonetheless, the stock-exchange has been on the rebound since then.

the, perhaps ephemeral, drop in FDI in Israel.

The spillover eﬀects of the crisis on the stock-exchange were quickly mi�gated. This can be explained in
part due to the domes�c resilience with respect to
past crises due to the built up of adequate foreign exchange reservesas well as a robust ﬁscal stance.

2.2 A ﬁnancial exposure which had repercussions
on por�olio investment
Israel has a rela�vely advanced ﬁnancial system
especially compared to most MP economies. Therefore, the degree of exposure to the crisis would
logically be increased due to its ﬁnancial integra�on within developed markets.
1) Ou�all on por�olio investment
Portfolio investment had been rising since 2004,
with inflows consecutively attaining 0.88bn US$
in 2005, 1.1516bn US$ in 2006 and 1.85 bn US$
in 2007.
The trend appeared to be reversed in 2008, with
the erup�on of the crisis limi�ng inﬂows and favoring ou�lows instead. Nonetheless, inﬂows in
2009 have remained close to their 2008 levels
but the same cannot be said regarding the exit
of short-term capital. The openess of the capital
account translated into massive deteriora�on of
por�olio investment in 2009. Net por�olio investment in 2008 was of -1bn US$ before degrading to
-5bn US$ in 2009.

Foreign reserves increased by 42.5% providing a
confortable 60.6bn US$ up from 42.5bn US$ in 2008
and 28.5bn US$ in 2007. They are expected to remain to similar levels in 2010 despite the expected
rise in the import bill ; tourism is expected to bounce
back and provide addi�onal currency inﬂows rendering the risk of a lack of liquidi�es quasi-null.
3) Ou�all on external public debt
Finally, regarding external debt, Israel saw a rise to
86.8bn US$ up from 86.1 bn US$ in the year 2008.
Gross external debt kept increasing in the second
quarter of 2010, reaching 94 billion US$ in June,
due to a 2 billion US$ increase in gross public debt,
purchases of government bonds by nonresidents,
par�ally oﬀset by the eﬀect on the dollar debt of
the strengthening of the dollar against the domes�c currency (Bank of Israel). External debt to
GDP at the end of the second quarter was close to
47.5% which is an increase of approximately 2.5%
from the average in the last four quarters.
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II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates

Nevertheless, the crisis fallout brought the
unemployment figure to 7.6% in the year 2009,
the rise resulting more particularly from the first
two quarters of the year. Even so, the trend appears to have been ephemeral, since the third
quarter of 2009 unemployment has been continuously declining being close to 6.2% in mid
2010. By the second quarter of the year 2009,
unemployment in Israel was below the OECD le-

1. GDP growth and decomposi�on

The service-based Israeli economy marked a considerable growth slowdown in 2009. While ﬁnance &
business services and government services grew respec�vely by 2.8% and 3.8%, transport and communica�ons services fell by roughly 4%. Meanwhile, manufacturing ac�vity appears
GDP at basic prices, by sector (NIS million, chained data at 2005 prices)
to have marked a 6.4% decline while construc�on also fell
2009
by approximately 1%.
2008

But expecta�ons for 2010 allow for op�mism. Growth in

2007

the ﬁrst half of 2010 shows
Finance and Business services
Transp., storage and communications
an annualised posi�ve rate of
Construction
Manufacturing
General gov. & NPISH
Housing services
4.1%, a�er a 3.3% rate in the
second half and a -1.5% rate
in the ﬁrst half of 2009. As for Source : Central Bureau of Sta�s�cs
the second quarter of 2010
es�mates place the annualised rate of GDP growth to vel which has rarely happened in recent history.
the 4.7% mark. There is also evidence for an upswing It averaged 7.7% in Israel versus 7.9 percent for
in the construc�on sector ; the number of new buil- the OECD countries. Claims for unemployment
ding starts for the ﬁrst half of 2010 reached 18400 benefit have followed the same path, falling
marking a 17% year-on-year increase.
back to their pre-crisis levels as shown by early
2010 figures.
2. Ini�al rise in unemployment that gave place to a
fall near pre-crisis levels in 2010
For the population aged between 25-64 years,
the rate fell from 6% in the first quarter of 2010
The modernized economic fabric of Israel have al- to 5.6% in the second quarter. Meanwhile,
lowed for low levels of unemployment. The country unemployed men are back at work with a parti0
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has tradi�onally been frontrunner in unemployment
reduc�on, with a jobless rate of 6.1% in 2008 which
was the lowest among MP countries.

cipation rate rising in the second quarter by 1%
to 62.2%, while women slightly fell in participation to 51.8%.

Rate of Unemployment, seasonally adjusted
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2009

2010

Number of job vacancies by Industry, May 2009 - July 2010
(thousands)

Gross Fixed Capital Forma�on, by Industry, NIS million, chained
at 2005 prices
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However, the otherwise remarkable performance in
reducing unemployment should be put in context. Let
it be noted that while unemployment is contained,
Israel has an issue of non-employment which is more
serious than in other developed economies. The wor-

year later. Meanwhile, wholesale trade and manufacturing showed an increase in vacancies of 63.5% and
52.4% respec�vely (reaching 10.3 thousand and 7.2
thousand in July 2010). On the contrary, educa�on
saw the ﬁgure go from 1.6 thousand in July 2009 to

king age popula�on in Israel is composed of people
par�cipa�ng in the labor force and people which do
not par�cipate in it. It appears the la�er group is rela�vely important in size, which translates into a biased
unemployment ﬁgure.

about 0.6 thousand (-62.5%) in July 2010.

While non-employment in the OECD economies is
close to 11.9%, the corresponding rate in Israel is
close to 18.9% which is even above the non-employment rate of Spain, a leader in unemployment. While
the ultra-Orthodox Jewish popula�on and Israeli
Arabs could be responsible for eleva�ng the non-employment rate, it is believed the Israeli economy has
had some diﬃcul�es in coping successfully with its
labor market while modernizing.
The number of job vacancies shows that among the
most aﬀected branches were business services going
from 10.3 thousand in July 2009 to 14.7 thousand a
Decomposing demand, billion US$

II.1 A macro-reac�on
1) A stale economic activity in 2009, rebound
expected in 2010
Exports expenditure on GDP fell through the
year 2009 by approximately 11.4%. It was accompanied by a real decline in the gross fixed
capital formation on GDP by 6.7% while private
and public consumption on GDP grew respectively by 1.5% and 1.6% at pace below the average
of recent years.
Es�mates for 2010 suggest Israeli growth will enter a path of recovery, with an es�mated rate of
growth at 3.2% according to EIU, which is slightly
below pre-crisis growth levels. Exports are �midly
Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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2009
GFCF

Exports

2010
Imports

expected to pick-up which shall clearly contribute
to growth, meanwhile, investment is also expected to bounce back in order to play once again an
ac�ve role to s�mulate the economy.
However, let it be noted that growth during the
seond quarter grew at an annualised 4.7% boosted by a marked exports increase. Meanwhile, the
increase in business produc�vity shall further sustain consump�on. Thus, real growth could also end
up being near or even above the 4% mark (CBS).
2) Increased pressures on the budget that should
be gradually relieved
The increase in spending lead to an increase in the
budget deﬁcit in 2009 near the -5.1% mark, a�er reaching -2.1% in 2008 and being equilibrated in 2007.
However, the deﬁcit appears to have fallen due to
Budget Balance (% of GDP)

crisis erupted, the Bank of Israel (BOI) seeked to simultaneously increase liquidity and support domes�c exports. It did so by cu�ng interest rates and by
buying foreign currencies and long-term bonds. Interest rates were then cumula�vely raised by 125 basis
points since August 2009. Real rates, based on forecast 12-month inﬂa�on, remained nega�ve.
Let it be noted that discre�onary interven�ons to
help build-up foreign currency reserves could endup bringing a series of nega�ve eﬀects to the Israeli
economy. As noted by Moeser (2010), a “clean ﬂoat”
should be re-adopted as soon as possible since a
growth pick-up along with monetary interven�ons
could materialize into inﬂa�on that goes against the
recent monetary �ghtening. If the interven�on seeks
at providing a ﬂoor to the Shekel, then interna�onal markets could prevent this from happpening.
Meanwhile, credibility in monetary policy could be
hit while costs from the interest diﬀeren�al can reach
considerable heights.
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The current interna�onal environment and concerns
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could thus favor a rela�vely loose policy stance (EIU).
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II.2 A banking system that was stable enough due to
a conserva�ve framework
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high contribu�on on the revenue side. In the JanuaryJuly 2010 period it went to 9bn NIS down from NIS
15.5bn in the same period of 2009. Thus, the deﬁcit is

When the crisis erupted, the Israeli banking system had reached a record level of capital adequacy at 12%, even if it were below the one of
other Mediterranean economies, it thus had the

expected to be reduced to 3.9% of GDP in 2010 which
remains below the oﬃcial target of 5.5% (EIU).

necessary means to ensure its viability as well as
its resilience.

Even so, a high-rate of growth and a context of regional stability are the necessary prerequisites for authori�es to succeed in bringing down the deﬁcit to 3%
and 2% of GDP for 2011 and 2012 respec�vely.

This was especially the case since non-performing loans have been negligible in size compared to the Mediterranean average, representing
less than 2% of total loans in Israel. Meanwhile,
the equity/assets ratio also improved during
the year also shown improvement. It should be
noted that contrary to other developed economies, the regulatory regime in Israel does not
easily allow taking assets off the balance sheet

3) Monetary/exchange-rate policy
As noted earlier, Israel is pursuing a ﬂoa�ng exchange
rate system along with inﬂa�on targe�ng. Since the
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Indicators of Financial Soundness

within the sectors themselves ; in the manufacturing sector, labor-intensive industries such as
textiles contracted, while ICT industries intensive in human capital thrived (Helpman, 2003).
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to improve capital ratios. The capital standards
in place provided stability during the crisis. But
one should note that Israeli banks had also avoided toxic products and speculative actions adding to the sector’s resilience.
Even so, the conservative framework needs to
evolve. Granted, capital ratios were sufficient
but their increase could provide for additional
shielding in case of a longer lasting shock. Moreover, the market remains concentrated, principally dominated by two banks (Hapoalim and
Leumi) due to their profound linkages and control over deposits, various funds, credit companies or even secondary market trading.
The financial profile of banks has improved in
asset quality and profitability despite the crisis.
But, the banking system should approach international standards, going towards a more competitive structure.
III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity
III.1 A TFP-driven growth regime based on innovation and the Knowledge Ecoomy

Then followed a spectacular economic performance demonstrated by Israel throughout the
2000s. It could be attributed to the presence of
structural policies which along with a strategy
based on innovation transformed Israel into a
technology-based economy. While it was greatly responsible for the productivity boom in the
1990s, the manufacturing sector would now represent roughly 15% of domestic GDP, while the
country would greatly rely on financial and business services.
Reforms have allowed for sustained growth
throughout the decade, while massive investments in R&D have firmly set the premises for
future economic growth. As the left-hand graph (page10) indicates, the Israeli economy has
maintained a positive rate of productivity growth
throughout the 80s, 90s and the 2000-2006 period as well.
In the right-side graph growth rates of the aggregate product are broken into contributions of
factors of accumulation and productivity (average annual growth rate of gdp per worker and
contributions of each component to GDP). The
breakdown of GDP per worker is done twice, assuming a value of the relative share of physical
capital to production equal to 0.74 in the first
case and of 0.30 in the second case. In the first

Sectoral contribu�on to GDP, in %

The structure of the domestic economy
evolved in an impressive manner ; once
relying to great extent on the agricultural
produce, Israel saw the share of agriculture
dropping to 4.5% in the early 1990s while
the share of manufacturing and services
had risen to 30% and 40% respectively. Moreover, internal structural change occured Source: Central Bureau of Sta�s�cs
2009
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case, the main determinant of economic growth
through the last 40 years in Israel appears to
have been the accumulation of physical capital

in question, TFP contributing by approximately
30% to the rise (41% TFP increase in 1971-90)
percent). A decomposition of TFP shows that

followed by productivity. In the second case the
growth share attributed to physical capital is reduced and the driving engine of Israeli growth
appears to reside more on productivity. This results are logical since a largest share of physical
capital to production would attribute less weight
to the contribution of productivity to the growth
process.

education contributed 12%, domestic R&D 17%,
and foreign R&D 8%.

Whatever case is closer to reality, productivity
appears to have had a distinctively positive contribution to growth in Israel’s economic history.
Part of the rise in TFP in the industrial countries
emanates from R&D investment. Using estimates
of the elasticity of productivity with respect to
the R&D capital stock in small economies Helpman (2003) finds that R&D contributed by 17% to
the productivity increase in the 1970–91 period.
More precisely, GDP rose by 137% in the period
Table 1. Contribu�on of Produc�vity to Growth, and its Components;
Israel, 1971-90
Business-sector product

137

Total Factor Produc�vity

41

Contribu�on of :
Educa�on

12

Domes�c R&D

17

Foreign R&D

8

Source : Helpman (2003)

Overall, in the 1971-90 era, the economy grew
relatively fast. About 70% of the rise in GDP
appears to have been the result of an increase
in hours worked and investment in physical capital, nonetheless, the increase in productivity
had already started to play a vital part fueled
by improved schooling, R&D investment and
knowledge spillovers from foreign R&D. Entering
the 1990s, GDP growth increased, led by the manufacturing sector in terms of both per capita
output and TFP. Simply put, the manufacturing
sector experienced a skill upgrading phenomenon throughout the 1990s. The share of workers
with high education went from 26% in 1990 to
43% in 1999, while the share of immigrants in
manufacturing became nearly double the one of
locals. The high education level of immigrants
might have been a determinant of the Israeli
productivity boom, though Paserman (2008)
suggests that Israel did not succesfully exploit
the human capital windfall represented by Russian immigration.
Moreover, Israel followed a strategy based on innova�on that can have important eﬀects on ﬁrm
performance. As noted by Norris et Al. (2010), new
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products, improvements in produc�on processes
and technological adop�on can enhance the produc�ve performance of ﬁrms. Furthermore, the
authors ﬁnd that the posi�ve eﬀect of innova�on
on produc�vity is signiﬁcantly larger in countries
with well-developed ﬁnancial markets. Thus, the
case of Israel is a perfect ﬁt for this theory, it corroborates to the ﬁnding that ﬁnancial development
could inﬂuence growth by facilita�ng technological
innova�ons and low-cost produc�on methods that
are produc�vity enhancing.
Finally, Cecchini and Lai-Tong (2008) iden�fy a
clear link between openness and produc�vity in
Mediterranean countries. In the case of Israel
they show that increased openness throughout
the 1980s-2000 era has been posi�vely related
to the increase in TFP. This ﬁnding is in line with
what has been said in the report, interna�onal
openess contributes to the reallocca�on of produc�on factors towards more compe��ve sectors
and industries and modiﬁes the products in which
an economy specializes.
To sum up, the produc�vity resilience shown by Israel could be explained by the following elements :
√
Development of high technology industries which had a great share in the Israeli growth
performance, absorbing an impressive number of
highly educated immigrants,
√
Increased openness which brought alloca�ve eﬃciency of produc�on factors and an increase
in TFP,
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with Oﬃces in Israel
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As the graph above indicates Israel faced a shortage
of investment in R&D and innova�on as well as in
technological infrastructure in 2009. This could be
explained by the fact that response from the authori�es was not imminent due to the government transi�on in March 2009. Furthermore, most of the crisis
measures undertaken were not of concern to the
real economy and were essen�ally directed towards
the ﬁnancial sector. The need for addi�onal funding
in innova�on was thus of vital need and authori�es
seem to have responded by proposing a plan to revitalize the High-Tech industry.
III.2.1 A High-Tech Support Plan that was greatly
needed to dynamize the economy

III.2 Can innova�on policy mi�gate economic
downturns?

Authori�es provide a wide array of incen�ves to
investors in sectors such as industry, tourism and
real estate, while hi-tech companies and R&D ac�vi�es are given a special treatment with addi�onal
focus. The new Law for the Encouragement of Capital Investment has added an automa�c path for
investment incen�ves. Once a series of criteria are
met the enterprise can now obtain the « Preferred
Enterprise » status by the Tax Authority (or Approved Enterprise status from the IIC) and becomes
eligible for reduced tax rates, tax exemp�ons and
a series of other beneﬁts.

The country has become an innova�on leader
due to a produc�ve private sector with the ini�al
support of the public sector. It thus comes as no
surprise that Israel is focusing once again on innova�on to foster new growth and bounce back from
a mediocre year.

Recently, domes�c authori�es revealed their High
Tech Plan, the la�er was designed to s�mulate the
Technology Sector in Israel and could help boos�ng
the domes�c economy in the coming years. The Israeli high-tech support plan consists of a series of
elements.

√
A strategy based on innova�on that augmented the produc�ve performance of Israeli ﬁrms.
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√
Renewing capital inﬂows to the high-tech
industry. This should be done by encouraging Israeli investors to invest in domes�c venture capital
funds.
√
Providing tax incen�ves for investors in Israeli high-tech start-ups. This could be done through a government scheme that provides tax exemp�ons for investors in qualifying companies.
√
Taking advantage of the poten�al of Technology for Financial Services, by oﬀering incen�ves
to interna�onal ﬁnancial-services companies that
plan on establishing R&D ac�vi�es abroad.
√
Expanding the contribu�on of ethnic minori�es in high-tech, by training the Orthodox Jews
and Israeli Arabs in high-tech professions.

The centers of excellence will provide research
grants and employ 15 to 30 Israeli returnees. The
plan would also be a�rac�ng foreign students in
the medium-run and provide specializa�on in four
areas of exper�se (molecular basis of diseases, cogni�ve processes, computer science, and renewable and sustainable energy sources).

The poten�al beneﬁts to be drawn from such plan
are of great magnitude. More speciﬁcally, providing
incen�ves for high-tech start-ups could ensure Israel remains compe��ve in the market for the coming decade ase well. Relying on a grand array of
small companies reduces the vulnerability of Israel’s
high-technology sector to poten�al mishaps of individual ﬁrms and markets. Taking into account that
the technology industry is a rapidly evolving one,
Israel should keep promo�ng adequate measures
for the crea�on and sustainability of start-ups.

The Israeli water technology sector has been a
prosperous one in �mes of economic crisis. The
authori�es plan on developing it even more and
export the Israeli know-how and technology. Plans
are to develop drip irriga�on, desalina�on, conserva�on, wastewater and every ac�vity related to
water technology, the objec�ve being to export
2.5 billion US$ in water technology in 2011.

Granted, the contribu�on of high-technology startups to GDP cannot be measured since they do not
seek at genera�ng revenue but focus on R&D. But
their valua�ons by investors o�en surpass those of
publicly traded companies which means that they
are poten�al generators of a great value-added
share.
III.2.2 Turning Brain-Drain into Brain-Gain
Israel has started implemen�ng a plan des�ned at
reversing the brain drain phenomenon and bring
back its qualiﬁed workforce from abroad. The 350
million US$ plan should create in a 5-year span 30
Centers of Research Excellence, which would attract the Israeli scien�sts in ques�on, four of which
are expected for January 2011.

This ini�a�ve is in line with the country’s innova�on-driven strategy since it consists of a forward
looking measure, providing the necessary groundwork to create growth from new sectors in the
decade(s) to come.
III.2.3 Other ini�a�ves to mi�gate the crisis ou�all

The industry in question is an export-oriented
one and should thus help weather the shortterm effects of the international crisis. Global stimulus packages were put in place by the
authorities which contributed to the sectors
resilience in 2009. Moreover, for the first time
Israel’s fastest growing technology company was
from water recycling in 2009. The structure of
the Israeli water-technology sector is not surprisingly one comprised of high-tech start-ups
which have started in Israel and then proceeded
to exporting in the EU and USA markets. It marks
a great example of how a country with little ressources has managed to thrive through technological and environmental innovation.
Finally, let it also be noted that Israel has assumed the presidency of Eureka which is one of the
biggest collabora�ve research and development
programs in Europe and worldwide. Israeli com-
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panies have already been par�cipa�ng in Eureka
projects and the Israeli presidency should provide
a chance for orien�ng research towards sectors
and projects that are in line with Israel’s industrial
interests.
Overall, we shall stress that :
√
Israel is ac�vely pursuing an innova�ondriven policy oﬀering opportuni�es for the private sector and is following an aggressive strategy
of FDI a�rac�on,
√
The authori�es focus on high-tech sectors such as water technology that could simultaneously carry growth in the coming years and
counter the short-term eﬀects of the interna�onal crisis,
√
The government appears to be laying the
ground for future innova�on and growth by trying
to reverse the brain-drain phenomenon and attract a qualiﬁed base of researchers.
Conclusions and Recommenda�ons
Israel has been a knowledge based economy, following a TFP regime that focuses on innova�on
ac�vity. The crisis aﬀected on innova�on through
the decline in investment, both domes�c and foreign, leading to a very small rate of growth for
2009. Nonetheless, prospects for 2010 are posi�ve and a number of elements could allow Israel
to bounce back sooner rather than later.
√

Exports diversiﬁca�on can have a deter-

mining impact on growth in MP’s and thus Israel.
More speciﬁcally, a larger pale�e in the export
structure and larger FDI inﬂows both allow for
higher growth, even if export diversiﬁca�on may
reduce the impact of FDI on the growth rate (Nicet-Chenaf and Rougier, 2009). Authori�es could
think of a means of combining the advantages of
the current innova�on-driven and investmentheavy regime along with those of one that allows
of a wider array of exports that could contribute
to the crea�on of new sources of compe��ve advantage and growth. This appears to be happe-

ning already with the development of the water
technology industry.
√
All developed economies worldwide
have seen their banking system aﬀected in their
economic history with only a handful of excep�ons, the one of them being Israel which did not
face a bank failure in its en�re history. Conserva�ve policies such as lending policies leveraged at
5 to 1, versus 26 to 1 for some US banks and 61
to 1 for some EU banks, has contributed to perpetua�ng the trend even during the recent crisis.
Meanwhile, this lead small businesses that could
not obtain credit to be redirected to the technology sector, where tax incen�ves are present and
capital is available.
√
In the end, Israel must ﬁnd ways in keeping its economy grow. It must keep s�mula�ng
innova�on all the while restructuring its economy. This can be done by developing industries
such as Water, Biotechnology and Energy through
the crea�on of clusters and infrastructural upgrading all the while oﬀering giving tax incen�ves
to IT companies that look promising. Inves�ng
in retraining can also be of valuable assistance in
« new-sectors » where Israel needs to be more
compe��ve. The authori�es should iden�fy keysectors were training is more needed, oﬀer tax
exemp�ons to the ﬁrms undertaking the ini�a�ves and in the end gain from both an economic
and societal point-of-view. In the end, authori�es
should provide incen�ves for those that « export
» their knowledge, meaning, those that put their
exper�se to use interna�onally.
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Jordan: A decelera�on in 2009 that shall nonetheless
give place to new growth carriers in coming years
The Jordanian economy slowed down in 2009, registering a real growth rate es�mated at 2.4%, below
the average MP growth and far from the levels of
growth a�ained throughout the 2000s. Even so, the
country was far from the worldwide trend, it avoided
recession relying on an array of sources of growth
throughout the year. Undeniably, Jordan’s economic
performance has been impressive in the latest deca-

Banking has been le� rela�vely unaﬀected by the
crisis eﬀects, with healthy indicators and a system
among the less aﬀected in the region. However, with
regards to the ﬁnancial sector, the stock-exchange has
not been able to rebound, in part due to a lack of conﬁdence among investors and a shortage of liquidity.
Perhaps most importantly, authori�es appear to be
well aware of what needs to be done to ensure future
growth and shield the economy from any nega�ve interna�onal developments that could rise. The country
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de and its strategy has allowed the economy to move
away from capital accumula�on towards a path of total factor produc�vity.
However, the recent growth weakening, while understandable due to the nature and amplitude of the
crisis, has brought to light certain elements of the
economic structure that could be worked upon to ensure even be�er sustainability in the coming decade.
First of all, the transmission channels of the crisis
were primarily linked to external developments, something that was expected since the country has
strong economic �es with developed economies and
has perhaps become overdependent in a number
of instances. Moreover, authori�es have to face increasing pressures on the budget balance, the la�er
represen�ng the largest deﬁcit in terms of GDP across
MP economies in 2009. Finally, the unemployment issue is s�ll a major one that has to be dealt with to
avoid rising tensions especially among the younger
segments of the working popula�on.

is pursuing structural adjustments that should reduce
public expenditure all the while targe�ng poten�al
growth carriers by a series of investment projects.
Building tourism capacity, modernizing domes�c
transport infrastructure and liberaliza�on ini�a�ves
are all part of Jordan’s plan, while poten�al for FDI
inﬂows is considerable and should allow for an escala�ng number of public-private partnerships in the
near future.
Regarding the economic developments in the kingdom of Jordan, the following elements should be
accentuated:
√
Goods exports marked a 19.8% decline
(to 6.36 bn US$) which is less than in the rest of
the region. Fortunately, this development did not
make the trade deﬁcit any wider, since the import
bill decreased by 17.2% to 12.5 bn US$, primarily
due to the 30.2% fall in the mineral sector which
represented the largest share (18.2%) of total imports in 2009.
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√
Meanwhile, the service balance saw its
surplus double in one year to 3.55% of GDP in 2009
in great part due to a resilient tourism sector which
managed to a�ain surprisingly high levels of inﬂows
(1.6% increase in 2009).
√
Meanwhile, remi�ances decreased by only
3.6% and the country was less aﬀected than some
neighbouring MP economies.
√
FDI marked a 15.7% decrease in 2009 to
2.38 bn US but prospects are looking bright for 2010
since investments are expected due to new incen�ves provided by the Investment Promo�on Law.
√
It was essen�ally growth in private consump�on (+2.7%) followed by public consump�on
(+2.5%) that mostly contributed to the rise in Jordan’s
GDP. In 2010 they are expected to be supplemen-

nomy gained in eﬃciency achieving a posi�ve annual
produc�vity rate of growth through the 2000-2006
period and has become TFP-driven. Moreover, ﬁrms
entry and exit appears to have played a deﬁning role.
Firms that « survived » liberaliza�on ini�a�ves bode
well in sectors such as iron and steel, electrical machinery and other chemical products while it appears
that forced exit of least eﬃcient ﬁrms increases produc�vity.
√
Poten�al « winners » sectors that Jordan
could rely on are logis�cs, tourism and the health sector. Tourism shall remain the fastest growing sector
globally for the next 20 years (10%-12% sustained annual growth) and various infrastructure projects shall
provide posi�ve externali�es to the tourism economy. Investment projects in logis�cs should allow for

ted by the GFCF which is expected to return to posi�ve trends (+2%) while exports are also expected to
slowly bounce back.
√
The increase in spending lead to a massive
deteriora�on of the budget deﬁcit which grew to
11.9% a�er reaching 9.6% of GDP in 2008. Hence,
austerity measures have been undertaken and recent ﬁgures show that budget deﬁcit fell to 280.9 million JD in the ﬁrst seven months of 2010 contras�ng
with the 640.5 million deﬁcit for the same period in
2009.
√
Unemployment rose to 12.9% in 2009 a gap
remains between employment needs of the Jordanian market and the qualiﬁca�ons obtained by university degrees. The unemployment rate was high
among university graduates at 16.2% in 2009 while
the migra�on phenomenon of Jordanians from rural

easier transport of merchandise and a greater variety
of proposed services while projects in the railway
network and road transport also oﬀer similar beneﬁts. Finally, developing sectors such as health shall
allow for a new type of growth to emerge through
health tourism. `
√
Jordan could beneﬁt from studying the limited but nonetheless very real success stories in some
of its neighbours and draw its conclusions as to what
type of reform measure are most eﬀec�ve for each
of its markets. The implementa�on of a process that
allows detailed monitoring of SMEs performance
could also be promoted. This could take place with
the support of interna�onal organiza�ons and private partners that could provide both funds and the
necessary exper�se in areas such as SMEs ﬁnancing,
entrepreneurship and the business environment.

to urban regions eventually created a disequilibrium
between related employment opportuni�es.
√
The country has been in a ﬁxed exchange
rate regime and the peg has provided for stability and
increased conﬁdence vis-a-vis the dinar. But, since
authori�es plan on maintaining a ﬁxed exchange
rate, they could be harmed by any unfavorable specula�ons which could cause considerable amounts of
capital to ﬂee in excep�onal situa�ons.
√
The main determinant of economic growth
through the last 40 years in Jordan was the accumula�on of physical capital. However, the domes�c eco-

I. A shock on the real economy that led to a shortterm decelera�on of growth
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in trade and in the capital
account
Throughout the 2000s Jordan made a clear choice
in its trade policy orienta�on by implemen�ng
the non-discriminatory principle of the WTO, all
the while con�nuing to be engaged in an array of
bilateral agreements.
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Tariﬀ protec�on and imports, by product
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Domestic authorities have made considerable efforts in reducing tariff barriers to imports, therefore, the simple average tariff went from 19% in
the start of the decade to 11.5% in 2006, but imports are still constrained by high custom duties
in certain sectors, especially in agricultural and
food-related goods as well as in the clothing sector. The most constrained sector is by far the one
of beverages & tobacco products which faces a
68.8% average MFN customs tariff, distantly followed by the fruit and vegetables sector (21.5%)
and clothing goods (21.4%). The cotton sector is
barrier-free, while chemicals, textiles and nonelectrical machinery are among the least constrained sectors. Overall, while impediments to
imports are not very high in Jordan, the tariff
structure is a dispersed one.
With regards to trade, the country has been characterized by considerable trade openness ; as
the graphs below indicate Jordan has tmaintained a trade openness ratio well above the MP
average. In the case of goods trade, the ratio
has shown a remarkable increase since the early
2000s and achieved great heights in 2008. Furthermore, Jordan registers increased openness
in services trade, again well above the MP average, though the ratio suggests the country was
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Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on COMTRADE, IMF

slightly more open to services trade in the middle of the 1990s.
Finally, when looking at the value of trade in 2008,
Jordan appears to be a net importer, both with and
without the inclusion of oil-trade. Moreover, Jordan appears to be running a trade deﬁcit with all
major partners except the USA with whom it has
a trade surplus. In manufacturing trade, the EU27
has the largest trade surplus on Jordan, followed
by China. Meanwhile, when oil is incuded, Jordan
appears to be running a considerable trade deﬁcit
vis-à-vis oil producing economies of the Gulf.
Finally, in the service sector the country is a net
exporter, total exports were equal to 2.9 billion
euros in 2008 (versus 2.6 billion euros of imports), mainly due to the travel sector which represented 68.8% of service exports.
Overall, Jordan pursued and is still following a
strategy of openness which has helped its integration in the world economy and contributed to
high rates of growth throughout the 2000s.
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Trade balance 2008, by partner and product, mill. US$
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1.2 A capital account at an advanced openness
stage along with a ﬁxed exchange rate
The liberalization of the capital account in Jordan is at an advanced stage (high degree) and
the country has a regime with no restrictions
on capital inflows and outflows. Meanwhile, the
country has chosen to follow a fixed exchange
rate regime. A number of measures have allowed instauring an open capital account that is
not incompatible with the exchange rate system.
As for the financial sector it has achieved an intermediate level of deregulation remaining still
far from levels attained in the most advanced
developing economies’ financial systems.

√
A reduction in goods exports by 19.8%
to 6.36 bn US$ in 2009,
√
A 17.2% decrease in the value of goods
imports to 12.5 bn US$ in 2009,
√
A trade deficit for the year 2009 that
declined by an impressive 13.7% in real terms,
as well as in terms of GDP from 34.5% in 2008 to
29.2% in 2009,
√
A service balance which saw its surplus
double in one year to 3.55% of GDP in 2009,
√
An slight decrease in workers remittances of 3.6%,
√
A deficitary current account at 1.29 bn
US $ which decreased by 39.9%,
√
A decrease in FDI by 15.7% in 2009 to
2.38 bn US$.

Following the evolution of the crisis one could
note that the strategy followed by Jordan has Due to a high rate of openness, trade in Jordan
been relatively adapted to the countrys’ needs. declined throughout 2009, hence, goods exports
The fixed exchange rate is there to maintain in- marked a 19.8% decline to 6.36 bn US$. The
vestors’ confidence in the
currency, domestic saving Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect
15%
and investment are encou10%
red while capital outflows
5%
0%
are partially prevented.
-5%
Fixity of the exchange rate
-10%
also reduced inflation whi- -15%
le the Dinar has been shiel- -20%
-25%
ded from speculation. But,
-30%
even if the financial sector
Exports (goods) Imports (goods) Tourism (income) Tourism (inflows)
Remittances
has improved, further deeMPs (average)
Jordan
pening is needed to improve transparency, disclosure Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based onvarious sources
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Structure of Trade, 2008-2009, miilion JD
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Live animals; animal products
Prepared foodstuffs;beverages, spirits and vinegar; tobacco etc
Plastics and articles thereof; rubber and articles thereof
Pulp of wood or of other fibrous cellulosic material etc
Articles of stone etc
Machinery and mechanical appliances; electrical equipment etc
Miscellaneous manufactured articles

Vegetable products
Mineral products
Raw hides and skins, leather, furskins etc
Textiles and textile articles
Natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones etc
Vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipment
Works of art, collectors' pieces and antiques

Animal or vegetable fats and oils etc
Products of the chemical or allied industries
Wood and articles of wood etc
Footwear, headgear etc
Base metals and articles of base metals
Optical, photographic, cinematographic instruments etc
Unspecified

Source : The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Department of Sta�s�cs (DOS)

largest share of exports comes from chemicals
products (32.4% of exports), which declined by
33.8% in 2009, followed by textiles (17.1% of
exports) which fell by 17.7% and vegetable products (8.9% of exports) which were left practically unchanged.
However, goods exports declined less than in the
rest of the region. Furthermore, the import bill
decreased even more, thus, offering the possibility for a more equilibrated trade balance. Imports fell by 17.2% to 12.5 bn US$ primarily due
to the 30.2% fall in the mineral sector which represented the largest share (18.2%) of total imports in 2009, followed by the machinery sector
(14.8% of imports) which also marked a considerable decline (-22.2%).
As a result, the trade balance saw its deficit decrease by an impressive 13.7% in real terms, as
well as in terms of GDP from 34.5% in 2008 to
29.2% in 2009. In the first half of 2010 however,
the trade balance deficit rose by 18.1%, with an
exports increase of 16.6% and an imports increase of 11.7% but could still decline in terms
of GDP by the end of the year.
Meanwhile, the service balance saw its surplus
double in one year to 3.55% of GDP in 2009 which
could reach 4.5% of GDP by the end of 2010. This
is in great part due to a resilient tourism sector
which managed to a�ain surprisingly high levels
of tourist inﬂows (1.6% increase in 2009) while

receipts were only marginally aﬀected (-1.1% in
2009). Furthermore, signs are very op�mis�c for
the sector in 2010, tourism revenues in the ﬁrst
seven months of the year a�ained 1.414 billion
JD which corresponds to a 26% year-on-year increase while the number of tourists rose by 23%
to 4.8 million. Around 80% of receipts came from
the region of Petra which rose to 9.9m JD by a 45%
year-on-year rate. The major share of tourists was
tradi�onally made of the Jordanian diaspora which
are the largest contributors to the na�onal tourism
space (740,375) followed by non-Gulf Arab tourists (682,587), tourists from Arab Gulf countries
(555,865), European visitors (415,525) and ﬁnally
tourists from Asia (151,122).
Regarding the remi�ances channel, Jordan is along
with Lebanon one of the largest recipients among
MP economies. Remi�ances as a share of GDP represent roughly 19% and there were fears that the
exogenous shock would limit the capacity of Jordanian expatriates to send funds back home. It should
be noted that about 600 000 Jordanians are working abroad, among which 260 000 in Saudi Arabia,
250 000 in the UAE, 42 000 in Kuwait and 27 000
in Qatar. However, remi�ances ﬁnally decreased
by only 3.6% and the country was less aﬀected by
the remi�ances channel than some neighbouring
MP’s. Gulf countries are on the look for a qualiﬁed
labour-force which means a great number of Jordanians move abroad, leading to a possible rise in
their number throughout the Gulf region which
has entered a period of recovery.
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Finally, FDI marked 15.7% decrease in 2009 to
2.38 bn US$. The continuing global recession led
to increased reticence in investment projects,
though again the situation did not appear to be
as dramatic as in most MP’s. On the contrary,
prospects are looking bright for 2010, 5.4 bn
US$ of investments are expected due to new incentives provided by the Investment Promotion
Law. In the first two months of 2010 FDI inflows
escalated to 900 million US$, which corresponds
to a massive 235% year-on-year increase, with
great contribution by Saudi Arabia, followed by
Yemen, the US and Spain. Initial forecasts point
towards a timid increase to 2.43bn US$ of FDI in
2010, however it should not be a surprise if Jordan manages to attrat an even larger sum.
Overall, the Jordanian economy endured the crisis outfall but it managed to mitigate most of its
effects, allowing to reduce the current account
deficit to at 1.29 bn US $ (-39.9%).
2.2 A financial shock that has nonetheless not
affected reserves negatively
The strategies followed in the past regarding capital and financial opening have been determinant as to varying exposure to the crisis outfall.
In the case of Jordan, the country is relatively
open, with a high degree of financial liberalization but with a capital account at an intermediate openness level and net external liabilities
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of the financial sector at a low level. Thus, one
would expect a present yet relatively limited
financial impact especially compared to neighbouring countries with more developed financial
systems.
1) Outfall on the Stock-exchange
The Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) was initiated
in 1999 as a non-profit financially autonomous
institution and now includes stocks of more than
150 companies from various sectors such as banking, insurance, services and industry.
The stock market took a considerable hit following the crisis in late 2008 and has not been
able to rebound ever since. There appears to be
a lack of confidence among investors as well as a
shortage of liquidity which has naturally brought
a marked decline in trading volumes that remain
very low.
There appears to be a need for banks with ample liquidities to provide investors the necessary

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

3

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export
Oriented
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lending to inject funds in the bourse and reverse
the negative trend. Moreover, shares of real estate companies are expected to improve in the
second half of 2010 which might partially invigorate new growth.

potential increase should not be rulled-out especially since tourism has performed remarkably
well until now.

Overall, the contribution of Arab and foreign investments has remained stable, in March 2010
they represented 44.86% of total investment in
the stock exchange compared to 45.55% at the
end of 2009, primarily driven by investors from
Kuwait (3,252 investors) which constitute the
largest volume of investors and the second largest share of investment at 1.77 billion US$.

Finally, regardng external debt, Jordan managed
to stabilize it at 6.5 bn US$ in 2009, slightly up
from the 6.3 bn US$ the prior year. In terms of GDP
this is equal to a 0.2% rise, from 30,6% in 2008 to
30,8% in 2009. The debt service ra�o massively
fell from 25.8% in 2008 to 4.4% in 2009. As for
net public debt, the la�er grew to 9.66 billion JD
which corresponds to 59.4% of GDP versus 8.55
billion JD in 2008 (56.8% of GDP). The rise in the
budget deﬁcit resulted into authori�es issuing go-

Undeniably, the stock market has room for development and 2010 can still be a stepping stone
for its evolution. For instance, the Dubai Islamic
Bank entered the Amman stock exchange after
having bought 52% of the Industrial Development Bank of Jordan.
2) Increase of foreign reserves
Despite the crisis, foreign reserves increased
to 10.88 bn US$, a 40.5% increase compared to
the level observed in 2008 and the equivalent of
more than 7 months of imports. Thus, the fall
in exports was amply compensated by lower imports which reduced pressures on international
reserves, meanwhile, the increase was in great
part due to the net purchase of foreign currencies from licensed banks and an increase in foreign currency denominated transfers.
The current level of foreign reserves is thus more
than double the on three years ago. A better interest rate in dinars could be the major cause,
increasingly attracting liquidities of foreign depositors.

3) Ou�all on external debt

vernment securi�es which as a consequence put
rising presures on public indebtedness.
In its effort to contain its budget deficit Jordan
has been proceding to issuing bonds. Since the
beginning of 2010 and until end-August, the
volume of government securities reached 2.85
billion JD compared to 2.316 billion JD during
the same period of 2009. Meanwhile, the net
of new government securities amounted to 534
million JD, compared with 978 million JD for the
same in 2009.
Careful management is needed for 2010 to avoid
an exponential increase in government borrowing. Total debt rose by an annualized 2.4%
percent in end-May 2010 compared to the end
of last year, with public debt back to its 2008 levels at 56.2% projected GDP due to a lower budget. External debt dropped to 3.81 billion JD in
May 2010 which is a positive evolution. Overall,
External Debt ( % of GDP)
60
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Perspectives for 2010 point towards a stabilization of reserves, the latter dropped by an
annualized rate of 2.6% at the end of the first
five months of 2010 at 10,6 bn US$. However, a
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public finances could find some breathing space,
though a limited one, since tourism and exports
appear to be performing well for te time being.

The Rela�ve Importance of Economic Sectors to GDP at
Constant Prices, 2006-2009
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The performance of the domes�c economy was not
unaﬀected by the crisis ou�all. The economy grew at
a 2.4% pace in 2009, below the MP average rate, yet
far from the rate of most developed partners. The
kingdom had recorded excep�onal progress in its
GDP ﬁgures throughout the 2000s, with a 6.4% annual average rate of growth in the 2000-2007 period
before the decline in interna�onal demand started
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Source : FEMISE calcula�ons, CBJ, EIU

quarter of 2010, 4% increase in rentals), in great part
due to be�er access to ﬁnancing being ensured. Furthermore, strategic trade partners could re-enter a
growth path in 2010 thus oﬀering the possibility of a
trend reversal in the demand for Jordanian exports.

aﬀec�ng the domes�c economy in late 2008.
Let it be noted that most of the economy’s sectors
registered a posi�ve, though slower, rate of growth
in 2009. The construc�on sector led the way with
a 14% growth rate and a�er it had already grew
by 12.6% in 2008, it was followed by agriculture &
ﬁshery which grew by 12,9% in 2009 and the transport and communica�ons sector that grew by 7.1%.
Among the minority of sectors with nega�ve growth,
mining and quarrying fell by 28.6% a�er growing by
more than 13% in both 2007 and 2008.
The service economy, tradi�onally contribu�ng roughly two-thirds of Jordanian GDP, appears to have
grown more than the commodi�es sector, their respec�ve rates being of 3.9% and 3.2% in 2009 according to the Central Bank of Jordan.
Meanwhile, according to the Central Bank of Jordan
GDP at both market and basic prices, respec�vely
grew by 2% and 3.5% in the ﬁrst quarter of the year
2010, which is slightly lower than in 2009 when it
grew by 2.3% and 3.2%. While it is highly doub�ul
Jordan manages to a�ain pre-crisis levels of growth
in 2010 there are a series of elements that allow for
some op�mism. For instance, the Jordanian real estate market registered its ﬁrst quarterly growth since the crisis (1%-3% increase in sales for the second

2. Employment: Slight icrease in unemployment
for 2009 that remains considerably high
Unemployment in 2009 rose to 12.9%, a moderate
increase compared to the rate of 12.7% in 2008.
Men appear to have been the most aﬀected by the
ou�all, unemployment among the male popula�on
increased from 10.1% in 2008 to 10.3% in 2009 while among females it declined to 24% percent in 2009
from 24.4% the prior year. Addi�onally, unemployment among those aged 15-19 years old and 20-24
years old are the highest at 31.2% and 25.7%, conﬁrming the diﬃcult situa�on the younger segments
of the popula�on face.
But the unemployment issue in Jordan is not a
recent one. Demographic growth greatly contributed to a rise in the supply of labour that could
not be met with. Additionally, a gap remains
between employment needs of the Jordanian
market and the qualifications obtained by university degrees. The unemployment rate was high
among university graduates at 16.2% in 2009
which corresponds to a 4.5% annual increase. Finally, the migration phenomenon of Jordanians
from rural to urban regions eventually created a
disequilibrium between related employment opportunities. In 2009, the lowest unemployment
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rate was found in Amman at 11.2%, while the highest was in the southern governorate of Maan
at 17.6%.

nomy such as Jordan. Thus, domestic production
costs fell and so did the prices of commodities in
the domestic market.

As for 2010, according to the Department of Statistics unemployment in the first quarter rose
to 12.4% which is higher than the corresponding period in 2008 (12,1%). Thus, the need for
adapted measures to alleviate unemployment is
greatly felt. We shall note that throughout 2009,
the Vocational Training Corporation (VTC), in collaboration with employers and the civil society,
implemented a series of programs to ensure a
qualified labour force emerges from the process of training, one that would be adapted to
the needs of the market. A total of 20 453 in-

Let it also be noted that 2008 had been a special year,
prices in the manufacturing and trade, restaurants
and hotels sectors had gone up by 25% and 16.4% respec�vely which was something not expected to last
in the coming year. Indeed, in the la�er sectors prices
went up by 1.3% and 3.9% respec�vely in 2009.

dividuals were trained in various fields while 7
785 workers were classified according to certified standards. It is this kind of logic that Jordan
needs to build upon to progressively build its vocational training sector and adapt the graduating
population to the market’s needs.

meanwhile, the June consumer price index was up
0.3% due to price rises in essen�al foodstuﬀs and
other consumer products.

However, close a�en�on should be given to inﬂa�onnary pressures in 2010, in the ﬁrst quarter it already
grew by 4.9% primarily due to a rise in the price of
energy. Furthermore, in June the rate increased
by an annualized 5.3% from 5.2% the prior month,

II.1 A macro-reac�on
1) Economic activity mainly sustained by private consumption growth

3) Inﬂa�on
The astonishing 9.4% rate of inflation in the year
2008 gave place to a much lower rate of 2.7%
in 2009 according to EIU. Meanwhile, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) contracted in 2009 to
13.2% down from the 13.9% rate of 2008 according to the Central Bank of Jordan. International evolutions had much to do with the reduced
rate, the prices of energy and foodstuffs massi-

For the ﬁrst �me in years, exports expenditure on
GDP marked a nega�ve rate at -2% in 2009 while
investment also marked a -0.5% rate in 2009. It was
essen�ally growth in private consump�on (+2.7%)
followed by the one in public consump�on (+2.5%)
that mostly contributed to the rise in Jordan’s GDP.

vely declined during the year 2009 which was a
very welcome event for an import-driven eco-

a higher rate of growth, mainly due to the current engines being supplemented by the GFCF

Decomposing demand, billion US$

As men�oned earlier, es�mates for 2010 suggest

Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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2009
Exports

2010
Imports

which is expected to return to posi�ve trends in
2010 (+2%). Investment opportuni�es in key sectors should be provided as the government tries
to en�ce both domes�c and foreign investors within its na�onal strategy.
Exports are also expected to slowly bounce back,
though the economy should perhaps make even
more eﬀorts in ensuring the maximiza�on of export
diversiﬁca�on to mi�gate the eﬀects of the decline
in interna�onal demand. One should also keep in
mind that increasing prices could render the value of
imports untenable in the medium-run and aggravate
the current account which makes the need for a wellthought growth strategy all the more important.
2) A budget that has to be constrained to avoid
further escala�on
In 2009 Jordan had the largest budget deﬁcit to GDP
ra�o among MP economies. The increase in spending lead to a massive deteriora�on of the budget
deﬁcit which has been exponen�ally increasing
since 2006. In 2009, the budget deﬁcit grew to
11.9% a�er reaching 9.6% of GDP in 2008. Jordan’s
budget deﬁcit in 2009 amounted to 1.449 billion JD
(2 billion US$), including foreign assistance, which
is more than double than in 2008, while without
foreign assistance the deﬁcit reached 1.783 billion
JD versus 1.056 billion JD the prior year.
Thus, there appears to be imminent need to contain further increases in public spending. Authori�es appear to have realized the importance of the
ma�er, austerity measures have been undertaken
Budget Balance (% of GDP)
-5

-7

and recent ﬁgures show that budget deﬁcit fell to
280.9 million JD in the ﬁrst seven months of 2010
contras�ng with the 640.5 million deﬁcit for the
same period in 2009. In order to control spending
authori�es reduced the government inventory of
cars by 25% while expenses on travel and transport
for public employees are expected to be reduced
by by at least 30%.
3) A monetary/exchange-rate policy that has
maintained stability
One should keep in mind that, in general, fixed
exchange rates are unlikely to provide macroeconomic discipline. As noted by Chiu et al (2010),
this is especially true in the case of “soft-fixes”,
pegged exchange rates that allow for a certain
degree of flexibility. Soft pegs can provide incentives for political business cycles since costs of
expansionary policies can be reduced if the devaluation route is chosen instead of monetary
tightening. Monetary expansion and inflation
would thus be higher than in the case of hard
fixes since the latter provide better monetary
discipline.
The dinar has been in a ﬁxed exchange rate regime, pegged to the US$ since the mid 1990s and
is s�ll following the same strategy. While ins�tu�ons such as the IMF have raised concerns as to
the eﬃciency of this policy, the current crisis has
shown that the peg, which resembles a “hard-ﬁx”
one, did provide for stability and increased conﬁdence vis-a-vis the dinar. Monetary condi�ons
were favorable throughout 2009, depositors chose to convert heir currencies into dinars to proﬁt
from the interest rate with dollar deposits which
led to the increase in foreign exchange reserves
as described earlier.
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However, the capital account is highly open in Jordan and 2009 marked a year where foreign capital was reduced. Meanwhile, as noted bu EIU with
the current level of import-cover from foreign reserves the peg is vulnerable to prolonged market
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specula�on, which means Jordan might have to
seek ﬁnancial aid at some point. Since authori�es plan on maintaining a ﬁxed exchange rate,
perhaps they should consider introducing limited
capital controls to avoid considerable amounts of
capital to ﬂee in excep�onal situa�ons.
II.2 A banking system that was rela�vely unaﬀected
The banking system in Jordan has seen a remarkable
evolu�on in the recent decade. In recent years, banks
lowered interest rates on deposits and increased interest rates on credit facili�es which resulted into a
high rate of growth in domes�c deposits. The banking
sector is also expected to expand in the next decade
since the Jordanian industry is evolving an dis beco-

More speciﬁcally :
√
Non-performing loans remain well below
the Mediterranean average, while the capital adequacy ra�o is above the Mediterranean average.
√
Return on assets is at 1.1%, equal to the
Mediterranean average, meanwhile, return on
equity dropped from 11.5% to 8,8%, below the
MP average.
Indicators of Financial Soundness
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More precisely :
√
Financial depth increased from 96% in 1998
to 148% in 2007, hence, the role of ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons in GDP growth has been increasing.
√
The FS ra�o increased from 43% to 77%,
√
The DOMCR ra�o decreased from 87% in
1998 to 73% in 2007 sugges�ng increased accessibility of the non ﬁnancial sector to banking.

According to Bank Audi, consolidated assets of domes�c banks grew by 7.3% in 2009, due to the 12.1%
increase of customer deposits. Deposits increased in
2009 by 18.9% while those denominated in foreign
currencies recorded fell by 6.7%. As for credit facili�es, they went up by 2.1% in 2009, in a context of
global deleveraging.

Indicators of Banking Development
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To sum up, banks performed rather well and the banking system
has been among the less aﬀected
among Mediterranean countries.
S�ll, banks have been well equipped and could consider credit extensions which could also be beneﬁcial for the economy in 2010.

Source: FEMISE, research report FEM33-20

√
The CLGDP increased from 69% in 1998, to
107% in 2007, a sign of growing linkages between
between domes�c banks and non ﬁnancial agents.

III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity
III.1 Jordan’s story : Moving towards productivity after a long period of capital accumulation

Aggregate net earnings of Jordanian banks fell by
about 28% during the ﬁrst nine months of 2009. Nonetheless, the banking sector in Jordan performed
well overall despite the interna�onal crisis.

Approximately two decades ago Jordan initiated
considerable structural adjustments and liberalization of its economy within its new economic
strategy. Reforms were undertaken as part of an
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agreement with the IMF in order to turn the page
on frail public finances and balance of payments
as well as economic growth declining severely.
Reduction of public debt and government deficit, more investment incentives, privatization
and trade opening resulted into a 6.4% annual
rate of growth in the 2000-2007 period, more
than double than the 3.1% annual rate of the
1995-2000 era. Economic fundamentals benefited clearly from reforms, the private sector gained in importance and the composition of the
Jordanian production structure clearly evolved.

terranean average something that is also expected
for 2010. But perspec�ves for 2011 are more than
posi�ve and growth is expected to be brought back
on track. There are elements that point towards op�mism for the country’s capacity to cope with shocks
and hints of an emerging growth regime that could
foster more economic ac�vity in the coming decade.

But one would ask the following : would such improvement be suﬃcient to counteract the recent crisis
fallout ? The growth slowdown in 2009 brought the

As in the case of a few developing economies,
Jordan succeeded in diversifying its domestic
economy all the while pursuing structural adjustments. Granted, certain sectors could benefit more from growth, and dependency on certain sectors could be further reduced, but on
the whole Jordan has been oriented towards
producing more higher-value added products.

domes�c rate of growth slightly below the Medi-

This performance is impressive especially consi-
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dering that Jordan is a small economy with fairly
limited natural resources.
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manufacturing value-added (VAM) drop from 19.4%
in 2000 to 16.9% in 2008, the chemical industrys’ share contracted from 19.9% n 2000 to 18.6% in 2008
while the wearing apparel sector also saw a diminishing share in the VAM. On the opposite side, nonmetallic mineral products increased their share from
11.9% in 2000 to 13.6% in 2008, fabricated metal products went from 4.5% to 7.4% while the machinery
sector went from 2.1% in 2000 to 4.8% in 2008.
In terms of sub-sector growth in the 2000-2008
period one should note the impressive evol-154-

ution of both the communication equipment
sector and the machinery sector which respectively grew by 23.2% and 18.7% followed by the
electrical machinery sector (15.5% growth). The
over-reliance of Jordan on the food and chemicals industry (about 40% of the VAM in 2000) appears to have given place to a new strategy that
focuses more on mechanical and equipment related industries as new growth-carriers, setting
the necessary foundations for increased growth
and productivity in the next decade.

gh the 2000-2006 period (valid for both assump�ons on the rela�ve share of physical capital to
produc�on) as seen in the le� hand graph.
Thus, Jordan’s economic performance has been
impressive and its strategy has allowed for the
internal economic system to move forward towards a path of productivity.

As seen in the right-hand graph below, the main
determinant of economic growth through the
last 40 years in Jordan appears to have been the
accumulation of physical capital (0.0128) when

In manufacturing, the development in average produc�vity appears to have varied across sub-sectors
(Sekkat, 2009). On the whole, the sectors of paper
products, prin�ng and publishing and iron and steel
showcase the highest average produc�vity rates. Moreover, ﬁrms entry and exit appears to have played a
deﬁning role. New ﬁrms that have entered the mar-

the relative share of physical capital to production is assumed to be equal to 0.74. In the alternative scenario, where the relative share of
physical capital to production is assumed to be
equal to 0.30, both physical capital and human
capital appear to have been the driving engines
of domestic growth. In both assumptions on the
relative share of physical capital to production
it appears evident that productivity has been on
the negative side in the 1970-2008 period.

ket in sectors such as wood products (22.46), prin�ng (21.07) and fabricated metal products (18.35)
exhibit the highest rates of average produc�vity per
employee. Firms that « survived » liberaliza�on ini�a�ves also bode well in sectors such as iron and steel
(18.58), electrical machinery (16.83) and other chemical products (14.53). Finally, it appears that forced
exit of least eﬃcient ﬁrms (through liberaliza�on),
increases produc�vity since average produc�vity
among exitors is lower than in the rest of the ﬁrms.

However, in the recent decade Jordan is far from
being an unproduc�ve country that resides on capital-accumula�on. The domes�c economy gained
in eﬃciency throughout recent years achieving a
posi�ve annual produc�vity rate of growth throu-

Agricultural produc�vity also seems to have increased (Galanopoulos et al., 2006), now above
the MP average, a�er remaining at low levels in
the end of the 1960s. Total factor produc�vity in
agriculture marked a considerable leap forward in
Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)

Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods
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Table 1. Average Labour Produc�vity in Jordan 19992004, by sector (ISIC2-4d)
Entrants Exitors

Survivors

Food manufacturing

5,91

7,95

9,49

Food manufacturing (other)

2,57

n.a

11,54

Beverage industries

n.a

5,59

11,4

Tobacco manufactures

5,73

12,73

12,03

Tex�les

4,61

9,38

9,62

Wearing apparel, except footwear

2,48

5,7

7,11

Leather and products of leather etc

n.a

16,38

8,96

Footwear, except vulcanized or moulded
rubber or plas�c footwear
2,07

8,95

5,06

Wood and wood and cork products,
except furniture

22,46

11,31

9,46

Furniture and ﬁxtures, except primarily
of metal

9,66

4,58

7,15

Paper and paper products

8,5

21,48

11,64

Prin�ng, publishing and allied industries 21,07

7,22

9,91

Industrial chemicals

12,48

9,61

12,01

Other chemical products

7,36

5,83

14,93

Rubber products

3,02

n.a

n.a

Po�ery, china and earthenware

n.a

4,93

11,18

Glass and glass products

n.a

21,62

9,56

Other non-metallic mineral products

11,5

7,58

10,66

Iron and steel basic industries

n.a

27,58

18,58

Non-ferrous metal basic industries

n.a

9,56

10,79

Fabricated metal products, except
machinery and equipment

18,35

7,32

11,58

Machinery except electrical

n.a

4,25

13,77

Electrical machinery apparatus,
appliances and supplies

8,59

n.a

16,83

Transport equipment

8,63

n.a

8,93

Professional and scien�ﬁc, and measuring
and controlling equipment nec, etc
n.a

7,8

8,38

Other Manufacturing Industries

5,76

9,23

3,35

winners » sectors continuously and on the structural policy measures to be undertaken in the
coming years.
III.2 Structural policies and further opening
Jordan appears to be moving towards a path of produc�vity, one that is compa�ble with interna�onal
opening and that allows for new engines of growth
to emerge. But perhaps most importantly, in the
midst of the interna�onal crisis, Jordan has been
pursuing structural adjustment measures that also
allow for reduced public expenditure.
1) A series of structural measures that suggest
more opening and consolidate integra�on
The government has proven its determina�on by
undertaking an array of measures that should enhance domes�c resilience to exogenous shocks all
the while plan�ng the seeds for the economy of
the 2010s. Among the recent developments in Jordan’s structural policy one should ﬁnd :

Source : Sekkat (2009)

the 70s and has remained to those levels un�l the
start of the 00s. A decomposi�on of TFP in technical change (TNCh) and technical eﬃciency change
(TECh) shows that the la�er has been responsible
for the gains, thus, domes�c know-how through
learning by doing ac�vi�es was of vital help.
Overall, Jordan appears to have set the foundations for the emergence of a productivity-led
growth regime in the years to come. The international crisis appears to have occured when
Jordan had already started to move away from
a capital-accumulation strategy towards productivity. To what extent the new strategy will succeed will depend on the capacity of selecting «

√
The new na�onal tourism strategy of
2010-15. The la�er plans on building tourism capacity, while the Ministry of Tourism launched a new
hotel ra�ngs system to ensure quality sta ndards
are met. The government is also targe�ng the development of high-yield niche tourism and health
tourism.
√
The restructuring of the Ministry of Transport as part of the 2009-2011 na�onal strategy.
Moderniza�on of the domes�c transport infrastructure is considered of strategic importance,
meanwhile, the recently signed liberaliza�on
agreement of air transport with the EU should
open-up the domes�c market to compe��on and
contribute to the development of the tourism sector.
√
Similarly, the cement sector has been
opened up to compe��on with the objec�ve of increasing demand star�ng from 2011.
√
A new renewable energy law since January 2010 which simpliﬁes the establishment of
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Table 2. Selected Infrastructure Projects to a�ract investment and modernize the industrial base
Sector

Project

Mining (uranium)

Air transport

Rail transport

Objec�ve

Current Phase

AREVA obtained exploita�on
rights for the next 25 years

Develop the domes�c nuclear
program.

Ongoing

Construc�on of new terminal
at Queen Alia Interna�onal
Airport in Amman

Increase the airport’s capacity
from 3.2 to 9 million passengers by
2012.Become a major hub for the
Mediterranean region

Expected comple�on
in 2012.

light rail project between
Amman and Zarqa

Mari�me transport & logis�cs New port in Aqaba

Water

Construc�on of the « mer
Rouge-mer Morte » canal

Investment cost

750 million US$

333 million US$

Construc�on of 28 kilometers dual
track railway that will run from
Raghadan sta�on in Amman to
Zarqa. Expected to reduce highway
traﬃc.

Project expected to be
tendered in late 2010

700 million US$

Transform Aqaba into a leading
logis�cs gateway.

Expected comple�on
in end 2012

Provide 850 million m3 of drinking
water annually

Evalua�on phase, 10
years might be needed
un�l comple�on

Provide 170 million m3 of drinking
water annually un�l 2010.

Project is being stalled
due to funding issues.

2 to 4 billion US$

Agreement with turkish ﬁrm
Gama in 2009, to pump water
in Disi
600 million US$

Health

Improve quality of health care in all
Health Systems Strengthening
45million US$ (ﬁrst phase) public ins�tu�ons, improve public
project
access to health informa�on

renewable energy projects. Meanwhile, the domes�c Water Strategy has been ongoing, targe�ng
a reduc�on in water shortage by bringing the dependency ra�o to underground water down from
32% to 17% in 2022. The 8.2 bn US$ ini�a�ve also
plans on increasing desalina�on dependency from
1% to 31%.
√
Finally, in early 2010 the Insurance Commission passed a new regula�on on motor insurance, allowing insurance companies to raise premiums up to 25% in an eﬀort to consolidate the
market.
The most striking fact is that such measures are
clearly oriented towards making Jordan more selfsustained, something the country has been eviden�ly in need of for years. Liberaliza�on ini�a�ves
along with domes�c poli�cal stability should also
en�ce more foreign investors and a�ract capital in
promising projects. Let it be noted that Jordan was
already the ﬁrst country in the Arab world to fully
liberalize the telecommunica�on market and modernize more than 70% of its ICT related laws. As

First phase completed
in mid 2010

a result, the ICT industry is since 2002 one of the
3 highest recipients of FDI and both telecommunica�on and IT revenues have more than doubled in
half a decade. Finally, as hinted previously, more
opening appears to increase average produc�vity
which means that domes�c know-how and technical eﬃciency shall keep following an upward path.
2) Investment projects that favor export-compe��veness and build-upon compe��ve advantage
Investment projects undertaken by domes�c authori�es are also expected to act as a shield to the crisis
ou�all, while they could foster private-public partnerships and create more employment opportuni�es
for the domes�c labor-force. A series of investments
in strategic sectors are shown in the table below.
Poten�al « winners » that Jordan could rely on
are logis�cs, tourism and the health sector. Their
poten�al for FDI inﬂows is considerable and they
should allow for ac�ve public-private partnerships
in the near future.
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√
According to the Jordan Investment Board,
tourism shall remain the fastest growing sector globally for the next 20 years (10%-12% sustained annual
growth). Various infrastructure projects shall provide
posi�ve externali�es to the tourism economy while
the na�onal tourism strategy should keep strengthening tourism marke�ng, create job opportuni�es and
oﬀer a well-suited framework.
√
Investment projects in logis�cs such as in
Aqaba should allow for easier transport of merchandise and a greter variety of proposed services. Such
projects are of vital necessity, keeping in mind that
Jordan ranked only 81st among 155 countries in
terms of logis�cs infrastructure according to a World
Bank report, outperformed by MP economies such as
Lebanon, Tunisia and Syria.

and it seems authori�es are ready to pursue such
approach for the coming decade. The diﬀerence
is that Jordan has now entered a path of produc�vity led growth and can build upon its present
knowledge capital.

√
Projects in the railway network and road
transport also oﬀer similar beneﬁts by connec�ng
Jordan to neighbouring markets, meanwhile, the
recent crea�on of a «trade facilita�on commi�ee
should speed up trade and accompany the eﬀorts
done in the transport infrastructure. Increasing compe��on in trade-related services should also provide
opportuni�es for growth sustainability.
√
Developing sectors such as health shall allow for a new type of growth to emerge. The health
systems strenghtening project will not only serve domes�c residents with improved quality services but
shall also provide incen�ves for further development
of the lucra�ve health tourism market, keeping in
mind that about 220 000 tourists already came to
Jordan for treatment in 2009. Renova�on of the King
Hussein Medical city is expected within the 2011-

�on along with opening-up of its markets, Jordan
should provide suﬃcient investment incen�ves
that ensure future growth and tackle the unemployment issue in the near future.
√
In order to reduce the current budget
deﬁcit, a new legisla�on is expected to promote
further public-private partnerships providing even
more incen�ves to a�ract foreign investors.
√
Meanwhile, the Jordan Investment Board
has targeted a number of sectors to lead the country
into the new decade. The ambi�ous infrastructural
projects underway (new airport, Aqaba project etc)
should create signiﬁcant investment opportuni�es.

2018 �meframe, several hospitals for the military and
the Ministry of Health and are expected to be renovated or constructed in 2010 and 2011 while a 200
million US$ an�-cancer and biotechnologies center is
expected in the south-west of Amman.

pre-crisis levels, the country depending on recovery
of major trading partners and the impact of new ﬁscal measures. Perhaps Jordan could do more thinking
regarding the necessary policy reforms that ensure
the recent surge in produc�vity is not ephemeral.

Overall, we shall stress that :
√
Jordan is pursuing openness eﬀorts which
should allow for much needed private par�cipa�on,
private-public partnerships and a�ract more FDI,
√
The country succeeded in diversifying its
economy while pursuing structural adjustments

As noted by Syverson (2010), many produc�vity
drivers can be inﬂuenced by government policies.
However, a policy change, even one that appears
right, may not necessarily be the op�mal one for
a given economy and reform alterna�ves reforms
shall always be considered. Jordan can draw its

Conclusions and Recommenda�ons
The economy slowed down in 2009 at a rate of
growth of 2.4%, below the average MP’s growth
rate. But future prospects allow for op�mism:
√
The government adopted countercyclical
policies and has addressed the issue of ﬁscal consolida�on.
√
With a highly skilled and young popula-

We noted earlier that the crisis hit when Jordan was
entering a turning point towards produc�vity-led
growth. But growth in the short-run shall not a�ain
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conclusions as to what type of reform measures
are most eﬀec�ve for each of its markets.
Finally, the implementa�on of a process that allows detailed monitoring of SMEs performance
could be promoted. This could take place with the
support of interna�onal organiza�ons and private
partners that could provide both funds and the necessary exper�se in areas such as SMEs ﬁnancing,
entrepreneurship and the business environment.
This way there could be more certainty as to the
sustainability of Jordanian growth in the decade to
come.
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Lebanon: Impressive resilience but a need to prepare the post-reconstruc�on growth regime
The Lebanese economy has been consistently
maintaining a high rate of growth despite the crisis. In 2009, GDP grew by an impressive 6.9% while
in 2010 it is expected to grow by a further 6.8%.
Thus, the country appears to be entering a more
sustainable path, annual growth has been above
6% since 2007 and revenue eﬀects resul�ng from
the interna�onal crisis have globally been small in
size. Naturally, such performance cannot mask the
fact that the Lebanese case is a special one, the
country’s economy is largely s�mulated by recons-

in Lebanese growth throughout the last 40 years.
Meanwhile, the replacement of destroyed capital
stock contributed to s�mula�ng economic growth
a�er periods of tensions. But a�er long periods of
capital dissacumula�on prospects look brighter
and the country is at crossroads. While Lebanon
is less produc�ve than other MP’s, the promo�on
of an industrial policy that allocates Lebanese ressources in a more op�mal way could allow for the
domes�c industry to progressively get away from
stagna�on.
As for ﬁnancial liberaliza�on, it has been at an intermediate level while the capital account has been
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truc�on eﬀorts that will have to give place at some
point to a more comprehensive regime that will
carry future growth.
The considerable Lebanese performance in the
real sector can be a�ributed to a limited dependency on exports, one of the major crisis transmission channels of open-economies, as well as to the
renewed trust shown by investors who kept FDI
growing. Furthermore, the domes�c service-based
economy beneﬁted from strong tourism ac�vity
which was unaﬀected by recent poli�cal tensions.
The limited crisis ou�all can be seen through the
reduc�on in goods exports of approximately 10%
and a slight es�mated decrease in remi�ances by
2.5%.
Contrary to a number of Mediterranean economies, the contribu�on of human capital prevailed

highly open. The lack of ﬁnancial specula�on and
bubbles has allowed for addi�onal shielding to the
crisis ou�all. Meanwhile, the banking sector has
shown rela�ve resilience since it does not allow for
toxic assets, liquidi�es are ample and interest rates
are par�cularly a�rac�ve. Hence a banking crisis
appears improbable, provided poli�cal stability is
maintained and the sovereign risk remains stable.
Implemen�ng a comprehensive growth policy that
allows for con�nuous reduc�on of the Lebanese
debt and unemployment should be one of the
main challenges in the coming decade. The reconstruc�on cost is naturally immense and directly linked to ample government deﬁcits. A budgetary reform would surely aggravate the social climate and
be poli�cally cos�ul, but the lack of it could mean
that Lebanon becomes increasingly dependent on
foreign-aid and less on its own means.
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Regarding Lebanon’s macroeconomic posi�on the
following elements should be noted :
√
Despite an openess rate above the MP
average goods exports only marked a 10.2% decline in 2009 and did not materialize into a major
source of exposure. Furthermore, the trend for
2010 shows considerable growth in exports, in the
ﬁrst half of 2010 they grew by 25.1% fueled by a
25.2% increase in industrial exports.
√
Meanwhile, the service balance was in
surplus at 7.8% of GDP in 2009 and could rise to
11.2% of GDP in 2010 due to strong performance
of the tourism sector. The la�er has been performing remarkably well in early 2010, in the ﬁrst
half of the year tourist inﬂows grew year-on-year

√
The lack of efficiency in past economic
reforms and the unstable geopolitical climate
did not allow for diversification in the country’s
engines of growth. Contrary to a number of Mediterranean countries, the accumulation process
of physical capital does not seem to have been
driving growth in Lebanon. Instead, the contribution of human capital has been prevailing. Also,
while Lebanon is relatively less productive than
other MP countries, it appears than smaller sized have productivity levels that are even above
the MENA average. Hence, supplying to smaller
companies the necessary incentives could allow
the Lebanese industry to progressively get away
from stagnation.
√
Poli�cal stability could allow for the much

by 27% while they had already increased by more
than 60% in 2009.
√
As a result the trade balance is s�ll deﬁcit
but the la�er decreased in terms of GDP to 33.9%
in 2009. However, the rise of the import bill in 2010
shall bring the deﬁcit above the 35% mark.
√
Regarding remi�ances, they are es�mated to have increased by 16.7% in 2009 allowing
for the public debt burden to be par�ally oﬀset within a period of crisis.
√
Contrary to MP trends, FDI marked an impressive 11% increase, inﬂows reached 4.8 billion
and equalled 14.3% of GDP in 2009, in great part
due to a real-estate sector in full expansion.
√
The exchange rate peg has maintained
monetary stability and reduced inﬂa�on. Nevertheless, it might be a long-term burden for the eco-

needed reform in the energy sector, Since this is
the ﬁrst �me since the Paris III ini�a�ve that a reform is oﬃcially implemented there are hopes as
to authori�es moving towards a modernized infrastructure in the coming decade.

nomy. The issue is that if Lebanon were to adopt a
lower interest rate (world rate) then capital ﬂows
could greatly fall due to capital mobility and debt
repayment would be harder. But one could state
that Lebanon should adopt both a growth strategy
that uses investment in a produc�ve way and a
ﬂexible system which provides more discipline and
makes repayment of the sovereign debt easier.
√
The ﬁnancial proﬁle of banks has improved
in quality and showcases remarkable proﬁtability.
Nonetheless, the banking system must keep improving its indicators towards interna�onal standards.

trade have reached considerably low levels ; the
average MFN duty is below the 5% mark in a
variety of sectors such as chemicals, non-electrical and electrical machinery, textiles and petroleum. Thus, custom duties constraining imports
are globally low even if they remain traditionally
high in the agricultural and food sectors.

I. Undergoing the crisis effects in a period of
reconstruction
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in trade and a highly open
capital account
Despite its small size, the Lebanese economy is
a very open one and has been considered one
of the freest economies among MP countries.
For years, Lebanon was a major trading hub in
the Mediterranean region and restrictions on

When looking at the evolution of openess ratios
in Lebanese trade one immediately sees how trade opening has been an element of the country’s
economic strategy.
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Tariﬀ protec�on and imports, by product

Trade balance 2008, by partner and product, mill. US$
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The evolution of trade has been directly linked
to external shocks, oil-price variations and the
necessary adjustments resulting from reconstruction efforts. Since the period of the early
2000s goods trade has progressively increased
and grown more rapidly than Lebanese GDP. As
a result, the openess ratio of Lebanese goods
trade even surpassed the MP average rate by the
year 2008.
As for the service sector, a major engine of growth
of the Lebanese economy, the openness ra�o in
2008 was above the 100% mark, which is about
ﬁve �mes the average MP rate.
Over the years Lebanon has shown a marked increase on the import side, even if the share of
imports has diminished in la�er years, making it a
Trade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)

Decomposing trade by partner shows Lebanon is
a net importer both with and without the inclusion of oil-trade. Furthermore, the country has a
trade deﬁcit with all major trading partners except
Gulf countries in manufacturing where it records a
slight surplus. In non-oil trade, the EU27 beneﬁts
from the largest surplus on Lebanon, represen�ng
about half of the Lebanese deﬁcit, followed by China and the USA. Overall, the Lebanese strategy has
helped its posi�on interna�onally, contributed to
higher growth but also brought more dependency
to external price shocks.
1.2 A highly open capital account along with an exchange rate that remains pegged to the US dollar
The Lebanese exchange rate regime remains pegged
to the US dollar since the mid 1990s. Meanwhile, the
capital account is highly open, the country largely
Trade openness in services, by year (% of GDP)
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relies on capital inﬂows to account for the current
account deﬁcits. Foreign direct investment, por�olio
investments and bank borrowing prac�cally face no
impedements while ﬁnancial liberaliza�on in Lebanon is at a medium stage. Thus, ﬁnance is rela�vely
market oriented even if the levels of depth are s�ll
below those of other developing countries due to
the small size of the Lebanese market.
The Lebanese strategy, while not ﬂawless, has helped the country in a number of ways. The pegged
regime did maintain monetary stability to a rela�ve
extent, helped control for inﬂa�onary pressures in
the 1990s and brought inﬂa�on below the 3% mark
in the 2000-2007 period. With the crisis ou�all making its presence felt worldwide the capital account

√
An es�mated increase in workers remittances of 16.7%,
√
A deﬁcitary current account at 7.6bn US $
which grew by 84.1%,
√
An increase in FDI by 11% in 2009.
Despite an openess rate above the MP average,
Lebanese trade did not appear to be severely hit
by the crisis. Goods exports marked a 10.2% decline in 2009 at 4.7 bn US$. The largest share of
exports comes from pearls and stones, a sector
which greatly maintained domestic exports to its
prior levels followed by machinery, foodstuffs
and base metals.
Thus exports did not materialize into a major

openness could have increased short-run repercussions on the Lebanese economy. But let it be noted
that net external liabili�es are low since Lebanese
households and ﬁrms tend to trust their earnings to
domes�c-owned ins�tu�ons. Nonetheless, eﬀorts
are s�ll needed to improve pruden�al regula�ons
and transparency in the ﬁnancial sector for the la�er
to eﬃciently provide s�mulus to the economy.

source of exposure. Furthermore, growth in exports in the first half of 2010 has been considerable at 25.1% fueled by a 25.2% increase in industrial exports. Exports of agricultural products
also recorded double digit growth, hence, perspectives for exports appear promising with an
estimated 9.8% increase in 2010 especially since
regional prospects also look brighter.

I.2. Crisis transmission channels

As for the side of imports, they decreased only
by 2.25% in 2009, less affected by the fall in commodity prices, Lebanon overly relying on imported products. As for 2010, a rise is expected as
early figures suggest. The country still imports
a great share of agricultural products which increased by 12% in the first six months of 2010
compared to the same period of 2009. Industrial

2.1 A Lebanese economy that was less aﬀected by
the real shock
The crisis impact on Lebanon in 2009 was less felt
less than in neighbouring Mediterranean economies. We shall note:

Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect

√
A reduc�on in goods
70%
exports by 10.2%,
60%
50%
√
A 2.25% decrease in
40%
the value of goods imports,
30%
20%
√
A trade deﬁcit for 2009
10%
that grew by 1.5% in real terms
0%
-10%
but decreased in terms of GDP
-20%
to 33.9%,
-30%
Exports (goods) Imports (goods) Tourism (income) Tourism (inflows)
√
A service balance s�ll
in surplus at 7.8% of GDP in the
Lebanon
MPs (average)
year 2009,
Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on various sources
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Remittances

Exports by tariﬀ sec�ons, 2008 et 2009 (millions of US$)
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machinery imports also increased in the same
period by approximately 8% to113.2 million US$
and total imports are expected to increase by
13.5% in 2010 (EIU).

Live animals
Vegetable products
Fats and oils
Prepared foodstuffs
Mineral products
Chemicals
Plastics
Raw hides, leather
Wood
Paper
Textiles
Footwear, headgear
Stone, plaster, cement
Pearls, stones
Base metals
Machinery
Transport
Optical
Arms
Miscellaneous manuf.
Works of art

2010. During the first half
of 2010 the number of
tourists visiting Lebanon
registered a year-on-year
increase of 27% from
the first half of 2009, noting that tourist inflows
for the whole of 2009
had already increased by
more than 60% compared
to 2008.

The main source of tourists tradi�onally originates
from Arab countries and so was the case in the ﬁrst
half of 2010 where 40% of visitors came from the
Arab world, especially from Jordan and Iran (res-

The Lebanese trade balance is s�ll in great deﬁcit
and the la�er grew by 1.5% in real terms, partly due
to the resilience in imports. However, the deﬁcit decreased in terms of GDP to 33.9% in the year 2009.
Despite a massive growth in exports in early 2010,
the expected rise of the import bill shall bring the
deﬁcit above the 35% mark in 2010, the la�er already registering a year-on-year increase of 5.3% in the
ﬁrst six months of 2010.

pec�vely 14% and 12% of total tourists). Meanwhile
European (24%) and Asian tourists (19%) also contributed to increasing the na�onal tourist space. Thus,
tourism revenue already rose by 36% in the ﬁrst half
of 2010 to 1.1 billion JDD and could further increase
substan�ally by the end of the year. (Zawya) Hence,
it can safely be said that tensions between Lebanon
and Israel have not had the least nega�ve impact on
the tourism industry in Lebanon.

Meanwhile, the service balance remained in surplus at 7.8% of GDP in 2009 and is expected to
rise to 11.2% of GDP in 2010. This fact is primarily due to a strong performance of the tourism
sector which managed to attain surprisingly high
levels of tourist inflows. The latter appeared to
spend less during their stay which translated into
a loss of tourism revenue in 2009 but the sector
has been performing remarkably well in early

Regarding the remittances channel, Lebanon is
one of the largest recipients among MP economies. Remittances as a share of GDP represent
more than 20% and potential decrease due to
an exogenous shock could have severe repercussions on the economy. Thankfully, remittances are estimated to have increased by 16.7% in
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2009 since the Lebanese diaspora, about twice
the size of the population of Lebanese residents,
has been sending continuous support. Hence,
Lebanon appears to also be unffected by the
remittances channelcompared to the Mediterranean region on average. It allows for the immense public debt burden to be partially offset
within a period of crisis and as noted by the IMF
the inclusion of remittances in debt sustainability analysis could modify the amount of fiscal
adjustment needed for debt to begin a sustainability path.
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Finally, contrary to regional trends FDI marked an
impressive 11% increase con�nuing the upward
trend ini�ated in 2006. FDI inﬂows to Lebanon reached 4.8 billion and equalled 14.3% of GDP in 2009,
the highest percentage among MP economies. If
Lebanon fares so well this is in great part due to a
FDI, million US$
5000
4500
4000

subsidiaries (American adver�sing agency Saatchi
and Saatchi) and calling centers (Téléperformance
and Aéroports de Paris) are being implemented.
Overall, the Lebanese economy appears to bode
well with capital inﬂows allowing for a balance of
payments surplus in the ﬁrst semester of 2010 at
1,314 millionUS$ though below the 2,101 million
US$ surplus in the ﬁrst two quarters of 2009.
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Financial openness is closely linked to the transmission of the crisis ou�all in both the developed and
developing world. Moreover, for countries with a
rela�vely high budget deﬁcit the ﬁnancial repercus-
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real-estate sector in full expansion, with a total of
2.1 bn US$ worth of transac�ons in the ﬁrst quarter
of 2010 which represents a 41% annualized growth.
The Lebanese authori�es should build on such welcome evolu�on and promote new investment opportuni�es in infrastructure that could beneﬁt construc�on, real estate ac�vity and tourism.
According to ANIMA a series of foreign investment
projects to Lebanon in 2009 took place in sectors
such as tourism, distribu�on and business services.
In the ﬁrst sector one could note the project of the
Four Seasons hotel group which shall open an 80 million euro hotel that would spawn 300 employment
posi�ons. In distribu�on,investors from the Gulf
countries are opening shopping centers in Beirut,
while in the engineering and business services sector

sions can be harder to avoid.
In the case of Lebanon, ﬁnancial liberaliza�on has
been at an intermediate level, the capital account
has been highly open and net external liabili�es of
the ﬁnancial sector are at a low level. One would
expect for the size of the crisis ou�all to be aggravated through the ﬁnancial channel, though eﬃcient use of ample foreign currency reserves could
limit repercussions.
1) Consolida�on of gains on the domes�c stockexchange and debt-swapping
The Lebanese stock-exchange market consolidated its gains over the first half of 2010. In 2009,
market capitalization increased by 34% and the

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

3

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export
Oriented
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liquidity ratio was of 8.1% down from 18.8% the
prior year. The market is mainly concentrated on
on government debt and eurobonds with limited
speculation due to limited liquidity and a small
number of shares since most Lebanese firms are
family owned that have limited trust for financial markets. The Beirut index dropped by 3.2%
in the first half of 2010 and the average spread
on Eurobonds contracted by 18 basis points.

current level of reserves, along with the ample
funding to be obtained by the Paris III aid initiative, could allow for more efforts in restructuring
the Lebanese economy and promote activities in
which Lebanon could base its post-conflict economic fabric. Such fact could happen provided
naturally that the Lebanese economy starts to
progressively lessen its current over-dependency to imports.

As for Lebanon’s public debt, it marked a further increase in 2009 reaching 51.1 bn US$ versus 47 bn
US$ in 2008 and is expected to remained prac�cally
unchanged in 2010. Lebanon’s debt-to-GDP ra�o is
below the 150% mark due to high economic growth
ﬁgures but authori�es s�ll need to make sure that

II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates

borrowing does not translate into an unmountable
impact on public debt.

of the GDP. Figures for 2008 by the IMF show a 7.2
% growth in the service economy with trade, transport and communica�on, and ﬁnancial services
being the largest contributors.

Lebanon, along with Israel, marks an exception
among the Mediterranean countries since it is
globally active in the debt-market in order to
provide for its reconstruction. The country could
swap a part of its debt maturing in 2010 and
2011 worth respectively 1.5 and 3.3 billion US$,
in order to benefit from interest rates being relatively low. The premium that will have to be paid
if Lebanon procedes to the rolling over of debt
will be a decisive factor.

1. GDP growth
The core of Lebanese growth usually relies on the
service sector which represents about two thirds

Furthermore, the construc�on sector followed
with a 1.9% rate of growth in 2008. Contrary to
most MP economies, the construc�on sector in
Lebanon has been con�nuusly growing and it also
did so in the ﬁrst four months of 2010 by 56.5%.��
Thus, a construc�on boom could be in sight, the
sector presently accounts for 13% of Lebanese
GDP remaining untouched by the crisis ou�all in
terms of investment.

2) Foreign currency reserves at new heights
The inﬂow of foreign money increased foreign currency reserve levels to 39.2 billion US$ in 2009 which
is more than the equivalent of 10 months of imports.
Foreign reserves were drawn from a�rac�ve interest
rates on savings and deposits while the rest of the
world feared the crisis repercussions. Interest rates
on deposits in US dollars were over 3% versus prac�cally 0% in the US, meanwhile, rates on accounts
labeled in Lebanese pounds were close to 7% in 2009
a�rac�ng further non-residents to Lebanese banks.
The possibility for a lack of liquidities thus appears limited for Lebanon in the short-run. The

On the whole, the Lebanese industry marked an upsurge and the increasing industrial machinery imports
could hint towards the premises of a strategy that focuses more on industrial ac�vity. Meanwhhile, the
agricultural performance has been stable, produc�on
contributed by roughly 7%. to total GDP
2. Employment
The unemployment phenomenon in Lebanon is a very
serious one, the unemployment rate was unoﬃcially
es�mated at 10% in 2009 and was expected to follow an upward trend close to 15% in 2010. The issue
is aggravated for young segments of the popula�on,
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the largest share of the labor force, where unemployment is es�mated being above the 20% mark. Nonoﬃcial es�mates suggest the Lebanese youth cons�tutes 71,3% of the unemployed, meanwhile, aid and
employment assistance remains virtually inexistant
and the na�onal employment policy of the Ministry
of Youth has yet to be ﬁnalized. Furthermore, the lack
of an oﬃcial employment survey is indica�ve of the
governments stance.
There are mul�ples problems to be delt with, most
importantly the one of employment crea�on which is
virtually inexistent due to poli�cal instability and the
brain-drain phenomenon which is massive since the
more qualiﬁed job seekers ﬂee to interna�onal markets. Improved stability, a legisla�on that revitalizes
employment in key sectors such as tourism and the
segmenta�on of the job-market could be ini�al steps
towards sustainable employment and a trend reverse
for the brain-drain phenomenon.

The growth momentum is thus guaranteed to stay, in
the short-run at least. Investment opportuni�es are
emerging and could contribute to strengthening the
private sector and ameliorate exis�ng infrastructures.
For instance, the tourism sector should beneﬁt from
3 billion US$ worth of investment, with plans to expand ecotourism, health and business tourism.
But one should note that public consump�on remains low which par�ally impedes on the Lebanese growth poten�al. Overall, the aggregate’s expenditure grew by 2.5% in 2009 and is expected to
increase by 2.2% in 2010 with a contribu�on that
remains marginal. Structural reforms that allow for
public-investment to thrive without hampering the
economy in the short-term should be taking into
considera�on. The electricity sector reform plan
adopted in June 2010 appears to be a step in the
right direc�on.
2) Increased pressures on the budget that falls
short on the revenue side

II.1 Macro-economic evolu�ons
1) Economic ac�vity carried by private consump�on
and the GFCF
Private consump�on remained a pillar of Lebanese
growth with its expenditure increasing by 7.1% of
GDP in 2009. Meanwhile, gross ﬁxed capital investment remained solid, with a 6% expenditure increase
on GDP in 2009. Both aggregates are expected to sustain growth in 2010 as well, private consump�on is
expected to grow by 6.5% while investment is an�ci-

In 2009, the budget deﬁcit was brought to the 8.8%
mark, among the lowest levels the country registered in the latest decade. However, authori�es
expect the deﬁcit to deteriorate in 2010 to 10.7%.
The budget deﬁcit is expected to reach 6.515 billion
LP includeing an increase of the tax on customer
deposit’s rates of interest, a plan to increase property registra�on for proper�es valued over 750
million LP and an ini�a�ve for Lebanese students
which shall cease paying registra�on fees in public

pated to grow by an impressive 9.3%.

schools.

Decomposing demand, billion US$

Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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Overall, the dra� budget plans on increasing public
investment to ameliorate the Lebanese infrastructure but revenues appear to be lacking rela�ve to
the domes�c ambi�ons.Public revenues increased
by only 2% in the ﬁrst half of 2010 due to a decrease of treasury revenues, meanwhile the 16.2%
increase in tax revenues led to budget revenues in-

Authori�es need to foster growth in order to borrow
more to service sovereign debt. The issue for Lebanon is that if it were to adopt the world interest rate
then capital ﬂows could greatly fall since the country
allows for capital mobility. But one could also state
that Lebanon should service debt with its own ressources. An adequate growth strategy, one that uses
investment in a produc�ve way would eventually
bring the necessary revenue to service debt.
In the medium run, Lebanon should at least consider
moving away from the ﬁxed exchange system and
move towards a ﬂexible system which provides more
discipline, making repayment of the current soverei-

creasing by 2.2% to 6,2 billion LP.

gn debt easier and ra�onalizing capital inﬂows.

Thus, budgetary maneuvering for Lebanon appears
limited, the an�cipated budget deﬁcit for 2010 is the
highest among MP countries along with the one in
Jordan, thus, an increase in the primary surplus could
be of assistance in such delicate policy making.

II.2 A healthy banking system with ample liquidi�es

3) Exchange-rate policy: rela�ve stability but is it
the best op�on for debt?
The Central Bank of Lebanon followed its strategy of
an exchange rate peg which has proven to be eﬃcient
for the Lebanese economy, maintaining monetary stability and reducing inﬂa�on. Nevertheless, one could
ask if such ﬁxity in the regime does not represent a
long-term burden for the Lebanese economy. Capital
ﬂows are ample but are dependent on the rela�ve
safety vis-à-vis the interest rate of Lebanese banks, a
rate that is well above the world rate.

The banking system has evolved since the 1990s.
√
Financial depth increased from 22% in 1990
to 139% in 2008 and the role of ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons
in GDP growth has been growing.
√
The FS ra�o decreased from 82% to 61%,
√
The DOMCR ra�o decreased from 60% in
1990 to 44% in 2008 sugges�ng increased accessibility of the non ﬁnancial sector to banking.
√
Finally, the CLGDP increased from 9% in
1990, to 44% in 2007.
However, banking and ﬁnance in Lebanon s�ll need
to be improved, more speciﬁcally :
√
Non-performing loans remain below the
Mediterranean average, at a 7.2% ra�o.

Indicators of Banking Development

Currently, the central
bank absorbs excess liquidity through issuing
CD’s at a high interest
rate. In short, excess
liquidity is bought from
FD
CLGDP
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the commercial banks
at high rates so that the Source: FEMISE, research report FEM33-20
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III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP)
III.1 Lebanon : Growth in a context of reconstruc�on
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√
Speciﬁc provisions to NPLs are below the
Mediterranean average at 61.8%.
√
The capital adequacy ra�o is at 11.8%, below the MP average and could be insuﬃcient.
√
Return on assets is at 0.9% and return on
equity is at 11.9%, both close to MPs average.
Overall, the domes�c banking sector has shown healthy signs during the ﬁrst half of 2010, assets rose by
5.6% annually (versus 9.9% in the ﬁrst half of 2009)
which means that banking ac�vity growth was rela-

Studying patterns and composition of growth
in Lebanon has to be done keeping in mind the
delicate situation the country has been into
throughout its recent history. Lebanon initiated
a long-series of measures in the early 90s as part
of its reconstruction program after long periods
of war, tensions and the lack of institutions. During the 1995-2000 period the economy grew at
an annual 2.3% pace facing considerable debtissues. Entering the new millenium, with the
help of the Paris II donors conference, Lebanon
appeared to be willing to pursue reforms that
would support fiscal adjustment and initiate various economic development projects. Nonethe-

Contribu�on to GDP, goods and services
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Source : FEMISE calcula�ons based on Economic Accounts of Lebanon Retrospec�ve 1997-2007
�vely lower. According to Bank Audi domes�c loans
grew by 3.3 billion US$ in the ﬁrst half of 2010 which
is as much as the growth in en�re 2009. Resident
deposits represented an astonishing 96.4% of total
deposit growth, while the share of non-resident deposits had reached a record high of 28.2% of total
deposits in the year 2009.
To sum up, the financial profile of banks has
improved in quality and showcases remarkable
profitability. Nonetheless, the banking system

less, reforms did not advance as planned, the
economy was growing each year at an heterogeneous pace and the 2006 war made matters worse for the Lebanese economic development. The
Paris III aid initiative agreed in 2007 will provide
assistance to Lebanon provided that a five-year
socio-economic reform program is applied. In
that respect one should ask what type of growth
regime would be more fiting for a country that
faces both reconstruction and the outfall of the
financial crisis.
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, ﬁnancial services went from 6.5% in 1997 to 7.6% in
2007 while health and educa�on also marked a similar trend. Lebanon being a very open economy, trade
s�ll represented more than 20% of GDP in 2007 while
the contribu�on of the agricultural sector has remained below poten�al at 6.2% of GDP in 2007.

Real growth, industries and tradable services, 97-07
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Lebanon is a small economy that heavily relies on
services. The la�er sector has been one of the main
contributors to domes�c GDP which o�en came to
the detriment of the manufacturing industry. The Lebanese ter�ary sector represents about two-thirds of
the economy while the domes�c industry has contracted following the loss of a share of the qualiﬁed
labourforce due to migra�on and the lack of incen�ves for Lebanese ﬁrms.
The lack of eﬃciency in past reforms and the unstable
geopoli�cal climate did not allow for diversiﬁca�on in
the country’s engines of growth. However, within the
service sector sources of value-added have varied.
Transport and communica�ons services increased
their share from 5.4% of GDP in 1997 to 8.3% in 2007
Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods

In terms of sub-sector growth in the 1997-2007
period a number of observa�ons are to be underscored. Lebanon registered a substan�al growth
in the other industry sub-sector (8% annually, by
more than 100% in 10 years) even if its contribu�on to GDP was only equal to 1% of GDP in 2007.
But other than that the rest of the industry grew
at a much lower pace especially compared to the
rates found in the service sector. Financial services,
health and educa�on services all grew by more
than 6% annually while tourism and business services both grew at an annualized rate of 5.1% and
5.8% respec�vely.
Contrary to a number of countries in the Mediterranean region, the accumulation process
of physical capital does not seem to have been
driving growth in Lebanon. As seen in the right-hand graph above, the share of production
attributable to physical capital per worker has
been negative while productivity has also been
on the same side. Meanwhile, the contribution
of human capital has been prevailing whatever
the assumption on the share of physical capital
to production.
Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)
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Table 1. Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and Capital Intensity, Median by Sector and comparison to the regional
MENA value
Industries
Agro-industry
Wood & furniture
Clothing
Tex�les

TFP

TFP1

TFP2

TFP3

K/L

K/L1

K/L2

K/L3

Lebanon (2006)

2,24

2,42

2,24

2,23

2,54

3,02

2,07

4,18

MENA

3,09

2,81

3,06

3,08

10,58 4,68

12,09

10,38

Lebanon (2006)

2,26

3,19

2,06

1,79

2,99

3,18

2,49

3,25

MENA

3,48

4,03

3,43

3,56

7,66

5,19

9,71

6,45

Lebanon (2006)

2,29

3,1

2,29

1,05

0,74

1,82

MENA

3,97

3,91

3,9

1,54

2,75

1,42

Lebanon (2006)

1,66

4,96

1,18

0,56

0,17

10,74

MENA

2,87

3,13

2,76

4,91

5,39

5,87

4,17

2,73

1,56

4,25

Source : FEMISE, research report FEM33-09.
Note : Firms are classiﬁed into 3 employment categories : those with less than 20 employees, those with 20 to 99
employee, those with more than 100 employees, respec�vely represented by numbers 1, 2, 3 associated to the
observa�on variable.

However, studying produc�vity pa�erns according
A possible interpretation would be that the long
periods of uncertainty and conflict brought to
Lebanon a process of disaccumulation of physical capital. In periods of reconstruction economic growth was sustained without any additions
to the capital stock and in direct relation with
declining net investment. Simply put, the replacement of the capital stock that was destroyed
contributed to stimulating economic growth
which reached considerable heights at irregular
intervals in the latter years.
In that respect consump�on would be sustaining
growth on the demand side, indeed, the la�er cumula�vely grew by 33.7% in the 1998-2008 period becoming the largest contributor to growth distancing
investment (IMF).
An indica�on of the produc�ve performance of Lebanon can be seen in the table above. The ﬁrst thing to
note is that Lebanon appears less produc�ve than the
MENA average in all sectors studied. Secondly, with
the excep�on of the tex�le sector where the country
appears to lack in produc�ve eﬃciency, Lebanon appears equally produc�ve in all sectors as suggested by
the level of the PTF. Thirdly, the extremely low level
of physical capital in most sectors corroborates to the
occurrence of a capital disaccumula�on process.

to ﬁrm-size could help in promo�ng an industrial
policy that allocates Lebanese ressources in a more
op�mal way. For instance, while Lebanon is rela�vely less produc�ve in the tex�les sector, it appears
than small-sized ﬁrms in the sector (with less than
20 employees) have produc�vity levels that are even
above the MENA average. It appears small ﬁrms are
more produc�ve in Lebanon in the rest of the economy and contrary to regional trends where ﬁrms of
20 to 99 employees appear to be more produc�ve.
Hence, supplying to smaller companies the necessary
tools to sustain or increase their return is something
that should be considered. Credit to ﬁrms, adequate
interest rate policy and an eﬃcient structural policy
are the necessary prerequisites that would allow the
Lebanese industry to progressively get away from stagna�on.
III.2 The energy sector: premises for a new structural
reform strategy?
In the case of Lebanon the issues at stake are simple;
the country is in dras�c need of structural reforms to
be able to carry growth in the coming decade in conjunc�on with healthier public ﬁnances. A series of
measures allow for hope as to the authori�es determina�on though it remains to be seen if reform procedures will take place at a reasonably rapid pace.
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Lebanon ﬁnally approved a plan to reform the costly
and ineﬃcient domes�c electricity sector focusing
also on gas and renewable energy. The plan could
mark a ﬁrst step in the Lebanese structural policy and
would cover the establishment of the necessary infrastructure for liqueﬁed petroleum gas and the construc�on of a pipeline.

III.3 Conclusions

But one should note that reform plans in Lebanon have
been greatly discussed since the early 90s with li�le
real progress being made due to poli�cal reasons. Priva�sa�on of telecommunica�ons has been discussed
for years and could bring an es�mated 7 billion US$
which would considerably reduce public debt.

But the country is in need of a new growth policy
that allows for con�nuous reduc�on of the huge
debt; within the Paris-III agenda authori�es must
pursue a wide array of reforms to restructure the
domes�c economy. More speciﬁcally poten�al reforms include reduc�ons in red-tape and business
barriers, streamlining of tax procedures, budget
accountability, income tax legisla�on and priva-

Yet the recently acquired poli�cal stability could
allow for the 5-year energy plan to thrive, and the
private-public partnership could make the diﬀerence onto the distribu�on of electricity which
has been a considerable source of concerns due
to frequent power failures. Since this is the ﬁrst
�me since the Paris III ini�a�ve that a reform
is oﬃcially implemented there are hopes as to
authori�es moving towards a modernized infrastructure in the decade to come.

The Lebanese economy appears to be entering a
more sustainable growth path with an economy
fueled by reconstruc�on eﬀorts. The economy
was well shielded and the crisis had li�le eﬀect on
macroeconomic aggregates.

�sa�on eﬀorts in key infrastructure sectors such
as telecommunica�on, electricity and transport
services.
Un�l now Lebanon only approved a plan to reform
the electricity sector but this must be used as a stepping stone for further measures to ensure the economy remains viable.
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Morocco : Resilience despite ou�all on real sector
An example of growth sustainability in the year
that went-by, Morocco was able to showcase
a strong rate of real GDP growth at 4.9%, thus
practically eliminating the repercussions of the
international crisis on the domestic economy.
The remarkable dynamism and most importantly
the content of growth (domestic consumption,
investment on infrastructure projects) explain
why Morocco remains an economy with great
potential that has also been efficient in developing its service industry, both in added-value
and employment terms. The series of macroeco-

Overall, Morocco managed to enter a path of
higher produc�vity and is marching towards an
evolved growth model that relies greatly on the
knowledge economy. The sustainability of economic growth has also brought an exemplary decline in unemployment while managing inﬂa�on has
become considerably easier due to adequate monetary supervision measures put in place along
the reform period.
Nevertheless, unemployment remains an issue
since it is expected to rise in 2010 fueled primarily by a large propor�on of the youth in search
for work. Femise has already noted the necessity
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nomic and infrastructure reforms appear to have
contributed to the country’s resilience ; the crisis failed to affect Morocco as much as in other
economies, even if there were initial concerns as
to the amplitude of the outfall on the domestic
real sector.
Nonetheless, despite limited impact on growth,
the Moroccan economy was affected through
the traditionnal channels of crisis transmission,
namely, exports, remittances and FDI which all
declined compared to the prior year. This was
expected since, while Morocco endorses a TFP
regime of growth, the country is also dependent
on evolutions in the economies of developed
partners and on the strategies followed by foreign firms. On the other side, financial soundness
and limited opening of the domestic capital account allowed for less exposure to the financial
outfall.

of converging towards a more diversiﬁed content
of growth for Morocco, one that englobes employment crea�on staretegies, business climate
ameliora�on and further development of the
current network of SMEs. One should note that,
while Morocco suceeded in terms of total growth,
the country’s full-poten�al in diversifying produc�on is yet to be reached. Also, a challenge in the
short-run will be to sustain economic ac�vity ito
its current levels without over-relying on external
developments.
In the a�ermath of the crisis, Morocco’s preoccupa�ons should lean towards ﬁnding a way to reinvigorate growth in the commercial balance, handle the structural deﬁcit that has aﬀected trade
and remi�ances and also confort its foreign currency reserves posi�on. As already showcased in
the recent past, Morocco should be able to follow
new vectors of growth that are compa�ble with
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total factor produc�vity and sustainable development.

√
The dependance to the situation of developed partners resulted in a 31.6% decline in
goods exports for 2009 at 13.9 bn US$. The largest share of exports comes from semi-products,
the most important sector of Moroccan exports
in volume for 2008, which recorded a 43.2% decrease in 2009. Meanwhile, imports decreased
by 23.3% partly due to the fall in commodity prices which was a welcome evolution for the trade
balance.
√
The service balance con�nued its

recent period has been increasingly comprised of
people who have already been working before.
√
The main determinants of economic
growth through the last 40 years in Morocco
appear to have been productivity along with
the accumulation of physical capital. Moreover,
firm-size is related to varying productive efficiency across sub-sectors. For instance, in both
the textile and plastic & non-mettallic materials
sectors the TFP is higher in firms with less than
20 employees. Meanwhile the domestic clothing
sector has recorded a considerable productivity
gain, especially in smaller firms that saw their
TFP level rise. On the contrary, in the leather and
chemicals sectors productivity of smaller firms
has been declining. Therefore, favouring the de-

downward trend in 2009, in part due to the decline in tourism revenue. Morocco was able to
a�ract an increasing number of tourists (6.5% increase in volume) but the la�er spent less during
their stay.
√
Regarding the remi�ances channel, Moroccan migrants abroad sent less earnings throughout 2009 which translated into a remi�ances
decliine of 6.9% (6,26 bn US$ in 2009 versus 6,73
bn in 2008). The fall in remi�ances, as in the case
of tourism revenue, is linked to the EU recession
and rising fears for unemployment in the foreign
labour-force.
√
FDI marked a major 46% decline con�nuing the downward trend ini�ated in 2008.
Authori�es will need to make considerable efforts to render the Moroccan space more a�rac-

velopment of firms of specific size in a given sector might offer better efficiency for Moroccan
production.
√
Morocco is ac�vely pursuing its industrial strategy allowing for considerable privatepublic partnerships, poten�al for FDI inﬂows and
dynamic posi�oning of the Moroccan economy
interna�onally. The new Emergence Plan (20092015) encapsulates the Moroccan will for further growth, sustainability and employment in
the decade to come. The Plan should create new
engines of growth, ini�ate jobs compa�ble with
the interna�onal context and upgrade Moroccan
ﬁrms, especially SME’s.
√
The development of the « new economy
» is also at the center of a�en�on and authori�es seem to have understood that technology is

�ve to foreign capital if they wish for investment
to bounce back in 2010.
√
Moroccan growth con�nues to rely
greatly on sectors such as other services, agriculture & ﬁshery and commerce. The country has
made steps in modernizing its produc�on structure and going towards a growth regime based
on total factor produc�vity but more remains to
be done.
√
Despite great eﬀorts, the current employment promo�on on the supply side might
not be enough. The number of unemployed in

a pre-requisite to upgrading the infrastructure
and go towards a new growth regime. Plans such
as Digital Morocco 2013 would also allow for the
Moroccan IT market to ﬂourish and enjoy its «
boom » in the coming years.
√
But, the country needs to foster trade
with more partners to exploit a dormant commercial poten�al. If the economic downturn in
Europe persists, Morocco should consider diversifying more its trading partner agreements to
reduce its overdependance to the EU and avoid
further nega�ve impact on its trade.

The following points merit to be men�onned :
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I. A shock on the real economy handled well
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in goods trade, rela�vely
closed capital account

Tariﬀ protec�on and imports, by product
Animal Products
Dairy, milk
Fishery etc
Cereals etc
Fruit, Vegetables, Plants
Clothing
Drinks & tobacco
Wood, paper etc.

In the early 2000’s, a�er a period of structural adjustments and reforms, Moroccan authori�es were
s�ll recording a structural trade deﬁcit and produc�on was s�ll exposed to poten�al exogenous shocks.
Hence, addi�onal eﬀorts had to be implemented for
the produc�on structure to remain viable and for
export-oriented ﬁrms to survive in a new environment that required openess.

Sugar etc.
Petroleum
Leather etc.
Fats and Oils etc.
Coffee, tea
Textiles
Minerals & metals
Other agricultural prod.
Transport equipment
Chemicals
Machinery, elec.
Prod. Manufacturing, n.e.s.
Machinery, non-elec.
Cotton
0

Hence, one would ask if Morocco was succesful in
the recent decade, especially the later half, in going
towards a more open regime.
While agricultural and food related sectors are undeniably bound by high custom du�es (especially in
the case of animal products and dairy products), tariﬀ barriers appear to be lower than in neighbouring
MPs for a great number of sectors. In manufactured
goods the average custom duty is rela�vely low at
10.9% while in non-electrical machinery it falls at
7.5% which is lower than countries such as Tunisia.
Overall, a closer look of Moroccan trade hints at
the following : a�er a stale performance in the mid
2000s the country showed great opening in the later
half of the decade.
The openess rate of Morocco in goods trade is
now above the MP average, a considerable imTrade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)
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provement over its feeble performance in 2005.
Meanwhile, openess in services has been evolving and is above the MP average. Thus, the process of economic reforms has had an impact on
Moroccan services trade even if it remains lee
important in magnitude than the one in manufactured and other goods.
One should also note that while barriers to services
trade have been par�ally dismantled, and are less
present than in other Mediterranean economies in
sectors such as telecommunica�ons, they remain
overly present in segments of the Moroccan economy. For instance, in the banking and insurance
sectors the domes�c trade restric�veness index
(TRI) is well above the level found in neighbouring
MPs. Similarly, mari�me transport appears more
constrained than in countries such as Egypt and
Trade openness in services, by year (% of GDP)
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Trade Restric�on Indexes (TRI’s) in Services, 2007

tary ﬂexibility. On the whole, op�ng for more ﬂexibility appears to have been the right move to solidify investment and create growth, the modiﬁca�on
in the exchange rate regime brought less vola�lity
than was the case prior to reforms.
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Jordan. Hence, the service economy has not yet
reached its full openess poten�al.
Last but not least, a decomposi�on of trade pa�erns
shows that Morocco is above all a net importer, with
almost two-thirds of the trade deﬁcit a�ributed to
the EU27. While the presence of Gulf countries and
China is also felt, the EU shows an unparalleled trade
surplus with Morocco and beneﬁts the most from
the increased openness domes�c strategy. This also
means that Morocco would be dependent on exogenous shocks aﬀec�ng European economies.
1.2 A capital account at a low openness stage
along with a managed ﬂoat exchange rate
The liberaliza�on of the Moroccan capital account
is s�ll low. That is not to say that eﬀorts for further
opening have not been made but signiﬁcant restric�ons persist on both current account conver�bility
and capital movements. Meanwhile, the country
follows a managed ﬂoat exchange rate regime which
was put in place along with the domes�c openess
strategy which by deﬁni�on required more mone-

Financial liberaliza�on did bring some exposure to
foreign markets but the sector is s�ll a rather regulated one, though with healthy supervision standards,
and is far from the depths of ﬁnancial systems of
other developing economies. However, in �mes of
crisis this stance has shielded the economy from
unwanted repercussions. This is valid for the capital
account as well which allowed limi�ng the transmission eﬀects, at least par�ally, and protect growth.
Overall, as in other MP capital markets, some posi�ve
signs in terms of growth and transparency are shown
thus bringing more investment from abroad. Granted, much can be done to reach a full-liberaliza�on
poten�al but the cau�ous step-by-step approach that
domes�c authori�es applied was ﬁnally more adapted to their needs than one would ini�ally think.
1.3 Poverty reduc�on, but the rural-poor remain
Did increased openess bring poverty allevia�on
through increased growth ? During the 1990s the
poverty headcount ra�o increased massively in Morocco, contrary to the trend of the MENA region
where poverty appeared to be lessened compared to
the prior decade. The poverty ra�o in Morocco in the
la�er half of the 90s was at 6.25% of the popula�on
while i twas at 4.1% in the MENA region. As already
noted by FEMISE domes�c social policies did not yield
distribu�onal shi�s in favor of the poor ; the poorest
decile only recorded an annual growth rate of less
than 2% while per capita GDP growth was more than
double at that �me. Nonetheless, a shi� appears to
Table 1. Poverty ra�o (Headcount Ra�o) per capita at
1.25$ per day PPP, % of the popula�on
1985

1985-90 1990-95 1995-00 2000-05

Morocco 8,42% 2,45%

6,76%

6,25%

2,50%

MENA

4,07%

4,10%

3,60%

6,10% 4,31%

Source : FEMISE (2009), FEM33-02
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have occured in the ﬁrst half of the 2000s where the
poverty rate fell to 2.5%, this �me below the average
MENA rate of 3.6%. One could argue that this measure of poverty is insuﬃcient and underes�mates the
total number of poor, nonetheless, progress appears
to have occured.

Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect
15%
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However, the crisis could have an impact on social
condi�ons. The Human Developmet Index places
Morocco 130th (0.654 value) worldwide a rank that
could further deteriorate in case people at the brink
of poverty are pushed towards worsening situa�ons.
The most vulnerable would be smallholders, unemployed young, women and rural popula�ons while
ﬁshing communi�es are among the poorest. In 2008,
the number of poor in rural areas rose to 3.7 million
that is more than 25% of the rural popula�on. The latter o�en do not have land-ownership which renders
their situa�on extremely diﬃcult since they are unable to obtain credit to boost their produc�ve ac�vity
and revenues. Thus, such facts should not be neglected and authori�es ought to keep dealing with poten�al social repercussions in light of the recent crisis.
I.2. Crisis transmission channels
Due to limited opening of the capital account the
crisis transmission came mostly from the real-sector.

Remittances

MPs (average)

Morocco

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on various sources

The openess rate of Morocco in goods trade
being above the MP average, it comes as no
surprise seeing that Moroccan trade was particularly affected by the crisis. The dependance
to developed partners demand such as the EU
resulted in a 31.6% decline in goods exports for
2009 at 13.9 bn US$. The largest share of exports
comes from semi-products, the most important
sector of Moroccan exports in volume for 2008,
which recorded a 43.2% decrease in 2009. As for
mineral products they recorded a 62.6% fall in
2009 primarily due to the massive contraction of
phosphates exports (by 70.8%).
Whether Morocco manages to fall-back to pre-crisis
levels of trade remains to be seen. For the �me being
it is hardly doub�ul the country achieves the exportpeak of mid-2008, currently exports have stabilized
slightly below their levels of 2007 and the export perExternal trade, million dirhams
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2.1 A shock origina�ng from a fall in exports, FDI
and remi�ances
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The crisis impact was felt through:
√
A reduc�on in goods exports by 31.6%,
√
A 23.3% decrease in the value of goods
imports,
√
A trade balance in deﬁcit for 2009, though
diminishing at 18.2% of GDP,
√
A resilient service balanc eat 6.2%,
√
A decrease in workers remi�ances by
6.9%.
√
A deﬁcitary current account at 5.4% of
GDP (4,96 bn).
√
A large decrease in FDI by 46% in 2009.
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formance in the la�er half of 2009 was slightly below
total exports in the ﬁrst half.
As for imports, they decreased by 23.3% partly due
to the fall in commodity prices which was a welcome
evolu�on. However, ﬁgures for the later half of 2009
show a trend reversal which increases the possibility
for an increase in the import burden in 2010.
The trade balance was, as expected, in deﬁcit for
2009 at -18.2% of GDP. However, the fall in imports
brought a deﬁcit reduc�on in absolute terms, the latter fell to 16,6 billion US$ in 2009 from 19.4 billion in
2008 (Morocco’s imports being more than twice the
size of exports). However, if Morocco does not manage to eﬃciently boost its exports, the expected rise
in the import bill shall bring the trade deﬁcit above
the 20% mark in 2010.
The service balance con�nued its downward trend in
2009, in part due to the decline in tourism revenue.
Granted, Morocco was able to a�ract an increasing
number of tourists (6.5% increase in volume) but the
la�er spent less during their stay.
The main source of tourists is tradi�onally Europe, and 2009 marked no diﬀerence, arrivals from
France were ﬁrst with 3.1 million tourists (4% increase), followed by Spain with 1.8 million tourists
(increase of 10%), Belgium with 469.000 tourists
Service Balance (% of GDP)
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(12% increase) and the Netherlands with 443.000
tourists (increase of 12%). Tourism receipts declined nonetheless which can be easily explained by
the fact that overnight stays decreased by 1% in
2009 resul�ng from the fall posted in Marrakech
(-1%), Agadir (-4%) and Casablanca (-1%). (Source :
map.ma) Moreover, Moroccan expatriates, responsible for a greater share of total visitors in 2009,
tradi�onally spend less than foreign tourists (EIU).
Since the number of higher-spending tourists from
the UK and Scandinavia has fallen the overall fall in
receipts now appears less enigma�c. The sector accounted for 9% of GDP employing about 420 000
people and with an investment total of 10,8 billion
dirhams. (Source : menafn)
Prospects for the coming years could be positive,
new resorts will be launched while cheaper flights and a wider array of Moroccan destinations
becomes possible. Diversification of the tourism
economy appears to be among the plans of domestic authorities bringing Morocco on the path
of sustainable tourism and a quality-based approach that differentiates the country from its
neighbours. Hence, revenue per tourist could
soon mark an increase though it remains to be
seen if they materialize in 2010 or 2011.
Regarding the remi�ances channel, Morocco is
among the largest recipients in the Mediterranean
region behind Lebanon and Jordan. Remi�ances
as a share of GDP represented approximately 8%
in 2008 and a decline would have tangible eﬀects
on the economy. Also, remi�ances are an important contribu�on to public ﬁnancing for several
projects while at the same �me they are a welcome addi�on to per capita income and poverty
allevia�on aid especially in rural areas. Moroccan
migrants abroad sent less earnings throughout
2009 which translated into a remi�ances decliine of 6.9% (6,26 bn US$ in 2009 versus 6,73 bn
in 2008). The fall in remi�ances, as in the case of
tourism revenue, is directly linked to the EU recession as well as to rising fears for unemployment in
the foreign labour-force.
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Por�olio Investment (net)
FDI, million US$
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Finally, FDI marked a major 46% decline con�nuing
the downward trend ini�ated in 2008. Authori�es
will need to make considerable eﬀorts to render the
Moroccan space more a�rac�ve to foreign capital
if they wish for investment to bounce back in 2010.
Sectors of Moroccan compara�ve advantage (ex.
tex�les), poten�al new-growth carriers (ex. ICT related sectors) and the tourism sector could provide for
opportuni�es and also ensure the Moroccan labourforce is be�er shielded.
We shall note that since both remittances and
FDI did not perform well neither, the balance
of invisibles has lost a great share of its capacity of equilibrating the deficitary trade balance
and authorities should thus be pre-occupied as
to finding ways of rapidly reducing the 5.4% current account deficit.
2.2 A limited exposure on the stock exchange, a
slight decrease in reserves
Morocco has a ﬁnancial system that is s�ll in early
to midlle stages of liberaliza�on while its capital account is not completely open yet. Hence, the degree
of exposure to the crisis would logically be lessened
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2007
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2009

Source : Central Bank of Egypt

due to limited ﬁnancial integra�on within developed
markets. However, the country is partly dependent
on the US and EU banking sectors while it borrows on
interna�onal markets. Morocco did avert a ﬁnancial
crisis in part due to its cau�ous approach of ﬁnancial
liberaliza�on.
1) Ou�all on por�olio investment
Though limited, por�olio investment in Morocco
a�ained a ﬁve year peak which is remarkable in
�mes of crisis. This could be perceived as a very
posi�ve sign as to the healthiness of the domes�c market. Liberaliza�on of the capital account
is s�ll at an early stage which also explains why
por�olio investment remains at rather low levels.
Overall, the fact that ﬁnancial development has
advanced at a slow pace but with reforms adapted to the countrys’ needs has brought much
needed stability.
2) Ou�all on the Stock-exchange
The Moroccan CSE stock-market is a rela�vely dynamic one. Since 1993, reforms were put in place

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

3

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export Oriented
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to modernize it and the number of listed companies
went to 77 in 2008. Market capitaliza�on increased
from 0.62 Billion US$ in 1989 to 65.85 billion in
2008, meanwhile, the real estate stock market index increased considerably in recent years over the
last couple of years represen�ng 16% of total capitaliza�on in 2007. The turnover ra�o decreased
by more than 20% since 1989 to 16.55% in 2008
which signiﬁes the limited presence of a secondary
market.
Following the crisis the Moroccan stock-exchange was hit and the stock-index was particularly
affected. As in other MP economies this was a
short-term hit and the market quickly started to
recover. For a brief period in 2009 the domes-

import cover ra�o to remain two �mes above the
IMF-recommended benchmark.
In 2010, imports are expected to rise which means
that compensa�on will have to be provided in an
Import Cover
9

8

7

6
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

alterna�ve way. Tourism could take-oﬀ and provide
enough currency inﬂows but Morocco will be highly

tic stock exchange even surpassed the Egyptian
market to become the second largest stock-exchange in all Africa. Nonetheless, performance
in the latter half of 2009 suggests that Morocco
might need more time to attain its pre-crisis levels and more specifically its peak during the
March-May 2008 period.

dependent on exports recovery provided that the EU
market behaves accordingly. For the moment, es�ma�ons point towards exports bouncing back, though �midly, by 4.5% in 2010 (EIU). The risk of a lack of
liquidi�es is thus eliminated in the short-run at least.

On the whole, prospects are globally posi�ve and
the stock-market is expected to grow. There are
plans to double the size of the market by adding 75
new companies by 2015 establishing Morocco as
a ﬁnancial des�na�on of choice in the con�nent.
The new strategy seeks to increase the investor
base to 500 000 investors by 2015 versus 120 000
currently all the while se�ng up a modern deriva�ves market for trading which could poten�ally be

Finally, regardng government debt, Morocco managed to slightly reduce it in GDP terms, from
23.4% in 2008 to 23.1% in 2009. The debt service ra�o also fell from 10.1% in 2008 to 8.6% in
2009. Careful management shoud allow bringing
government debt to 22% of GDP in 2010 while
the debt-service ra�o could decline even further
to 7.9%. Overall, the level of debt is among the
lowest among MP countries and has been con-

opera�onal in late 2011.

�nuously decreasing, thus, there are reasons to
believe Morocco has low chances for emi�ng
debt obliga�ons throughout 2010.

3) Ou�all on foreign reserves

4) Ou�all on external public debt

Within a crisis context, foreign currency reserves
were aﬀected and fell below the mark of seven
months of imports, though s�ll above 2007 levels.
The decrease in exports was not of par�cular help
in maintaining reserves since remi�ances and tourism were incapable of doing it as well. Thankfully,
the considerable reduc�on in imports did partly
alleviate pressure on reserves and allowed for the
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II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates

year to year by considerable rainfalls that reduce
harvest poten�al.

1. GDP growth and decomposi�on
Morocco’s economy has been in a path of sustainable growth and the crisis has not changed that,
in the short run at least. The economy has never
contracted and economic growth has been strong
throughout the en�re decade. Contrary to interna�onal trends, Morocco achieved a 4.9% rate of
growth which is more than surprising in such a
context.

Expecta�ons for the coming year are rather op�mis�c and a 4.3% rate of growth is expected, though recessions in foreign trading partners might con�nue
to aﬀect demand for exports and par�ally reduce
produc�on in sectors of Moroccan advantage such as
tex�les and the automo�ve industry.
2. Employment: Increase in unemployment for
2009, mixed signals for 2010

Moroccan growth continued to rely greatly on
sectors such as other services, agriculture &
fishery and commerce. Surprisingly, only two

Economic growth sustainability has led to a significant drop in unemployment in recent years,
from 11% in 2005 to 9.1% in 2009 and the Mo-

sub-sectors of activity marked a year-on-year
decline in the last quarter of 2009 (transformation industry and postal & telecommunication
services) and even those fell marginally (by 1.6%
and 1.8% respectively). As we will discuss later
on the country has made steps in modernizing
its production structure and going towards a
growth regime based on total factor productivity.
However, diversyfying its engines of growth and
becoming less dependent on a given number of
sectors is still an issue but the country seems to
have plans for a new type of growth for the new
decade.

roccan growth regime has been a pro-employment one. Nonetheless, it remains to be seen if
authorities can maintain unemployment below
the 10% mark in 2010. Sectors linked to export
promotion could feel increasing pressures if
export do not bounce back significally while the
uneven performance of agriculture might also
have effects on the jobless.

Domes�c growth s�ll relies in part on agriculture
which is itself dependable on unreliable meteorological condi�ons. Moroccan agriculture o�en

As seen in the graph above unemployment reached its lowest level (below 8%) during the second quarter of 2009. However, it has been on
an upward trend since then and ini�al ﬁgures for
the ﬁrst quarter of 2010 indicate it has risen close
to the 10% mark. Tradi�onally, rural areas have
been the ones with the highest rates of joblessness among their popula�ons and the crisis has

follows an erra�c behavior since it is aﬀected from

marked no excep�on. Early ﬁgures for 2010 point
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towards a rate close to 15% of the rural popula�on which is higher by more than 1% of what was
recorded in mid 2009. Thus, an extended ou�all
on unemployment in 2010 should not be eliminated as a possibility.
While signs have not been particularly worrisome regarding unqualified labour (unemployment
rate below 5%) the same cannot be said on the
qualified population that faces the highest rates
of unemployment. The highest qualified have
been the ones with a rate of approximately 21%

appears to again be on the rise at 18.2% in early
2010. A major challenge still resides in reducing
the high unemployment rate among university graduates and especially young ones. One
should note that total unemployment among
the 15-24 youth reached an alarming 18.5% in
the first quarter of 2010. On the whole, the current employment promotion on the supply side
might not be enough. As seen in the graph above
the number of unemployed in recent period has
been increasingly comprised of people who have
already been working before. Meanwhile, new
entrants represent a slightly decreasing share
which means that supply may not suffice to cover for both parties.
Morocco has made great efforts in employment
promotion in recent years that have paid-off and
these efforts should not vanish. The much nee-
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in 2007. The crisis outfall has had an impact on
the authorities efforts to reduce the educated
unemployed and after initial decline their share

ded diversification could develop skill-intensive
sectors and create the much needed opportunities for the qualified population. In that respect,

Unemployment by educa�on, %
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authorities appears to have taken considerable
measures within their structural strategy to give
the necessary stimulus.

pacity in selec�ng new trade partners. Investment is
also expected to play a more important part in 2010
while private consump�on slightly decelerates.

II.1 A macro-reac�on supported by public expenditure that has put pressures on the budget deﬁcit

Public works spending should grow by 20% in 2010
and state investment should also rise by the same
ﬁgure. The expansion of the Jorf Lasfar power sta�on, wind farms in Tangier and Tarfaya are among
the projects that will beneﬁt from that increase.

1) Economic ac�vity that remains solid
Exports expenditure on GDP fell through the year
2009 by more than 13%. It was above all public
consump�on that helped maintain growth in Morocco despite the crisis, it registered a real increase
of expenditure on GDP by 11.2% in the year 2009
while private expenditure growth on GDP grew by
approximately 4%, at a pace close to the average
recorded in recent years.
Es�mates for 2010 suggest a higher rate of growth
at 4.3% which is above what is achieved in several
neighbouring countries. But for Moroccan growth
to achieve new heights one should wait for exports
to pick-up which clearly depends on developments
in the developed world but also to the domes�c caDecomposing demand, billion US$

2) Increased pressures on the budget
The increase in spending has lead to a budget deﬁcit in 2009 a�er two years of surpluses. The budget deﬁcit was close to 2.1% in 2009 and could be
rising to 4.4% in 2010. Subsidies are expected to
reach more than 23 billion dirhams which is almost
the double of what was recorded in 2009. The fall
in subsidies in 2009 was due to lower commodity
prices but was replaced by higher public-sector
wages and infrastructure spending. In an eﬀort of
s�mula�ng growth the authori�es have reduced
taxes and increased public wages, thus, cost-cuts
are expected to par�ally oﬀset the rise.
Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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monitoring of monetary and macroeconomic aggregates and a healthy financial base should ensure monetary policy responds to the Moroccan
development strategy.
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II.2 A more integrated banking system that was
par�ally aﬀected

Tax penetration could increase but receipts are
expected to rise by less than authorities project
since private consumption, customs duties and
corporate profits grow slowly. A reform of the
subsidy system while welcome for the budget
balance, does not seem appropriate in such times from a social point of view (EIU)

The banking sector in Morocco has met welcome
developments in the last two decades, it now
has a diversified structure with a high level of
financial development.

3) A monetary/exchange-rate policy that closely follows macroeconomic evolutions

√
The FS ratio has not evolved, hence, service provision has not developed sufficiently,
√
The DOMCR ratio went from 46% in
1990 to 81% in 2008, suggesting that the financial sector provides more advanced services,
√
The CLGDP ratio increased from 19%
in 1990 to 80% in 2008, suggesting a regime of
growth and stability.

Morocco has a managed float exchange rate regime (dirham pegged to a basket of currencies),
hence with more flexibility, after it initiated
opening-up to international trade and foreign
capital. Opting for greater flexibility as markets
were progressively liberalized was a necessary
evolution in monetary policy and adapted to the
country’s needs bringing more price stability.
Implicit inflation targeting has already been
efficient in ensuring medium-term price stability and the Central Bank appears to have the
necessary tools to conduct such exercise. The
possibility for an explicit inflation targeting regime has been discussed and its implementation
could bring more benefits provided inflation remains at its current levels and does not follow an
upward path.

More specifically :
√
Financial depth increased in between
1990 to 2008 from 54% to 107%,

However, the crisis reveals that the banking sector
in Morocco does need for some addi�onal improvements regarding capital adequacy.
More speciﬁcally :
√
Non-performing loans remain below the
Mediterranean average, at a 5.5% ra�o which is rela�vely low.
√
Speciﬁc provisions to NPLs are close to
80%, above the Mediterranean average.

Indicators of Banking Development

In early 2010 the central
bank initiated the necessary measures to improve liquidity primarily
through lowering reserve requirements to 6%.
Overall, low prices, close
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Source: FEMISE, research report FEM33-20
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succeeded in becoming a more diversified and
viable economy.

Indicators of Financial Soundness
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The 5% average rate of growth in the 2000-2007 period, followed by a 6.2% rate in 2008 prior to the crisis, allowed for dras�c reduc�on in unemployment
which fell below the 10% mark in recent years. This
case shows a resemblance with that of Tunisia, nonetheless, Morocco appears to have had more success in employment crea�on. In that respect one
should ask what is the new regime of growth that
has allowed for more employment and how does it
bode in both the regional and world level.
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√
However, the capital adequacy ra�o is at
11.7%, below the MP average and could be insuﬃcient.
√
Return on assets is at 1.3%, slightly above
the Mediterranean average, meanwhile, return on
equity is at 17% well above the MP average.

Surprisingly, while economic reforms undeniably
brought more diversiﬁca�on in engines of growth,
Morocco remains more specialized than one would
expect in a limited number of sectors even if this

To sum up, the ﬁnancial proﬁle of banks has improved in asset quality and proﬁtability despite the
crisis. The banking system should con�nue improving its indicators of banking credit and approach
interna�onal standards, in a context of more transparency and credibility.

Growth in Manufacturing, 2000-2008
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III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP)
III.1 Morocco’s story towards more produc�vity
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In their efforts to progressively establish a well
functioning market-driven economy, Moroccan
authorities actively pursued economic reforms
with the objective of fostering new growth.
Thus, measures were actively undertaken since
the 1990s to warranty increased competition
and productivity of the Moroccan economy. Two
decades later one should logically ask if Morocco
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specializa�on has slightly decreased in the recent
decade. Morocco did suceed in grasping the fruits
of its reform strategy in terms of global growth, but

But one would s�ll logically asks the following : how
can Morocco be recording such rates of GDP growth
without a�aining its full poten�al of diversiﬁca�on ?

reforms might have par�ally hampered the country’s
full-poten�al to diversify its produc�on.

The answer might be found on the side of Total Factor
Produc�vity (TFP) and determinants of growth.

The food & beverages sector saw its share in the manufacturing value-added (VAM) decline from 15% in
2000 to 13.7% in 2008, tex�les went from 11.4% to
10.2% while the wearing apparels’ share also contracted from 9.2% in 2000 to 7.8% in 2008. On the opposite side, non-metallic mineral products increased
their share in the value added, from 9.3% in 2000 to
11.6% in 2008, while paper products also followed
a similar trend. Finally, the reliance to the chemicals
sectors remained prac�cally unchanged, going from
15.6% in the VAM in 2000 to 15.4% in 2008.

As shown in the graph above, following an extremely unproduc�ve period during the 70’s,
the Moroccan economy gradually became more
eﬃcient to reach a posi�ve produc�vity growth
through recent years (2000-2006 period). Depending on assump�ons on the rela�ve share
of physical capital to produc�on, there are elements that suggest produc�vity has grown rapidly. Meanwhile, measures of physical and human
capital bring more answers as to the elements
that carry Moroccan growth.

In terms of sub-sector growth in 2000-2008 some elements are worth no�ng. Morocco registered a subs-

The right-hand graph shows the rate of growth of
GDP per worker, the contribu�on of physical capital

tan�al growth in the radio, television and communica�ons equipment sector which showcased a rate of
growth close to 15%. But other than that, and despite
marked growth in sectors such as paper products,
motor vehicles, rubber & plas�c products and basic
metals, the growth rate of all sub-sectors was below
the developing countries average. Naturally, certain
sectors of the Moroccan economy were already
considerably developed in the 1990s, however, this
trend could hint there is a need for introducing new
elements in the Moroccan growth strategy to ensure
growth remains ample in the coming decade as well.

per worker to produc�on, the contribu�on of human
capital per worker to produc�on and the average
growth rate of the TFP in the 1970-2008 period (assuming a value of the rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on equal to 0.74 in the ﬁrst scenario and
of 0.30 in the second scenario). In both scenarios regarding the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on the same conclusion is drawn which is that
the main determinants of economic growth through
the last 40 years in Morocco appears to have been
produc�vity along with the accumula�on of physical
capital. In the ﬁrst scenario physical capital is the ma-
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Table 2. Apparent Produc�vity and Unit Labor Cost in Morocco
Average Labour Median Labour
Produc�vity
Produc�vity Average Unit Cost Median Unit Cost Observa�ons

Industries

Year

Tex�les

2001

Tex�les

2002

Tex�les

2003

Tex�les

2005

11,76

Leather

2001

Leather

2002

Leather

9,7

5,32

0,77

0,51

125

8,4

6,3

0,5

0,48

142

10,61

7,11

0,6

0,49

148

7,67

0,52

0,46

41

4,94

3,8

0,76

0,53

65

7,68

3,99

0,61

0,55

72

2003

6,13

4,69

0,69

0,59

76

Leather

2005

8,76

7,55

0,58

0,58

14

Clothing

2001

5,48

3,52

0,6

0,61

266

Clothing

2002

4,99

3,65

0,59

0,61

295

Clothing

2003

6,45

4,18

0,6

0,6

313

Clothing

2005

7,51

4,45

0,63

0,62

110

Agro-food

2001

22,33

13,3

0,39

0,34

53

Agro-food

2002

20,41

13,71

0,6

0,34

56

Agro-food

2003

29,25

18,87

0,73

0,3

58

Agro-food

2005

31,17

10,8

0,4

0,36

106

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2001

54

16,12

0,36

0,34

48

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2002

32,07

17,35

0,38

0,34

56

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2003

39,06

25,49

0,4

0,31

56

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2005

42,88

25,97

0,52

0,32

86

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials

2001

10,04

7,59

0,46

0,36

62

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials

2002

10,8

8,24

0,46

0,43

66

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials

2003

14,83

10,35

0,43

0,36

70

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials

2005

2,78

2,78

0,59

0,59

1

Source : FEMISE, research report FEM33-09

jor determinant (0.0216) while in the second one it is
rela�vely less important (0.0088). The study thus eliminates human capital as a main driving force of the
Moroccan economy during the last four decades.

tributable to a decline in unit-costs of labor in both
tex�les and leather products the same cannot be
said about the other two sectors were unit costs
have actually increased in recent years.

That is not to say that labour is unproduc�ve in
Morocco. On the contrary, a recent FEMISE study
on TFP in the Mediterranean region clearly shows
that the average (and median) labour produc�vity
growth rate has increased in a variety of sectors
during the mid 2000’s. As shown in the table below, labour produc�vity in tex�les industries has
increased (from an average value of 9.7 in 2001
to 11.76 in 2005) while this is also the case for the
leather products sector (average produc�vity of
4.94 in 2001 almost doubling to 8.76 in 2005), wearing apparel (average produc�vity of 5.48 in 2001
to 7.51 in 2005) and in the agro-industry (average
produc�vity of 22.33 in 2001 to 31.17 in 2005).
Furthermore, while the produc�vity increase is at-

Granted, as noted earlier few industries (Textile,
wearing apparell etc) represent the largest share
of the added value and of total manufacturing
employment. But one should also note that Moroccan labour gains in efficiency which offsets,
at least partially, the still intermediate level of
economic diversification.
Similarly, a look on Moroccan median sector-TFP suggests that the country has made progress in the 20012005 period for all sectors but the plas�c & non-metallic materials sector.
Furthermore, ﬁrm-size is related to varying produc�ve eﬃciency across sub-sectors. For instance, in
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Therefore, favouring the development of ﬁrms of
speciﬁc size in a given sector might oﬀer be�er eﬃciency for Moroccan produc�on. For instance, inci�ng ﬁrms in the leather sector to diversify and grow
would seem a be�er choice. Meanwhile, oﬀering
more incen�ves to small-sized ﬁrms in the tex�les
sector could op�mize the sector’s eﬃciency.

Table 3. TFP level in Moroccan ﬁrms : Inﬂuence of ﬁrm
size on the median of each category
Industries

Year

TFP

TFP1

TFP2

TFP3

Tex�les

2001

3,13

3,71

3,05

3,18

Tex�les

2002

3,19

3,03

3,23

3,22

Tex�les

2003

3,45

3,77

3,39

3,34

Tex�les

2005

3,57

4,59

3,29

4,08

Leather

2001

3,54

3,28

3,52

3,9

Leather

2002

3,78

3,97

3,85

3,7

Leather

2003

3,61

3,21

3,75

4,16

Leather

2005

3,73

2,95

3,75

4,82

Clothing

2001

4,35

3,14

4,68

4,39

Clothing

2002

4,63

3,76

4,6

4,74

Clothing

2003

4,57

4,93

4,44

4,59

Clothing

2005

5,37

5,36

5,24

5,39

Agro-food

2001

3,91

3,91

3,98

3,7

Agro-food

2002

3,91

3,95

4,03

3,6

Agro-food

2003

4,25

4,31

4,62

3,85

Agro-food

2005

4,18

4,03

4,17

4,29

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2001

4,57

5,37

4,69

3,77

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2002

4,85

5,05

4,93

4,28

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2003

4,93

4,83

5,38

4,54

Chemicals & Pharmaceu�cals

2005

4,83

4,3

4,86

5,27

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials 2001

3,65

3,7

3,7

3,53

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials 2002

3,76

4,17

3,73

3,77

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials 2003

4,04

4,36

4,03

3,73

Plas�c & non-metallicmaterials 2005

2,71

2,78

2,64

The business environment can also provide valuable
insights ont the origin of diﬀerences in the performance of Moroccan ﬁrms. In a recent study supported by FEMISE, Augier et al. (2010) shed more light
on major linkages between the ﬁrms’ business environment in Morocco and their TFP performance. The
paper provides evidence that misalloca�on of ﬁnancial resources in Morocco might be an issue since the
amount of loans is nega�vely linked to the produc�vity es�mate. This ﬁnding stands essen�ally for low
debt ﬁrms, without being correlated to diﬀerences
in proﬁtability. The authors also iden�fy the absence
of an homogeneous taxa�on treatment across the
sample ﬁrms and the number of permissions needed
annually to operate as the main elements that impact
upon produc�vity, especially in the case of small-sized, non-expor�ng ﬁrms.

Source : FEMISE, FEM33-09.
Note : Firms are classiﬁed by number of employees:
those with less than 20, between 20 and 99, more than
100, respec�vely receive the number 1, 2, 3 next to the
observa�on variable

both the tex�le and plas�c & non-me�allic materials
sectors the TFP is higher in ﬁrms with less than 20
employees in 2005. Meanwhile the clothing sector
has recorded a considerable produc�vity gain, especially in smaller ﬁrms that saw their TFP level rise
from 3.14 in 2001 to 5.36 in 2005. On the contrary,
in the leather and chemicals sectors produc�vity of
smaller ﬁrms in the same period has been steadily
declining (from 3.28 to 2.95 for the leather sector and
from 5.37 to 4.3 for chemicals) while the produc�vity
of medium-sized and big ﬁrms has been following the
opposite route (for medium-sized ﬁrms the PTF went
from 3.52 to 3.75 in the leather sector and from 4.69
to 4.86 in chemicals ; for big ﬁrms the PTF went from
3.9 to 4.82 in the leather sector and from 3.77 to 5.27
in chemicals).

In the case of Mediterranean countries in general,
Cecchini and Lai-Tong (2008) show that while the
transfer of technology has a clear impact on TFP, the
impact is posi�ve only when the labour force is skilled
beyond a certain threshold. Therefore, making more
eﬀorts to en�ce foreign capital and following an interna�onal openness route, while useful, might not have
the desired impact if the labour-force is not suﬃciently qualiﬁed. Regarding Morocco, produc�vity gains
appear limited and the average yearly growth rate
is es�mated at only 0.23% in the 1980-2000 period.
The authors found that FDI has posi�ve impacts for
all Mediterranean countries with a secondary schooling rate above 55%. All countries within the sample
were above that threshold, with the excep�on of
Morocco. Thus, the importance of reducing the high
unemployment rate among the qualiﬁed youth is not
only necessary from a social point of view but from
an economic one as well.
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Overall, these are all elements that should be acknowledged in the con�nuous upgrading of the
countrys’ industrial policy. Whether certain sectors
should be progressively dropped would also be an
important, yet naturally diﬃcult, decision to make.
III.2 Structural policies and new measures following
the crisis
Morocco has been leaning towards a TFP driven model of growth despite been specialized on a small
number of sectors. But a series of measures that are
an integral part of the Moroccan strategy of structural voluntarist policies shows the country’s willingness to ensure growth stays in the coming decade.
These measures, that are also a sort of response to
the recent crisis, are well expressed through the government’s 2009-2015 extension of the “Plan Emergence” which cons�tutes an exemplary ini�a�ve to
foster growth and employment opportuni�es.
Even if the industrial policy of Morocco appears massive, the country has also adopted an a�tude of
coopera�on with neighbouring countries to promote
trade. Authori�es realize that they have to rely on FDI
inﬂows to foster new growth, while exports compe��veness will remain of crucial importance.
1) Emergence Plan II of the Moroccan industry :
crea�ng employment and growth of the 2010’s
The new Emergence Plan (2009-2015) encapsulates
the Moroccan will for further growth, sustainability

20 modern industrial complexes are expected to
be built by 2015 while exis�ng ones will be given a
makeover. The Plan was adopted in early 2009 and
among its objec�ves one could iden�fy:
√
The development of jobs compatible
with the international context. New employment in FDI oriented sectors (aeronautics, ICT,
automobile) as well as more jobs in traditionnal
sectors are a priority.
√
The upgrading of Moroccan firms competitiveness, especially in SME’s. Rating plateforms are to be introduced by partner banks to
improve the access to credit, the SME’s fund «
Fonds d’amorcage » is expected, meanwhile, 4
SME’s parks are expected to foster the creation
of new firms.
√
Adap�ng voca�onal training to the ever
evolving needs of the industry. Plans for the crea�on
of a school for aeronau�cs have been undertaken
while a similar ini�a�ve is underway for the crea�on
of a school of engineering in associa�on with the Ecole Centrale de Paris.
It becomes obvious that the Plan can bring enormous gains in the coming years. First, by focusing on sectors such as biotechnologies, aeronautics and other ICT-related, it could introduce
the necessary elements for creating the new
growth model based on the knowledge economy. Second, by still caring about existing sectors of comparative advantage, it would ensure
maximum productivity gains through increased

Table 4. Caracteris�cs of «Plan Emergence II»
Targeted sectors

Expected results (quan�ta�ve and qualita�ve)

Oﬀshoring (francophone and hispanophone)

100 000 jobs, 15 bn DH in VA.

Automobile : Crea�on of industrial basis.

70-80 000 jobs, 10 bn DH in VA.

Electronics : Specializa�on and integra�on

10 000 jobs, 5 bn DH in VA

Transforma�on of sea products : development of frozen
products etc

35 000 jobs 3 bn DH in VA.

Aeronau�cs : Integrated oﬀer

10 000 jobs, 3 bn DH in VA.

Tex�les and leather : Fast fashion and co-processing

50 000 jobs, 5 bn DH in VA.

Agro-food : Development of integrated projects

6 000 jobs, 5 bn DH in VA.

Microelectronics, biotechnologies and nanotechnologies

220.000 jobs, 50 bn DH in VA

and employment in the decade to come. More than-191-

intra-branch specialization (ex. focusing on fastfashion in the textile sector). This would also
bring a quality-based element to the infrastructure that would help revitalize current engines
of growth.
As for employment, potential in new-sectors of
growth such as microelectronics and biotechnologies would bring an estimated 220 000 positions by 2015, while the offshoring and automobile sectors would also elevate employment
opportunities considerably. In that respect, we
could hypothesize that employment promotion
on the supply side could become even more present while unemployment fears would progressively diminish, thus, establishing Morocco as a
regional example other MP’s should follow.
The industrial development strategy was reinforced through the signing of the « Pacte national
pour l’émergence industrielle ». Thus, despite
the current context following the crisis, Morocco
is actively pursuing efforts to guarantee FDI inflows, a stable business environment and public-private partnerships that could allow for an
unprecedented take-off.
2) A diversity of other projects to accompany
development
Along with its Emergence Plan Morocco has
launched a series of other measures to boost
the economy in the years to come. Most importantly, one may find the following:

additional 21 billion DH) but also increase the
market share of Morocco at the worldwide level
(from a current level of 3.3% to 5.4% in 2020).
√
Vision 2015 for Handicrafts : Vision 2015
plans to increase the total turnover to 24 billion
DH and exports to 7 billion DH while creating a
total of 117 000 jobs.
√
Digital Morocco 2013 : This ambitious
plan has a variety of objectives. More specifically, to provide high-speed Internet to all, implement e-administration (converting all paperinformation into digital information), encourage
computerization of SMEs all the while creating
26,000 additional employment positions.
√
Rawaj Plan 2020 : The plan should allow
for the upgrading of commerce and distribution
sectors contributing at 15% of GDP and fostering
450,000 jobs by 2020.
√
Biladi Plan 2012 : The objective of this
public-private partnership is, among others, to
create a total of 15 000 jobs related to tourism
activity while increasing the tourist accomodation capacities of the country.
√
Logistics 2010-2015 Plan : The objective
of the plan is to further develop Moroccan logistics, reducing logistics costs to 15% of GDP (currently at 20%), bringing an additional 0.5% of
GDP annually while creating 36 000 new jobs.
Overall, the Moroccan projects appear complementary, a lot of eﬀort has been put on fostering new
engines of growth while more tradi�onal sectors are
also given assistance. The strategy appears to be a
very dynamic one since it has enormous poten�al for
posi�ve spill-overs across ac�vi�es.

√
Green Morocco Plan : The plan in question is a public-private partnership effort that has
the objective of attracting 10 billion DH worth
of investment annually, create an additional 100
billion DH in 2020 and put in place approximately 1 million agricultural companies.
√
Halieutis Plan : The Halieutis Plan seeks
to upgrade the fishing industry with a 2020 horizon. As with the Green Morocco Plan the objective is to double the GDP of the activity (an

For example, pu�ng in place the Green Morocco Plan
and the Halieu�s Plan is logical since the country has
already proven to be successful in expor�ng food products to EU partners. Moroccan agriculture has made
considerable imrovements, produc�on methods
have improved and yield the necessary cer�ﬁca�on
while new growing techniques are constantly adopted yielding a be�er quality of foodstuﬀs. Moreover,
improving logis�cs through the 2010-2015 Plan shall
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bring posi�ve externali�es as the whole produc�on
process becomes integrated.
Then, the development of the « new economy » is
at the center of a�en�on and authori�es seem to
have understood that technology is a pre-requisite to
upgrading the infrastructure and go towards a new
growth regime. Plans such as Digital Morocco 2013
would also allow for the Moroccan IT market to ﬂourish and enjoy its « boom » in the coming years. The
PC-business market has already grown by 10-12%
due to the consolida�on of two of the biggest publicﬁrms (Matel PC and Distriso�) bringing considerable
economies. The crea�on of an oﬀshoring pla�orm
to a�ract FDI has been tested worldwide (ex. in the
South-Korean case) and could allow for growth carriers to emerge in Morocco. Meanwhile SMEs would
become more eﬃcient, handling their resources better. (4)
3) Increased intra-regional coopera�on in sectors of
compara�ve advantage to boost trade
Morocco engages more ac�vely in regional coopera�on to develop both South-South and South-North
trade. Along with Tunisia, Egypt and Jordan, the
country has agreed on signing free trade agreements
in both the tex�le and automo�ve sectors. (5)
As seen earlier, both export-oriented sectors are key
to the Moroccan economy, as much in terms of employment than of industrial ac�vity, but they are also
vital to other Agadir partners. In the case of Morocco,
the country could gain through coopera�on as industrialists seek to foster synergies and increase the
pool of gains instead of directly compe�ng against
each other for a smaller market-share. Moreover,
such ini�a�ve could allow for the South to acquire a
be�er posi�on interna�onally, allowing MPs such as
Morocco to be�er compete against emerging economies. For example, despite great eﬀorts in the automo�ve sector, compe��on from Asia has grown and
necessitates even more than what is available at the
na�onal level. Similarly, in tex�les China is the direct
and very present compe�tor.

Thus, the regional coopera�on strategy is not only
healthy but also imposed by logic. Other sectors
such as leather and transport would logically follow
allowing for more regional integra�on. Last but not
least, in order to further develop good rela�ons with
the North the « Union for the Mediterranean » could
and should have a decisive role to play within the N-S
strategy of integrated development.
Overall, we shall stress that :
√
Morocco is ac�vely pursuing its industrial
strategy allowing for considerable private-public partnerships, poten�al for FDI inﬂows and dynamic posi�oning of the Moroccan economy interna�onally,
√
The authori�es have selected ICT related
sectors that can be future growth carriers but have
not neglected the more tradi�onal ones perhaps in
an eﬀort to avoid the downfall of the crisis on employment,
√
Finally, the country has not only achieved great rates of growth but appears to s�ll have
enormous poten�al in terms of produc�on and
employment. Regional coopera�on is also useful,
allowing for the authori�es not to adopt an overprotec�onist stance.
IV. Conclusions and Recommenda�ons
Morocco achieved a 5% rate of growth in 2009
which is an achievement by itself in such context.
Overall, reforms have beneﬁted growth, but the
economy’s full-poten�al has not yet been reached.
Thus, prospects for the coming years are posi�ve.
Certain elements could make the diﬀerence as to
how much Morocco could maximize its gains in the
not so distant future:
√
As noted earlier Morocco needs to be
even more diversiﬁed. Its new development strategy appears promising in that regard. However,
there is an element authori�es should pay closer
a�en�on to, the country needs to foster trade with
more partners to exploit a dormant commercial
poten�al. It appears that the top three countries
to which Morocco exports merchandise, are Spain
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(19.2% of exports), France (17.6%) and Brazil (7.1%).
Meanwhile, the top three countries which import
merchandise to Morocco are France (16.1%), Spain
(13.5%) and Italy (6.5%). It is thus obvious that if
the economic downturn in Europe persists, Morocco should consider diversifying more its trading
partner agreements to reduce its overdependance
to the EU and avoid further nega�ve impact on its
trade. FEMISE has already noted that since the EU
is the main trading partner of Morocco this makes
the country more vulnerable to external demand
shocks and this was conﬁrmed in the recent crisis.
Further deteriora�on in the terms of trade could
occur from a poten�al increase in oil prices or a
decline in phosphate prices, hence, regional coopera�on and trade agreements need to expand to

overall, there is s�ll ample room for reform of the
Morocccan space, for the country to succeed in exploi�ng new branches of ac�vity it should consider
orien�ng reforms towards rural areas in need of
more economic development ini�a�ves (Source:
DEPF)
√
The cau�ous approach in the liberaliza�on of the Moroccan capital and ﬁnancial accounts
shall be pursued. As noted by Gouider and Trabelsi
(2009), in the case of emerging economies, the
liberaliza�on of the capital account is associated
with higher output ﬂuctua�ons. This is especially
the case forcountries that experienced banking
crises in prior decades, in which relaxing controls
would not contribute signiﬁcantly to smooth out
ﬂuctua�ons in the rate of GDP growth, as opposed

more sectors of interest. (Afribiz)
√
The authori�es appear to understand that
moving up the value chain is key to increasing produc�vity. Developing ac�vi�es such as aeronau�cs
and nanotechnologies is a bet that could pay-oﬀ
if the country manages to a�ract interna�onal investment to set-up both the necessary produc�on
structure and exper�se. Regarding the la�er, the
country could be further invested in se�ng-up
voca�onal training and educa�on ini�a�ves that
would oﬀer opportuni�es for the youth to become
the qualiﬁed labor-force of the later-half of the decade.
√
Morocco could orient its investment policy in a way that oﬀers more territorial homogeneity in growth pa�erns for the years to come.
There appears to be a concentra�on of value-ad-

to countries that did not experience a banking
crisis.In 1983 the banking sector in Morocco met
some diﬃcul�es, therefore, authori�es appear to
understand that a solid ins�tu�onal framework is
needed before the actual opening.

ded in central Morocco while southern areas are
among the poorest in terms of regional GDP.
√
The Grand Casablanca region has been
the one contribu�ng the most in GDP terms in the
recent years (19% of GDP in 2000-2007), followed
by Souss-Massa-Drâa (12,2%) and Rabat-Salé-Zemmour-Zaer (9,8%). Hence, regional GDP appears
overly concentrated. This is also the case for per
capita GDP which mostly emanates from the same
3 regions. Granted, there has been some catching
up recently by the south while the Grand Casablanca region has known demographic pressures. But
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Syria : Lack of any severe crisis ou�all, but need to
further adapt its growth regime to the new decade
In Syria, the domes�c produc�on was for long a matter of the state. With the increase in interna�onal
compe��on, the economy started to progressively
open-up to the private sector and authori�es showed
some signs of will-power to posi�on Syria within the
euro-mediterranean economic space. The liberaliza�on process has thus been slow but ongoing nonetheless.
The s�ll limited economic integra�on might explain why the interna�onal crisis had li�le eﬀect
on the Syrian economy. The rate of growth even

First, the Syrian model is based on the development
of SMEs which is a suited approach, however, FEMISE
has already noted how the compe��ve advantage of
ﬁrms is below poten�al due to a s�ll limited ins�tu�onal framework.
Second, even by ameliora�ng business environment
to a�ract FDI there is no guarantee that growth will
fully proﬁt. It has been shown that growth can beneﬁt from foreign capital only when the ﬁnancial sector
has grown to a certain level where credit to the private sector is above a given threshold ; Syria has for
long been below that threshold. The case is simple,
ﬁnancial development must be intensiﬁed in order
to foster growth in the new decade. Only then can
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increased by 5% in 2009 versus 4.3% in 2008 and
is expected to be close to the 4% mark in 2010.
However, one should not ignore the eﬀorts for
strong output growth and the recently introduced
exchange rate ﬂexibility that shielded the economy from an unwanted transmission channel.

FDI exert a posi�ve impact on GDP growth as in some
neighbouring MPs.

Syria clearly represents the case of a country in a
transitory phase ; eﬀorts are being made to go towards an open-driven economy and there is development of the ﬁnancial and business environment but
the country is yet far from the levels of produc�vity
found in the developing world, even those in neighbouring MPs. The transi�on is also a diﬃcult one,
keeping in mind that crises have a worldwide history
of nega�vely aﬀec�ng the process of opening.

economy to create new jobs. The crea�on of industrial zones can provide for addi�onal employment
opportuni�es, but the 11th development plan should
consider which sectors carry the most employment
poten�al for the next genera�on.

There are a number of elements that have to be
dealt with in the current regime.

Third, the country has yet to deal eﬃciently with the
highest propor�on of unemployed youth in the Mediterranean region. Unemployment in Syria has become structural, with the incapacity of the na�onal

Regarding recent macroeconomic trends, the following points should be noted :
√
Syria registered a reduc�on in goods exports by 23.3% to 11.76 bn US$ in 2009. On the
import side, the value traded also decreased, by
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21.6% to 12.6bn US$. Thus, the trade deﬁcit, remained close to the prior year’s levels, at -1.6% of
GDP.
√
Tourism a�ained two-digit growth,
meanwhile, the income generated by tourists
reached 5.2bn US$ in 2009 which marks an astonishing 48.6% increase compared to the 3.5bn
US$ of 2008.
√
Only a small decrease was registered for
FDI of 2.7%, to 1.43bnUS$ in 2009, from 1.47bn
US$ in 2008. Even so, one should note that the
amount of inward investment in Syria is not that
important to begin with.
√
A�er a 4.3% rate of growth in 2008, the
economy grew by 5% in 2009 which makes Syria
the fastest growing MP in 2009 behind Lebanon.

its share by roughly 3%, social, government and
personal services by the same amount, followed
by ﬁnancial and transport services which both increased by 1%-2% of GDP.
√
Even so, the contribution of TFP has
been negative and the Syrian economy needs
to render its regime more efficient. For a 1%
increase of GDP per capita the capital per labor
would have to grow by even more. The country
needs to do what is necessary to remove implicit
barriers and inefficiencies and allow for capital
investment, both domestic and foreign, to materialize into full growth. For FDI to have a marked
positive impact on growth sustainability, Syria
should simultaneously consider upgrading its
international trade, infrastructure and financial

Furthermore, prospects for 2010 suggest a remarkable, yet reduced, rate of growth at 4%.
√
Contrary to other MP’s, the crisis did
not have a nega�ve eﬀect on employment ﬁgures. Unemployment in Syria appears to have decreased by an es�mated 2.4 points, from 10.9%
in 2008 to 8.5% in 2009.
√
The impressive performance of private
consump�on (4.3% rise in GDP expenditure),
along with the equally impressive increase of public consump�on expenditure on GDP (8%) are
the main variables that explain the 5% GDP rise
in 2009.
√
But a�er three years of consecu�ve decline in the budget deﬁcit, 2009 catapulted the
government deﬁcit to an es�mated 8.3% of GDP,
from 2.5% in 2008. While spending in 2010 has

positions.
√
The Syrian authori�es appear to be boos�ng investment within the ﬁve year development
plan. Various irriga�on projects and expansion of
arable land are also among the eﬀorts undertaken to modernize the agricultural base. The Ministry of Electricity is also expected to build new
plants and modernize its current power sta�ons
and connec�ng lines. Modernizing the Syrian infrastructure shall allow the country to take center
stage in interna�onal trade since it could provide
for be�er logis�cs services and posi�on Syria as
a regional hub.
√
Also, Syria is seeking to diversify its
energy sources by focusing on renewable energies which shall allow to provide for its increasing
needs. This shows a clear interest towards the

been rela�vely stable due to economic recovery
(at an es�mated 26.8% of GDP), the deﬁcit is not
expected to fall back to pre-crisis levels so quickly.
√
It appears that the composi�on of GDP
is evolving, in the 1990’s, agriculture contributed to 23-28% of total GDP, in 2004, the share
of agriculture fell to 21.6% of GDP and in 2007 it
had reached 20.2%. The highest shi� comes from
the service economy which appears to be gaining
in importance in recent years. In the 2004-2007
period wholesale & retail trade has increased

sector and the possibility for developing new
branches of qualiﬁed employment.
√
Finally, legisla�ve reforms, for ac�vi�es
of the banking sector to meet speciﬁc standards,
are ongoing. Imminent reforms include comple�ng amendments to the Law on Syria’s Central
Bank and the Basic Currency Law as well as to
Law 28 on the crea�on of private banks in Syria.
Also, Syria now allows foreign investors to acquire up to 60% of domes�c banks in an eﬀort of
a�rac�ng more FDI and also for private banks to
raise their capital.
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I. A lack of shock on the real economy
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in goods trade, limited
results in services

Trade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)
70%
60%
50%
40%
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30%

As already noted by FEMISE (2006), for more than
four decades the government trade sector played
a crucial role in external trade, by controlling trade
opera�ons through public ad hoc companies. Since
the 1950’s, the Minister of Economy could ban or
allow expor�ng and impor�ng products, as well
as decide on restric�ng their amounts. A series
of customs tariﬀs were put in place to protect domes�c products from compe��on, indirect taxes
on imports were mul�plied and the private sector
contributed to tax evasion with customs taxes, by
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falsifying the amounts of imports supported by the
administra�ve red-tape.
In recent years however, Syria signed free trade
agreements with a series of MP’s such as Turkey, within the context of foreign external rela�onships. Furthermore, the European-Syrian Partnership Agreement is advancing in its concep�on,
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it has the poten�al to signiﬁcantly improve trade
between the two par�es. Syria also applied for
membership to the WTO in the early 2000’s and its
request is currently pending. Tariﬀs have also been
reduced, the highest customs used to reach 255 %
while they are now closer to 60 %. Addi�onally, the
customs on basic materials and produc�on requirements were reduced to only 1%.
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Thus, one could argue that the last decade marked the beginning of a relative shift in the domestic economic strategy, which apparently
started to implement elements of openness towards the rest of the world. Most importantly,
this policy shift appears to have brought tangible
results as expressed through the increased rate
of goods trade openness in recent years. The ratio of goods trade (exports and imports) to GDP
has not only been consistently on the rise since
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slightly surpassing the average rate of openness
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Even so, openness in services trade could be characterized by an unstable path. It used to be well
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above the Mediterranean average during the mid
90’s, on par with the rest of MP’s during 2000, slightly increasing in the mid 2000’s and then falling
close to the Mediterranean average. Therefore,
there is s�ll great poten�al for free trade agreements for services provision. One should also note
that possible accession to the WTO could trigger
beneﬁts for the service sector by accep�ng the
principles of the GATS.
With regards to the geographical destination
and origin of Syrian trade, one should note that
the country has considerably increased its share
of exports to Arab partners in recent years. Syrian exports to the Arab economies represented
30% of total exports in 2004, they stood at more

1.2 A capital account at an intermediate openness
stage along a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate
For long, substan�al government controls on the
Syrian ﬁnancial system have been maintained. Financial services were restricted to the Commercial Bank of Syria due to the prohibi�on of private
banks un�l the late 1990s. Even so, high growth
rates were constantly achieved and despite recent
openning eﬀorts the capital account and ﬁnancial
account channel would be rela�vely inexistant in
case of crisis.
Regarding the exchange rate regime, the Syrian
pound was pegged to a basket of currencies in
2007. Hence, a year before the crisis, Syria chose

than half of the total in 2008. As for the import
side, the share of imports from the Arab economies has remained stable, slightly above the
15% mark.

to pursue a less rigid regime (compared to the prio
peg to the US dollar) even if the pound would not
ﬂoat completely freely since authori�es place a
high importance on exchange-rate stability (EIU).

By increasing its share of exports to Arab partners in recent years and with imports from Arab
economies remaining stable, Syria has maintained a trade surplus with both Mediterranean
and Gulf economies. This is true in the case of
manufacturing trade as well as with and without
the inclusion of oil-trade. However, Syria runs a
trade deficit with the rest of the world, most notably with China, while both the EU and the USA
register a surplus on Syria of far less commercial
value.

In the end, the �mely adop�on of a freer exchange
rate regime and the limited extent of ﬁnancial liberaliza�on would prove helpful in late 2008.
I.2. Crisis transmission channels: A limited shock
on the real economy
The limited eﬀects of the crisis were felt through
the real sector in Syria. Financial integra�on is s�ll
at an early, though ongoing, stage. Thus, due to its
limited size and the lack of recent data, the ﬁnancial shock in Syria will not be presented.

Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect

The crisis impact on Syria in 2009
was felt through the following
40%
main aggregates:
30%
20%
√ A reduction in goods exports by
10%
23.3% to 11.76 bn US$,
0%
√ A 21.6% decrease in the value
-10%
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of goods imports to a total of
-30%
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tically unchanged for 2009 at Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on EIU, Econostrum, WB Remi�ances database, 1.6% of GDP,
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√
A service balance in surplus at 2.1% of
GDP in 2009, up from 1.7% in 2008,
√
A small decrease in workers remittances
estimated at -2.6% in 2009 to 828 million US$,
√
An equally small decrease in FDI of 2.7%,
to 1.43bnUS$ in 2009 from 1.47bn US$ in 2008
As in other MP’s, the trade channel was one of the
principal ones to be aﬀected following the crisis. Syria registered a reduc�on in goods exports by 23.3%
to 11.76 bn US$ in 2009. On the import side, the value traded also decreased, by 21.6% to 12.6bn US$.
Thus, the trade deﬁcit, remained close to the prior
year’s levels, at -1.6% of GDP.
As for the service balance, it remained in slight surplus at 2.1% of GDP in 2009, up from 1.7% in 2008.
Contrary to world trends, tourism was not nega�vely
aﬀected. Moreover, while the sector was rela�vely
performant in most MP’s, only registering a slight decline in generated income for some, in the case of Syria it a�ained two-digit growth. The total number of
tourists grew by 12%, standing at 6 091 889 in 2009,
primarily due to the large wave of Arab tourists which
amounted to 3 590 273. Tourists from Gulf countries
amounted to 764 309 increasing by 16% compared to 2008. Meanwhile, the income generated by
tourists reached 5.2bn US$ in 2009 which marks an
astonishing 48.6% increase compared to the 3.5bn
US$ of 2008. Meanwhile, the number of visitors to
Syria for the ﬁrst seven months of 2010 allows for
further op�mism since it grew by 55% year-on-year
(total of 5.1 million tourists). Granted, authori�es

Remi�ances are a rela�vely small source of income
(they represented about 1.5% of GDP in 2009), thus
a decline would not have signiﬁcant eﬀects. Es�ma�ons point towards a decrease of 2.6% in 2009 to
828 million US$.
Finally, contrary to regional trends, only a small decrease was registered for FDI of 2.7%, to 1.43bnUS$
in 2009, from 1.47bn US$ in 2008. Even so, one
should note that the amount of inward investment
in Syria is not that important to begin with. In 2008,
Syria was last as a recipient of FDI among MP’s, while
in 2009 it was second to last a�er Lebanon. Hence,
while it is extremely posi�ve that FDI did not massively decline as in neighbouring economies, Syria s�ll
needs to take care of poor investment climate issues,
regulatory barriers and persistant red-tape. Recent
ini�a�ves to increase investment, both domes�c
and foreign, such as oﬀering the possibility for infrastructure investment to the private sector, increasing
lending and ﬁnancial reform, show the government‘s
willingness to go forward.
II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates
1. GDP growth and decomposi�on
The Syrian economy has been in a path of high
growth, close to 5.1% on average in the 2000-2007
period, and the crisis has not put this remarkable
performance on hold. A�er a 4.3% rate of growth in
2008, the economy grew by 5% in 2009 which makes
Syria the fastest growing MP in 2009 behind Leba-

categorize prac�cally all foreigners who enter Syria non. Furthermore, prospects for 2010 suggest a reto be tourists in their industry’s sta�s�cs which can markable, yet reduced, rate of growth at 4%.
be partly misleading as to the GDP growth and origin of GDP
exact growth of the sector
20
(ETN, 2010). But even so, one
15
10
cannot ignore that the ac�ve
5
0
tourism promo�on strategy
-5
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
followed by Syria, the can- -10
-15
cella�on of visas for foreign -20
ci�zens (ex. From Turkey) and
other related ini�a�ves have
been paying oﬀ.
Source : EIU
Agriculture

Industry
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Services

Real GDP

Per capita GDP

Table 1. Contribu�on to produc�on by Main sectors, (current prices, millions of Syrian Pounds)
years

2008

2009

Varia�on

Agriculture

446254

530588,5

18,90%

Mining &manufacturing

782740

789043,5

0,81%

Building &construc�on

78174

86506,5

10,66%

Wholesale&retail trade

378718

427122,5

12,78%

Transport &Communica�ons

223899

253685

13,30%

Finance & insurance

129811

151973

17,07%

Social & Personal services

52137

57331,5

9,96%

Government services

224304

245478,5

9,44%

Source : The Central Bureau of Sta�s�cs

Syrian growth relies to great extent on the industry
sector which roughly represents a third of both output and employment. But the economy relies even
more on service ac�vity which accounts for approxi-

However, cau�ousness in interpre�ng these ﬁgures is
needed. As noted by FEMISE (2006), underemployment is an issue in Syria. In 2003, the unemployment
es�mates (standard Interna�onal Labor Organiza�on

mately 40% of both produc�on and employment.
The stellar GDP performance in 2009 is a�ributable
to an annual 4.9% increase in service ac�vity but
also to a surprisingly performant agricultural sector which, a�er two consecu�ve years of nega�ve
growth, marked a 12% increase in 2009. Figures from
the Central Bureau of Sta�s�cs (in Syrian pounds) also
suggest similar trends but allow for further decomposi�on. Within the service economy, it appears that
ﬁnance&insurance has grown by an expected 17.1%,
while transport & communica�ons, social services
and Wholesale&retail trade increased respec�vely
by 13.3%, 10% and 12.8%. As for the industry sector,
the la�er remained close to the levels of the rior year,
with a marginal 0.1% increase in ac�vity (EIU).

deﬁni�on) only counted those who did not work even
one hour during the week prior to the survey. Coun�ng the popula�on who worked two days or less in
the week prior as “underemployed”, the rate would
stand at 16.2% in 2003 (versus 11.7% oﬃcially).

Expecta�ons for the coming year point towards a 4%
rate of growth, as agriculture is expected to underperform, with the industry sector repor�ng an an�cipated growth rate of 6%.

Finally, Syria has yet to deal eﬃciently with the highest
share of unemployed youth in the region. Unemployment in Syria has become structural, with the incapacity of the na�onal economy to create new jobs. Syria
thus has to face its increasing « youth bubble », in
the past decade, the number of young people going
in schools has doubled and more than so in universi�es (NPR, 2010). There is need for be�er u�lizing the
youth, to move away from a central-planning culture
that pushes people to the public sector, to modify the
educa�on system so that it teaches the necessary to
enter and stay within the private sector.
II.1 Macro-reac�on

2. Employment: Decrease in unemployment for the
year 2009

1) Economic growth sustained by private and public
consump�on

Contrary to other MP’s, the crisis did not have a nega�ve eﬀect on employment ﬁgures. Unemployment in
Syria appears to have decreased by an es�mated 2.4
points, from 10.9% in 2008 to 8.5% in 2009.

The impressive performance of private consump�on (4.3% rise in GDP expenditure), which represents the largest share of GDP on the demand
side, along with the equally impressive increase
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Decomposing demand, billion US$

Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP
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of public consump�on expenditure on GDP (8%),
as authori�es made sure the crisis would not impact on Syrian growth, are the main variables that
explain the 5% GDP rise in 2009. One should also
note that, a�er two consecu�ve years of nega�ve
growth in expenditure, gross ﬁxed investment also

was on the decrease in relative terms reaching
18.3% of GDP in 2009, down from 21.4% in 2008
and 22.7% in 2007.While spending in 2010 has
been relatively stable due to economic recovery
(at an estimated 26.8% of GDP), the deficit is not
expected to fall back to pre-crisis levels so quic-

contributed through a frail, yet real, 1.1% growth
in GDP expenditure. Exports expenditure (-1.4%)
was the only variable pulling GDP downwards, but
was largely compensated by the evolu�on on the
import expenditure side (-3.8%).

kly. Revenue is expected to increase to an anticipated 21% of GDP in 2010, hence, the budget
balance shall remain close to the -5.8% mark,
before further dropping in 2011 along with further increases expected on the revenue side.

Estimates for 2010 suggest a rate of growth close
to 2008 levels, predicted at 4%. Economic performance during the first months of 2010 suggests that private consumption will keep fueling
growth, joined by investment which is expected
to rise even more, while public consumption
expenditure should keep growing though at a
slower pace. The decceleration in the rate of
growth could be attributed to an expected rise
on the import bill, as international trade picks up
from its recent slump.

3) Monetary/exchange-rate policy

2) Increased pressures on the budget in 2009
that need to be contained

The Central Bank has made considerable eﬀorts on
the foreign exchange market and has stabilized the
exchange rate of the Syrian Lira which in turn has
provided for more credibility towards the domes�c regime. Unifying the exchange rate and freeing
it from the US$ brought more ﬂexibility, dollar
while tying it to a basket of currencies within the
framework of providing bigger ﬂexibility for the
exchange rate, introducing centers for foreign currency in banks has oﬀered more protec�on from
exchange rate ﬂuctua�ons and removal of restricBudget Balance (% of GDP)

The impressive increase of public consumption
expenditure on GDP would naturally put additional pressures on the national budget. Indeed,
after three years of consecutive decline in the
budget deficit, 2009 catapulted the government
deficit to an estimated 8.3% of GDP, from 2.5%
in 2008. Central government revenue was not
enough to cover the expenditure rise, revenue
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�ons on the current account in a gradual way have
paid oﬀ.
Since 2007, the Syrian pound has been pegged to a
basket of currencies, following a freer ﬂoa�ng-type
regime. Also, inﬂa�on was rela�vely contained, with
2008 only being a parenthesis to an otherwise stable path. The Syrian Lira appreciated slightly in 2010
due to the weakening US$ and shall remain level as
the Central Bank seeks exchange-rate stability (EIU).
The ample reserves accumulated (17.4bn US$, 13
months of import cover in 2009) in 2009 shall facilitate the task of authori�es.

Furthermore, private banks and micro credit ins�tu�ons are being implemented, the share of private banks has increased ; in September 2009 there
were 12 private banks with assets equal to 24% of
total banking sector assets. In the years to come
addi�onal eﬀorts will have to be made on issues
of transparency, liquidity and government interference. While banking intermedia�on remains
below Mediterranean standards, it has s�ll shown
exemplary dynamic.
III. Growth engines in Syria
III.1 A produc�on structure evolving in a regime
of capital accumula�on

II.2 A limited impact on banking
The Syrian economy during the 80’s and 90’s was
The Syrian banking sector was rela�vely strong during the crisis due in great part to its s�ll limited size
and degree of exposure.
•
Return on equity fell to 14.7% in September
2009, from 19.1% the prior year, meanwhile, return
on assets also decreased, from 1.8 percent in 2008
to 1.3 percent in 2009. Finally, capital adequacy reached the 20% mark which signiﬁes that a moderate
proﬁt was achieved along with excess liquidity.
•
The ra�o of non-performing loans to total
loans in September 2009 was low, at 5.1% for consolidated loans, 1.4% for private loans, 2.8% for islamic
loans and at 5.9% mark for public loans. But as noted
by the IMF, the NPL of public banks could be understated as they do not classify many of their loans as
bad loans since they are implicitly guaranteed by the

a rela�vely frail one, with irregular growth, limited
sustainability and over-dependency to oil-price
ﬂuctua�ons. In view of overcoming the exchange
crisis of the ﬁrst half of the eigh�es, Syria followed
an economic reform which seeked to reduce both
the budget deﬁcit and public expenditures. This
had a net eﬀect on growth and contributed to its
decelera�on. Meanwhile, Syrian manufacturing
suﬀered from limited produc�vity due to the lack
of any technological progress.
However, during the 2000’s growth rates appear
to have been rela�vely stable and high. Thus one
should ask if the structure of the Syrian economy
has ﬁnally evolved towards a model of sustainability. Has the value-added structure evolved and is
Syria star�ng to become more compe��ve?

government.
Developing the banking in ﬁnancial sector appears
to be among the priori�es of Syrian authori�es. The
government acknowledges that there is need to manage public debt by issuing governmental bonds after the marked budget deﬁcit. In that respect, legisla�ve Decree No 60 for 2007 was promulgated for the
emergence of Government bonds and the issuance
of treasury bills shall happen soon which will also alleviate some presures on the banks that ﬁnance the
government.

It appears that the composi�on of GDP is evolving, the modiﬁca�on is even apparent in a small
amount of �me which suggests the Syrian economy is transforming at a more rapid pace. For
example, in the 1990’s, agriculture contributed
to 23-28% of total GDP, growing at an annual rate
of 6.7% in the ﬁrst half of the decade and by 5%
in the second half. However, in 2004, the share
of agriculture fell to 21.6% of GDP and in 2007
it had reached 20.2%. Thus, while the sector s�ll
represents a considerable amount of wealth, Sy-
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ria appears to be limi�ng its agricultural dependency in favour of other sectors. Similarly, mining
ac�vi�es, a tradi�onal engine of Syrian growth,
have been receeding.
Manufacturing has slightly grown, from 6.1% of
GDP in 2004 to 6.9% in 2007 while construc�on
has followed an upward trend as well from 2.9% of
GDP in 2004 to 4.1% in 2007. But the highest shi�
comes from the service economy which appears
to be gaining in importance in recent years. In the
2004-2007 period wholesale & retail trade has
increased its share by roughly 3%, social, government and personal services by the same amount,
followed by ﬁnancial and transport services which
both increased by 1%-2% of GDP.
The increased presence of the private sector is
certainly responsible for such signs of economic
diversiﬁca�on. But whether Syria has been able to
increase the produc�vity of its industries remains
Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods

to be proven. As the le�hand graph below suggests,
the Syrian produc�vity has
been un-sustainable and
has mostly shown nega�ve
growth. Furthermore, annual produc�vity growth
appears to have fallen below
zero during the 2000-2006
period a�er a produc�ve decade during the 90’s.

In the right-side graph growth rates of the aggregate
product are broken into contribu�ons of factors of
accumula�on and produc�vity. The main determinant of economic growth through the last 40 years
in Syria clearly appears to be the accumula�on of
physical capital when the rela�ve share of physical
capital to produc�on is assumed to be maximum
(0.74). When the rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on is equal to the conven�onnal value
(0.30), human capital appears to have played a posi�ve role as well. In both cases the contribu�on of
TFP has been nega�ve.
What can be said is that Syria needs to render its
regime more eﬃcient. For a 1% increase of GDP
per capita the capital per labor would have to grow
by even more. The country needs to do what is necessary to remove implicit barriers and ineﬃciencies and allow for capital investment, both domes�c and foreign, to materialize into full growth. The
Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)
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issue of ﬁnancial liberaliza�on comes into mind
which could ameliorate the Syrian investmentgrowth nexus. As noted, by Bazzoni et al (2002),
in the Mediterranean, a posi�ve eﬀect of FDI on
growth can be obtained only when the ﬁnancial
sector allows for credit to the private sector to be
above a certain threshold (46% of GDP according
to the authors). While this condi�on was met by
several MP’s, Syria was below it at the �me. Hence,
for FDI to have a marked posi�ve impact on growth
sustainability, Syria should simultaneously consider upgrading its interna�onal trade, infrastructure and ﬁnancial posi�ons.
As discussed in the ﬂlowing sec�on, it appears
authori�es have been recently on the right track.
III.2 Measures to ensure growth sustainability
and employment

the private and public sectors as well. Indeed, the
plan shall also provide incen�ves for public-private
partnerships by encouraging those capable of managing projects to achieve partnerships between
the public sector and investors. The crea�on of a
posi�ve business and investment climate, a prerequisite to maximizing growth poten�al and employment, also appears to be among the authori�es concerns.
Finally, modernizing the Syrian infrastructure shall
allow the country to take center stage in interna�onal trade. Exis�ng airports are expected to be
upgraded (ex. a new terminal at Damascus airport)
and the construc�on of new ones could see the light of day since it was approved by the council of
ministers. Let it also be noted that there are proposals to expand the Latakia and Tartous ports which
could provide for be�er logis�cs services and posi�on Syria as a regional hub.

1) Investment promo�on in the Five-Year Plan
(2011-2015)

2) Developing Plans for Renewable Energies

The Syrian authori�es appear to be boos�ng investment within the ﬁve year development plan.
The la�er covers a vast array of sectors going from
health and retail, to infrastructure and tourism and
should contribute to strengthening growth all the
while en�cing more FDI and improving Syrian produc�vity. A major project that is underway is the
one of the Khams Shamat on the Damascus-Beirut
highway, meanwhile notable men�on should be
made to projects such as the construc�on of a ﬁve-

As done in neighbouring MP’s, Syria is seeking to
diversify its energy sources by focusing on renewable energies which shall allow to provide for its
increasing needs. Several plans, o�en in coopera�on with interna�onal energy leaders, are either
ongoing or in a preparatory phase. A strategic
partnership to develop wind energy in Syria was
recently signed with MARAFEQ and VESTAS with
a project that includes the construc�on and opera�on of a wind farm with a genera�on capacity of

star hotel in Damascus. Various irriga�on projects
and expansion of arable land are also among the
eﬀorts undertaken to modernize the agricultural
base. The Ministry of Electricity is also expected to
build new plants and modernize its current power
sta�ons and connec�ng lines.

50-100 MW at two sites south of Damascus, with
a construc�on �me span expected not to exceed
2 years.

The ﬁve-year plan for 2011-15 plans for real GDP
to grow by at least 5.5% annually with the purpose
for Syria to become among the strongest in the
region by 2015. Investment could reach 87bn US$
throughout the period and should be ﬁnanced by

Furthermore, projects for the installa�on of solar
roofs on kindergartens a�ached to public buildings,
the installa�on of solar water heaters in private and
public buildings and the implementa�on of photo
voltaic panels in rural Syria are also expected.
The objec�ves of the domes�c plan for energy are
to achieve by 2030 roughly 1000–1500 MW of
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wind power, 250 MW of biomass based plant, 250
MW of PV plant, 1 MTOE per year of solar heat.
Meanwhile, the Na�onal Energy Research Council
is also expected to undertake 8 million US$ worth
of projects within its ﬁve-year plan.
The energy sector carries poten�al for future growth
but it does for employment as well. The Ministry
of Higher Educa�on launched a series of programs
for study on renewable energy at the facul�es of
electrical, mechanic and technical engineering and
in the ins�tutes and postgraduate programs. This
shows a clear interest towards the sector and the
possibility for developing new branches of qualiﬁed
employment. Research and training energy centers
have been established in some universi�es (Damas-

ongoing. It appears that a new, more eﬃcient and
compe��ve, economic process is replacing the former, more protec�ve one, through a series of ini�a�ves and reforms.
A series of structural reforms have included the
establishment of private banks, opening up of insurance companies to private capital, reduc�on of
tariﬀs, new industrial ci�es etc. But Syria is a country
in a transitory phase, hence, it is also logical for the
country to be far from the levels of produc�vity
found in the developing world.
To remedy that, authori�es are making eﬀorts to
ameliorate the business climate, a�ract more FDI
and develop the ﬁnancial sector to foster growth in

cus, Aleppo, Tishreen and al-Baath) while studies on
new types of energies and poten�al investments are
conducted.

the new decade. Moreover, some eﬀorts to combat
youth unemployment are underway which should
be intensiﬁed.

3) Legisla�ve Reforms for the Banking Sector

Overall :

Let it also be noted that legisla�ve reforms, for
ac�vi�es of the banking sector to meet speciﬁc
standards, are ongoing. Imminent reforms include
comple�ng amendments to the Law on Syria’s Central Bank and the Basic Currency Law as well as to
Law 28 on the crea�on of private banks in Syria.
Furthermore, addi�onal work on the legisla�ve
framework for the crea�on of a society of banks,
the establishment to underwrite risks on loans, on
guarantee deposits.

√
The Syrian economic structure is becoming more outward oriented. Exports are expected to recover in the short-run, though they will
probably remain below prior levels when oil-prices
were thriving.
√
As judged by the coopera�ve eﬀorts in the
energy sector and joint private-public sector investment in the ﬁve-year plan, the private sector is ﬁnally
growing, government interference is somewhat lessened and all beneﬁts ths domes�c economic infrastructure. Furthermore, as was suggested by FEMISE

Furthermore, since January 2010, Syria allows foreign investors to acquire up to 60% of domes�c
banks versus 49% un�l now. This is done in an eﬀort
of a�rac�ng more FDI and also for private banks to
raise their capital to about 220 million US$ versus 30
million US$, while the limit for private Islamic banks
would be of 330 million US$.

(2006), the government is trying to consolidate the
Syrian economy and to develop integrated rela�ons.
√
Within the framework of increased coopera�on, Syria could seek support from foreign
partners as consultants for policy management
processes. Domes�c capaci�es in monitoring and
evalua�ng industrial policy could be strengthened,
along with Syrian exper�se, for a transforma�on towards an horizontal approach and the domes�c poten�al for innova�on and the knowledge economy.
√
Con�nuous eﬀorts such as those already
undertaken could, in the long-run, develop more

Conclusions
The Syrian economy started to progressively openup to the private sector and liberaliza�on has been
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compe��ve advantages and contribute to the
emergence of Syrian produc�vity.
In the end the following observa�on shall be made.
As noted by Glick (2010), « maintaining real GDP
growth and limi�ng real overvalua�on are cri�cal
factors preven�ng currency crises, not capital controls » which is something that Syria appears to be
understanding right now. Certainly, if Syria succeeded in weathering the recent crisis so eﬃciently it
was also in part due to its s�ll limited integra�on.
However, one should not ignore the authori�es’
eﬀorts for strong output growth and the recently
introduced exchange rate ﬂexibility that limited
overvalua�on of the Lira and hence shielded the
economy from an unwanted transmission chan-

Glick, Reuven (2010), « The Illusive Quest: Do Interna�onal Capital Controls Contribute to Currency Stability? », Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco, Working Paper 2010-15, May.
IMF (2010), « Syrian Arab Republic : Staﬀ Report
for the 2009 Ar�cle IV Consulta�on », February 12th.
IstockAnalyst (2010), « Syria plans to increase public investment in next ﬁve year: oﬃcial ».
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Pipitone, Vito (2009), « The Role of Total Factor
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Tunisia: Great sustainability and growth regime
despite considerable shock on exports
Contrary to trends found in open economies, Tunisia
managed to register a posi�ve rate of growth in 2009
despite exogenous shocks. The 3% rate of growth
showcases how the country remains an example of
dynamism and sustainability in the region ; growth
is obtained through total factor produc�vity which
allows distribu�on of income without hampering
the countrys’ compe��veness. It appears that the
country is reaping the fruits of its reform policy
while crisis preven�on measures have proven to be
rela�vely eﬃcient. In spite of the world crisis, Tuni-

(34.3% annual decrease in 2009). Tunisia is to a large extent dependent of the interna�onal context
and the prospects for increased demand from major trading partners look uncertain. Addi�onally,
the country s�ll faces major challenges, most notably regarding employment of the qualiﬁed youth.
Tunisia s�ll has to face the issue of ineﬃciency in
systems of voca�onal training, insuﬃcient development in ﬁrm crea�on and ini�ate more tax incen�ves to further boost investment opportuni�es.
Banking and ﬁnancial sectors have shown rela�ve
resilience to the crisis eﬀects and prospects for
their future show promise since the 2009-2014

Real GDP growth (annual varia�on in %)
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sia managed to maintain and even decrease its debt
(to 17,6bn US$ in 2009), increase its currency reserves to approximately 6 months of imports while following a strategy of FDI promo�on.
Tunisia’s rela�ve solidity in the real sector is related
to the government’s ongoing economic upgrade
programme, established 15 years ago to improve business produc�vity and performance. With the use
of credit lines and technical support, government
aid provided a 2.7bn euro investment to help 4 500
companies. This has had posi�ve spill-over eﬀects
yielding more professional management techniques
and adequate prepara�on for the crisis ou�all on
economic growth and increased compe��veness.
Nonetheless, the country has not been completely
spared by the crisis ou�all, whose impact can be
best measured in considerable fall in goods exports

presiden�al programme has introduced reforms to
improve their eﬃciency. Tunisia has been exempt
from both “poisonous” products in por�olios of
domes�c banks and from specula�ve investment
funds. Instead, the country has focused on favouring produc�ve investments and using foreign par�cipa�on in the capital of local banks.
In regards to Tunisia’s capital account, it appears
gradual opening followed domes�cally has been
a per�nent strategy. One of the most important
points should be to increase FDI opening without
exposing the domes�c economy to uncontrolable
risks. In that respect, the strategy of gradual opening remains compa�ble with the country’s sectorspeciﬁc interests.
It should be noted that despite the crisis Tunisia
has not followed the example of several deve-
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loping countries and has not adopted protec�onist
measures. Nonetheless, the challenge for Tunisia
in the coming years will be to manage the fall in
interna�onal demand (partly compensa�ng by internal demand), maintain investment at high levels
while solidifying its structure and coping with limited ease in macroeconomic management due to
the interna�onal context.

√
The dependance to developed partners
demand brought a 34.3% decline in merchandise exports in 2009 causing the trade deﬁcit to considerably
widen compared to 2008 and reach 12.5%.

that job-placing of new graduates has already met a
year-on-year decrease of 19,2% while the number of
job-seekers origina�ng from voca�onal training has
also increased.
√
The Tunisian economy gained in eﬃciency
throughout the 90s and has maintained its annual
produc�vity growth persistently high through the
2000-2006 period as well. We could say that TFP
grows at a faster pace in recent years which underlines that past choices have shielded Tunisia to a great
share of the current crisis ou�all.
√
There are reasons to believe that human
capital has been the main contributor to total factor
produc�vity (TFP) in Tunisia. A main reason for the
rise in TFP since the late 80’s was unqualiﬁed labour,
while capital appears to have had a nega�ve impact on

√
The service balance increased in 2009, but
at a much slower rate than in 2008. The sectors resilience is a�ributable to remarkable performance
in the tourism sector, tourism revenues achieved a
2.1% year-on-year increase in 2009, while an expected large fall in tourism receipts during the summer
had been averted in part due to the inﬂex of Maghreb
tourists which rose by 7.9%.
√
FDI ppears to have fallen by 38.8% during
2009, however, it allowed for the crea�on of 13 600
new jobs of which 12 000 originated from manufacturing, the largest recipient represen�ng approximately 25% of total FDI.
√
The banking measures have globally helped
the sector markedly improve its indicators, nonetheless, addi�onal eﬀorts should be undertaken to solidify its structure.

produc�vity. This would mark a considerable achievement since it is very seldom for human capital to have
a higher contribu�on compared to physical capital. In
op�mal alloca�on of resources, Tunisia could favor
more « winners » sectors such as construc�on materials, tex�les, water and energy and import goods in
which it possesses a compara�ve disadvantage.
√
Tunisia pursues its strategy of openness
which can be best seen through the ini�a�on of several investment projects that rely in great part on
foreign capital. A series of investment projects in strategic sectors provide a good example of the dynamic
Tunisia wishes to achieve both in the short-run to
mi�gate the eﬀects of the crisis and in the long-run
to carry growth. Poten�al « winners » that Tunisia
could rely on are energy, environment, infrastructure,
logis�cs and tourism. They are the sectors in which

√
It was investment and public consump�on
that helped shape Tunisian growth despite the crisis
fallout, growth in the former remained close to its
pre-crisis level in 2008 (real increase of expenditure
on GDP by 6.6% in 2009) while expenditure growth
on GDP in the la�er grew by 5.2%, at a higher pace
than in any of recent years. A recovery to pre-crisis
levels of growth appears improbable in 2010 due to
diminished poten�al for exports.
√
A major challenge resides in reducing the
high unemployment rate among young university
graduates. Figures for the ﬁrst 5 months of 2010 show

concessions are planned and should allow for ac�ve
public-private partnerships and the introduc�on of
vast amounts of FDI.
√
But, Tunisia will need to use its qualiﬁed
human resources more eﬃciently in order to make
further improvements in its economic fabric. The
country should consider maintaining its qualiﬁed labour-force by modernizing the eﬀec�veness of public
administra�on and adapt it to the evolu�on of current needs.
√
Moreover, regulatory barriers in certain
services are s�ll considerable, further opening could

Regarding Tunisia’s macroeconomic posi�on the following elements should be no�ced :
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augment the export compe��veness and poten�al of
Tunisian services and posi�on Tunisia as an outsourcing loca�on for services (ex. in ICT or business servies) of developed partners.

Tariﬀ protec�on and imports, by product
Animal Products
Fruit, Vegetables, Plants
Dairy, milk
Drinks & tobacco
Cereals etc
Clothing
Fishery etc
Coffee, tea

I. A considerable ini�al shock on the real economy
handled rela�vely eﬃciently
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in trade, gradual opening of
the capital account

Sugar etc.
Leather etc.
Wood, paper etc.
Textiles
Other agricultural prod.
Fats and Oils etc.
Prod. Manufacturing, n.e.s.
Machinery, elec.
Transport equipment
Minerals & metals
Chemicals

The last decade was a challenge for Tunisia, trade liberaliza�on marked a considerable increase
worldwide and compe��on in sectors of Tunisian
compara�ve advantage (ex. tex�les) grew rapidly.
Hence, authori�es had to ensure produc�on and
ﬁrms would allow for compe��ve exports.
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rably lower and are even below the levels found
in neighbouring MPs.

Thus, the ques�on one should ask is if Tunisia
managed to become more open within the interna�onal context. Is Tunisia more open than it was
when the Barcelona process was launched ?
At first sight, imports are still constrained by
high custom duties in a variety of goods, traditionally from the agricultural and food sector.
Naturally, there are ongoing efforts in dismantling such barriers and Tunisia has pursued tariff
reform since it joined the WTO but it remains to
be seen if all procedures will materialize in the
short-run.
Nonetheless, in other sectors (ex.co�on, oil, nonelectrical machinery) import barriers are consideTrade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)

Machinery, non-elec.

A more in depth look of Tunisian trade suggests
that the country has been characterized by considerable trade opening in recent years following
a strategy of export promo�on, des�ned in great
part to EU countries.
As a consequence, Tunisia has been very tradeoriented as shown by the evolu�on of its openness ra�o. The la�er, represented through the
sum of goods exports and imports rela�ve to GDP,
has shown a remarkable increase since the early
2000s and has achieved unparalleled heights since 2005. Furthermore, Tunisia registers increased
openness in services trade, though results are
not as impressive as in the goods sector.
Trade openness in services, by year (% of GDP)
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Trade balance 2008, by partner and product, mill. US$
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Finally, when looking at the value of trade, it becomes obvious Tunisia is a net importer, both with and
without the inclusion of oil-trade. Furthermore, Tunisia has a trade deﬁcit with all major partners except
neighbouring MPs with whom it has a trade surplus
in manufacturing. In non-oil trade, the EU27 has the
largest surplus on Tunisia, followed by China. Overall, Tunisia pursued a strategy of openness which, as
we’ll see later, has helped its posi�on on interna�onal
markets and ensured high rates of growth.
1.2 A capital account at an intermediate openness
stage along with ﬂexibility of the exchange rate
The liberaliza�on of the Tunisian capital account is at
an intermediary stage (medium degree). Meanwhile, Tunisia has a ﬂexible exchange rate regime.
Structural reforms combined with progressive opening since the mid 80’s have progressively allowed
the instaura�on of the conver�bility of the Tunisian
current account and the total conver�bility of the
Tunisian dinar. During the 80’s, Tunisia ini�ated a
considerable economic reform program, hence, the
degree of capital account liberaliza�on has rela�vely advanced and is compa�ble with the ﬂexible
exchange rate system. The increased ﬁnancial openness resulted from the adop�on of a new economic
development strategy. Thus, the ﬁnancial sector became more deregulated and market oriented even
if it has not achieved the depth of ﬁnancial systems
found in the most advanced developing economies.
Following the evolu�on of the crisis ou�all on economies worldwide, in regards to Tunisia’s capital

account, it appears the strategy followed domes�cally (gradual opening) has been the most per�nent. The performance poten�al induced by capital account liberalisa�on on sectoral investment
is condi�oned by contrac�on of monetary policy
through the interest rate to avoid inﬂa�onnary
pressures that coud persist through capital inﬂows.
As highlighted by FEMISE, the strategy of gradual
opening remains compa�ble with the country’s
sector-speciﬁc interests since given sectors can be
the object of favorable tax-exemp�ons that favor
investment a�rac�on. Moreover, ﬁnancial sophis�ca�on and banking resilience can be ensured.
1.3 Poverty reduc�on has been ongoing
In the 1980s, poorest deciles in Tunisia witnessed
pro-poor growth reducing inequali�es among
deciles. In recent years, average wages have increased, poverty has decreased and just redistribu�on of income is an objec�ve of the current
economic and social development plan. Per capita income in Tunisia has also been on the rise
reaching 8 223 PPP $, up by 1.3% compared to
2008. According to the Human Development Report, life expectancy went from 65 years in 1985
to 73.8 years in 2007. It should also be noted that
Tunisia was ranked on the top of Arab countries in
ma�ers of quality life in 2009 by the Interna�onal
Living Associa�on.
Openness to trade aﬀects the income of the
poor directly and indirectly through its impact on
growth. This might explain the exemplary reduc�on in poverty ra�os since the beginning of the
1990s. When the 1.25$ a day mark is taken as a poverty benchmark, Tunisia appears to have reduced
its poverty ra�o from 6.5% of the total popula�on
Table 1. Poverty ra�o (Headcount Ra�o) per capita at
1.25$ per day PPP, % of the popula�on
1985

1985-90 1990-95 1995-00 2000-05

Tunisia

8,65% 5,87%

6,48%

2,55%

1,01%

MENA

6,10% 4,31%

4,07%

4,10%

3,60%

FEMISE (2009), FEM33-02
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in the 1990-95 period to only 1% in the 2000-05
period. This comes as stark contrast with the average poverty ra�o found in the Middle East and
North Africa region where poverty appears to have
remained stale, recording a marginal reduc�on in a
�me span of 15 years.

Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect
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Overall, the poverty rate stabilized and is unlikely
to fall much further especially due to high food and
fuel prices (EIU). On the contrary, there is a possibility for worsening social condi�ons as an indirect
eﬀect of the crisis. Simply put, Tunisia has the largest middle class in the North African region and
a�er decades of improving living standards it now
faces the issue of rising prices of imports.

Remittances

MPs (average)

Source: FEMISE calcula�ons based on various sources

from other consumer products which recorded a
5.8% decrease, however, the largest percentage
fall is recorded in mining and phosphates (-47.3%)
followed by energy (-35.3%) and basic agricultural
products (-20.9%).
Despite such negative effects, a trend reversal

I.2. Crisis transmission channels
As in most MP economies, the crisis transmission
channels are essen�ally to be found in the real-sector.
2.1 A real shock that originates from a fall in
exports and FDI
The crisis impact on Tunisia in 2009 can be felt at
varying degrees through main aggregates summarized below:
√
A reduc�on in goods exports by 34.3%,
√
A 25.6% decrease in the value of goods
imports,
√
A trade balance in deﬁcit for 2009 that escalated to 12.5% of GDP,
√
A resilient service balance due to a 2.1%
increase in tourism receipts in 2009 (volume increase of 9,5%),
√
An increase in workers remi�ances by
5.1%.
√
A deﬁcitary current account at 5.9%.
√
A large decrease in FDI by 38.8% in 2009.

could occur in 2010. The poor export performance compared to 2008 is mostly attributable
to the first semester of 2009. In the second semester of 2009, more specifically since October,
an attenuation of the effects on trade are to be
seen, leading to a year-on-year increase of total exports in December 2009 compared to the
same period in 2008. Furthermore, early figures for 2010 suggest this phenomenon is all but
ephemeral due to the recovery in several sectorExternal trade, million dinars
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A driving force of Tunisian growth translated into a
source of exposure. The dependance to developed
partners demand brought a 34.3% decline in goods
exports in 2009. The largest share of exports comes
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Other intermediary products
Equipment products
Mining & phosphate products
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groupings such as other intermediate products,
equipment products and energy products. Thus,
exports have shown relative resilience in a crisis
context which could be attributed in part to the
still ongoing export promotion strategies lead by
the government as a means of ensuring domestic sustainable economic development.
Meanwhile, imports in 2009 decreased by 25.6%
as commodity prices fell and domestic demand
decreased. That being said, recent figures point
to an import increase in the coming months following successive year-on-year increases starting from December 2009.
The overall merchandise trade performance in
2009 caused the trade deficit to widen compared to 2008 and reach a 12.5% deficit. The fall in
the import bill did not suffice and it remains to
be seen if the reprise in exports will be sufficient
to signal to potential recovery and allow for a
more equilibrated trade balance in 2010.
The service balance increased in 2009, but at a
much slower rate than in 2008. The sectors resilience is attributable to remarkable performance
in the tourism sector. The latter sector is one of
the country’s main sources of GDP growth and
employing approximately 1/7th of the Labour
force. Tourism revenues, the country’s main
source of foreign currency, managed to achieve
Service Balance (% of GDP)
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a 2.1% year-on-year increase in 2009, while an
expected large fall in tourism receipts during the
summer had been averted. European tourists’
arrivals might have dropped by 8,8% (a decrease
of 13.9% from spanish tourists followed by a
13.7% decrease from Italy and a 7.2% decrease
from Germany), nonetheless, Maghreb tourists
rose by 7,9%, primarily because of a 12,9% increase in Libyan tourists’ arrivals.
A favorable exchange rate has been key to Tunisian
export a�rac�veness, while the foreign exchange
earnings increased reaching 3 460,3 million dinars,
they record a decline of 1,9% in Euros at 1 842 million Euros. Indica�ons for the sectors’ short-term
and mid-term development are encouraging ;150
hotels have already been placed on an upgrade
program which corresponds to ameliora�ng 31%
of the overall host capacity.
With regards to the remittances channel, they
represent 5% of the GDP in Tunisia, thus an expected decline would have real, yet limited, effects on the economy. Tunisian workers’ abroad
are, as all workers, facing increased unemployment waves in EU countries, however, estimations point towards an increase of 5.1% in 2009.
Finally, FDI figures in 2009 are on the negative
side. Foreign investment appears to have fallen
by 38.8% during 2009. However, despite the
global decrease, foreign investment allowed for
the creation of 13 600 new jobs of which 12 000
originated from manufacturing. In end-november 2009 the manufacturing sector had been
the largest recipient representing approximately
25% of total FDI, in other words, a 2.3% increase
compared to 2008.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that investment
inflows in 2008 had increased considerably due
to extraordinary privatization efforts which were
unlikely to be reproduced in any context. Thus,
despite possible delays in current investment
projects, foreign investors could progressively
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attain pre-crisis levels of commitment and further boost FDI inflows. Such thing could naturally
occur with even more certainty if administrative
barriers to foreign investment were completely
dismantled.
2.2 A rather moderate financial shock
The degree of exposure to the crisis effects largely depends on the degree of financial integration within developed markets. Moreover,
a country that has the capacity to efficiently
handle its foreign reserves in conjunction with
a relatively equilibrated budget is more prone to
avert disastrous financial repercussions.
Such appears to be the case of Tunisia, the
country is characterized by intermediate openness in its financial market, with medium capital
account liberalization, a high degree of financial
liberalization and net external liabilities of the financial sector at a low level. Thus, the crisis had
a relatively moderate impact on the financial
sector, especially compared to more open developing economies.

Por�olio investment in Tunisia remained rather
low compared to FDI inﬂows. Tradi�onally, foreign
por�olio investment is subdued to Tunisian regula�on, non-residents have to pursue domes�c guidelines even if net real proceeds and gains can be
moved freely. As noted earlier, liberaliza�on of the
capital account is s�ll at an intermediate change
and authori�es have remained prudent. Thus, the
value of por�olio investment remains at moderate
levels and the es�mated 60.6% decrease in por�olio inﬂows for 2009 is of less importance than one
would think. Addi�onally, recent developments
show that the fall is essen�ally a�ributable to the
ﬁrst half of 2009, thus the months following the
crisis, while ﬁgures for late 2009 and early 2010
point towards recovery.
2) Ou�all on the Stock-exchange
Since the inaugura�on of the stock-exchange in
1969, the number of companies listed has not
stopped increasing going from 17 in 1990 to 51 listed in 2008. This can be explained by the increased
accessibility to foreign investors, technical developments in the capital market sector, but also trade
gains with developed EU partners, an evolving service economy especially in tourism and a healthy
banking sector.
Regarding recent developments in the domestic
stock-market, the latter appears in good health

Financial system indicators
Level of development of accounting system
Adequate of financial sector's disclosure rules
Level of financial sector's transparency
Quality of prudential regulations
Closeness of bank-private corporation relationship
Closeness of government-business relationship
Level of government-directed lending
Net external liabilities of financial sector
Rate of domestic deposit growth (1998-2007)
Market concentration in banking
Level of bank share in financial sector
Degree of domestic financial system liberalization
Degree of capital account liberalization
Trade orientation
-1

0

1

2

Source: FEMISE, FEM33-20
Note: Indicators values explained 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high, * Trade Orienta�on -1= Import Oriented, +1= Export
Oriented
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3

and does not show worrisome signs of any speculative attacks in the short-run. A recent report
on the MENA region places Tunisia as the best
performing regional stock-market in 2009 with a
48.4% growth, distancing Egypt at (35.1%) and
Saudi Arabia (27.5%). Only in December of 2009,
the Tunis stock exchange index grew by 3. 16%
while in October 2009, the index had recorded
an outstanding 12% growth. The fact that the
market has grown in a period of international
recession may be a sign of coming of age. Priceearnings ratios in the tunisian market tend to be
low, while dividend yields are high. The stock exchange has modernized its platform to the NSC
V900 system allowing for an array of additional
online trading services.

3) Ou�all on foreign reserves
Despite the crisis context, foreign currency reserves doubled to more than 5 months of imports in
2009. The reduction in the value of exports did
not bring any peril to currency reserves since receipts from tourism partially cushioned potential
danger while remittances had a marginal effect.
On the opposite side, lower imports contributed
to reducing pressure on reserves and allowed for
the import cover ratio to go beyond the IMF-recommended minimum of 3months.
As seen before, imports appear to have ceased
contracting, nonetheless, there are no clear
indications as to the possibility of increased
pressures on the import cover ratio in the me-

Furthermore, the “Bespoke Investment” report
on the countries’ capacity to resist the international financial crisis, ranked Tunisia 6th place
out of 82 countries. Among others, the report
praises the Tunis Stock Market by the lack of
poisonous products in domestic banks portfolios
as well as by the lack of speculative investment
trends. Instead, Tunisia has supported strategic productive investments, foreign presence in
the capital of local banks (BNP Paribas - Union
Bancaire pour le Commerce et l’Industrie (UBCI),
Société Générale - Union Internationale des Banques (UIB) etc.
√
After ongoing strong performance, the
stock-market, small of size until know, is expected to grow since new issues are expected in
2010 that will further boost liquidity and thus
attract an increasing number of foreign participants and capital.

Import cover
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dium-term. Thus, Tunisia seems to experience
a reverse in recent trends, where the growth of
foreign reserves was not enough to compensate
for the increase in imports, which had led to declining import cover ratios, hence, growing sources of concern.
4) Outfall on external public debt
As for government debt, ini�al forecasts pointed towards a rise in 2009 which would con�nue in 2010

√
More and more companies such as Tunisia’s Navigation Company (CTN Tunisia Ferries)
are about to enter the Tunis Stock Exchange.
In the case of CTN its capital practically tripled
from 42 500 000 dinars to 119 000 000 dinars
and should enter the market through a public offering subscription.
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before falling slowly within 2011. However, Tunisia
managed to exceed expecta�ons and reduce its debt
to 17,6 bn US$ in 2009 (51% of GDP) from 19,9 bn
US$. Tunisia’s debt ra�o to GDP had been on an improving track un�l 2008. Nonetheless, external debt
stock has been increasing since the crisis erupted
and is expected to further increase to almost 55% by
2010. Debt service ra�o stood at 12.3% in 2009, up
from 10.5% in 2008, a high ra�o compared to developing countries with similar sovereign credit ra�ngs.
This means that careful management in the coming
years should be considered for the ra�o to decline
near the 10% mark and hence improve ﬁscal and current-account balances (EIU).
II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates
1. GDP growth and decomposi�on
As hinted earlier, the decline in interna�onal demand
contributed to a downward eﬀect on ﬁnal demand
since internal demand did not suﬃce. Even so, contrary to trends found in open economies, Tunisia
achieved a 3% rate of growth showcasing examplary
dynamism and sustainability in such a context.
The core of Tunisian growth relies on sectors such as
other tradable services, non-tradable ac�vity, transport and telecommunica�ons services, agriculture,
energy and tourism. The country has made signiﬁcant steps in modernizing its produc�ve base and
diversyfying its engines of growth, it has become

less dependent on agriculture and more invested in
solidyfying the service sector and developing energy.
Granted, the la�er sectors were among the worst hit
in the months following the crisis erup�on, energy
registered a 105 million dinar contrac�on in the ﬁrst
quarter of 2009 compared to the previous quarter,
while hotel and related services followed a 55,7 million dinar decrease in the same �me-frame. Similarly,
the tex�le sector endured the largest hit with a 156,4
million dinar fall. Nevertheless, ac�vity picked up
quite rapidly star�ng from April 2009 showcasing Tunisia’s remarkable capacity for rebound.
However, the tunisian economy s�ll suﬀers from some
structural problems, primarily in the industry sector,
which could be approached with greater determina�on. Granted, electronic components, tex�les and
the tourism economy bode rela�vely well compared
to other other sectors. But Tunisia could focus even
more on high value-added products if it wishes to
keep its compe��veness in the long-run especially
versus Asian economies. In 2009, growth in the industry sector (34.4% of GDP in 2009) has marked a sharp
decline towards the nega�ve side (-5.9% real change)
while the services sector which represented 53.9% of
GDP grew at 2.8% (versus 7.7% in 2008).
Signs point towards op�mism for the future, since the handicra�s Minister has stressed that in
2010 eﬀorts would be made to diversify na�onal
exports, in part through the development of high
added-value products and services. Furthermore,

GDP decomposi�on, million dinars
Indirect taxes, net from subsidies
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eﬀorts towards the diversiﬁca�on of socio-economic partners are expected to be undertaken.
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As for agriculture, the sector always remains dependable on weather condi�ons but its contribu�on was favorable in 2009 and represented approximately 11.7% of GDP. An expected drought
could however cut agricultural produc�on, thus,
lower private consump�on in 2010.
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2. Employment: Increase in unemployment for
2009, mixed signals for 2010
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The economic slump that hit Tunisian trading partners, such as Europe, brought fears for Tunisian
unemployment ﬁgures, especially in sectors dedicated to export promo�on. The government tried
to sustain employment at its prior levels but an
unemployment increase by 0.5 points ﬁnally occured bringing the jobless rate around the 14.7%
mark. A series of social protests in 2008 over unemployment may be the cause for pursuing policies
allevia�ng social tensions. Possibili�es for further
unemployment were also partly circumvented by
the excep�onal performance of agriculture in 2009
which employs around 18% of tunisians.

Source : INS
in interna�onal demand, then a series of job losses
could become a reality.
Signs have been globally posi�ve regarding employment oﬀers in the ﬁrst ﬁve months of 2010 ;
they have increased by almost 18% compared to
the ﬁrst 5 months of 2009. There is a clear tendency towards favoring permanent employment
in that period (32,1% year-on-year rise) while nonpermanent posi�ons are less privileged than in the
prior year (-10,2% year-on-year decrease).

However, despite generous employment promo�on
on the supply side, it is s�ll doub�ul if the needs of
rising demand will be en�rely met with. Job placing
by employment agencies has decliTable 2. Labour Market Indicators in Tunisia
ned as a whole, despite a slight rise
5 ﬁrst
5 ﬁrst
varia�on months of months of varia�on
in permanent work posi�oning.
Mai-09 Mai-10
(%)
2009
2010
(%)
Furthermore, the newly inscripted
Employment Permanent (>6
Supply
months)
12769 13031 2,05%
44225
58440
32,14%
in search for a job have increased
Non permanent
5060
3350 -33,79%
23059
20716
-10,16%
by 10 ,4% in May 2010 compared
Total
17829 16381 -8,12%
67284
79156
17,64%
to May 2009, while their number
Employment Permanent (>6
has annually increased by 25,2% in
Placement months)
8483
8089 -4,64%
35776
36875
3,07%
Non permanent
4099
2831 -30,93%
20712
17433
-15,83%
the ﬁrst ﬁve months of 2010 stanTotal
12582 10920 -13,21%
56488
54308
-3,86%
ding at 53143. The total number
Employment
of job-seekers in end-May of 2010
Demand
Newly Inscripted
8029
8863 10,39%
42455
53143
25,17%
reached 111726 which remains a
Employment
demand, end-month 100114 111726 11,60%
100114
111726
11,60%
challenge to tackle when compaSource: Ministère de la Forma�on Professionnelle et de l’Emploi, Observatoire
red to the current ﬁgures on the
Na�onal de l’Emploi et des Qualiﬁca�ons
supply side.
Nevertheless, the possibility for an extended outfall on unemployment in 2010 is looming. If exportled industries do not manage to respond to the fall
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Table 3. Employment among graduates (higher educa�on and voca�onal training)
5 ﬁrst 5 ﬁrst
varia�on months months varia�on
Mai-09 Mai-10 (%)
of 2009 of 2010 (%)
Employment
placement (higher
educa�on)
Employment
demand (higher
educa�on)

2264

Newly inscripted1121

1625 -28,22% 12292

9938

-19,15%

1283 14,45%

8212

9105

10,87%

45643

49851 9,22%

3923

4480

10501

11254 7,17%

Employment
demand in endmonth
45643 49851 9,22%
Employment
demand (voc. tr.
graduates)
Newly inscripted588

703

19,56%

Employment
demand in endmonth
10501 11254 7,17%

14,20%

to ﬁll in the necessary
posi�ons.
Structural change is thus
a necessity to broaden
the economic base into
more skill-intensive sectors and create opportuni�es for the qualiﬁed
youth. In that respect,
the government appears to conduct eﬀorts
recently to allow for
greater labour market
ﬂexibility so as labour
can be allocated eﬃ-

ciently. The new budget
seeks to increase employment in the next
ﬁve-year period cu�ng
unemployment by 1.5% by 2014 and pushing the
number of new job opportuni�es from 57 000 in
2009 to 70 000 in 2010.

Source: Ministère de la Forma�on Professionnelle et de l’Emploi, Observatoire Na�onal
de l’Emploi et des Qualiﬁca�ons

A major challenge resides in reducing the high
unemployment rate among young university graduates. High rates of unemployment in the graduate market are a chronic issue since not enough jobs
are being created for these new entrants.
Figures for the ﬁrst 5 months of 2010 Tunisia and the Phillips curve rela�onship
show that job-placing of new graduates
has already met a year-on-year decrease The idea that nominal wages are downward rigid at a low
of 19,2%, even if the 9938 placements at inﬂa�on regime persists. Therefore, in the case of a country
least cover for the number of new entrants such as Tunisia that targets low inﬂa�on (even in a non-for(9105 in the ﬁrst ﬁve months of 2010). Fi- mal manner), such wage rigidity might bring a high rate of
nally, the number of job-seekers origina�ng unemployment. The ques�on that ma�ers is : Is there a long
from voca�onal training has also increased run unemployment inﬂa�on rela�onship in Tunisia ?
mee�ng an annual increase of 7.2% in endMay 2010.
Overall, Tunisia has the luxury of being endowed with an important share of human
capital, important qualiﬁca�on and there
are premises for going towards a Knowledge Economy. What is needed is con�nuous
support towards the transi�on, with such
an export poten�al Tunisia needs to further
diversify its exports by seeking new markets, crea�ng new products and thus employing more people, especially qualiﬁed,

Boujelbene and Boujelbène (2009) show that the unemployment inﬂa�on trade oﬀ is permanent in case the predicted
inﬂa�on is at its actual rate of inﬂa�on lagged by 1 period.
As known, total unemployment includes youth unemployment whose rate lies between 30% and 40% as well as
unemployment of ﬁrst �mers. Furthermore, young unemployed graduates have to face devalua�on and declassement phenomena. This shows that the downward nominal
wage rigidity hypothesis can have a posi�ve sign imposed
and a considerable impact on the long run unemployment
inﬂa�on trade oﬀ.
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Employment programmes are expected, targeting 16 000 people for a public-sector job,
among whom more than two-thirds are university graduates. However, the public sector already
represents about half of jobs, being the traditional employer of university graduates. Thus,
as hinted earlier more efforts need to be done
regarding private sector opportunities, keeping
in mind that Tunisia needs to create 425 000 jobs
in a five year span to reduce the rate of unemployment by 1.5%.
3. Inflation
The average rate of inflation in Tunisia fell below
the 4% mark (to 3.7%) in 2009. Consumer and
producer price inflation both marked a decrease
in growth for 2009 (at 3.7% and 2.2% respectively), mostly due to steadier food and energy
prices and lower international prices. Commodity prices globaly fell in 2009 and consumer
Inflation
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II.1 A macro-reac�on that has increased budget
deﬁcit though less than in other MPs
1) Economic ac�vity that remains solid, though
below pre-crisis levels
For the first time in years, exports expenditure
on GDP fell through 2009 by 6.7%. It was investment and public consumption that helped shape
Tunisian growth despite the crisis fallout, growth
in the former remained close to its pre-crisis level in 2008 (real increase of expenditure on GDP
by 6.6% in 2009) while expenditure growth on
GDP in the latter grew by 5.2%, at a higher pace
than in any of recent years.
Estimates for the year 2010 suggest a higher rate
of growth a 3.3% which is still below what Tunisia has achieved in the latest half of the decade. Therefore, a recovery to pre-crisis levels
of growth appears improbable, for the short-run
at least. For Tunisian growth to be able to attain
full-potential one should wait for foreign demand to pick-up and thus for Tunisian exports to
once more play their role as dynamic economic
protagonists.
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price inflation remained below 2008 levels. The
government has also maintained crucial subsidies to ensure avoiding social unrest, thus keeping prices artificially low. However, the prices
of basic products, notably oil, started fluctuating
during late 2009 and appear to be doing so in
early 2010 as well. Nonetheless, despite the rise
in wages, consumer price inflation is expected to
further decrease following a good harvest year
in 2009. Furthermore, relative stability of the
dinar against the euro is expected to help maintaining import prices at a relative steady figure.
Also, upward price pressures are generally limited by efficient fiscal and monetary policies and
thus prospects for 2010 are optimistic.

The country needs for its export driven growth
to become active once more since investment is
expected to play a less active part in the coming
year while private consumption could become
even less relevant with an anticipated 1,1%
growth of its expenditure on GDP. Moreover, the
probability of increasing prices could probably
augment pressures on the import bill rendering
the need for a more efficient growth strategy imminent.
Overall, investment opportunities should be
provided while the government’s five-year plan
expects the private sector to increase its share
of GDP from 73% to 80% and its share of investment from 57% to 70% in sectors such as telecommunications, power generation, port and
airport construction (EIU).
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Decomposing demand, annual varia�on of expenditure to GDP

Decomposing demand, billion US$
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2) Increased pressures on the budget that remain
« reasonable »
In 2008, the budget deﬁcit was brought to quasiequilibrium with a 0.8% deﬁcit. Nonetheless, 2009
was not a return to complete equilibrium, instead,
the deﬁcit escalated to 6.2%. This was partly expected since the budget had to keep promo�ng
employment opportuni�es, which it did with some
success. Moreover, consump�on and investment
had to be sustained, while the lower inﬂa�on rate
through 2009 did not suﬃce since receipts took a
hit in light of the export decline.
Prospects for the budget evolu�on could be characterized by cau�ousness, while the deﬁcit could
decrease, this should be diﬃcult with oil and
foodstuﬀs prices expected to rise. Furthermore,
the government has been providing ﬁnancial support for struggling export ﬁrms, a trend expected
to con�nue in 2010.

the Fonds could see its credit supply increase
further by 5 million dinars. Such initiatives, while more than welcome, render the probability of
a deficit below 3% in 2010 implausible.
The budget deficit for the year 2010 is expected
to slightly diminish to 5.7% of GDP. Nonetheless, the share of the budget allocated to wages
should increase by 8%. As far as expenditure on
development goes, the latter should attain 4 600
million dinars in 2010, a marked increase (18%)
compared to the 3 900 millions in the 2009 finance law.
To sum up, Tunisia has a slight, yet real, addi�onal
margin for budgetary maneuvering compared to
most of its MP neighbours. This should allow maintaining essen�al public spending and help cushionning the crisis eﬀects on poorer segments of the
popula�on.
3) A well-thought monetary/exchange-rate policy

An additional aid-initiative through the « Fonds
d’accès aux marchés extérieurs » (Famex III) could
be implemented to help 1 000 firms and 80 professional structures in adapting their products
to external markets requirements. Furthermore,

The Central Bank of Tunisia is going towards a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate regime. The monetary crises in
the 90s stressed the incompa�bility of the intermediary exchange rate regimes with the increased
vola�lity of interna�onal capital account mobility.
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The crisis erup�on cons�tutes a short-term obstacle to the move towards a fully ﬂoa�ng exchange
rate, one that should eventually be surpassed in
the coming years. For the �me being, the dinar is
pegged against a basket of currencies (primarily
comprised of the Euro) of major trading partners
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2010

reign-exchange market and additional banking
sector reforms.
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as a means of sustaining export compe��veness in
the EU (EIU).
The dinar briefly weakened against the dollar
and the euro, between the second semester of
2008 and the first of 2009, mostly due to riskaversion by foreign investors. From there on,
a complete trend reversal occured, following
glimpses of economic recovery worldwide. Overall, the domestic currency strengthened against
the US dollar in 2009 but weakened against the
euro to correct the current account deficit and
the inflation differential with Europe. Such fluctuations generally occur in response to shifts in
the exchange rate between the US dollar and the
euro.

More precisely :
√
Financial depth increased in between 1990
to 2008 from 49% to 134%, thus, ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons
play a greater part in contribu�ng to GDP growth.
√
The FS ra�o decreased by only 1%, hence,
banks oﬀer a wider range of products and services.
√
The DOMCR ra�o decreased by 2% (from
93% in 1990 to 91% in 2008), sugges�ng that banking is becoming more accessible to the non ﬁnancial sector. In that respect, banks’ deposits went
from $ 2.76 billion in 1986, to approximately $
25.27 billion in 2007.
√
The CLGDP increased by 15% from 0.55% in
1990, to 0.70% in 2008, which underscores how opera�ons between banks and non ﬁnancial agents are
increasingly present.
The banking measures undertaken to mitigate
the crisis outfall have globally helped the banking sector markedly improve its indicators, as
expressed by the clean-up of bank portfolio, reduction of non-performing loans and of deadlines for examining credit requests.

Plans for liberalisation of the exchange-rate regime are not expected to destabilise the exchange
rate because its value appears in line with un- Nonetheless, the banking sector in Tunisia was
derlying fundamentals. It should be noted that partly affected by the international crisis fall-out
the domestic dependence
on the euro area could Indicators of Banking Development
strengthen the correlation
between the dinar and the
1992
euro. A series of reforms is
2008
also expected to be underFD
CLGDP
DOMCR
FS
Average
taken before full convertibility of the dinar such as
the development of a fo- Source: FEMISE, research report FEM33-20
1,6
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1,2
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and additional efforts should be done to solidify
its structure.

nal standards, in a context of more transparency and
credibility.

More speciﬁcally :

III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP)
III.1 Tunisia’s success : achieving diversiﬁca�on in
a period of structural adjustments

√
Despite their reduc�on, non-performing
loans in Tunisia remain well above the Mediterranean
average, they represent 13.2% of total credit which is
the second highest ra�o of the en�re region.
Indicators of Financial Soundness
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Source: IMF

In the early 70s and un�l the mid80s Tunisia followed a « mixed economy » strategy, where the
private sector was put in the spotlight and manufacturing registered considerable growth. Nonetheless, macroeconomic imbalances persisted
due to limited structural adjustment ini�a�ves.
Thus, considerable structural adjustment eﬀorts
were undertaken star�ng from the later half of
the 80s, trade and ﬁnance witnessed considerable
opening and Tunisia showed a remarkable ability
to maintain solid economic performance through
the last two decades.

√
Speciﬁc provisions to NPLs are s�ll among
the lowest, though not too far from the Mediterranean average.
√
The capital adequacy ra�o is at 12.4%, about
5 points below the MP average and could prove to be
insuﬃcient.
√
Return on assets is at 1%, slightly below
the MPs average, meanwhile, return on equity is at
11.7%, below the Mediterranean average, but not
too low to suggest signiﬁcant losses in proﬁtability.

The persistently high rate of growth allowed for more
employment opportuni�es and a reduc�on in unemployment throughout the second half of the 2000s.
But this comes in stark contrast with prior years were
growth was not accompanied by suﬃcient decrease
in the jobless rate. The ques�on is the following : Was
there a radical shi� in the sources of growth that allowed for more employment ? Moreover, what are
the pros and cons of this new regime and how does it
hold within the curent interna�onal context ?

To sum up, the ﬁnancial proﬁle of banks has improved in asset quality and proﬁtability despite the crisis.
The banking system should con�nue improving its
indicators of banking credit and approach interna�o-

The key to success is based on the following : Tunisia succeeded in its diversiﬁca�on process within
a structural adjustments period. In other terms,
reforms did not constrain the country’s short-run

Structure of the MVA, 2000 and 2008

Source : UNIDO
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Growth in Manufacturing, 2000-2008

the value added substan�ally, from 4.2% in 2000 to
10% in 2008, while the machinery and communica�ons equipment sectors similarly followed a route of
growth.

Furniture; manuf. n.e.c.
Other transport equip.
Motor vehicles, trail., semi-trail.
Medical, precision and optical instr.
Radio,television and comm. equip.
Electrical mach. and apparatus
Office, accounting and computing
mach.
mach. and equip. n.e.c.

In terms of sub-sector growth in the 2000-2008 period results are spectacular in electrical machinery
and related sectors. For years, Tunisian manufacturing focused mainly on the triptyque of food, wearing
apparel and tex�les. But the later period is indica�ve
of the will to further diversify the economy by adding
sectors such as mechanical, electric, and electronic
equipment. Such strategy is a healthy one since it
allows gradually replacing products/sectors that are
no-longer « growth-carriers », preserving and extending Tunisian market share, rendering produc�on

Fabricated metal prod.
Basic metals
Non-metallic mineral prod.
Rubber and plastics prod.
Chemicals and chemical prod.
Coke,refined petroleum prod.,nuclear
fuel
Printing and publishing
Paper and paper prod.
Wood prod. (excl. furniture)
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Wearing apparel, fur
Textiles
Tobacco prod.
Food and beverages
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more eﬃcient, crea�ng posi�ve externali�es in terms
of quality and naturally increasing produc�vity.

Source : UNIDO

ability to diversify its produc�on. This strategy
came into full frui�on in recent years, where the
innova�ve ac�vity of manufacturing ﬁrms further strengthened the Tunisian success story. The
country increasingly specialized in more complex
products and gradually lessened its dependency
on the oil-economy and sectors that require a less
sophis�cated know-how.
Thus, the wearing apparel sector saw its share in the
manufacturing value-added (VAM) drop from 14.8%
in 2000 to 10.8% in 2008, coke and petroleum deriva�ves went from 12.4% to 8.6% while the chemical industrys’ share also contracted. On the opposite side,
the electrical machinery sector increased its share in
Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods

As the graph below indicates, following an unproduc�ve decade, the Tunisian economy gained in
eﬃciency throughout the 90s and has maintained
its annual produc�vity growth persistently high
through the 2000-2006 period as well. Depending
on assump�ons on the rela�ve share of physical
capital to produc�on used in the empirical exercise
we could say that TFP grows at an even faster pace
in recent years. The TFP es�mate combined with
measures of physical and human capital shed more
light on Tunisian growth determinants; in the rightside graph growth rates of the aggregate product
are broken into contribu�ons of factors of accumula�on and produc�vity (average annual growth
Factor contribu�on to per capita GDP growth (%)
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0

1990-1999

0,005

-0,005
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-0,01

a=0,74

0

a=0,30

Y/L

Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)

K/L (0,74)

H/L (0,74)

A (0,74)

K/L (0,30)

H/L (0,30)

A (0,30)

Source : Pipitone (2009)
Note : Y= agregated produc�on, A= eﬃciency factor, K= scapital
stock, L= number of workers. a= rela�ve share of physical capital
to produc�on, a= 0,30 (value conven�onally used in the li�erature) or a= 0,74 (valeur es�mated by authors)
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rate of gdp per worker and contribu�ons of each
component to GDP).
In the graph Y/L shows the rate of growth of GDP
per worker throughout the 1970-2008 period.
Addi�onally, the contribu�on of physical capital
per worker to produc�on (product of the average
annual growth rate of physical capital per worker
and the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on), the contribu�on of human capital per worker
to produc�on and the average growth rate of the
TFP are shown. The breakdown of GDP per worker
is done twice, assuming a value of the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on equal to 0.74
in the ﬁrst case and of 0.30 in the second case. In
TFP decomposed at produc�on fron�er, by periods
6
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There are reasons to believe that human capital has
been the main contributor to TFP in Tunisia. Another
recent study on TFP growth in the Tunisian econmy
revisits the various drivers of produc�vity growth
and studies if structural reforms had any posi�ve incidence on domes�c growth poten�al. A�er a poor
growth performance and a decline in economic poten�al (es�mated by fron�er TFP) economic poten�al started growing from 1987 and on at approximately 1% annually. The primary reason for such rise in
TFP was unqualiﬁed labour, as shown in the graph
below only manual workers and machine operators
were the ones with a signiﬁcant contribu�on overall
(less so in the 1997-2001 period).

8

Manual labor etc
Team leaders
Engineers/administrators
Buildings
Variation in prices of raw materials

which is higher than corresponding shares of human capital (0.0025) and produc�vity (0.0059).
However, in the second case the growth share attributed to physical capital is reduced (0,0045) and
the driving engines of Tunisian growth appear to
reside on human capital (0,0068) and produc�vity
(0,0083). If the second case were to be the closest
to reality then it would mark a considerable achievement since it is very seldom for human capital
to have a higher contribu�on compared to physical
capital.

1997-2001

Machine operators
Technicians
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Trade
Efficiency

Source : Ghali and Mohnen (2010)
Solow residuals, op�mal and observed prices/ ac�vity levels (1983-2001) (annual growth in %)
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On the opposite side, capital appears to have had
a nega�ve impact. Authori�es appear to have
channelled considerable amounts of funding towards capital accumula�on in the early 80s and it
was only un�l a�er the early 90s were TFP growth
beneﬁted from capital (especially equipment).

Other manufactures
Textiles
Chemicals
Mechanical and electrical industry
Construction materials
Agro-food
Agriculture, fishery

-0,5

0
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observed level

1
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Source : Ghali and Mohnen (2010)

the ﬁrst case, the main determinant of economic
growth through the last 40 years in Tunisia appears
to be the accumula�on of physical capital (0.0111)

A sector decomposi�on allows observing how
technological change (Solow residual) carried TFP
growth. Technological change grew by 1% annually
over the 1983-2001 period mainly due to the structural adjustment program. As seen in the graph, in
op�mal alloca�on of resources, agriculture, mining
and other services could be less ac�ve. Tunisia
could par�ally « drop » these sectors in favor of «
winners » such as construc�on materials, tex�les,
water and energy and import goods in which it has
a compara�ve disadvantage.
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Table. Solow residuals observed, comparison between agriculture and services sectors, by period (annual growth rates in %)
1983-1986

1987-1991

1992-1996

1997-2001

Agriculture, ﬁshery

1,7

1,4

-0,9

0

Transport & telecommunica�ons

0,2

0,1

4,1

2

Hotels, Tourism

1

-2

1,7

1,7

Other Services

-2,7

1,4

1,6

2,5

Source : Ghali and Mohnen (2010)

But, in the case of what is actually observed, «
losers » sectors represent a considerable share
of activity and hence technological change. But
what about traditional sectors of Tunisian comparative advantage ? Where they negatively affected? It appears not, since sectors such as textiles maintain a high Solow residual throughout
the period and hence have efficiently adapted to
international competitiveness.
Last but not least, Tunisia appears to be more
service oriented in later years and less dependent on agriculture. This welcome evolution
towards a tertiary economy is an additional element in the diversification strategy that has been
pursued. Thus, all results suggest the obvious :
Tunisia is following a fruitful and efficient growth
path based on productivity, one that allows for
stronger foundations and increased resilience
towards the crisis.
III.2 More opening and refusing protectionism
following the crisis
Tunisia has been efficient in modifying its domestic growth regime and adopting a dynamic
model based on TFP. This was achieved by i) opening up to trade, especially with the EU and also
by ii) incorporating the knowledge economy within its strategy.
It should be noted that despite the crisis Tunisia
has not followed the example of several developing countries and has not adopted protec�onist
measures. On the contrary, authori�es keep pursuing a strategy of openness which appears more
suitable to the Tunisian economy and its needs.

The objec�ve is twofold : (i) to
strengthen Tunisian exports in the
current interna�onal context and
ensure Tunisian compe��veness
is maintained (ii) to boost investment through a series of measures that allow for growth carriers
to emerge or to be sustained.

1) A new Development Plan for eﬀec�ve global
integra�on
The dra� of the 12th Development Plan (2010-2014)
establishess a new method of planning to adjust to
the emergence of new trends and contexts, both
domes�cally and interna�onally.
Among the objec�ves for the ﬁve-year development
plan one should ﬁnd:
√
achieving a GDP growth of 5.5% at constant prices with increased diversiﬁca�on of growth
engines and raising the share of ac�vi�es with high
knowledge-contents from 25% in 2009 to 30% in
2014,
√
covering all addi�onal job applica�ons
bringing down the unemployment rate by one percentage point and a half, focusing more on university-graduates whose share in addi�onal demands
will increase from 60% in 2009 to 70% in 2014,
√
reducing foreign debt to less than 30% of
GDP in 2014, lowering the public debt rate to 40.4%
of the GDP and controlling the na�onal economy’s
funding needs.
√
increasing the share of private-sector investment (by 13.8% annually) and a�ract more FDI
in high added-value ac�vi�es to nearly 29% of the
private sector’s total investment,
√
increasing the share of exports in growth
to above 40% through enhanced integra�on by
developing partnerships with the EU and fostering
free-trade agreements with new partners,
√
crea�ng sectoral innova�on networks
comprised of research and higher-educa�on structures in areas such as energy, biotechnology, ICT
and nano-technologies.
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Furthermore, the PACAM 2010-2013 ini�a�ve for
enhanced compe��veness of Tunisian ﬁrms (Programme d’Appui à la Compé��vité et à l’Accès aux
Marchés) is also being put in place to further boost
Tunisian produc�vity in ﬁrms.

by addi�onal incen�ves. The objec�ve for 2010 is
to increase total exports and imports by 8.2% and
8.9%, respec�vely. This can be achieved through a
series of concrete measures that have been ini�ated by the Tunisian government :

Focusing on sectors such as electricity, mechanics
and construc�on materials, the ini�a�ve’s objec�ve is two-fold : First, to upgrade and modernize
industrial ﬁrms within the premises of the « Programme de modernisa�on industrielle » (PMI). Second, adopt a quality-related approach to Tunisian
infrastructure that would allow fostering a mutual
recogni�on agreement with the EU on industrial
conformity.

√
a law on trade is underway, a third programme for export promo�on (FAMEX 3) is being
incepted, while the implementa�on of the export
promo�on programme FAMEX 2 con�nues to facilitate procedures and reduce transac�ons costs.
FAMEX 3 is pu�ng the accent on quality, traceability, easing of procedures and exports guarantee.
√
The government is reforming the equalisa�on system to ensure market supply as well as
domes�c trade.

This would allow for increased facilita�on in trade
procedures with the EU, thus, a gain for export
oriented ﬁrms. Meanwhile , construc�on of laboratories as well as of technological sites in industrial
zones could rise (currently there are plans for one
site in El Agba).

√
A series of measures is being undertaken
to solidify the tex�le sector vis-a-vis its compe�tors.
√
Apart from current measures, a series of
decisions were ini�ated in order to render customs
procedures more ﬂexible.

2) Strenghtening interna�onal coopera�on and
export promo�on

We shall also note that the 2010 Finance Law allows for increased compe��veness in a number of
strategic sectors. A new tax regime for SMEs should
be implemented allowing among others for :

Tunisian eﬀorts have been considerable towards
sustaining export-oriented ﬁrms which ul�mately
allowed preserving an es�mated 70 000 jobs and
about 1% of its GDP growth. The country appears
to be seeking to foster coopera�on par�cularly
with Maghreb countries, ﬁnishing oﬀ talks on the
free-trade zone while also maximizing posi�ve
spill-overs of the Agadir Agreement. Furthermore,
ongoing eﬀorts for exports diversiﬁca�on are expressed through the intensiﬁca�on of businessmen’s missions abroad. Addi�onal external trade
liberalisa�on is expected while talks with the EU
will be pursued in order to ensure liberalisa�on of
services and agriculture. As noted by FEMISE in its
2008/2009 report, Tunisian exporters have beneﬁted from the dinar deprecia�on vis-a-vis the euro
and from marked improvement in compe��veness
due to the wage/produc�vity ra�o. However, such
price-compe��veness needs to be complemented

√
Handling and maintenance services in airports, plans for voca�onal training of pilots, SMEs
in the construc�on sector that would win a bid on
a foreign market (of a 5 MD minimum) would be
relieved of the VAT. This is expected to further incite tunisian SMEs in expor�ng domes�c produc�on.
√
The mechanism of aid to ins�tu�ons regarding losses from ﬁrms in payment and reimbursement diﬃcul�es should be generalized to all
ﬁnancial actors. The objec�ve would be to consolidate compe��veness while avoiding the destruc�on of a precious share of the tunisian growth engine.
√
Last but not least, in order to incite the
crea�on of SMEs in the high value-added ICT sector, the current régime of incen�ves is expected to
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be ameliorated. Simply put, a study bonus should
be given to promoters and an addi�onal one to
material and immaterial investment. This is conﬁrmed by the announcement of the crea�on of the «
Fonds spéciﬁque aux inves�ssements immatériels
» to accompany the banking sector in an eﬀort of
ﬁnancing ICT intensive projects.
3. Boos�ng investment projects to enhance
growth and employment
Tunisias’ openess strategy can be best seen through
the ini�a�on of several investment projects that rely
in great part on foreign capital. A series of points are
worth men�oning :

√
Priva�sa�on of domes�c ﬁrms has also allowed to increase ﬁnancial beneﬁts and also create
new emploment opportuni�es.
√
Furthermore, the minister of industry announced 10 industrial projects in 2009 that have
entered a produc�on phase, allowing for 7 500
new jobs with a poten�al employment capacity of
17 000 in 2010.
Overall, espite reduced FDI inﬂows in 2009, Tunisia
has earned posi�ve ra�ngs in ma�ers of compe��veness and resistance to the crisis. The annual report of the World Economic Forum on Global Compe��veness (2009-2010) ranked Tunisia 40th out of
133 countries, on the basis of twelve quan�ta�ve
and qualita�ve pillars (ins�tu�onal environment,

√
Several industrial projects have been pursued in Tunisia, such as the implementa�on of an aeronau�cal unit for Aerolia (Airbus) in the El-Mghira industrial zone (in proximity to Tunis), alllowing for the
crea�on of 1 500 jobs. The development of such sector appears a safe-bet for employment and growth.
√
The year 2009 saw the creation of 6 470
handicrafts enterprises with a total investment
of 16.5 million dinars that contributed to the
creation of 7 830 jobs. Handicrafts villages were
instated and 2010 should see the inception of
studies on 7 new villages in Gafsa and 5 others
(Zaghouan, Kebili, Kasserine, Gabes and Kairouan). Moreover, the first part of the Sejnene
project and implementation of the handicrafts
development strategy will be ongoing with a
2016 horizon.

macro-economic stability, infrastructure, market
eﬃciency business sophis�ca�on etc), well above
Egypt (70th), Morocco (73rd) and Algeria (83rd).
Tunisia’s rank even surpassed the one of developed European members such as Portugal (43rd),
Poland (46th), Italy (48th) and Greece (71st).

√
Moreover, approximately 1500 European
investors par�cipated in 2009 to manifesta�ons
held within the 2016 promo�on strategy of Tunisia’s industry. Moreover, the strategy plans on attrac�ng Asian and American des�na�ons as well, in
an eﬀort of solidifying the Tunisian industrial base.
√
Private-public partnerships have been
strengthened in the promo�on of innova�on and
research in the industry sector. The government
programme «Ensemble, relevons les déﬁs» has the
objec�ve of ensuring na�onal ﬁrms spend 1% of
their earnings to ﬁnancing R&D eﬀorts.

private partnerships and the introduc�on of vast
amounts of FDI.

A series of investments in strategic sectors are
shown in tha table below. They provide a good
example of the dynamic Tunisia wishes to achieve
both in the short-run to mi�gate crisis eﬀects and
in the long-run to carry growth.
Poten�al « winners » that Tunisia could rely on are
energy, environment, infrastructure, logis�cs and
tourism. They are the sectors in which concessions
are planned and should allow for ac�ve public-

Once more, diversiﬁca�on is the key word in the
Tunisian approach :
√
Investment projects in energy are expected
to allow se�ng up facili�es and plants and augment
Tunisian capacity for energy produc�on (ex. in electricity) and foster synergies in the ﬁeld of energy.
Furthermore development of the oil-industry is expected to create more opportuni�es for qualiﬁed
labour and ameliorate supply of oil-related products,
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Table 5. Projects to boost FDI and growth in a crisis period
(concession projects programmed for 2009)
Sector

Energy

Project

Electricity plant at
Al-Haouaria

Cost

Between 3000 and 4000 MTND (1700 to
2200 Millions euros)

Delay of execu�on

..

Dura�on of
concession

State of the project

20 years

i) Crea�on of a Tunisian-Italian development study
ﬁrm (Newco1), capital of 2.7MD (50% for each
associate), call for tender pre-qualiﬁca�on in June
2009,
ii) Launch of restrained call for tender for rights to
produc�on in Tunisia, early 2010.

Oil reﬁnery in Skhira Between 2 000 and 2 500 millions USD

30 years,
renewable

..

i) Le�er of agreement signed with Petrofac to
prepare a development and opera�ng plan
ii) Par�cipa�on of public ﬁrms up to 51%.

Electricity plant in
Bizerte

Between 600 and 750 MTND

..

20 years

i) Launch ofpre-qualiﬁca�on call for tender in
January 2009, ﬁve oﬀers selected
ii) Launch of restrained call for tender for rights to
produc�on in Tunisia

Environment

20 years, with
possibility of
extension

Dessalina�on sta�on
in Djerba
73 millions TND

..

Dessalina�on sta�on
in Al-Zarrat
70 millions TND approximately

20 years, with
possibility of
Three years (2010-2012) extension

Launch of call for tender, three spanish ﬁrms
preselected
Last delay for oﬀers is 30 november 2009.

i) Comple�on of studies : 2009
ii)choice of dealer : 2010
iii) ini�a�on of the sta�on before 2012

Rehabilita�on
andvelopmentof
the sebkha of Ben
Ghayadha

Infrastructure

..

..

..

Rehabilita�on is ongoing.

Development of
Taparurain the north
of Sfax
..

..

..

..

New port inep waters
at Enﬁdha
1400 millions euros

..

..

i) The ﬁrst phase (study phase) has been completed.
ii) The call for interest manifesta�on has been
launched, pre-selec�on phase.

Logis�cs

Tourism

Logis�cs zone at
Djebel Oust

..

..

Land rehabilita�on will be launched in 2010 as well
as for the feasibility study.

Logis�cs zone in
proximity to the port
of Radès
200 millions TND.

..

30 years, with
possibility of
extension to 50
years

Call for tenders will follow the call for interest.

Health tourism
complex at Khabayat
à Gabès
400 millions TND

..

..

i)Land rehabilita�on at 100%,

25 MD

ii) The three study phases have been conducted, to
be validated,
iii) Planning and impact studies have been
completed.
Tourism zone at Lella
Hadhria in Djerba
500 millions TND approximately

..

..

Spread on the two development plans (2007-2011)
and (2012-2016)

Port plaisance El
Kessour ‘Hergla’

1,5 milliards dollars

..

..

Realiza�on of the project will occur within a 5-year
span.

Grand Korbous’

10 milliards US dollars

Es�mated at 15 years.

..

..

Diar El Ouerd at
‘Ariana

10 milliards koweit dinars. The cost of
the ﬁrst phase is es�mated at 3 billion US
dollars.

First phase es�mated at 5
years approximately.
..

..

Source : Agence Promo�on l’Inves�ssement Exterieur (FIPA Tunisie)
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hence, be�er posi�on Tunisia in the local market,
√
Environmental investment ini�a�ves such
as the desalina�on project in Al-Zarrat would (i)
increase water resources and (ii) improve living
condi�ons and quality in a series of Tunisian governorates.
√
Beneﬁts drawn from investment on infrastructure can be immense. Upda�ng port structures for instance will undeniably provide posi�ve
externali�es for Tunisian trade.
√
Similarly, investment projects in logis�cs
provide great beneﬁts. Construc�on of logis�cal
areas act as trade facilitators ; transport of imports
is handled with rela�ve ease and at low-cost since
transport services ﬁrms are grouped, hence, providing a larger array of logis�cal services by the best

of compe��veness, dynamism and sustainability.
Overall, in spite of the global slowdown and recession in its biggest export markets, Tunisia appears
to have a solid set of macroeconomic and ﬁnancial
fundamentals. In that respect prospects for growth
past the 2010 mark remain op�mis�c. Nevertheless, let us note a series of elements that could be
decisive in future perspec�ves :

providers. There is also great scope for posi�ve
externali�es from such projects since investment
a�rac�veness is boosted and foreign investors ﬁnd
a business environment suited to their needs.
√
Finally, tourism is already a sector Tunisia
relies on for growth but great poten�al remains that
needs to be capitalized upon. Recent projects will allow crea�ng more tourist zones diversifying tourism
op�ons and providing be�er quality services.

adapt it to the evolu�on of current needs. Furthermore, pursuing eﬀorts such as the recent publicprivate partnerships appears being a win-win approach.
√
Tunisia has been compe��ve for years
and its strategy has poten�al to evolve. A key to
the evolu�on would be to move up the value chain
instead of overly relying on reducing costs. Further
use of interna�onal investment could dynamize
the local produc�on structure through a more
vigorous policy adapted to the Tunisian state of
aﬀairs. Also, a strong development in high-performance SMEs could have great beneﬁts for youth
employment which remains a major issue.
√
Let it be noted that investment in 2010 will
be inﬂuenced by a 206m euro loan from the World
Bank. Such ini�a�ves, while weighing on budget

Overall, we shall stress that :
√
Tunisia is ac�vely pursuing openess allowing for private par�cipa�on, private-public partnerships and FDI a�rac�on, more so than in several of its Mediterranean neighbours,
√
The authori�es have carefully selected
“winners” sectors that could carry growth in the
coming years, while also countering the current effects of the crisis,
√
Overall, Tunisia has been efficient in its
growth strategy, its priorities should perhaps
rely more from now on creating more employment and work upon its recent success on unemployment reduction.
IV.

Conclusions and Recommenda�ons

Tunisia kept a 3% rate of growth in 2009 which
shows the country is more than ever an example

√
One of the main challenges Tunisia will
have to face is the need to eﬃciently use its qualiﬁed human resources in order to make further
improvements in its economic fabric. As stressed
before by FEMISE, the country should consider
maintaining its qualiﬁed labour-force by modernizing the eﬀec�veness of public administra�on and

constraints, allow be�er employability of university graduates, focus on developing renewable
energies and have the purpose of upgrading social
services. Thus, they provide s�mulus that could be
ongoing past the 2010 mark and cons�tute an investment for the well-being of future genera�ons.
In the long-run, domes�c investment could further
increase but bureaucra�c barriers should be completely dismantled.
√
Although Tunisia was well prepared
to circumvent the crisis outfall and profit from
renewed confidence, its future growth also de-
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pends on EU recovery. In that respect, and in an
effort of prevention for the future, international
economic evolution must be closely followed
by all accounts. Tunisian efforts already appear
promising, a national commission has been placed by the government within the Central Bank
(Commission nationale chargée du suivi de la
conjoncture internationale) in order to anticipate further crisis eruptions and propose suitable
scenarios to resistance and recovery.
√
Export earnings should increase in the
2010-11 span following �mid recovery of EU markets (EIU). Similarly, the services surplus should
increase slightly in 2010-11 as the tourism sector
meets increased demand.
√
Tunisia could gain by further reforming
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Turkey: Considerable rebound capacity and growth
poten�al despite massive crisis ou�all in 2009
In the 1980s, Turkey shifted its policy to an
outward-oriented model with the purpose of
progressively integrating the European Union.
This resulted into gradual trade opening, negotiations for accession candidacy and culminated
into formal membership talks which started in
the year 2005. One should note that Turkey has
made progress on the economic front with important reforms across the economic fabric (agriculture, services etc) while stabilization policies
were implemented to shield the economy from

augmented » customs union being suggested by
a share of EU members as a more politically realistic alternative, Turkey needs to keep following
its openess strategy and not fall back to an
inward-oriented protectionist stance. After decades of capital accumulation the country now has
the potential for the emergence of a TFP-driven
growth regime. The economy has already gained
in efficiency throughout the last decade and has
maintained its annual productivity growth at a
positive rate, it is up to authorities to come up
with a plan that allows for TFP to grow at an
even faster pace in the coming years.
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past economic crises. As a result, real growth
in the 2000-2007 period was solid, close to the
4.4% mark.
However, the recent crisis had an unprecedented
ou�all on the turkish economy, especially when
comparing it to the one of its neighbouring MPs.
The economy is at an advanced stage of integra�on
with world markets, it is thus vulnerable to the crisis ou�all. A�er falling to 0.7% in 2008, growth registered a nega�ve rate es�mated at -4.7% in 2009.
While prospects for 2010 suggest the economy will
be back on track and growth could even go beyond
the 6% mark, the country will have to focus on an
eﬃcient strategy that can sustain growth throughout the 2010’s.
The facts are simple, whatever the result of negotiations with the EU, the possibility for an «

Con�nuous relaxa�on of an�-compe��ve regula�ons could boost produc�vity and also provide poten�al beneﬁts to employment, by oﬀering more
ﬂexibility. Reduc�on of cumbersome administra�ve barriers to business, of the government’s share
in opera�ons and of FDI impediments shall result
into produc�ve eﬃciency and posi�ve externali�es.
At this point, two remarks merit a�en�on.
First, employment will be a great challenge, one that
should not be taken lightly considering how the rate of
unemployment escalated from 11% in 2008 to 14.1%
in 2009. Thus, it is impera�ve for Turkey to ensure its
growth regime also allows for suﬃcient employment
crea�on, something that was par�ally dealt with in
the 2000-2007 period were unemployment in Turkey
averaged 9.6% versus 12.4% for all MPs.
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Second, the government budget in Turkey is in a
healthier posi�on than in most MPs. This comes in
stark contract with the overall weak ﬁscal management of the 2000-2007 period were the deﬁcit
averaged 7.4% versus 4.7% for all MPs. Provided
that debt is eﬃciently handled, turkish authori�es
should have the opportunity to provide growth
boos�ng incen�ves all the while respec�ng budgetary limits.

√
Turkey registered a decline in goods exports in 2009 of 22.1% to 109.6 bn US$. Even so,
provisional data for 2010 allow for more op�mism,

gest the unemployed fell to 2.78m in July, thus, an
unemployment rate of 10.6%, versus 12.8% in July
2009.
√
What appears clearly is that TFP has been
on the posi�ve side in the 2000-2006 period. Even
so, there might be a deteriora�on of the rela�ve efﬁciency component of produc�vity. Turkey is found
to be eﬃcient in labor and capital alloca�on in produc�on rela�ve to CEE countries, meanwhile, it
appears lacking in innova�on and in implementa�on and use of new technologies. Countries such
as Turkey have a high TFP output that is however
irregular and o�en unsustainable. Thus, authori�es should locate sectors that have poten�al for
produc�vity gains in the future. There is evidence
to support the thesis that produc�vity gains are

in August 2010, exports increased year-on-year by
9.1% to 8.6bn US$, in great part due to exports towards Germany.
√
Tourism was slightly aﬀected, total tourist
revenue in 2009 was over 21.1 bn US$, a 3.2% decrease compared to 2008. Meanwhile, the number
of tourists increased by 3% to 27.3 million in 2009.
√
The 2009 decrease in FDI was massive,
close to 58.1% to 7.6bnUS$. Foreign investment
has been following a downward path since the crisis, the EU-driven has investment marked a considerable decline throughout 2009 and the lack of
other players in the investment front has brought
the inevitable fall.
√
Turkish growth appears to be back on
track judging from the solid performance in the
ﬁrst half of 2010. Turkey has made considerable

largest in import compe�ng industries, compared
to export-oriented and non-traded sectors.
√
Logically, authori�es are adap�ng the
Ninth Development Plan to the post-crisis reali�es.
Among other things, the plan will warrant that
monetary, ﬁnancial and revenues policies are coordinated to sustain growth and lead to economic
recovery. Furthermore, policies that boost employment crea�on, raise employment capaci�es and
quality, and allow for ﬂexibility of the labor market
will be pursued.
√
Finally, developing new sectors of growth
has been at the center of a�en�on of domes�c
authori�es. The strategic energy plan for 20102014 was announced and shall en�ce more foreign investors since Turkey is seeking to foster
partnerships in the energy sector. Moreover, priva-

steps in modernizing its produc�on structure, towards a growth regime based on total factor produc�vity. Constant diversiﬁca�on in its engines of
growth also contributes to its rebound capacity after the crisis.
√
The crisis had a considerable nega�ve effect on Turkish employment ﬁgures. The unemployment rate was catapulted at 14.1 % in 2009 which
marks an annual increase of more than 3%. Moreover, unemployment in urban Turkey even reached the 16,6 % mark with a 3.8 percentage points
increase. Even so, recent employment ﬁgures sug-

�za�on of the electricity distribu�on networks is
ongoing. Overall, Turkey appears to have the willpower to become a major energy corridor.

Regarding recent trends, the following points
should be considered :

I. A considerable shock on the real economy
I.1. The context
1.1 Increased openness in services trade, less
openness in goods
Un�l the beginning of 1980s, Turkey was a rela�vely closed economy, before shi�ing its policy to an
outward-oriented model to integrate the European
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Tariﬀ protec�on and imports, by product

Trade balance 2008, by partner and product, mill. US$
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Union. Since then, tariﬀ protec�on and import
subs�tu�on was replaced by a trade regime of gradual openness, increasing trade volumes in both
goods and services in a very remarkable way.
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Imports are less constrained, custom du�es have
been decreased in a variety of goods, especially
those that are heavily traded. For instance, tex�les and co�on both have had an average MFN duty
that is negligible, which has boosted the cmpara�ve advantage of Turkey in the sector for many
years, meanwhile, minerals and metals, machinery
and manufactured goods all have MFN average du�es below the 5% mark. However, dairy and animal products, sugar and tobacco products remain
heavily regulated, while agriculture in general is
s�ll very much constrained with average MFN du�es that are above 30% (for example, in the case of
corn a duty of 130% is applied).
It comes as no surprise that the European Parliement has asked Turkey to substan�ally reduce the
average tariﬀ applied on imported agricultural
Trade openness in goods, by year (% of GDP)
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goods. Meanwhile, Turkey has also been asked
to withdraw its import authorisa�on procedures
which are considered par�cularly burdensome.
Despite trade opening eﬀorts, especially in the
1990’s, the openness ra�o of Turkish trade not only
remains below the one found in neighbouring MP
economies, it has also receeded during the recent
decade. The openness ra�o of goods trade on GDP
was clos to 35% in 2008 versus more than 50% for
the MP average.
Meanwhile, the country appears to register lesser
openness in services trade, with results well below
the MP average.
Trade openness in services, by year (% of GDP)
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Finally, when looking at the value of trade, it becomes obvious Turkey is a net importer. The country
has a trade deﬁcit with most its trading partners
except neighbouring MPs with whom it has a slight
trade surplusand Gulf countries with whom it has
a non-negligible surplus. A large share of the trade
deﬁcit comes from China, while the EU27 and the
USA also appear to be expor�ng more to the Turkish market than import from it.
Overall, Turkey has undeniably pursued a strategy
of openness which has helped it ensure high rates
of growth. But, eﬀorts s�ll have to be conducted
if the country wishes for further interna�onal integra�on.
1.2 A capital account at an intermediate openness
stage along a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate
The liberaliza�on of the Turkish capital account is
at an intermediary stage (medium degree) accompanied by a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate regime. Progressive opening through the outward trade regime
contributed to the increased conver�bility of the
current account and conver�bility of the Turkish
lira. However, despite recent eﬀorts, restric�ons on
capital ﬂows s�ll exist. Finance has reached a high
degree of openness and the ﬁnancial sector was
progressively deregulated. Stock market capitaliza�on increased and the Stock Exchange became an
a�rac�ve market for foreign capital. The full conver�bility of the Lira meant for the dissapearance
of exchange rate risk.
Following the crisis, one could say that the Turkish
capital and ﬁnancial account was rela�vely well
prepared. It must be noted that the country had
already dealt with a ﬁnancial crisis, hence, prior
experience helped partly mi�gate the adverse effects of the recent interna�onal crisis which mostly
concentrated on the real economy.
Pruden�al regula�ons and standards have been implemented in the banking sector with the assistance
of the Banking Regulatory and Supervisory Autho-

rity (BRSA). The regulatory framework has been
strengthened, by improving transparency as well as
risk management.
1.3 Poverty reduc�on
Efforts were undertaken from a social standpoint
to provide for more equality among the Turkish
population as well as an amelioration of living
conditions for the underprivileged.
As already noted in the report, openness to trade affects the income of the poor, both directly
and indirectly, through its impact on economic
growth. In that respect, while the proportion of
the poor in Turkey (earning less than one dollar
a day) stood at 1.1% in the mid 90s, it declined
to 0.2% in 2002 and equal to zero prior to the
crisis. Meanwhile, cases of extreme poverty are
no longer existant.
The shift in the growth regime definitely has a
share in this success though one should note
that social policies still need to evolve to better
target those in need.
Meanwhile, per capita GDP considerably improved, at purchasing power parity values it stood
at 12700 PPP in 2008, which is the double of the
level in 2002. This remarkable increase made
Turkey the country with one of the highest levels
of income per capita in the region, distancing
most of its neighbouring MPs.
Table 1. Poverty ra�o (Headcount Ra�o) per capita at
1.25$ per day PPP, % of the popula�on
1985

1985-90 1990-95 1995-00 2000-05

Morocco 8,42% 2,45%

6,76%

6,25%

2,50%

MENA

4,07%

4,10%

3,60%

6,10% 4,31%

Source : FEMISE (2009), FEM33-02

Finally, Turkey has been on track towards reaching the
Millenium Development Goals,though structural inequali�es always stand as an issue to be dealt with.
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Crisis transmission channels, income eﬀect

I.2. Crisis transmission channels
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2.1 A real shock expressed primarily through a massive fall in goods exports and FDI
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The crisis impact on Turkey in 2009 was felt through
the following main aggregates:
√
A reduc�on in goods exports by 22.1% to
109.6 bn US$,
√
A 30.6% decrease in the value of goods imports to 13.5 bn US$,
√
A trade balance deﬁcit for 2009 that largely

exports increased year-on-year by 9.1% to 8.6bn US$,
in great part due to exports towards Germany which
were worth 914 Million US$, represen�ng a 12.2%
year-on-year increase, followed by the United Kingdom (574 Million US$), Iraq (565 Million US$) and
Russia (388 Million US$). Regarding the sector-speciﬁc origin of the exports increase, for August 2010,

fell to 4% of GDP from 7.3% in 2008,
√
An excep�onally resilient service balance in
surplus at 26.5% of GDP,
√
A decrease in workers remi�ances es�mated at 28.7% in 2009 to 970 million US$,
√
A massive decrease in FDI of 58.1%, to
7.6bnUS$ in 2009 from 18.1bn US$ in 2008

“boilers, machinery and mechanical appliances” registered the highest value exported at 757 Million
US$, followed closely by “vehicle other than railway
or tramway rolling stock, parts thereof” (732 Million
Dollars), “iron and steel” (681 Million Dollars), “knitted and crocheted goods and ar�cles thereof” (600
Million Dollars) and “electrical machinery and equipment” (541 Million Dollars) according to Turkstat.

Due to its integra�on within the world economy, Turkey logically registered a decline in goods exports in
2009 of 22.1% to 109.6 bn US$. The largest share of
exports tradi�onally comes from manufacturing, distantly followed by agriculture. Manufacturing exports
saw a decrease of 23.7% to 95.5 bn US$ as the result
of a diminishing demand, meanwhile all sectors followed a similar trend with the excep�on of agriculture which increased by 10.4% to 4.3bn US$.
Even so, provisional data for 2010 allow for more
op�mism regarding Turkish exports. In August 2010,

On the import side, the year 2009 was also one of
decrease, by 30.6% in the value of goods imports
to 13.5 bn US$. However, imports increased by
20,5% year-on-year in August 2010 to 15.4 bn
US$. Therefore, the trade deficit, which managed
to fall to 4% of GDP in 2009 from 7.3% in 2008,
is expected to increase in 2010. In August 2010,
the foreign trade deficit had attained 6.9bn US$
which is a 37.8% degradation compared to the
5bn US$ deficit in August 2009.
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As for the service balance, it
remains as healthy as ever,
in surplus at 26.5% of GDP
in 2009. Tourism was only
slightly aﬀected, total tourist
revenue in 2009 was over
21.1 bn US$, a 3.2% decrease
compared to 2008. Meanwhile, the number of tourists in-

creased by 3% to 27.3 million in 2009. It shall be
noted that despite the crisis, Turkey had its most
lucra�ve year in tourism in 2008. The tourism encouragement law has strengthened the sector, allowing for the share of tourist arrivals in Turkey to
go from 1.1% in 1990 to 2.7% in 2008. Prospects
for the coming year are also posi�ve, in the second
quarter of 2010, revenue from the sector marked
an annual increase of 7.4 % to 4.56bn US$.

ment, distancing investors from both the Gulf and
the USA. However, the EU-driven investment marked
a considerable decline throughout 2009 and the lack
of other players in the investment front brought the
inevitable fall. FDI in 2010 does not suggest any possible takeoﬀ, though investors from the Gulf appeared
to have manifested themselves in July 2010, bringing
the total value of inﬂows in that period at a total of
856 million US$, a record high since January 2009.

Remi�ances are an inﬁnitely small source of income
(they only represented about 0.2% of GDP in 2009),
thus a decline would not have signiﬁcant eﬀects on

Financial intermedia�on services have tradi�onally
been the recipient sector of the largest share of
FDI, that was un�l late 2008 before collapsing to

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inﬂows in Turkey, by Country grouping, million US$
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the Turkish economy. Es�ma�ons point towards a
28.7% decrease in 2009 at 970 million US$.
Finally, the massive decrease in FDI of 58.1%, to
7.6bnUS$ in 2009 from 18.1bn US$ in 2008 cannot go
unno�ced. Foreign investment has been following a
downward path since the crisis, more precisely, since
January 2009, FDI inﬂows have never surpassed the
1bn US$ mark. One should note the impressive pre-

a marginal percentage over total FDI. Similarly, the
wholesale and retail trade sector also saw its share
disappear throughout 2009. Projects in manufacturing and the electricity, gas & water sector were
not enough to circumvent the ou�all of the crisis in
a period of great uncertainty regarding investment.
Hence, the eﬀects on foreign investment were unavoidable but the authori�es will need to do whatever necessary to reverse a trend that could be-

sence of EU countries in FDI projects, steadily represen�ng more than three quarters of foreign invest-

come persistent. Short-term prospects do not yet
point towards a recovery in FDI inﬂows to Turkey
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Agriculture

and both macroeconomic and poli�cal stability are
going to be needed to en�ce new capital.
2.2 Financial shock
Exposure to the crisis varies along with the degree
of ﬁnancial integra�on of given countries, as well
as with the level of foreign reserves accumulated
and the budget balance. In the case of Turkey, the
country had reached a high degree of ﬁnancial system liberaliza�on, with capital account openness
at an intermediate level and net external liabili�es
of the ﬁnancial sector at a low level.
1) Nega�ve ou�all on por�olio investment, solidity
in foreign reserves
As in the case of FDI, Turkey is the largest recipient
of por�olio investment among MP’s, represen�ng
roughly 60% of total por�olio inﬂows to the MP’s
on average in the 2004-2009 period. One would
note that the reliance on por�olio investment in
Turkey remains too high when compared to that on
FDI, the ra�o of por�olio investment to FDI in 2008
was of 24.8% versus 8% for the other MP’s on average, in 2009 it decreased to 18.6% versus 7.3% for
the other MP’s. This adds to the economy’s external vulnerabili�es since short term capital can ﬂee
and is unreliable to ﬁnance the current account deﬁcit. Por�olio inﬂows decreased to 3.26bn US$ in
2009 from 4.5bn US$ the prior year which marks a
real yet not catastrophic decline.

As for interna�onal reserves, the Central Bank had
suspended foreign exchange buying auc�ons on
October 16th 2008 to be�er strengthen bank’s posi�on. However, the overall improvement in liquidity condi�ons and in the foreign exchange market led to resuming of auc�ons. In 2009, foreign
reserves reached 75bn US$, up from 73.7bn US$ in
2008. Hence, the increase in foreign reserves contributed to partly oﬀse�ng exposure to the crisis
through the ﬁnancial channel.
2) Stock-exchange performing surprisingly well
The stock exchange had a posi�ve year despite the
interna�onal crisis. The total value of shares transacted in 2009 reached 236 bn US$, which is prac�cally double the value transacted in 2008, that is
120 bn US$. The transac�on volume also increased,
by an annual 21% in 2009, reaching 316 bn US$.
The Turkish stock market not only avoided the crisis, it was one of the top performers worldwide.
Nevertheless, expecta�ons play a great role in such
performance, a fact authori�es shall always keep
in mind. A reason for Turkey’s healthy stock market
is that foreign investors are convinced the country
seeks to implement strong ﬁscal policy. This is of
crucial importance since trends can be reversed
with rela�ve ease as was recently suggested. In
August 2010 turkish shares fell to a three-week low
while bond yields rose a�er an announcement that
ﬁscal reforms would not be implemented in the
expected �me-frame. Thus, Turkey should keep
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building upon the conﬁdence capital it managed to
restore a�er the 2001 ﬁnancial crisis.
3) An increasing external debt in GDP terms
As for external debt, the la�er fell to 268.3bn US$
in 2009, from 277.3bn in 2008. Total external debt
has been nonetheless increasing in terms of GDP,
going from 34.9% of GDP in 2005 to 38% in 2008
and 43.7% in 2009. Meanwhile, the debt-service
ra�o increased from 29.6% in 2008 to 45.1% in
2009. The large ﬁscal deﬁcits in 2009 and 2010
could also bring the debt to GDP ra�o beyond 50%
in the coming years.
II. Developments on macroeconomic aggregates
1. GDP growth and decomposi�on
The Turkish economy has been in a path of sustainable growth, close to 4% on average in 1995-2000
and constantly above that mark in 2000-2007, but

Turkish growth relies to great extent on manufacturing, followed by service ac�vi�es such as wholesale
and retail trade, transport & communica�ons and
ﬁnancial intermedia�on. The GDP fall in 2009 is attributable in part to an annual 7% decrease in manufacturing ac�vity, a 10.2% fall in wholesale and retail
trade and a 7% fall in transport & communica�ons.
Meanwhile, construc�on also marked a 16.1% decrease , while Mining and quarrying fell by 6.7%. Nonetheless, ﬁnancial services, agriculture and forestry
both marked an increase respec�vely of 8.5% and
3.7%. Turkey has made considerable steps in modernizing its produc�on structure, towards a growth
regime based on total factor produc�vity. Constant
diversiﬁca�on in its engines of growth also contributes to its rebound capacity a�er the crisis.
Expecta�ons for the coming year are op�mis�c
and a 6.1% rate of growth is expected, though the
amplitude of the rebound will always depend in
part on foreign demand for Turkish exports.

GDP-By Kind of Economic Ac�vity in Basic Prices (Fixed 1998)
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the crisis appears to have put this remarkable performance on hold, in the short run at least. A�er
a 0.7% rate of growth in 2008, the economy contracted at -4.7% in 2009 which makes Turkey the
only economy with nega�ve growth among MP’s.
Nonetheless, Turkish growth appears to be back
on track judging from the solid performance in the
ﬁrst half of 2010.

2. Employment: Massive increase in unemployment for 2009, poten�al fall in 2010
The crisis had a considerable nega�ve eﬀect on Turkish employment. The number of employed persons
increased by 83 000 in 2009, employment in agriculture by approximately +1%, in services it increased
by 0.5% while in the industry it decreased by 1.6%.
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Table 1. Labour force, employment and unemployment
Total

Urban

Rural

2008

2009

2008

2009

2008

2009

Labour force (000)

23 805

24 748

16 063

16 585

7 742

8 163

Employed (000)

21 194

21 277

14 010

13 839

7 184

7 438

Unemployed (000)

2 611

3 471

2 053

2 746

558

724

Labour force par�cipa�on rate (%)

46,9

47,9

45

45,8

51,4

52,7

Employment rate (%)

41,7

41,2

39,2

38,2

47,7

48

Unemployment rate (%)

11

14

12,8

16,6

7,2

8,9

Non-agricultural unemployment rate (%) 13,6

17,4

13,1

17

15,4

19,1

Youth unemployment rate(1)(%)

25,3

22,6

28,2

15,5

18,9

20,5

Source : Turkstat, Annual Results of Household Labour Force Survey, 2009

However, unemployment in Turkey was augmented
by an addi�onal 860 000 for a total of 3.47 million
unemployed. The unemployment rate was catapulted at 14.1 % which marks an annual increase of
more than 3%. Moreover, unemployment in urban
Turkey even reached the 16,6 % mark with a 3.8
percentage points increase while i twas near the
8.9 % mark in rural areas.
A further decomposi�on shows that non-agricultural unemployment grew even more, at 17.4%,
meanwhile unemployment among the youth went
above the symbolic mark of 25% in 2009, up by
more than 5 percentage points.
There is no need to highlight how drama�c the
issue of unemployment is for any given country
and especially in the case of Turkey which, along
with Tunisia, has recorded the highest jobless rate
among MP’s in 2009. Nonetheless, while unem-

ployment in 2010 is expected to grow even more
in several MP’s, in the case of Turkey recent ﬁgures
suggest a reverse of trend. Recent employment ﬁgures suggest 23.5m persons were in employment
in June, versus 21.9m in the same period of 2009.
Meanwhile, the unemployed fell to 2.78m in July
which suggests an unemployment rate of 10.6%,
versus 12.8% in July 2009. Unemployment in urban areas decreased by almost 3% to 13,2 % in July
2010 while it fell back to 5.5 % in rural Turkey.
One could say that the expected rebound in growth
shall also be accompanied by an unemployment
reduc�on. The service sector, a tradi�onnal engine
of growth, also appears to be at the forefront of
employment crea�on. Indeed, among those who
recently began to work (or changed their job) in
July 2010, 34 % started in the service sector, followed by 25% in agriculture, 21.7% in construc�on
and 19.3 % in industry. Nonetheless, it remains

Employment by Branch of Ac�vity (By the New Popula�on Projec�ons), thousand
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doub�ul that the government will manage to attain an unemployment rate close to the one of the
2000-2007 period (9.6%) in such a short period of
�me. Early ﬁgures for 2010 point towards a rate
close to 12.6%. Thus, the unemployment reduc�on
to pre-crisis levels is expected to be a gradual one.
II.1 Macro-reac�on

For growth to remain at a sustainable level,
authorities will always have to keep an eye on
external demand. Thus, potential reduction of
the growth rate in the years to come might have
to be offset by carefully selected initiatives (ex.
public construction, joint public-private initiatives, industry upgrading) that will stimulate income creation.

1) Economic ac�vity that follows the path led by the
investment and private consump�on fall

2) Increased pressures on the budget in 2009 that
shall be lessened in 2010

The massive fall of gross ﬁxed investment expenditure on GDP (by -19.1%) and the decrease of private consump�on expenditure on GDP (-2.2%) are
the main variables that explain the 4.7% GDP fall

The increased spending that followed the crisis
erup�on brought the budget deﬁcit at 5.5% of
GDP in 2009, far from the levels of 2007 and 2008
when the balance had registered a deﬁcit above

in 2009.

the 2% mark. Even so, recent spending has been

It was above all public consump�on expenditure
(+7.8%) that prevented growth from further falling combined with a considerable reduc�on of the
import bill.

Budget Balance (% of GDP)

0
-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
-12

Estimates for 2010 suggest an impressive rate of
growth at 6.5% which is close to what was attained in 2006. Economic performance during the
first half of 2010 suggests that private consumption will finally bounce back and along with investment will continue to stimulate the Turkish
growth engine. Uptil now, public spending has
decelerated in 2010, thus government consumption is expected to fall to 2% in 2010. Moreover,
one should wait for exports to also pick-up, pro-

limited due to economic recovery, adjustments
in tax rates and receiptsand lower interest payments on public debt (EIU). The deﬁcit in September 2010 was 6.9 billion liras, a considerable
fall compared to the 9.5 billion liras 12 months
before. Meanwhile, the primary deﬁcit also fell
markedly to 2.9 billion liras from 4.5 billion in Sep-

vided trade partners show more willingness on
the demand side.

tember 2009. With recent growth a�aining spectacular levels, it comes as no surprise that Turkey
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revised its deﬁcit forecast to 44.2 billion liras for
2010 down from 50 billion liras. Budget revenues
increased by 20% to September which contributes to making the latest forecast a realis�c one.

Thus, authorities should perhaps partly rethink
their policy, in order to avoid orders of Turkish
products shifting to other markets due to the
currency imbalance.

3) Monetary/exchange-rate policy

II.2 A banking system with strong fundamentals

As noted earlier Turkey follows a ﬂoa�ng exchange rate regime, thus, the country has more
ﬂexibility than certain MP’s. From 2002 to 2005,
implicit inﬂa�on targe�ng regime was adopted,
before moving to an explicit regime in 2006 un�l
nowadays.

The Turkish banking sector was rela�vely strong
due to experience from prior crises and the reforms implemented during the post-2001 era. Liquidity measures and policy rate cuts brought a
gradual recovery in loans, meanwhile, non-performing loans kept growing but at a smaller rate since
the last quarter of 2009. Furthermore, liquidity
condi�ons have been improving and the exchange
rate risk has been persistent. Banking proﬁtability

An�cipa�ng that inﬂa�on would decrease following the crisis, authori�es put all their eﬀorts
on shielding the economy through important cuts
in policy rates and suﬃcient liquidi�es to keep
credit markets from any dysfunc�onements. Interest rates were kept low since liquidity measures
a�er the crisis appeared and the foreign currency
purchases were reintroduced. With the rebound
materializing, interest rates are now picking up.
Nonetheless, as noted by the IMF, a broad-based
monetary �ghtening should be accelerated in
case the an�cipated ﬁscal consolida�on does not
come in the near-future.
Moreover, some might argue that the Turkish lira
is over-evaluated, which explains the increased
cost of production compared to foreign products and consequently the increase in imports,
of both raw materials and intermediate goods.
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increased throughout 2009 and during the ﬁrst
quarter of 2010. Net proﬁts increased by 50.4% to
20.2 billion TL, meanwhile, annual net proﬁts a�ained the 21.3 billion TL mark by March 2010. The
net proﬁts were up 10.1% percent in the ﬁrst half
of 2010 (to 12.1 billion TL) compared to the same
period of the previous year. Net income in the ﬁrst
ﬁve months of the year reached 10.3 billion TL, a
year-on-year increase of 13.9%.
Contrary to other MP’s, the recent crisis did not reveal any marked deﬁciencies in the Turkish banking
sector.
√
Return on equity reached 18.2% in 2009,
up from 15.5% 2008, remaining at that level in
March 2010.
√
Return on assets also increased, from 1.8
percent in 2008 to 2.4 percent in 2009 and then
2.5% in March 2010, well above the average of neighbouring MP economies.
√
The capital adequacy ra�o reached 20.6%
in December 2009, up from 19.5% in May 2009, before falling back to 19.3% in May 2010 and 19.2%
at end-June. In the ﬁrst 5 months of 2010, deposits
gained 5.2% from end-2010 to 541.2 TL.
√
In May 2010 and compared to late 2009,
credits increased by 11.9 percent and securi�es
by 5.5 percent. Furthermore, the increased rate
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of growth had an impact on non-performing loans
which declined by 1.9 percent to 21.4 billion TL. In
the ﬁrst half of 2010, non-performing loans fell to
2.5 percent of the loan book. They were close to
the 4.6% mark in early 2010.
To sum up, the ﬁnancial proﬁle of Turkish banks
was a healthy one, in both asset quality and proﬁtability and despite the crisis, it also appears to be
growing even healthier through 2010.

promo�on (currency devalua�on, credit subsidies
etc) and an import program was launched considerably reducing quan�ty restric�ons and tariﬀs.
Meanwhile, wages were cut in order to provide
cheaper inputs for the industry and again, contribute to an increase in exports. (Alpay FILIZTEKIN)
Followed two decades of progressive opening
which ul�mately led to the accession nego�a�ons
with the EU.

III. Growth engines and Total Factor Produc�vity (TFP)
III.1 Turkish success : Diversiﬁca�on and emergence
of a TFP regime

The ques�on is the following : Did the composi�on
of growth beneﬁt from the strategy-shi� ? If so,
how does this regime hold nowadays and what can
be done to sustain growth in the new decade ?

In the 1960’s and 1970’s Turkey followed a strategy

The first thing one could note by decomposing

of « import-subs�tu�ng industrializa�on ». A�er
the payment crisis of the late 70’s the country mo-

turkish value-added is that the country reduced
its dependency on the agricultural sector, the
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ved to an outward-oriented model the strategy of
which was twofold : ﬁrst, liberalize trade and se-

latter represented a share of 9.8% in 2009 versus 12.5% in the year 1998. Similarly, wholesale

cond, open-up the ﬁnancial system. As a result, during the 80’s there was an ongoing eﬀort of exports

and retail trade went from a share of 14.5% in
1998 to 12.3% in 2009. On the other hand, the
services sector appears to
have been one of the major
benefitors in the past decade. The transport sub-sector grew considerably with
a share of approximately
14.5% of the value added in
2009 versus 11.4% in 1998.
Moreover, the development
of financial intermediation is
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Growth in Manufacturing, 2000-2008

from 6.5% in 2000 to 10% in 2008, machinery and
equipment grew from 6.4% of the VAM in 2000 to
8.2% in 2008 while basic metals, non-metallic mineral products, rubber and plas�cs products and
chemicals all saw their share grow by more than
1% in the 2000-2008 �meframe.
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When comparing the turkish manufacturing rate
of growth in the 2000-2008 period to the one of
developing countries it becomes evident that the «
heavy » industry in Turkey (motor vehicles, machinery related sectors) was the one that grew substan�ally. The driving sectors of domes�c growth in
prior decades (tex�les, clothing etc) appear to be
running out of steam and new sources of compe��ve advantage ought to be found to carry growth
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more than apparent with a share of 12.1% of the
value-added in the year 2009 versus only 7.9%
in 1998.
Undeniably, manufacturing clearly beneﬁted
from opening-up as indicated by the rapid export
growth a�er the 80’s. As noted by Filiztekin, the
export-output ra�o rose from 4% un�l 1980 to
over 20% in the next twenty years ; tex�les, food
and clothing represented the leading sectors later
joined by iron and steel, rubber, fabricated metal
and electrical machinery industries. In 1998 the
sector represented approximately a quarter of
the value-added, 11 years la�er it roughly stands
at the same spot, though slightly less, at 23.4% of
the value-added.
Decomposing manufacturing shows that while the
sector as a whole has a stable share in total valueadded, its components have clearly evolved. First,
the share of tex�les has clearly contracted, they
represented 11.1% of the MVA in 2000, they were
at 6.9% in 2008. The situa�on in the wearing apparel sector is clearly interwined to that of tex�les,
the sector also saw its share diminish from 5.4%
of the VAM in 2000 to 3.2% in 2008. On the ﬂipside, the motor-vehicles sector saw its share grow

Hence, the high growth rates of the Turkish economy (4.4% average growth in the 2000-2007 period)
can be explained by :
√
Development in the service economy,
√
new produc�on systems (imported from
developed countries a�er the opening) that triggered domes�c industrial produc�on and diversiﬁed
the economic fabric.
There are reasons to believe that produc�on diversiﬁca�on brought produc�vity gains since new produc�on units were more produc�ve than old ones
(M. Adak, 2009).
The graphs below oﬀers a ﬁrst, though par�ally
unclear, picture as to the main engines of turkish
growth since 1970. Depending on assump�ons
on the rela�ve share of physical capital to produc�on (a) we could say that TFP has had a posi�ve (when a=0,30) or nega�ve (when a=0,74)
eﬀect on GDP growth in the 1970-2006 period.
The TFP es�mate combined with measures of
physical and human capital shed more light on
Turkey’s growth determinants; in the right-side
graph growth rates of the aggregate product are
broken into contribu�ons of factors of accumula�on and produc�vity (average annual growth
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Annual growth rate of the TFP, by periods
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rate of gdp per worker and contribu�ons of each
component to GDP).

ning, improvements in labor quality, and increases
in the growth rate of the TFP and employment.

When the higher es�mate of physical capital to
produc�on is considered, physical capital appears
as a major determinant of growth and suggests the
accumula�on process has been the one carrying
domes�c growth in almost 40 years, distantly
followed by the accumula�on of human capital.
When the lower es�mate of physical capital to
produc�on is considered, physical capital logically
appears as a less important, though s�ll principal,
determinant of growth. In this case it is suggested
that the physical capital accumula�on process was
closely followed by TFP and human capital accumula�on in sustaining growth.

Despite being apparently posi�ve in recent years, a
recent study suggests that the TFP growth of the Turkish economy is decelera�ng since 2004, being almost
equal to zero in 2006. Canga et al. (2010) calculate the
technical change, technology process and eﬃciency
change for Turkey, CEE countries and the EU-15 for
the 1995-2006 period. The authors suggest that the
reason for the declining performance in turkish TFP
is principally to be found on the deteriora�on of the
rela�ve eﬃciency component of produc�vity. Turkey
is found to be eﬃcient in labor and capital alloca�on
in produc�on rela�ve to CEE countries, meanwhile, it
appears lacking in innova�on and in implementa�on
and use of new technologies.

What appears clearly in the le�-hand graph, whatever the share of physical capital to produc�on, is that
TFP has been on the posi�ve side in the 2000-2006
period. The ques�on one should ask is the following :
can TFP-growth be sustained in the coming years ?

This ﬁnding is in line with the opinion of Adak
(2009) who states that « developing countries

Regarding labour produc�vity, Togan (2003) had
already stressed that the country reached an annual labour produc�vity growth of 3.12% between
1950 and 1999 (of which 38.1% from capital deepening), 25.15% from improvements in labor quality, 36.75% percent from total factor produc�vity

such as Turkey, have a high TFP output which correlates with posi�ve and sharp economic growth,
however it is not regular and sustainable ». Thus,
authori�es should ﬁnd a way for TFP to become
sustainable in the long run as in developed na�ons. Moreover, they should focus on sectors
that have poten�al for produc�vity gains in the
future. Perhaps most importantly, protec�onist
measures should not be considered.

growth). To achieve higher growth rates the author
stressed that the country needed to increase the
produc�vity growth rate through capital deepe-

Focusing on the evolu�on of the manufacturing
sector between 1970 and 1990, Filiztekin shows
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that the shi� to an outward-oriented strategy led
to a produc�vity increase which is responsible for
almost half of value added growth. He concludes
that the increasing share of trade contributed signiﬁcantly and posi�vely to the performance of
the economy especially through imports.
In another study, Taymaz and Yılmaz (2007) es�mate plant-level produc�vi�es in the manufacturing
industry between 1984 and 2000. They ﬁnd that
produc�vity gains are largest in import compe�ng
industries, compared to export-oriented and nontraded sectors.
III.2 Measures for sustainable growth
Ongoing Ninth Development Plan (2007-2013)
The Ninth Development Plan, basic strategy document contribu�ng to the EU accession process,
iden�ﬁed the following ﬁve na�onal strategic
objec�ves: (i) Increasing Compe��veness; (ii) Increasing Employment; (iii) Strengthening Human
Development and Social Solidarity; (iv) Ensuring
Regional Development; and (v) Increasing Quality
and Eﬀec�veness in Public Services.
As recognized by the Plan, developing countries
such as Turkey need « to base their growth dynamics on produc�vity increases and on crea�ng
new compara-�ve advantages...to this end, placing an emphasis on innova�veness, increasing
scien�ﬁc and technological capacity, improving
human capital, and eﬀec�ve usage of informa�on and communica�on technologies cons�tute
importance ». However, the crisis ou�all suggests
that coordina�on will be crucial to achieve sustainable growth, especially since budget cuts could
become a reality.
Thus, authori�es are currently working within the
framework of the Medium-Term Economic Program (MTEP), which covers the 2011-2013 period,
adap�ng the Ninth Development Plan to the postcrisis reali�es. The MTEP, also in line with the 2011

Investment Program, priori�zes 50 ci�es for development and shall act as a coordinator between
macroeconomic policies, development programs
and investment ini�a�ves.
More speciﬁcally :
√
The plan will warrant that monetary, ﬁnancial and revenues policies are coordinated to
sustain growth and lead to economic recovery,
√
Policies that boost employment crea�on,
raise employment capaci�es and quality, and allow
for ﬂexibility of the labor market will be pursued,
√
The Public sector shall cut expenditures,
terminate ineﬃcient projects and ini�a�ves,
√
Economic and social infrastructure projects leading to regional convergence will be priori�zed (ex. Southeastern Anatolia Project, Eastern
Anatolia Project and Konya Plain Project),
√
The public sector shall withdraw from
electricity distribu�on and sugar produc�on, while
reducing its share in electricity genera�on, telecommunica�on, port-highway and bridge management.
A new energy plan for 2010-2014
Developing new sectors of growth has been at
the center of a�en�on of domes�c authori�es
and the energy sector marks no excep�on. Energy
is cri�cal for fostering and sustaining economic
growth but it is also a sector of many challenges.
Electricity demand in Turkey grew at an annualized average of 7–8% percent in the 2002-2008, it
has fallen following the crisis but is expected to
progressively pick-up. The strategic energy plan
for 2010-2014 was announced, its primary objec�ves being :
√
to ensure that energy supply meets
growing demand needs, currently, Turkey’s gas reserves are es�mated to only suﬃce for covering the
needs of one sixth of its consump�on for a year,
√
to make greater use of domes�c natural
resources, thus, make the country less dependent
on imported fuels,
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√
to restructure the legal-ins�tu�onal infrastructure of the domes�c market since prior
governments have failed to do so, thus hampering
investment poten�al in alterna�ve energy.
The plan shall en�ce more foreign investors since
Turkey is seeking to foster partnerships in the energy sector. For instance, it is nego�a�ng with South
Korea in building a power plant in the Sinop province, it has signed a contract with Russia to construct a plant in the Mersin province, while there
has been interest from Japan as well.
Moreover, priva�za�on of the electricity distribu�on networks is ongoing. If it succeeds it should
help a�ract further investors (domes�c and foreign) and improve gas supply condi�ons. Presently,
the country aims to increase its renewable energy
resources in electricity 30% by 2023.
The energy plan should provide for a variety of
other beneﬁts to the economy :
√
It urges the exploita�on of coal in order to
boost revenues from mining,
√
It aims to provide the country with the
capability of providing nuclear energy, by the year
2023 expecta�ons point to 5% of electricity produc�on origina�ng from nuclear power plants,
√
It highlights Turkey’s will of becoming a
major energy corridor, most notably through the
crea�on of a series of pipeline projects with strategic partners.
Health sector Reform
In 2003, Turkey adopted the ten-year « Health
Transformation Program » in cooperation with
the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD).
Since then :
√
The government gave Green Cards for free
treatment to more than 9 million underprivileged
(only 2.5 million had a green card in 2003),

√
the three social insurance schemes were
integrated into a single one, in 2008, 82% of the
population were insured,
√
people reporting difficulty in meeting
the cost of health expenses dropped to 19% in
2008 from 50 percent in 2003,
√
major reforms occured in the hospital
sector regarding budget flexibility and the introduction of a performance based pay system.
Overall, improving health had a positive effect
on Turkish social conditions but one could state
that it did on an economic front as well. Indeed,
Turkish authorities put an end on restrictions on
the pharmaceuticals market which was enticing
to foreign investors. For instance, the Carlyle
Group bought 40% of Medical Park Saglik Grubu
AS while Abraaj Capital Ltd (Dubai)acquired 54%
of hospital chain Acibadem Saglik Hizmetleri &
Ticaret AS (at 606 million US$)
Even so, sustainability of th Health Ministry budget is an important issue (24% expected increase
to 17.2 billion liras).
Conclusions and recommendations
Turkey has made progress on the economic front
with important reforms across the economic
fabric. Let it also be noted that Turkey recently
voted by referendum in favor of changes to its
constitution. While counterarguments regarding
the implications of those changes have been expressed, it is believed that such changes would
bring the country closer to the standards demanded by the European Union and thus help
Turkey in its accession efforts.
But, the recent crisis had an unprecedented outfall in 2009. While prospects for the year 2010
suggest the economy will be back on track, an
efficient strategy that can sustain growth throughout the 2010’s is needed. Thus, a series of
points must be noted that could help Turkey
achieve such goals.
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√
Con�nuous relaxa�on of an�-compe��ve
regula�ons could boost produc�vity and also provide poten�al beneﬁts to employment, by oﬀering
more ﬂexibility. Reduc�on of cumbersome administra�ve barriers to business, of the government’s
share in opera�ons and of FDI impediments shall
result into produc�ve eﬃciency and posi�ve externali�es (OECD).
√
Export trends are rather posi�ve in early
2010. Even so, there are economists familiar with
the Turkish economy that are more cau�ous. Some
argue that, in early 2010, Turkish exports remained
stagnant vis-a-vis world trends sugges�ng Turkey
is having diﬃcul�es catching up. It has been acknowledged that the country is in need of a more
eﬀec�ve export-oriented growth strategy, one that
reduces dependency on low-technology exports
and that develops more proﬁtable ones.
√
In order to render the budget easier to
sustain, authori�es should also start collec�ng
taxes from the informal sector. Firms from the latter also have li�le incen�ve to invest in the formal
sector which means there is a need for a more sustainable growth model that takes into account of
domes�c speciﬁci�es.
√
FEMISE has already noted that Trkey
must accelerate the transforma�on of its employment structure due to demographical pressures.
Meanwhile, more eﬀorts are needed to be�er target the poorer segments of the popula�on.
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Annexes
Regarding the following tables :
Since Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and Pales�ne
did not provide data for 2009 to the WTO, data has
been recomposed by applying to the year 2008 the
average rate of growth of MPs trade
The Mediterranean region is composed of
–Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Morocco, Pales�ne,
Syria, Tunisia, Turkey
The EU is composed of the EU15 countries
un�l the year 2000 and of the EU27 countries for
the remaining years.

Annex 1: Rela�ve shares of MPs partners
EXPORTS

IMPORTS

Trade excluding oil
1995

2000

2005

2008

2009

1995

2000

2005

2008

2009

EU27

49%

47%

48%

43%

41%

57%

54%

48%

43%

45%

EU 15

46%

44%

43%

37%

36%

55%

51%

44%

38%

41%

EU 12

3%

3%

5%

6%

5%

2%

2%

4%

4%

4%

RoW

46%

48%

46%

49%

50%

41%

42%

47%

52%

49%

China

0%

1%

1%

1%

2%

1%

3%

6%

9%

10%

GCC

2%

3%

3%

8%

5%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

USA

14%

20%

15%

10%

11%

13%

12%

7%

8%

8%

MPs

5%

5%

6%

8%

9%

2%

4%

5%

5%

5%

Turkey

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

EU 27

49%

47%

50%

45%

44%

61%

59%

55%

49%

54%

EU 15

46%

44%

45%

38%

38%

59%

57%

50%

45%

49%

EU12

3%

3%

5%

6%

6%

2%

2%

4%

4%

5%

RoW

46%

49%

45%

48%

48%

37%

38%

41%

46%

41%

China

0%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

3%

8%

12%

14%

GCC

2%

2%

3%

7%

4%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

USA

16%

23%

16%

12%

13%

11%

11%

6%

7%

7%

MPs

4%

5%

6%

7%

9%

2%

3%

4%

4%

5%

Turkey

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

3%

Manufacturing Trade 1

(1) Products 5 to 8 of sitc rev3 ; Source: Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 2: Annual average rate of growth of trade
Exports
Partner

Imports

1995-2000 2001-2005 2006-2009 2008-2009 1995-2008 1995-2000 2001-2005 2006-2009 2008-2009 1995-2008

TOTAL
China

10%

22%

24%

4%

20%

19%

39%

World

7%

15%

0%

GCC

8%

20%

6%

MPs

12%

15%

14%

Turkey

27%

14%

EU 15

7%

14%

EU 27

6%

15%

USA

13%

ROW

7%

15%

-15%

22%

-30%

8%

4%

-54%

13%

7%

15%

3%

-28%

6%

28%

-5%

-48%

9%

-16%

12%

14%

14%

8%

-24%

11%

4%

-36%

12%

-4%

-32%

6%

1%

14%

13%

-18%

12%

2%

12%

3%

-21%

4%

-3%

-32%

6%

2%

13%

3%

-22%

4%

14%

-9%

-31%

7%

16%

2%

-29%

8%

1%

1%

9%

-26%

2%

4%

18%

3%

-32%

7%

Manufacturing
China

17%

9%

22%

-15%

16%

21%

41%

16%

-14%

23%

World

7%

12%

3%

-25%

8%

3%

15%

2%

-27%

5%

GCC

4%

28%

3%

-61%

13%

15%

20%

11%

-30%

14%

MPs

7%

16%

17%

-9%

13%

12%

17%

10%

-16%

13%

Turkey

13%

14%

13%

-48%

12%

1%

19%

13%

-15%

13%

EU 15

6%

13%

-1%

-26%

6%

3%

12%

2%

-20%

4%

EU 27

6%

14%

0%

-27%

7%

3%

12%

2%

-19%

4%

USA

15%

5%

-5%

-18%

6%

3%

0%

8%

-17%

2%

ROW

8%

10%

5%

-25%

8%

4%

17%

0%

-35%

6%

Total excluding oil
China

10%

20%

12%

-8%

17%

19%

39%

15%

-14%

22%

World

5%

14%

3%

-23%

7%

3%

14%

4%

-25%

5%

GCC

8%

20%

7%

-53%

13%

13%

19%

12%

-37%

13%

MPs

7%

16%

15%

-12%

12%

15%

14%

8%

-20%

13%

Turkey

14%

27%

6%

-41%

12%

1%

14%

13%

-15%

11%

EU 15

4%

13%

-2%

-25%

5%

2%

11%

2%

-20%

3%

EU 27

4%

15%

-1%

-27%

6%

2%

12%

3%

-21%

4%

USA

13%

7%

-6%

-18%

5%

1%

0%

7%

-25%

2%

ROW

6%

12%

5%

-22%

8%

3%

17%

4%

-30%

7%

Source: Comtrade
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Annex 3: MPs trade balances with the 3 partner groups (current US$, millions)
World
Total

EU

oil excluded Manufacturing

Total

ROW

oil excluded Manufacturing

Total

oil excluded Manufacturing

1995

-46520

-50778

-38075

-24960

-18049

-28607

-21472

-18,049

-9923

1996

-50136

-56480

-42498

-28828

-19246

-34175

-21595

-19,246

-8857

1997

-47428

-54289

-41720

-27075

-16888

-33704

-19794

-16,888

-8504

1998

-51883

-55237

-41994

-28278

-20223

-31909

-23163

-20,223

-10570

1999

-41794

-47091

-36116

-21137

-17008

-28315

-20725

-17,008

-8473

2000

-43631

-55206

-39333

-19261

-19293

-31541

-23639

-19,293

-7906

2001

-30534

-40767

-25016

-10123

-14377

-21961

-19267

-14,377

-2928

2002

-33694

-44116

-27604

-12541

-15102

-24852

-19856

-15,102

-2626

2003

-35632

-49635

-30881

-13090

-18327

-26761

-21491

-18,327

-3979

2004

-54987

-70315

-45471

-18820

-31122

-34523

-35072

-31,122

-11083

2005

-58785

-81403

-58451

-9388

-41159

-37732

-47789

-41,159

-20306

2006

-59273

-82723

-57343

-6738

-43204

-37096

-51542

-43,204

-20848

2007

-87159

-110370

-74831

-14059

-67833

-40488

-71984

-67,833

-35313

2008

-116870

-143533

-81007

-17230

-85177

-48764

-99431

-83,891

-34229

2009

-92077

-102591

-70682

-31078

-50729

-46948

-63194

-49,792

-12308

Source: Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons

Annex 4: Rela�ve shares (in%) of agricultural exports to total MPs exports
World

ROW

EU15

PM

1995

2009

1995

2009

1995

2009

1995

2009

Algeria

1%

0%

3%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

Egypt

9%

12%

8%

14%

9%

8%

14%

15%

Israël

5%

4%

3%

2%

10%

8%

2%

3%

Jordan

10%

15%

9%

14%

8%

9%

15%

22%

Lebanon

11%

12%

6%

12%

Morocco

31%

19%

33%

17%

30%

19%

17%

29%

Syria

31%

36%

57%

66%

4%

3%

11%

53%

Tunisia

5%

6%

7%

13%

4%

3%

5%

11%

Turkey

16%

10%

17%

12%

15%

8%

18%

8%

MP9

10%

9%

10%

10%

11%

7%

12%

15%

Syria, 2007 and 2008 Egypt, Lebanon, 2008 : valEUs es�mated from average rates of growth of MPs trade.
Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 5: Decomposi�on of agricultral products exported by MPs, by trading partner
World

ROW

EU

PM

1995

2009

1995

2009

1995

2009

1995

2009

Live animals

3%

7%

4%

7%

0%

0%

10%

22%

Meat & prép.

1%

2%

1%

3%

1%

1%

0%

0%

Milk, dairy

1%

6%

2%

8%

0%

0%

1%

7%

Fish

14%

7%

16%

4%

15%

15%

4%

3%

Cereals

9%

12%

15%

14%

1%

4%

24%

21%

Fruit & vegetables

59%

51%

40%

46%

79%

70%

36%

30%

Sugar, honey

4%

4%

7%

5%

1%

3%

2%

3%

Coﬀee, tea, cocoa, spices

4%

5%

6%

6%

1%

2%

4%

8%

Animal food

1%

2%

1%

1%

0%

1%

3%

3%

Various prod.

5%

5%

7%

5%

1%

5%

16%

3%

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons

Annex 6: Shares (in%) of manufacturing in MPs exports
1995

2009

EU

ROW

EU

ROW

Algeria

3%

3%

1%

1%

Morocco

54%

47%

70%

52%

Tunisia

80%

74%

77%

71%

Egypt

42%

42%

43%

35%

Jordan

44%

55%

54%

73%

Lebanon

65%

62%

65%

64%

71%

32%

Pales�ne
Syria

6%

11%

10%

55%

Turkey

77%

71%

85%

67%

Israël

83%

93%

88%

96%

MP10

58%

68%

61%

62%

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 7.1: MPs exports by technological intensity (*)
1995

2000

2005

2008

2009

World
High tech. Intensity

14.9%

18.7%

12.5%

14.0%

15.0%

Av. tech. Intensity

9.4%

10.1%

14.5%

15.8%

17.5%

Low tech. Intensity

5.8%

3.4

5.3%

9.5%

8.4%

Labour and ressources

33.9%

30.4%

28.0%

21.5%

23.8%

Energy+primary

34.6%

36.0%

38.4%

38.1%

34.0%

ROW
High tech. Intensity

19.9%

25.9%

15.9%

17.7%

19.6%

Av. tech. Intensity

9.7%

10.1%

13.2%

13.9%

15.2%

Low tech. Intensity

7.0%

3.1%

6.1%

12.6%

10.3%

Labour and ressources

33.0%

30.9%

30.4%

21.5%

22.6%

Energy+primary

28.3%

27.9%

32.3%

32.5%

30.5%

EU15
High tech. Intensity

10.0%

12.6%

9.4%

9.7%

10.0%

Av. tech. Intensity

8.8%

10.0%

15.6%

18.7%

20.9%

Low tech. Intensity

3.6%

3.4%

3.9%

5.3%

4.3%

Labour and ressources

36.8%

31.4%

27.2%

22.8%

27.1%

Energy+primary

40.0%

41.7%

43.3%

42.8%

37.0%

High tech. Intensity

14.1%

13.3%

13.4%

15.3%

12.5%

Av. tech. Intensity

12.1%

10.2%

14.8%

14.1%

15.4%

Low tech. Intensity

15.1%

5.5%

11.8%

14.4%

18.9%

Labour and ressources

15.8%

16.5%

15.0%

15.6%

18.2%

Energy+primary

42.5%

53.5%

43.8%

39.7%

33.7%

PM

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
Annexe 7-2: Share of average and high tech exports
1995

2009

ROW

EU15

ROW

EU15

2%

1%

0%

1%

Algeria
Egypt

9%

5%

21%

27%

Israël

46%

47%

55%

58%

Jordan

44%

32%

46%

38%

42%

27%

50%

29%

25%

2%

Lebanon
Morocco

36%

17%

Syria
Tunisia

31%

17%

47%

29%

Turkey

16%

15%

32%

43%

MP9

30%

19%

35%

31%

MPs excl. Oil rich (*)

32%

23%

41%

41%

(*)PM Hors Algeria et Syria
Source Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 8 Trade concentra�on and diversiﬁca�on indexes in MPs
Concentra�on index*

Diversiﬁca�on index**

1995

2008

1995

2008

Algeria

0.53

0.60

0.81

0.79

Égypte

0.25

0.21

0.66

0.59

Israël

0.28

0.30

0.55

0.60

Jordan

0.21

0.19

0.64

0.57

Lebanon

0.10

0.12

0.59

0.64

Morocco

0.18

0.21

0.75

0.70

Syria

0.54

0.37

0.69

0.66

Tunisia

0.22

0.18

0.66

0.56

Turkey

0.11

0.10

0.63

0.47

Average MPs ***

0.27

0.25

0.67

0.62

*This index evaluates the degree of exports concentra�on. The closer to 1, the stronger the concentra�on of exports
on a small number of products.
** his index evaluates the devia�on of the country’s export structure rela�ve to the world structure. It varies from 0
to 1, a valEU closer to 1 stands for a more important divergence.
*** arithme�cal average
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Annex 9 Indicators of intra-branch trade (*)
MPs

Partner

95-00

38960

1995

2000

2005

2008

2009

World

4.41

2.69

3.08

3.33

1.64

1.74

1.40

ROW

6.38

3.68

3.35

3.95

2.10

1.74

1.17

EU15

2.81

2.08

1.97

3.39

1.24

1.73

1.11

World

8.79

18.28

9.44

8.56

17.36

17.87

.

Algeria

Egypt
ROW

11.07

17.56

11.05

10.37

12.37

16.01

.

EU15

5.25

9.99

6.02

3.63

.

12.69

.

World

37.06

44.24

33.28

38.93

46.65

42.06

40.48

Israël
ROW

37.52

41.77

33.29

39.35

43.83

38.52

37.86

EU15

29.82

40.97

30.90

32.49

47.41

44.93

39.62

World

33.56

33.60

31.01

30.43

31.86

32.53

30.77

ROW

34.10

31.77

31.76

35.12

28.61

28.09

26.23

EU15

9.62

7.30

13.82

4.58

.

6.29

7.91

World

16.34

25.73

.

15.43

.

28.04

.

ROW

16.94

26.58

.

15.52

.

29.35

.

EU15

7.20

9.18

.

6.72

.

8.02

.

World

15.80

19.55

11.38

18.19

19.29

18.68

19.33

Jordan

Lebanon

Morocco
ROW

9.69

12.55

8.78

10.38

9.30

10.36

12.61

EU15

16.82

21.23

10.52

18.76

21.69

22.10

20.56

World

9.76

13.45

.

9.76

11.47

.

.

Syria
ROW

22.72

12.27

.

22.72

9.14

.

.

EU15

1.12

9.82

.

1.12

16.71

.

.

World

22.32

29.72

22.92

23.30

28.35

30.40

31.61

ROW

19.07

23.58

17.40

17.27

22.72

21.47

25.73

EU15

21.59

26.98

22.58

22.30

26.66

28.19

27.46

World

26.39

37.77

22.08

27.53

36.71

39.35

40.58

ROW

28.53

37.75

23.42

29.15

34.62

38.53

39.84

Tunisia

Turkey

MP9

EU15

18.85

31.10

15.24

20.66

30.41

32.70

31.59

World

37.80

48.82

33.67

39.65

45.70

50.82

51.70

ROW

39.10

46.74

34.09

41.29

43.60

45.23

45.38

EU15

27.93

37.46

25.03

29.41

36.89

40.11

38.66

(*)Following the methodology of Grubel & Lloyd.
Index calculated based on manuf. trade, categories 5 to 8 of Sitc rev3, at 5 digits.
Source Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 10.Main sectors of MPs exports specializa�on
Partner

1995

2000

2005

2009

ROW

12%

10%

10%

13%

EU15

8%

6%

5%

7%

ROW

4%

8%

3%

4%

EU15

4%

5%

5%

6%

ROW

3%

4%

5%

6%

EU15

1%

3%

8%

10%

ROW

4%

4%

4%

4%

EU15

3%

2%

3%

3%

ROW

8%

5%

7%

10%

EU15

5%

4%

4%

5%

ROW

18%

19%

16%

10%

EU15

6%

4%

5%

3%

ROW

5%

8%

3%

1%

EU15

2%

5%

4%

3%

ROW

6%

5%

4%

4%

EU15

9%

6%

5%

5%

ROW

7%

4%

4%

5%

EU15

5%

3%

3%

3%

ROW

11%

17%

19%

13%

EU15

23%

31%

33%

28%

ROW

5%

4%

5%

4%

EU15

6%

5%

4%

4%

ROW

9%

6%

5%

3%

EU15

23%

20%

16%

16%

Chemicals

Electronic components

Transport equipment

Non electrical machinery

Metals & other basic manuf.

Minerals, oil excl.

Computers, telecoms

Fresh food products

Processed food products

Oil products

Tex�les and fabrics

Clothing

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex 11. Shares (in%) of MPs* in European imports** in manufacturing
Sectors

1995

2000

2005

2009

Clothing

22%

17%

21%

17%

Tex�les and fabrics

11%

14%

17%

16%

Leather & leather products

4%

6%

4%

4%

Metal & other basic manuf.

3%

3%

4%

4%

Electronic components

2%

2%

2%

2%

Electric components

2%

3%

4%

6%

Transport equipment

1%

3%

6%

6%

Wood, paper

0,90%

1,70%

2,50%

2,40%

Other manuf.

1%

1%

2%

2%

Non electrical machinery

1%

1%

2%

3%

Computers, telecoms

0%

0%

2%

1%

Total

4%

3%

5%

5%

*-Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia et Turkey
** rela�ve to EU imports excl. intra-EU
Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons

Annex 12. MPs exports specializa�on by range of product
Clothing

Low quality

High quality

Textiles & fabrics

Average quality

Average quality

High quality

Low quality

50%

60%
50%

40%

40%

30%

30%
20%

20%

10%
0%

10%
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1995

Electronic components

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Transport equipment
Low quality

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

Average quality

High quality

Low quality

Average quality

High quality

80%

0%
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1995

Chemicals

1996

1997

Metals
Average quality

High quality

Low quality

1998

1999

2000

2001

Low quality

2002

2003

2004

2005

High quality

2006

2007

2008

2009

Average quality

60%

80%
60%

40%

40%

20%

20%
0%
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

0%

2009

1995

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Annex 13.-. Quality range (in %) of MPs exports by technological intensity
Low quality

Average quality

High quality

Technological
intensity
1995

2000

2009

1995

2000

2009

1995

2000

2009

Low

72%

11%

21%

16%

3%

66%

12%

86%

13%

Jordan

100%

52%

22%

0%

48%

78%

Morocco

0%

48%

15%

61%

36%

31%

39%

16%

54%

Tunisia

30%

33%

30%

17%

23%

47%

53%

44%

23%

Turkey

57%

48%

25%

24%

26%

38%

19%

27%

36%

MP5

57%

34%

24%

22%

18%

45%

21%

49%

31%

0,86

0,9

0,43

0,01

0,03

0,19

0,13

0,07

0,38

Jordan

24%

35%

19%

50%

33%

35%

26%

33%

33%

Morocco

23%

17%

38%

77%

72%

46%

0%

11%

15%

Tunisia

53%

53%

37%

23%

24%

40%

24%

23%

23%

Turkey

60%

52%

35%

23%

35%

51%

17%

13%

14%

MP5

55%

49%

38%

27%

36%

46%

18%

15%

16%

71%

45%

46%

0%

11%

19%

29%

43%

36%

Jordan

6%

31%

74%

94%

69%

26%

Morocco

91%

39%

43%

9%

60%

38%

0%

1%

19%

Tunisia

69%

64%

23%

28%

26%

28%

3%

11%

49%

Turkey

100%

99%

92%

0%

1%

8%

MP5

81%

68%

64%

12%

28%

15%

7%

5%

22%

47%

30%

23%

31%

38%

24%

22%

31%

53%

Jordan

88%

22%

9%

3%

76%

69%

9%

2%

23%

Morocco

68%

44%

36%

16%

28%

28%

15%

28%

36%

Tunisia

21%

27%

41%

38%

40%

33%

41%

33%

25%

Turkey

26%

33%

35%

37%

41%

36%

37%

26%

29%

MP5

30%

34%

36%

35%

38%

33%

35%

28%

31%

Egypt

Egypt

Egypt

Egypt

Average

High

Labour &
ressources

Source : Comtrade, FEMISE calcula�ons
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Annex B1. An example of CGE models: the new
version of MIRAGE (Decreux and Valin, 2007)

though an increasing empirical literature shows
the existence of such eﬀects.

Recent CGE modeling has progressed in several
ways compared to tradi�onal CGE models. In par�cular, the new genera�on has progressively incorporated the recent trade theory men�oned in the
introduc�on, such as imperfect compe��on and
horizontal product diﬀeren�a�on (Smith and Venables, 1988; Harrisson et al., 1997) as well as some
dynamic features (Baldwin, 1989), etc. In addi�on,
some speciﬁc research has been devoted to technical aspects, such as the choice of appropriate elas�ci�es in imperfect compe��on (Rosen, 2006).
This ﬁrst Annex presents one example of these
new models, i.e. the new version of MIRAGE deve-

A third interes�ng innova�on is the considera�on
of ver�cal product diﬀeren�a�on through the introduc�on of two quality ranges. This has been implemented by adding a speciﬁc CES nes�ng level in
the u�lity func�on. The quality ranges are deﬁned
on a geographical basis in such a way that goods
produced in a developing country are assumed to
belong to a diﬀerent quality range than those produced in developed countries.

loped by Decreux and Valin (2007). The main features of this model are the following. First, although
horizontal product diﬀeren�a�on is introduced in
a standard fashion, the corresponding calibra�on
procedure is novel in that it allows the available
informa�on to be used more eﬃciently. Second,
the modeling is done in a sequen�al set-up where
installed capital is assumed to be immobile even
across sectors. Consequently, capital realloca�on
only results from the combined eﬀect of deprecia�on and investment. This assump�on gives investment a crucial role in terms of capital stock adjustment. In addi�on, cross-border investment (FDI) is
introduced explicitly in a novel way. Indeed, standard CGE models generally assume that FDI results
from interna�onal capital ﬂows due to capital mobility. A major drawback is that it induces implau-

an�-dumping du�es which can be calculated in tariﬀ equivalents. Preferen�al agreements are also
taken into account in a quasi-exhaus�ve way. The
informa�on is generally available at HS6 level, but
it can also be aggregated in several product categories. In addi�on, speciﬁc features of the agricultural sector are introduced. These include export
subsidies, price support, produc�on quotas, land
alloca�on across crops as well as capital and land
subsidies.

sibly high cross-border capital ﬂows (compared
with observed ﬂows). On the other hand, MIRAGE
a�empts to induce more plausible capital ﬂows by
linking empirical evidence to theore�cal consistency. This can be achieved by modeling domes�c and
foreign investment in a single framework where
saving alloca�on is a func�on of ini�al savings, the
current capital stock, the sectoral rate of return to
capital as well as the adjustment speed of capital
(for more details, refer to Decreux and Valin, 2007,
pp.15-16). However, the model does not take into
account FDI spillover eﬀects on produc�vity, al-

match the objec�ves and constraints of the model.
Some other variables are endogenous, especially
capital stocks which adjust depending on domes�c
and foreign investment. This implies that the rates
of returns for capital vary across sectors a�er the
base year. Adjustment costs also arise from these
changes in capital alloca�on in case of a signiﬁcant
shock (which may render the alloca�on sub-op�mal).

Trade policy modeling is also a key characteris�c
in MIRAGE. In this regard, trade barriers include
ad-valorem tariﬀs, speciﬁc tariﬀs, tariﬀ quotas and

The model also includes a dynamic set-up. It is
solved in a sequen�al way for up to 20 years.
The dynamics include exogenous variables such
as the growth rate of produc�on factors as well
as technical progress. In addi�on, labor, land and
the number of varie�es adjust instantaneously to

As a last characteris�c, MIRAGE makes it possible
to dis�nguish a dual labor market observed in some
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developing economies, with a modern (urban) labor market which pays an eﬃciency wage to unskilled labor and a tradi�onal (rural) market which
pays labor at its marginal produc�vity. This implies
speciﬁc migra�on from rural to urban areas, hidden unemployment in these countries as well as
underemployment in the rural areas.

with:

The other features and assump�ons are standard.
On the supply side, they include produc�on with 5
factors (capital, skilled labor, unskilled labor, land
and natural resources) with exogenous growth
rates. On the demand side, ﬁnal consump�on is
modeled in each region through a representa�ve
agent characterized by an intra-temporal u�lity
func�on. A ﬁxed share of the regional income is

where Yi, Yj and Yw denote country i’s GDP, country
j’s GDP and world GDP respec�vely; Tij accounts
for trade costs between i and j; Pi and Pj reﬂect the
implicit aggregate equilibrium prices and θi and θj
are country i and j’s income shares.

allocated to savings, the remaining share to consump�on with a ﬁrst CES. The four-stage CES are
modeled in order to consider the consumer choice
within each sector, across countries, across varie�es and across quali�es (for addi�onal informa�on
and the complete model setup, refer to Decreux
and Valin, 2007).

variety so that the export of a par�cular good from
i to j is iden�cal to the consump�on of this good in
country j; transport costs are symmetric (Tij = Tji);
the produc�on of ﬁrms exceeds the net amount
received by the consumer (iceberg transporta�on
costs), and bilateral prices depend on trade barriers alone.

Annex B2. An example of new gravity model based
on Anderson and van Wincoop (2003)

As compared to tradi�onal gravity equa�ons, the
key improvement here concerns the speciﬁca�on of
the trade cost term in brackets in equa�on (1). This
term has two components: bilateral trade resistance
(Tij) as well as mul�lateral trade resistance through
the price indexes. Indeed, as prices in the impor�ng
country (j) depend on trade barriers charged to all
expor�ng countries (i), Pj reﬂects the inward mul�lateral trade resistance. Similarly, Pi reﬂects outward

Although gravity models have been used for a long
�me in the assessment of regional agreements,
recent research has shed new light into the theore�cal underpinning of gravity models. This has
made it possible to reduce biases due to omi�ed
variables and other misspeciﬁca�on. Amongst the
recent models, one crucial reference is Anderson
and van Wincoop (2003). The basic model is as follows:
Star�ng from a product diﬀeren�a�on framework
with one sector economy, and assuming that consumers have CES preferences with σ as a common
elas�city, the gravity equa�on may be wri�en as:

(2)
and
(3)

The main underlying assump�ons are the following: each country produces a unique product

mul�lateral trade resistance as it depends on country
i’s trade barriers from all its import partners. In both
cases, an increase in mul�lateral resistance leads
a country i to trade more with its bilateral partner
j. Overall, the implica�on of the trade cost term is
that trade between country i and j is determined by
bilateral trade barriers rela�ve to average trade barriers that both countries face with all their trading
partners.

(1)
Overall, a major problem concerning the speciﬁca�on of the trade cost func�on is the choice of the
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appropriate variables. This may give rise to a bias due
to omi�ed variables. The trade cost speciﬁca�on proposed here accounts for this problem by introducing
speciﬁc bilateral interac�on eﬀects which capture
any remaining unobserved bilateral trade resistance
variables (cultural, poli�cal, etc...):
(4)
with dij, �j, lij, bij and ηij deno�ng respec�vely geographical distance (as a proxy for transport costs),
tariﬀs and non tariﬀ barriers (NTBs), diﬀerences in
languages, other border eﬀects as well as speciﬁc
bilateral interac�on eﬀects. Subs�tu�ng (4) into (1)
and a�er log lineariza�on, the theore�cal gravity
equa�on takes the following form:

(6)
This type of models can then be used to calculate
the trade eﬀects of a PTA (through the es�ma�on
of the corresponding parameter es�mates) or to
calculate trade poten�als with the residuals of the
model.

(5)
with σ>1; 0<α1, α2, α3<1 and ρ, λ, ψ, γ>0.
The ﬁrst line of this equa�on refers to the tradi�onal «mass» gravity variables, the second and third
lines include tradi�onal and new bilateral trade
cost variables respec�vely, whereas the last line
captures mul�lateral trade costs.
The last step consists in making appropriate assump�on to get an es�mable equa�on. The main
assump�on relates to the measure of prices which
are commonly proxied by country ﬁxed-eﬀects.
Other assump�ons must also be made about the
regional group included. In the following equa�on,
a typical model applied to the EU-15 includes
three types of regional groups: the EU, CEECs as
was as MENA countries (SMCs):
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